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SYNOPSIS 
The primary aim of this thesis was to classify existing figurines 
from the Minoan period (c. 3000-1450 B. C. ) into a suitable typology. 
Secondly, it was hoped that from such an approach new aspects 
of their Interpretation could be brought to light. The thesis Is 
divided into four parts, each dealing with a particular aspect 
of the research, and each subdivided into further chapters. 
Part I lays the foundation for the research, examining previous 
studies of figurines in their various aspects and the theory and 
development of typologies for use in research. This is followed 
by the establishment of a typological framework for the material in 
question, and a chronological scale as part of that typology. 
Part II investigates problems inherent in this kind of research, and 
then sets out the contextual evidence of the figurines. In addition, 
the variety of materials used for the figurines is examined. 
Part III provides the main catalogue of the figurines within 
their various type-groups, and set within the three main chronological 
groups of the Pre-, Proto- and Neo-palatial periods. 
Finally, Part IV, in dealing with the interpretations and con- 
clusions, focuses on two main aspects; firstly, the wider interpre- 
tation of the figurines as seen in the contextual evidence, and 
including their geographical location; secondly, the more detailed 
interpretation of the figurines themselves, including the signifi- 
cance of their basic forms, the sexes, gestures, postures, dress and 
adornments. In this way it was hoped that a fuller interpretation 
of the figurines and their place in Minoan society may be attained. 
The limits on availability of material were a factor in the 
scope of the thesis, but it is hoped that the sample is sufficiently 
large and the typology therefore adequate. 
TO JAMES CUBITT 
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MINOAN ANTHROPOMORPHIC FIGURINES 
PART I 
CHAPTER 1. PREVIOUS STUDIES AND RESEARCH 
Anthropomorphic figurines. first came to light in excavations of 
Minoan sites in Crete at the beginning of this century. 
1 
Ever since, 
there has been much discussion and interest shown in their inter- 
pretation, particularly as they were seen to be a key element in our 
understanding of the religion of this period in Cretan history, (and 
here I refer to the period which followed the end of the Neolithic, 
and ended with the destruction of the second palaces in 1450 B. C. 
2 
). 
The literature that has been produced is varied both in content and 
extent, in accordance with the particular aims of the authors con- 
cerned. This chapter attempts to examine that literature, restrict- 
ing itself to the Bronze Age Minoan period and by dividing the litera- 
ture into the following categories, which will be discussed individu- 
ally: 
(a) As part of archaeological reports on specific sites. 
3 
(b) As part of general surveys on prehistoric Greece or Crete. 
4 
(c) As part of discussions on Minoan religion and society, or 
selected topics within these contexts. 
5 
(d) Articles on specific figurine groups within particular 
periods, or as one identified type of figurine covering a 
range of periods. 
6 
(e) Guides and handbooks. 
Whilst attempts at interpretationsare made throughout the litera- 
ture and various conclusions are drawnmoSt works have not attempted 
to tackle the complex problem of forming a typology for the figurines 
9 
of the Minoan period, or a full examination of their contextual evi- 
dence. The bases for interpretation remain, at times, dubious and 
with'insufficient foundation, as we shall see. 
(a) Discussion of figurines as part of archaeological reports on 
specific sites varies considerably, particularly in detail. It may 
comprise simply a descriptive list with, a brief attempt at inter- 
pretation at the end; 
7 
it may include a selection only of the most 
noteworthy examples as viewed by the, author, 
8 
or be a lengthy dis- 
cussion on context, types, dress and'method of manufacture, with a 
separate section on interpretationwhere the number found warranted 
such an account. This is the case at the peak santuary site of 
Petsopha excavated by Myres as early as 1902.9 Xanthoudides, in 
spite of his pioneering work and contribution to, the subject in 
his report on the excavations of the tombs of the Mesara, 
10 
described 
only a selection of figurines together with their measurements, but 
wihout adequate detail of their location and context. This did not 
prevent his interpretation of them, 
11 
, Theýsimplest and perhaps most 
probable hypothesis sees in them the Mother Goddess worshipped in 
Crete and the Aegean. The likeness of the goddess -would have been 
placed in the tomb that she might protect the dead in the underworld 
as she protected him in his life on earth'. Even if we were to take 
this 'hypothesis' as 'probable' it is based on insufficient evidence. 
(b) In general surveys of prehistoric Greece or Crete figurines invar- 
iably feature in the form of a general account of a few of the basic, 
easily recognisable types and an attempt at interpretation through- 
out all the Minoan periods. 
12 
Hood's section on 'sculpture' in the 
'Arts of prehistoric_Greecel 
13 
is informative as to the techniques 
of manufacture and decoration of Minoan figurines, and covers a wide 
10 
range. Whilst primary emphasis is placed on the development of this 
particular art, Hood concludes-in his interpretation'of them that 
they 'were evidently made as votives, and many represent worshippers, 
both men and women ... 1. - 
In Zervos' 'Llart de le Crbte, N6olithique et Minoenne', his exten- 
sive photographic collection of figurines is to be viewed mainly 
within the wider historical perspective of the art of'Crete during 
this period. Within this art the figurines are related to two 
central themes: firstly, as part of, the evidence for cultural 
contacts between Crete and her neighbouring countries in the 
Mediterranean 
14 
and secondly, as part, of the evidence for establish- 
ing that Minoan religion was not aniconic. 
With regard to the former, Zervos cites such examples as the 
early-Minoan figurines from the tombs of the Mesara and their con- 
15 
nection to Pre-dynastic figurines-from Egypt. This comparative 
study extends through the Minoan periods as seen by his comparison 
between a figurine- from Patsos 
16 
and one, with identical gestures 
from Sardinia. 
17 
To the second theme he describes those first 
representations (as he-sees them) of the goddess in human formsuch 
as is found in the figurines from the tombs of Mesara. 
18 
This practice he traces throughout the Minoan periods,, and con- 
cludes that-even when the 'Great Goddess' (la Grande Deesse) is 
increasingly associated with emblems, she still retains her anthro- 
pomorphic aspect. Such symbolism as is reflected-in emblems re- 
lates to her function in vegetation, astral cycles and with animals 
and humans alike. Zervos does not believe that there is any repre- 
sentation of a male god in three dimensional form or otherwise. 
19 
Finally, it was her representation in the image of 'woman' that 
11 
was vital and helps clarify that the cult of the Minoans was not 
aniconic: it was not merely her more abstract symbolic role that 
was cherished. 
In 'Crete and Early Greece' (1965) F. Matz is concerned with 
the 'arts' of the Minoan and Mycenaean periods. Figurines are used 
only to further our understanding of the artistic and technical ' 
achievements of craftsmen within particular periods of their develop- 
ment. Whilst this is an important aspect to consider, treated in 
isolation it may detract from any other interpretation that may be 
revealed when discussed in association with other equally valid 
factors (context, for instance). In'addition, Matz only used a few 
select examples. Whilst admitting that 'an abundance of sculpture 
is found only in Crete', 
20 
(in the Early Minoan period) he goes on to 
discuss seals with no further discussion of the figurines of this 
period. In his section on 'sculpture' 
21 
in_'The Age of Maturity'_ 
(Minoan style in the palace period) the female faience figure 
22 
is 
discussed both as a votive figure and in terms of its, artistic merits. 
I... plasticity and dynamism are still hampered by the 
decorative element, especially by the flatness of the 
lower part of the symmetrical structure. But by com- 
parison with figures from the Pre-palatial era the 
form is balanced and sure'. 
There is not, however, any discussion of Pre-palatial figurines. 
The ivory figure of an acrobat is the second example used I ... 
chosen to illustrate the Minoan's talent for the representation of 
movement ... 1. This concludes the section on sculpture for this 
period. 
This art-historical approach was previously adopted by Hutchinson 
12 
in his survey of Prehistoric Crete (1963) 
23 
when discussing 'fig- 
ures in the round'. He finds few examples of figurines of any 
importance from the Middle Minoan period, regarding the MM I 
figures from 'peak sanctuaries' as 'cheaper forms' of this particu- 
lar art. 
24 
Early Minoan figurines are only mentioned briefly within 
the context of the development of technical processes in art, and 
evidence for cultural contacts with the other areas of the Mediter- 
ranean. Hutchinson views many'of the Cycladic-type figurines as 
imports, whilst other types of figurines made of ivory, although 
importing the material from areas like Syria, retain a 'purely 
Minoan style'. 
25 
The so-called 'Snake-Goddess' from Knossos inevi- 
tably features in the discussion of Minoan religion (and more 
particularly that of the 'Snake or Household Goddess 
26 
). 
Because of the general nature of these studies a more detailed 
analysis and description of Minoan figurines has not been possible 
at any stage. The result has been a scanty selection of the most 
noteworthy examples, which in most cases have been the most 'atypical' 
forms of this art, and hence when discussed in isolation can result 
in misleading interpretations as to the nature of figurines in 
any one of the Minoan periods. 
(c) As part of discussion on Minoan religion and society, figurines 
have played an important role in the identification of 'cult' areas, 
rooms and shrines, and in increasing our understanding of Minoan 
society 
H. Prinz's 'Bemerkungen zur altkretischen Religion' 
27 
as early as 
1910, concentrated on identifying the various gods and goddesses as 
represented in figurines and representations of figures. He clearly 
does not believe in the concept of monotheism in the religion of the 
13 
Minoan and Mycenaean periods and sees no evidence to support such a 
notion. As a comparison Prinz cites the religion of Asia Minor and 
relates his 'mother of the mountains and lions' goddess 
28 
as coming 
from there to Crete. Prinz identifies a Goddess characterized by the 
clutching of her breast; 
29 





one with lions and finally a goddess with flowers. 
32 
Apart from Type III, the goddess 'with snakes', most of his examples 
refer to the Late Minoan II, III and Mycenaean periods. To type III 
he attributes the so-called 'Snake-Goddess' from the Temple Repositor- 
ies at Knossos. His argument is not adequateýjsubstantiated however, 
and he gives few examples, perhaps attributable to the early date of 
publication and lack of current evidence. 
Nilsson (1950) 
33 
in his chapter on 'Idols and Cult Idols' 
uses the material to further his investigations of Minoan and 
Mycenaean religion, their connections and differences, and to try and 
establish whether we are dealing with monotheism or polytheism. But 
his interpretaion of the material precedes his investigation of it, 
as we see from the first paragraph. 
34 
'It must be keptwell in mind that the monuments 
to be discussed here are divided into two classes: 
on the one hand actual 'cult idols': on the other 
representations of gods and 'genii' ... The 
evidence for the first class is wholly reliable 
as far as it can be understood without the aid 
of hypothesis'. 
His single aim is quite, clear and his statements lack adequate 
explanation. In his discussion of their lattyitudes' Nilsson 
concludes that they were 'various' and that one could not deduce 
14 
what their 'character' was from this, 'i. e. whether they represent 
deities or not, and concerning the figures which for other reasons 
mus"t represent a goddess viz. the bell-sýaped idols, it is' likewise 
impossible to infer from their attitudes what the nature of the god- 
dess may have been'. Nilsson was certainly correct in placing his 
emphasis on the examination of actual finds associated with Minoan 
and Mycenaean civilization, though his systematic arrangement of 
them (as seen in his chapters) was based on presu ppositions as to 
their interpretation. More importantly, his analysis of the material 
was insufficient. 
The excellent contribution made by F. Matz in G3ttererschenung und 
kultbild in Minoischen Kreta (1958) 
35 
to our understanding of Minoan 
religion and society is far more instructive. Matz makes a clear 
distinction between what he regards as the earlier votive statuettes 
and those later bell-shaped idols which were in all probability cult- 
36 
images. The contextual evidence provided for these earlier figur- 
ines, he believes - particularly those from the tholoi and the peak 
sanctuaries - confirm this interpretation, in addition to their ges- 
37 
tures of 'adoration'. Matz stresses that the forms and gestures of 
the later bell-shaped idols were quitý different from-the earlier 
figurines, thus intimating that there may not have been precursors, 
amongst them, but that the later idols reflected new influences and 
ideas. Matz is a strong exponent of the concept of an 'epiphany' in 
Minoan religion, to the exclusion of cult images during the earlier 
periods preceding the LMIb destruction. This is confirmed by the lack 
of cult rooms, cult images, the iconographic evidence and the large 
number of votive figurines in areas designated as religious sanctua- 
ries but absent of'cult images. The faienceýfigurines from Knossos, 
38 
15 
must be included within this framework and regarded as votive ob- 
jects themselves, even if they represent a snake-goddess, a 
priestess, or a person of cult importance who dressed up as a 
goddess during a cult ritual and was perhaps even worshipped in 
front of a congregation as such. 
Matz believed that an epiphany was achieved as a result of the 
cult congregation and their prayer. 
39 
She then appeared as either 
human, dove or goddess. The cult images of the Later Minoan periods, 
seen in the bell-shaped idols, may well have developed from the 
realization of the concept of epiphany in three-dimensional form. 
Their large numbers can be attrubuted to the fact that when the 
goddess appeared these were only fleeting images and thus many ap- 
pearances were made and these were represented by the presence of many 
figurines. Thus the motives behind the cult idols of the latest 
Minoan periods stem from a belief in the epiphany which revealed the 
40 
goddess In an 'agitated' posture. However, the degree to which 
this can be traced in the earlier Minoan periods is only reflected 
in the iconographic evidence and not in three dimensional form. 
A different and valuable perspective is presented to us much later 
by E. Brandt in 'GrUss und Gebet' (1965). 
41- 
The study is concerned 
with the identification and interpretation of human forms seen with 
repeated gestures in Minoan and Mycenaean glyptic. Brandt regards 
these 'images' as our only form of 'written' evidence with regard to 
42 
the religion and cult practices for these periods. In the course 
of her discussion she uses figurines to complement and support the 
evidence for gestures seen on seals and their meaning, and thus 
aid her interpretations. 
43 
Whilst concentrating mainly on the 
figures with 'upraised arms' attributed to the the Later Minoan periods, 
16 
she traces briefly their origin in those figurines from the Middle 
Minoan period. Within this she Jraws a distinction between later 
'idols' and earlier 'votive statuettes' and between the 'language of 
gestures' in both, and the wider meaning of figurines as more readily 
interpreted by their context. 
44 
She identifies a variety of gestures, 
and suggests their possible meaning with a strong emphasis on dance 
rituals in both secular and religious spheres, 
45 
though she'does 
not discount the possibility that they were mere'formalities without 
any specific meaning. Like Nilsson, Brandt concludes that from ges- 
ture alone it is impossible to deduce the nature of the figurines - 
that is whether the represented figure is human or divine: it is depen- 
dent on their associated attributes and whether (in her opinion) the 
46 
figure ii"seated or not. She stresses that the visualization of 
the god by the worshipper is in the image of man with his gestures, 
so how can one distinguish man from god? However, Brandt does not 
hesitate to identify certain figures as goddesses and others as wor- 
shippers in glyptic, thus differentiating status when there is not 
always sufficient evidence for doing so. 
47 
Concentrating on a more detailed aspect of Minoan religion and 
society, Ingo Pini presents us with a short section on the Early 
Minoan figurines from tombs in his more general chapter on larte- 
facts and burial rites' 
48 
in I. Beitrage zur minoischen Grýberkundel 
(1968). He is primarily interested in Minoan grave types and with 
their contents with a view to interpreting death rites, funeral 
rites, the death cult and the overall religion of the period. 
Figurines feature as part of the evidence for his discussions and 
interpretations but because of their relative scarcity they do not 
feature prominently. 
49 
He'distinguishes two types: (a) those from 
the Cyclades, both imported and native imitations and (b) those of 
17 
clay, ivory and stone which are of definite Cretan origin. To the 
former he agrees with Matz that It would be a mistake to regard 
them as cult images, although there must have been an element of 
magic involved. 
50 The Cretan idols, in contrast to the Cycladic 
types, probably had a different cultural significance, however, 
and are more closely related in style and meaning to the figurines 
of the succeeding Minoan periods. The importance of this study 
is that these figurines are seen within their proper context and 
discussed as part of their general assemblage where their signifi- 
cance and use can be better understood. Its limitation is only that 
it is a brief and general description without any specific references 
or types being drawn within the two categories. The votive intent 
of the figurines together with their significance as personal ef- 
fects is stressed in their interpretation. 
The study of figurines within particulat contexts 
has proved of undoubted value. Branigan, like Pini, has concerned 
himself with 1gravegoods' in 'The Tombs of Mesaral (1970). Branigan 
is correct in identifying the problems of the interpretation of fig- 
urines in tombs 
51 because 'of the rarity of excavated Early Bronze 
Age settlements' thus making examples 'from tombs more numerous than 
those from houses'. He stresses the insufficient evidence of their 
contexts, the disturbed nature of levels due to previous looting, but 
he does attempt to categorize them into broad type groups. Firstly, 
he discusses the Cycladic series, 
52 the majority of which are native 
products; secondly, those 'with only schematic renderings of the 
torso and with rounded or pointed bases' and thirdly, those which 
'attempt to show the. human body in a realistic manner. 
53 Apart from 
seeing these figurines as 'Common to both funerary and domestic de- 
18 
posits ... and that it was regular practice to bury these figurines 
with their owners', Branigan does not expand much further in his 
interpretations than his inclusion of them as 'personal effects'. 
Tyree had produced a detailed examination of all the figurines 
found within a totally different context: namely, in her 'Cretan 
54 
Sacred Caves' (1974). Included in this study are details of 
measurements, decoration, dress, anatomical detail, posture, ges- 
ture, fabric and approximate dates as part of her 'Survey on cult 
offerings and furniture'. She, too, highlights the problems: none 
of the caves have been fully published and usually stratigraphy was 
so mixed that 'finds were merely listed without any mention of con- 
text or precise dating'. Her interpretation of the figurines is 
dealt with after examination of the general 'assemblages' in the 
caves. This is done in a chronological order with a separate dis- 
cussion on the use and significance of the figurines in themselves 
and as part of their assemblages. She concludes that all human 
55 
figurines ... 'depict a standing worshipping man or woman' and 
brings to the foreground a number of interesting points from her 
survey of them. For instance, that female figurines which have sur- 
vived from the period WIII- IMI are all bronzes and found from one 
56 cave only, and male figurines occur twice as frequently and from 
five different caves, emphasising the use of such an analysis, and 
its'possibilities in terms of in'ierpretation for instance the role 
of the 'male' during this period - whether his predominance reflected 
in the figurines indicates a male divinity or perhaps is more indica- 
tive of the nature of the worshippers or worship in caves). 
After further examination and cataloguing of the evidence, Tyree 
suggests that the 'different offerings in different caves' indicate 
19 
that the 'deity venerated varied from cave to cave'. 
57 
Thus the 
figurines found in the lower chamber of Psychro, together with 
bronze double axes, real weapons and miscellaneous objects (in- 
cluding tweezers, razors, chisels and sealstones) suggest a war 
deity and protector of welfare, fecundity and the livelihood of 
the individual. 
58 
Where, however, numerous bowls, cups, jugs, jars, 
pithoi and fruitstands for food and liquid offerings have been loca- 
ted with figurines, fertility of vegetation and a vegetation deity 
are suggested. This is the case at the Idaean cave and Skoteino for 
instance, in the Late Minoan period. So we see in the cult of the 
cave 'an agricultural deity who also becomes protector of the wel- 
fare, and perhaps the fecundity of the individual person'. 
59 
Rutkowski's 'Cult Places in the Aegean World' (1972), includes 
a number of discussions, on figurines. His invaluable work is con- 
cerned with the examination of and evidence for different types of 
cults, their locations, their place in Minoan religion and society 
together with their development during the Bronze Age. Figurines 
feature as part of the evidence anddiscussion as apposed to an 
objective study in themselves. He suggests, with reference to 
peak sanctuaries, that the general character of the divinity 
may be grasped, amongst other things, by 'the kind of offerings 
brought to the holy place the god ensured the lives and welfare 
of man ... this aspect is quite evident when we examine the votive 
offerings, and above all, the clay (or bronze) figurines representing 
man and woman in supplicating attitudes. It is clear that these 
humans are making pleas to the divinity commending themselves 
to the god's care and reminding him of their existence and needs 
... 1. A brief examinations of such figurines is included, 
61. 
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but there Is no adequate explanation as to why their attitudes 
represent 'supplication' nor why it should be 'clear' that they are 
'making pleas' to the divinity in question. Rutkowski's revised 
edition of the above book, re-named The Cult Places of the Aegean 
(1986), whilst covering the same field as the previous edition, 
includes a much enlarged coverage of the material and-revision 
of existing sites, site plans and reconstructions. 
(d) Articles on specific"figurine groups, either within a particular 
period or one identified type covering a range of periods have in- 
creased in popularity in recent years. - MUller's early study (1929) 
'FrÜhe Plastik in Griechenland und Vorderasien' provided us with the 
first synthesis and discussion on the development of the anthropomor- 
phic figurines known, from the Neolithic through to the later Minoan 
periods. Since that time many more figurines have come to light but 
his early observations are still valid. 'In his chapter on primitive 
style in the Early Aegean and Asia Minor, for instance, he correctly 
stresses the two types of representation evident in early plastic 
art: namely 'naturalistic' and 'schematiclýand discusses how these 
forms developed from their Neolithic predecessors. 
63 
MUller sees the difference between the Early Minoan figurines and 
the Neolithic ones as being represented by the abandonment of the 
'fatness' in the latter types for an attempt at a more real human 
form in the former figurines: here the simplicity of the contours 
is seen in combination with the ability to schematize. 
64 
MUller's 
study is a morphological one: he sees the proportions of the*body 
being rendered in different ways from one period to the nest. The 
Early Minoan period witnesses in the figurines a more compact and 
homogeneous unity where not only curvature is all important but the 
21 
extension of the lower half is tranformed into a bell-shaped skirt 
for the depiction of females. 
65 
It is not until after the MMI period, 
however, that MUller accepts the 'dressed' feminine figure in Cretan 
art as really blooming. This can be seen in combination with the art- 
iculation of the arms in a variety of gestures, greater detail in 
dress and facial features and a much more three-dimensional appearance. 
He stresses, however, that the anatomical form is covered by clothing 
and painting thus giving no real idea of the whole body structure: 
what is emphasised is the bell-form of the skirts. 
66 
By the time of the faience figurines from Knossos dated to MMII, 
MUller sees evidence for richer modelling and greater attention to 
the idea of 'realism'. Instead of the simpler and quieter curvature 
of earlier periods he identifies fresher and sharper contour lines 
even though the understanding of the body form as a whole is little 
changed. This culminates in the bronze figurines of the later Minoan 
periods where in many cases there is evidence of quite astonishing 
anatomical realism. 
67 
The value of MUller's earlier study does not end with the light 
it sheds on the development of figurines within Crete, but continues 
with an insight into the contemporary figurines from the Aegean and 
Asia Minor, thus enabling us to see the former within their wider 
context. 
68 The extent of the survey does impose limitations on the 
amount of detail possible, and only select examples are chosen from 
the number known at that time. MUller's insight into the development 
of the human form through the periods, however, remains valid and 
valuable today. 
Clelia Laviosals study on the 'Minoan origin of Mycenaean 
plastic art' 
69 (Origini minoiche della plastica micenea, 1968) 
22 
attempts to trace the development and transformation of figurines 
from the Proto-palatial period to the end of LMIII and on to the 
Mycenaean mainland. Some attention is given to the statues from Keos 
and their antecedents in Crete in the Proto-palatial period 
70 
and 
their development to the highest point of the 'naturalistic tradi- 
tion'. 
71 
Emphasis is placed on the 'high quality' and 'great variety' 
of Minoan figurines, particularly during the Second Palace Period 
this was followed by a gradual stylization so characteristic of 
the Mycenaean period (as seen for instance, in the form of the 
'skirt' moving from bell-shaped to tubular to a, cylindrical wheel- 
made base). This same process of stylization could also be seen 
Oy 72 
in the male figurines, though is less obvious, and culminates in 
the Mycenaean, and sub-Mycenaean periods in the form of certain 




When a typological development of figurines is traced, over a long 
period of time and between two civilizations, there has been a ten- 
dency to produce an over-simplified picture exemplified only by the 
most noteworthy types (which in many cases are 'atypical' specimens), 
and problems, that may arise. and to ignore most of the incongrdeýý 
Whilst such a study can prove valuable, it is carried to different 
extremes. Angela Tamvaki's, short survey on the 'Origin, developmen 
and interpretation of anthropomorphic fieurines in the Prehistoric 
Aegean' (1977) 
74 
in its admirable attempt. to include as broad a 
survey as possible, lacks adequate detail and rests on generaliza- 
tions of the 'psychology of art' and the 'ideal beind the 'expression' 
which produced the particular form of the figurines. She 
provides insufficient explanations or evidence to support this. 
23 
Branigan's typological study of Cycladic figurines in Crete 
(1971) and 'with the influence which they had upon the develop- 
ment of indigenous Cretan types' is useful both in its survey 
of Early Minoan figurines and the evidence it sheds on possible 
cultural contact in the Aegean Early Bronze Age, (it omits 
those figurines of a more 'naturalistic' type from this period 
as having 'no bearing on the problem of figurines of Cycladic 
derivation'). I cannot agree, however,, with his identifi- 
cation of a so-called 'Cycladic province' in the north of the 
island where 'Cycladic culture was to some considerable extent 
adopted by the population'. His assertion that the 'Minoan 
repertoire was notably dependent on the Cycladic and Troadic 
forms for its inspiration' (even if it did produce varieties 
which were unique to the island) is not substantiated by the 
evidence. He had already stated his omission from the dis- 
cussion 'of stone and ivory figures of men and women with hand 
raised to their breasts' and any additional clay ones of that 
period and the 'comparatively small numbers of figurines involved' 
in the study. So whilst some influence may have come from 
that area it seems unlikely that. the Minoan repertoire was 'de- 
pendent' on Cycladic and Troadic forms for its inspiration. 
Branigan identifies within this small Early Bronze Age Group in 
Crete seventeen different types or varieties and his detailed 
description and analysis of each one enables one to compare them 
closely with their Aegean counterparts and pave the way for 
further analysis of contemporary figurines in Crete. 
24 
The controversial question of whether a Cycladic colony existed 
in Crete has been raised on more than one occasion. Sakellarakis, 
in particular, has devoted much attention to this subject as a result 
of his excavations at Archanes where numerous Cycladic type figurines 
have been found. 
75 
In 'Die Kykladen und Kretal 
76 
he brings together 
all those Cycladic elements found in Crete from Neolithic times 
?7 
Al- 
though he covers a range of objects he regards the marble idols as 
the most obvious proof of contact in the 3rd millenium 
78 
between 
Crete and the Cyclades and that the date of the findings at 
Archanes, in particular, reveal that this contact reached its climax 
during EMIII. 
79 
Sakellarakis goes on to suggest that the findings 
from Archanes, especially those from tholos F, )indicate that a 
Cycladic settlement may have existed here. 
80 
He believes that the 
objects in these burials belonged to Cycladic people: it was they 
who brought with them Cycladic goods and who produced out'of local 
materials objects of their own style, and who eventually assimilated 
unknown local objects for use in daily life and in burial. 
Sakellarakis further suggests that these Cycladic inhabitants to 
whom the objects belonged were merchants and that evidence for these 
conclusions is supported by finds from other sites, like Tekes, 'a 
81 
short distance from Archanes, and just north of Knossos. 
Sakellarakis extends his discussion on the subject in 'TE., / 
'RUXXa8LXa OTOLXC CL MOV 'APXCO. X. LW' in which he relates the Cycladic 
elements of Archanes 'to the remaining finds of the Fourni cemetery,, 
also in relation to the other finds of Northern Crete and the entire 
island, and further still in connection with the generally accepted 
Cycladic trade activity in more distant seas'. 
82 He regards the 
25 
figurines as the most 'interesting items' and believes that they 
were probably made by Cycladeans -t ... a view supported by the 
finding of a unique Cycladic ivory figurine in tholos tomb 
More important, however, is the fact that the Icycladic elements 
of the cemetery of Archanes stand out in strong contrast to the over- 
all Minoan environment of the area'. Whether they do indicate the 
presence of Cycladeans in Archanes is open to speculation, but certain- 
ly they do represent a separate group of figurines during this period, 
as we shall see when examining. the-material. 
In opposition to Sakellarakis and others, 
83 
Christos Doumasýsees 
no reason to believe that the findings of Cycladic objects in Crete 
naturally implies that Cycladic colonies exited there. 
84 
Whilst he 
agrees that the 'Cycladic' type figurines may not all be direct 
imports but made locally, he raises objections to the theory that 
they were made by Cycladic colonists. 
85 
Withýregard to the ivory- 
idol from Archanes tholos tomb r for instance, Doumas believes 
that it is much easier for a local artistýto work on a material 
which he has experience with (i. e. ivory), even if he is imitating 
a foreign form, than it is for a Cycladean artist to work on a 
material with which he has no experience whatsoever (ivory is unknown 
in the Cyclades), however familiar the form-is to him. 
86 
In addi- 
tion, Doumas does not see the findings at Archanes as fitting in with 
the Early Cycladic model of culture (as known from the islands them- 
selves): Agia Photia in Siteia is the only site in Crete that approach- 
es it. All Cycladic settlements, for instance, in the Cyclades and 
in other areas 
87 
are located on the sea - Archanes however is some 
distance inland. More important, however, Doumas cannot accept 
26 
that at the time that is suggested for this Cycladic colony at 
Archanes (EMI11), when Crete was just at the start of Its rise to 
power and the Cycladic civilization in decline, that Crete would 
have accepted a foreign and commercial settlement at its centre. 
The importance of these 'Cycladic' type figurines is evident 
from the discussions that have arisen over them, whether used as 
evidence for cultural contacts, colonies in Crete or for the 
development of figurines during this period. (They existed within 
a well-defined period of time and then disappeared. ) Indeed their 
place within the history of Minoan figurines should not be under- 
estimated. 
Other studies on specific figurine groups include Davaras's 
article on 'The Minoan bronze worshippers of the_Metaxas Collection' 
(1977). This provides us with a useful catalogue and study of those 
male and female bronze figurines characterized by their particular 
stance and gesture: namely upright with one arm (usually the right) 
raised to the forehead and the other arm held down by the side. A 




and possible 'nude' figurines within the group, and 
the problems over chronology for the collection as a whole. 
go 
In 
his first article on the subject 
91 
Davaras devoted some attention 
to interpretation, though of a very general nature as seen when he 
says: 'Elles sont pr; sum; es repr; senter des dedicants et, quand 
elles sont trouv; es dans des sanctuaires dIZtre des ex-votos form4s 
11image de ces derniers'. 
92- 
These votive offerings are, he 
continues I ... dans une attitude d'adoration prend 
la signification 
de sa pr4sence perp4tuelle dans le sanctuaire; ainsi, non seulement 
27 
la statuette mais le fid; le lul-meme se trouve sous la protection 
continuelle de la divinit4l. The Importance and significance of 
the so-called 'saluting' gesture is emphasised with a discussion on 
its variety, previous interpretations" (whether for instance the 
hand covers the eyes or is held to the forehead) and its implications 
for renewed interpretation of the figurines. Davaras does not see 
the 'exact' position as having that much significance; ... 'En effet, 
le vrai geste 4tait, semble-t-il, soit le movement de Is main en 
direction du front (notamment vers so partie droite, puisqulil 
slagit de la main droite), soit 1'Levation de la main h le hauteur 
du visage et pr6 de celui-cil. 
Such a detailed typological survey has undoubted value and may 
help with forming a more accurate picture of the chronological develop- 
ment of this particular type of figurine. Its limitations lie only 
in the fact that it is a discussion of one particular 'type' in 
isolation without a comparative study of other contemporary figurines 
in different fabrics (whether of the same type or not and without 
adequate examination of their contexts, for the purpose of inter- 
pretation. Other more recent and detailed studies on specific 
figurine groups that have provided us with an invaluable contribution 
and basis for further studies on Minoan figurines are afforded by 
two articles in 1983. Firstly E. Sakellarakis'. article 'To d5oXw 
TOU ECC4T[a VaL Ta &pX)P(Pa XL8LWL Ct&jALC% TTIQ W)UYLILTIC tTT0)CTjQ TOU XCLXXOU 
Crmc XPTITTV 
9+ 
and secondly Colette Verlinden's study on 'Les statuettes 
anthropomorphes Cr4toises en bronze et en plomb, du IIIe Millenaire 
au VII e siecle av. J-Cl! 
y 
The importance and value of these studies 
for this thesis and for future research cannot beýunderestimated. 
E. Sakellarakis' study stemmed from the chance discovery in 1982 
28 
of a schematic stone figurines from Sambas; its form was not unknown 
in Crete, but its size quite unique with a total height of 67.5cm. 
The discovery of this figurine has important implications for the 
study of Early Minoan religion and society, particularly within 
the Minoan tradition of small sculpture. This figurine defies all 
concepts of 'miniature art' previously upheld. Whilst votive 
figurines and figurines of similar forms are known in Crete before, 
within and after this period, its monumentality is not. The large 
idols of the Late Minoan period are the result of quite different 
influences and ideas and have different forms (e. g. Karphi and Gazi). 
As a result of this find E. Sakellarakis took the opportunity to 
include a full survey and catalogue of all the schematic figurine 
types from Crete that are known to date, and to discuss their various 
forms, contexts and origins. The figurines are seen to include 
96 97 
a variety of forms,, covering the period Emi-mmri and are made 
predominantly of stone and found in both tombs and settlements. 
98 
E. Sakellarakis traces their development in detail, demonstrating 
successfully how the various forms emerged, and supplements the 
text with excellent illustrations. 
Collete Verlinden's survey on the bronze and lead figurines from 
Crete from the 2nd millenium to the 7th century B. C. covers a far 
larger period of time but remains equally thorough and detailed in 
its examination of the material. Details discussed include anatomical 
features, dress, gesture, measurements, as well as development of 
style and technique in this medium. The authenticity of the figur- 
ines, the history of their finding and their acquisition by museums 
is carefully examined before attempting to analyse their origin and 
their function. Verlinden strongly believes that these figurines 
29 
were votive'objects which is further confirmed by their method of 
deposition and contexts: 
99 
their varying forms related not to pro- 
venance but to the use and significance for which the object was 
destined; the variety of costume and quality of style was-related' 
to the'social position of the personts) whom the statuettes repre- 
sented and'the variety of gestures can be attributed to the repre- 
100 
sented function (action) of the figure. This particular art reach- 
ed its'full maturity shortly after the end of MMIII and is unequalled 
in Greece for a millenium. Verlinden stresses that the geographic 
isolation of the island, her natural resources and the genius of 
her population contributed to an art and craftsmanship of which the 
anthropomorphic figurines in'bronze are one of the richest mani- 
festations. Furthermore, they reflect'both the religious pre- 
occupations and daily occurrences of'Minoan peoples and the pleasure 
and pride with which they so carefully depicted themselves. The 
concern for thoroughness and detail is certainly evident in these 
recent studies, both with regard to presentation of the material 
and its consequent'interpretation. 
Finally, we must turn our attention'to Majewski, 'who, in 'Anthro- 
pomorphic plastic art in Crete in the 2nd and 3rd milleniam B. C. ' 
(1954)101 traces the development of anthropomorphic plastic art in 
Crete in the light of what we know about the development of that 
society in the 2nd and 3rd millenium B. C. Its similarity to the 
title of this thesis is evident: however it is an interpretative study 
more than an analytical one and'he states at the start that with regard 
to the problem'of 'style' and its development, it will be mentioned 
'in-passing': 102 there is no attem'pt'at a'typological survey'therefore. 




in Crete from the Neolithic period to the end of LMIII, as viewed 
through the figurines. Majewski believes that historians have 
said little of the socio-economic development in Crete during this 
period and particularly of the socio-economic cultural processes which 
have been put forward by Marxist historiographers. Thus his main 
emphasis is on capturing in the style of Cretan anthropomorphic 
plastic art a reflection of the early tribes and settlers to the 
103 
forming of a society 'with slaves and masters' . Majewski accepts 
the methodological inadequacies of his study and its incompleteness 
in terms of good and numerous specimens (which he attributes to 
inadequate dating of the figurines, unreliable sources and problems 
with obtaining permits from museums to examine material). 
During the Early Aegean periods 
104 
Majewski recognises two trends 
in anthropomorphic plastic art: 'schematic' and 'naturalistic', 
105 
and sees both indigenous and foreign stimuli in their formation. 
He regards the Cycladic art of this period as having high artistic 
value: its schematism he sees as the 'geometricising of natural 
forms', and more particularly the human female form. Its assimila- 
tion into Cretan culture-at this time occurred because its form 
became 'the expression of the aesthetic needs of a growing tribal 
hierarchy in Crete. 
106 
It became the inspiration for Cretan sculp- 
tors of this period although-they still acknowledged their own types 
made in clay and ivory. - Towards the end of the, Early Aegean III 
period however, this Ischematism' became increasingly replaced by 
'naturalism' and by the Middle Aegean I period there arose mass 
production of naturalistic clay figurines for cult purposes. ' Within 
this Majewski believes it is possible to distinguish the types 
which originated from rural workshops and those, which were produced 
31 
under the influence of the town. Urban plastic art, for instance, 
is particularly evident in figures representing warriors and/or 
worshippers, 
107 
and 'women making vows wearing ritual head-gear', 
108 
whereas the more simple bell-shaped figures may be from rural work- 
shops. 
By the Middle Aegean I and II periods in Crete 'there had arisen 
a class-based society. 
109 
Within this structure Majewski believes 
that those who were most active politically and ideologically were 
those centred 'around the court of the rulers' - and in particular 
the merchants and artisans (i. e. those people who became acquainted 
with new forms of social life, who travelled and traded and observed 
neighbouring cultures). It was they who sought new art forms at 
home which were appropriate to their class interests and their cult- 
ural and economic interests. In terms of the figurines, they were 
represented in the form of a 'more live human being'. 
110 
Thus the 
artist represented the woman as a 'snake-charmer' or 'priestess', 
as a dancer or worshipper, as an acrobat or as a warrior and sports- 
man. The new material which then followed these concepts and better 
represented the wealth of life was bronze. In terms of cult and 
religion Majewski links the 'realist' tradition with other ideas. 
'Art' and 'magic' are closely linked, he believes, with the process 
of answering the very necessary life-needs such as insuring good 
health and fertility - particularly inthe earlier 'class-free' tribal 
communities. As a class structured society emerges and develops, 
art breaks away from the process of creativity and its role in terms 
of representing 'life-needs': instead it is used to prop up the in- 
terests and ideologies of the ruling classes. 
ill 
A religion is 
formed which cuts itself away from 'magic' by incorporating 'proven 
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rituals', 'professional priestesses', 'places of worship and cult' 
and 'cult implements'. It is not just an inherent belief in every 
Individual but an institution. At the same time Majewski believes 
thatthe 'art forms' became increasingly divorced from those who 
were actively involved in their making because they are created for 
those who had wealth and authority and not those connected with 
their production. 
This process, he sees as continuing and reaching its climax at the 
end of Middle Aegean III and beginning, of Late Aegean I. After 
this, 
-there 
is-a return to schematic plastic art - but one which is 
highly stylized and still mass produced, as seen'by the figurines. 
with upraised arms and cylindrical bases. Within this he does 
identify at least three. types: (a) those with upraised arms; 
112 
(b) those with their arms held to their breasts 
113 
and (c) those 
with their arms outstretched. 
114 
More unusual examples are repre- 
sented by the group of dancers from Palaikastro and the so-called 
'goddess with child'. 
115 
Majewski's interpretative study on anthropomorphic plastic art 
in Crete is of great interest to anyone_making a study of Minoan 
figurines. It is also appropriate that it should be the last work 
discussed in this chapter, not only. because of its similarity to. 
the titleof this thesis, but because it emphasises the outstanding 
problems of previous research and studies on. this subject. Firstly, 
there has never been an adequate typology developed for figurines of 
the Minoan period. Those that have been developed, valuable in them- 
selves, have been restricted in-time and space, as we have seen. 
Those studies that have attempted to cover a large span of time have 
lapsed into generalizations and have been exemplified only by the most 
33 
noteworthy specimens, which are often the most luntypicall. Secondly, 
interpretation has often preceded examination of the material and 
within its assemblages and/or context. Majewskils article particular- 
ly emphasises this point. He approached the material with pre- 
conceived theories as to their interpretation. Whilst this can be of 
value and interest, it must be substantiated by a proper analysis of 
the evidence. In other words, figurines have been used throughout 
the history of their research to demonstrate and support ideas rather 
than examined objectively for themselves. The latter has only been 
achieved in more recent years, as we have seen. 
(e) The last category of literature on figurines which mainly refers to 
Museum handbooks or guide books, inevitably includes only a list 
or catalogue of those items on display. Davaras's 'Guide to 
Cretan Antiquitlas 
116 
2, includes a section on 'Figurines' concentrating 
on a few general types within the various Minoan periods, their method 
of manufacture and their possible use, giving a few noteworthy exam- 
ples. He suggests that they were 'humble offerings in a simple but 
often extremely spirited style with a high degree of abstraction'. 
There are still many questions to be tackled in terms of approach, 
methodology and interpretation. It is unfortunate that the early 
pioneers fall victim to the most criticism, but progress would not 
have been made if this was not the case. Previous studies have 
undoubted value in their initiation of the subject and not least in 
their ability to highlight the inherent problems of this particular 
research: it is not intended to minimize that value, but inevitably 
new discoveries are made and new problems formulated. Whether these 
supersede the older ideas or contribute to them in the forming of 
a fuller picture is dependent ultimately on the extent of the new 
34 
material and the nature of the new research. 
This thesis attempts to create a typology for the figurines of 
the Minoan period specified - to be used as a suitable reference 
for future researchers and on discovery and publication of new 
material., From such an analysis and survey it is hoped that some 
new interpretations will be developed, even if in the form of 
contributions to the substantial knowledge that has already been 
uncovered in this area. 
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CHAPTER 2. TYPOLOGIES AND THEIR APPLICATION. 
'Since the archaeologist is dealing for the most part with 
material culture and with interpretations based upon the 
circumstances of its finding, the basis for his classi- 
ficatory schemes must necessarily rest on typology at 
its most specific level'. 
I 
One of the main criticisms made against previous studies of Minoan 
anthropomorphic figurines in the last chapter was that only in more 
recent years has any form of typological system been attempted or 
used for analysis or interpretation of material. Branigan 
2 
dealt 
successfully with the early schematic figurine types and their 
place within the Aegean. Effi Sakellýrakis 
3 
later provided an 
extensive, detailed and up-to-date account of these same schematic 
figurines from Crete and their types. Colette Verlinden 
4 
has con- 
tributed much to our knowledge of later Minoan bronze figurines 
and their particular type groups. Many studies, however, were inter- 
I 
pretative or gave little justification for the identification of a 
particular figurine as a 'type', or indeed the meaning of a type, 
and certainly no overall typology was suggested for Minoan figurines 
(particularly the great quantity of Middle Minoan examples). The 
purpose of this chapter is to prepare the ground for the forming of a 
typology of this material. In so doing it has seemed appropriate 
to review some of the literature on the subject, the methods and 
terms used and the problems encountered. The construction of tip- 
ologies as a starting point for research has long been accepted, but 
only more recently examined as a methodological problem. 
Typological procedures are now recognised as being not only very 
varied but each variant is in need of justification in terms of its 
47 
function and goals. There would appear to be no satisfactory theory 
of classification, nor any one 'proper' method for doing a typology; 
new methods are in no time seen to be 'ambiguous or not applicable 
to new materials'. 
5 
Recent discussions on the subject 
6 
are still 
only agreed on a few general points, for Instance that the method 
chosen should be the most productive for the particular material 
in question and one which will elucidate the 'underlying natural 
structure', -but not constitute an artificial 
imposition on the 
material. 
7 
Apart from the fact that over the years 
8 
most typologies 
were formulated on the basis of varying conceptions as to the idea 
of a 'classification' scheme, they were also used. almost exclusively 
for classifying pottery and not for other groups of material like 
figurines. The differences found from one group, of material to 
another is quite evident and flexibility in approach would appear to 
be an essential prerequisite. 
In their attempt to create a broader, interpretation of 'type' the 
Americans developed the 'type-variety' concept. This was a classi- 
fication scheme devised essentially for fragmented ceramics of 'highly 
evolved cultures'. 'Types' became groups which could be defined by 
correlating features of technology (firing, admixture, etc. ), com- 
position and colour in ornamentation without reference to a vessel's 
shape. 
9 
However no useful purpose was found in extending this classi- 
fication scheme beyond its application to these particular ceramics, 
despite its value for these particular studies. 
The American field was greatly influenced by Alex Krieger who 
first formalized his particular approach to typology in 1944. He 
used associations between lattriliutes' for defining types. Krieger 
10 
considered that all the varieties of features in objects should be 
E UNIVEFMTY 
OF BFUSTOL LUDMRY 
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used when forming a 'type' and only applied as such after a full 
consideration of the material. However, the validation of those 
types rested on a site-to-site comparison in a sample of historically 
connected sites which, although useful as a study in itself, again 
proved to be less informative when used for other groups of material, 
and was much criticised. 
'This view of Krieger's to the effect that types really are not 
types at all unless they have chronological and 'historical, 
meaning has always been a dominant view in archaeology - in 
both theory and practice ... It is still the case that most 
of us think of types as having normative and space-time-comparison 
meaning, and little more'. 
11 
As the grouping of ceramics into types was seen as a means of measur- 
ing cultural history, it is no surprise that a more descriptive system 
of type grouping became subordinated to the necessity for lemphasising 
spatial and temporal change in the material' 
12 
(and thus it was a use- 
ful dating method for the various phases of particular cultures). So 
whilst Krieger saw the purpose of his types as providing 'an organisa- 
tional tool which will enable the investigator to group specimens 
into bodies which have demonstrable historical meaning in terms of 
behaviour patterns ... 1, he also believed that there were 'no criteria 
of basic or universal primary importance in forming a typology. Each 
specific combination of features - i. e. the manner in which they com- 
bine - is of greater determinative value than any single feature,. 
13 
The main criticism against Krieger's methods was that they could only 
be applied in specific circumstances and did not yield maximum in- 
formation from the material in question. 
14 
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artefact types more systematically, Spaulding wrote on 'Statistical 
techniques for, the discovery of artefact Types'. 
15 
Here he sug- 
gests the use of statistical techniques as a means of uncovering 
the typological structure of a class of artefacts: 
'Within a context of quite similar artefacts, classifica- 
tion is a process of discovery of combinations of attri- 
butes favoured by the makers of the artefact'. 
16 
Like Krieger, Spaulding seemed to agree that each type must have 
historical significance if it was going to be of any real use: 
', Historical relevance in this view is essentially derived 
from the typological analysis; a properly established 
type is the result of sound inferences concerning the 
customary behaviour of the makers of the artefacts and 
cannot fail to have historical meaning'. 
17 
According, to Brown 
ý8 
however, the typology developed by Spaulding 
usually ended up 'explaining the very sample on which it was demon- 
strated'. Approaches such as Krieger's and Spaulding's, however, 
which required that the procedure be an explicit process of defining 
types by all the observed attributes in all their possible combina- 
tions, and in addition have historical significance, are in theory 
valid and important to analysis. 
R. Whallon in 1972 wrote of 'a new approach to pottery typology', 
19 
based on his examination of the 10wasco pottery from New York State'. 
Although in theory a typology was developed based on Krieger's defini- 
tion of a type (a consistently recurring combination of attributes), 
in practice it reavealed that the 10wasco typology did not really 
exist in Krieger's terms'. 
20 
The reason Whallon gives is that he 
finds two implicit principles at work in the actual practice 
50 
of the developing of a typology which Krieger's system does not 
adequately account for - namely (a) that of a hierarchy of import- 
ance of attributes which exists at any step in the classificatory 
procedure and (b) that of a shifting of relevant criteria for type 
definition at any step. Whallon suggests that in order to cope 
with the incongruity of theory and practice encountered in the 
application of an 'objective' typological procedure, an alternative 
method should be sought. Whilst he agrees that the Krieger defini- 
tion may be suitable for some kinds of types he would like to see: 
I... ' the space-time significant type ... perhaps be defined 
operationally as a unit arrived at through a series of 
steps and decisions leading through a tree-type structure 
of branches to the 'types' at the branch ends. Such a type 
can easily be seen to have cultural significance through 
comparison with other ethnographic 'types' culturally de- 
fined In a similar manner. Its sensitivity to spatial and 
temporal changes in cultural systems can thus be understood'. 
21 
Whallon is correct in realising that the procedure must involve a 
series of different steps and decisions in order to be more effective, 
which ultimately depends on the goals of the researcher; hence 
'subjectivity' must be realised and accepted. In addition, by talk- 
ing of a 'space-time significant type', a 'cultural type' and other 
'types', he is acknowledging the existence of a number of types 
which have different meanings and are arrived at by different methods, 
even if viewed within the overall typological framework of one 
particular body of material. 
In order to bring to light all the recurring features in their 
varying combinations within a class of objects it was stated that 
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one had to expose all the features in the material beforehand using 
all the characteristics available. 
22 
This 'analytical' form of 
classification (consisting of forming successive series of classes 
referring to different features of artefacts) was regarded as a 
necessary step to 'synthetic' classification where all the features 
are correlated in a set of classes formed for each artefact type. 
In 'The Classification of Artefacts in Archaeology' Irving Rouse 
in 1960 contrasted the use of 'analytical' classification with 
'taxonomic classification (the latter term he used as representing 
the synthetic method). Rouse believed that whatever method one 
used to classify material, the result must be a single series of 
classes or subclasses rather than a successive series which result 
from analytical classification. 
23 
More important however one must 
decide beforehand how many 'modes' 
24 
(where he appears to, mean 
'features' or 'attributes') one is to consider diagnostic. - that is, 
'how many are going to end up in the type'. Here we come to another 
aspect of synthetic or taxonomic classification of great importance - 
the selection of features has a 'quantitative' and 'qualitative' 
aspect 
25 
(that is, 'how many' and 'what kind' of features are to be 
considered diagnostic of the classes and hence constituents of the 
types). David Clarke 
26 
devoted much attention to this question in 
what he termed 'numerical taxonomy' and posed the problem as follows: 
'Take the statements: 
a flint scraper is an artefact-type 
a flint flake scraper is an artefact-type 
a flint. flake side-scraper is an artefact type ... 
In these successive statements it is apparent that the word 
'type' is being used at quite different levels of complexity, 
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linked only by being hierarchic levels of the same general 
set ... However, which arbitrary level in the hierarchy is 
to be designated subtype, which a type, and which a type 
group or family? Do types in such diverse artefact popula- 
tions as flint scrapers, bronze swords, cooking pots and 
microliths represent taxa of precisely equivalent rank? 
The number of levels for attaching the subtype, type or 
type group labels is almost infinite and archaeologists are 
completely inconsistent in their usage of the term 'type' 
and the level of entity complexity to which they attach it'. 
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In other words what characteristics should guide us when a difference 
is revealed in order to distinguish type from subtype, and 'how many' 
distinguishing features constitute a type rather than a subtype? At 
its most basic level numerical taxonomy computes the 'correlation of 
every feature with each one throughout the entire mass of material' 
28 
- in addition there is, in theory, no hierarchy of Itaxal (or 'fea- 
tures'): 'inessential ones are not to be considered at all but once 
considered have equal status to essential features'. 
The problem here, as Whallon realises (above), is that one cannot 
Ignore the possibility of the different features having'different 
values and consequently differing cultural significance. Otherwise 
a minor stylistic variation could be interpreted as a rare type or 
vice versa. Ultimately one is left with the task of making conscious 
choices in forming a typology and then of making justifications for the 
procedure taken: typologies are constructed for a special purpose even 
if that purpose is general. 
We must not see artefacts as operating only on a morphological 
basis: any artefact in an assemblage can perform in two or more 
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spheres and in many cases their attributes will be clearly divisible. 
29 
Normally attributes have been divided Into 'functional' and Istylis- 
tic' spheres: this 'duality' was well explained by Sackett: 
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'Function is dependent on the roles that an irtefact assumes 
whereas style is a means of communication in the arena in 
which these roles are played'. 
Because the conditions under which function and style operate are 
very different it would be impossible to create a typological frame- 
work to accommodate the attributes of both simultaneously, and this 
is certainly one good reason for individual and specialized typologies. 
To understand functional links for instance, the contexts in which 
the objects are found must be studied, which has certainly been a 
criticism cited against the creators of pure morphological typologies. 
J. H. Steward's discussion on 'type of types' 
31 
following Ford's 
article on the 'Concept of Types' emphasises this point by Idistin- 
guishing several meanings of the term and showing that each has special 
significance relative to problem'. 
32 
Steward recognises four meanings 
of 'type' though he acknowledges the existence of other possible 
meanings. First is the 'morphological' type: this is not only the 
most elementary but has long been the only 'type of type' amongst a 
class of artefacts and is based 'solely on form - on physical or 
external properties'. Second is the 'historical-index' type which 
Steward sees as defined by form, but one which has 'chronological 
and not cultural significance'. This is often used for pottery in 
its common role as a 'time-marker' (and much approved by Krieger 
and Spaulding). Third is the 'functional' 
33 
type based on 'cultural 
use or role rather than on outward form or chronological position', 
and fourth is the 'cultural' type which Steward would wish'to 
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'represent a classification of whole cultures in terms of the 
functionally most important features'. 
34 
As often happens in theoretical arguments of this nature there 
comes a point when the very existence of a basis for delineating 
any form of types in archaeological data is questioned. How object- 
ive and reliable do typologies prove to be and how informative? 
As early as the late 1930's and 1940's American researchers were 
asking these questions. Brew in 1946 stated that: 
'Cultures., are not 'discovered', 'types' are not found. 
The student does not Irecognisel a type, he makes it and 
. 
pM. ts the object in it. Objects do not 'belong' or 'fall 
into' types, they are placed in types by the student ... 
No typological system is actually inherent in the mater- 
ial ... The classes are entities and realities in the 
minds of students, they have no other existence ... 







reacted against this generalized outburst, 
though demonstrated different, objections. Both talked of 'Empirical' 
types, and Taylor of 'Empirical' and 'cultural' types. Taylor believed 
that empirical types were formed on the basis of an objective obser- 
vation and registration of elementary properties 'inherent' in the 
material and then a subjective selection and grouping of them on the 
part of the researcher into types. Thus the types are already there, 
although the researcher may put them to 'rest' by grouping them in 
various ways. 
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Spaulding agreed that empirical types were entirely 
objective and wholly predetermined by the material: 
'The artefact type is here viewed as a group of artefacts 
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exhibiting a consistent assemblage of attributes, whose 
combined properties give a characteristic pattern. This 
implies that, even'within a context of quite similar arte- 
facts, classification Into types Is a process of discovery 
of combinations of attributes favoured by the makers of 
artefacts, not an arbitrary procedure of the classifier'. 
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Spaulding saw three states in his classification system: first, a 
consideration of all the 'important' features inherent in every arte- 
fact and an enumeration of their appearanceý(Rousels analytical 
approach); second, a, consideration of all the combinations of these 
features and subsequent grouping into some order and, third, the 
identification of similar and recurring 'statistically stable' com- 
binations. It would appearhowever, that to distinguish 'important' 
features one has to make conscious and subjective decisions ultimately 
based on the purpose of one's typology. Thus we return to the quantit- 
ative and qualitative aspects of Itypologizing' and the inescapable 
fact that one does indeed have to be selective and produce special 
purpose typologies (as long as justifications are made for one's 
method of procedure). So types are 'conditional', involving subjective 
decisions, though most agree that empirical types do exist as well - 
that is, the identification of 'objectively observable divisions, 
similarities and differences in the material'. 
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It is a question 
of accepting that more than one issue'is at stake. 
At the base of the typological argument is the fact that researchers 
cannot agree on what a type is or what purpose a typology is to serve 
in the process of their work. Most, as it appears, in order to succeed, 
would wish their typologies toaccommodate different spheres and thus 
cope with a variety of problems for the purposes of interpretation. 
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Hence they would like, to use Steward's terms, 
41 
morphological, 
functional, chronological and ultimately, cultural meanings included 
in their typological frameworks(or perhaps other meanings as Steward 
suggested). Because this is impossible, typological procedures that 
have been put forward are, varied in accordance with the particular 
aims of the researcher, the nature of the material and what he/she 
wishes to elucidate in the exposition of that material. The only 
fact that is'universally agreed is that typologies should not be an 
artificial imposition on the material, but must elucidate the natural 
underlying structures. The incongruity of theory and practice has 
often caused difficulty in the application of what was seen as the 
employment of objective methods (as Whallon pointed out, for instance, 
in using Krieger's attribute association. techniques). 
In discussing their relative merits most researchers of typologies 
as outlined above, had valid points to make in the justifications of 
their particular procedures. The association of attributes in the 
forming of types and varieties is important, as is doing so within 
an historical context; likewise the idea of a tree-type strategy 
of working through the various stages to the types at the end is a 
useful approach for some material. Numerical taxonomy in its arrange- 
ment and classification of items into a single series of classes to 
define each artefact is valuable, together with its quantitative and 
qualitative considerations. More important is the recognition 
of types and their different meanings, and how this can be utilized 
to gain the maximum information from the material in question. Few 
today would agree with Brew that there is no such thing as a 'type' 
to which an object belongs except in the mind of the student and hence 
that they are totally artificial. 
42 
Combinations of features undoubted- 
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ly exist between groups of objects: It is a question of revealing 
these, in the most productive way, and the most objective way, even 
if we accept that subjective decisions are at work; types are both 
empirical and conditional, as has already been pointed out. 
Finally it must be added that typological 'potential' in any material - 
that is, a typology's ability to produce maximum information by 
whatever method or form - is also dependent on good samples. Poor 
sampling and preservation has an obvious obscuring effect on typologies: 
one cannot be sure what effect missing features or Incomplete data 
may have on analysis and interpretation, and that must remain a vital 
consideration. Furthermore, a typology should include adequate 
provision for aberrant, and perhaps be conceived in terms of ranges 
of variation. 'The appropriate typological method(s) should ultimately 
lie in the nature of the material and the individual problems that 
it presents; it involves conscious and subjective decisions based on 
what one sees as its purpose at every stage, with ample justification 
for one's method. Methods cannot be agreed upon because different 
material often requires different approaches and on each occasion 
different questions are being asked. There is no one universal method 
for doing a typology thatýcould incorporate all the spheres necessary 
for adequate interpretation; at best a typology must include a com- 
bination of procedures to attain maximum results, and it is on the 
basis of that we shall now proceed in analysing the material. 
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS 
In the last chapter it was established that there is no one 
universal method for constructing a typology that could cover the 
great varieties of material and different spheres necessary for ad- 
equate interpretation. In covering the ground of the basic works 
on typologies during this century it was hoped that the advantages 
and limitations' of the -various procedures could be set out, and 
thus lay the foundation for the classification of the material here 
in, question, and help clarify the reasons for the adoption of one 
method in preference to another. Since one of the main aims of this 
thesis is ýto form a, typology for Minoan figurines, this was an 
essential part of the overall process. - 
Most researchers of typologies had valid points to make in the 
justification of their particular methods. It was seen, for 
example that combinations of features undoubtedly exist between 
a group of objects, though these must be revealed in the most pro- 
ductive and objective way possible. 
1 
In addition it was recognised 
that subjective decisions are involved, and that types are ultimately 
both 'empirical' and 'conditional'. 
2 
Spaulding correctly stated 
that apart from this 'discovery of combinations of attributes' ... 
each type must have historical significance if it is going to be 
of any real value. 
3 
It is Whallon's method, however, as revealed in 
his 'New approach to pottery-typology' 
4 
that will be most closely 
followed in this study. -Although he agreed with Krieger's 
definition 5 of a consistently recurring combination of attributes, 
he also recognised a 'hierarchy' of importance of attributes which 
existed at any step in the classificatory procedure and a 'shifting 
of relevant criteria for type definition'. 
6 
Thus the procedure must 
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involve a series of different steps and decisions in order to be 
most effective; this is'dependent on what one wishes to eluci- 
date in the exposition of that material. It is essential that one 
exposes as many different features and-their recurring combinations 
in a particular group of related artefacts as possible; from this 
point it is necessary to make conscious decisions in the forming of 
one's type, and it is this process that will be adopted and used 
here. 
7 
Before this is begun, and we turn more specifically to the 
figurines, it is necessary to establish a few important points. 
'The figurines cover a wide range of periods - that is from the 
end of the Neolithic to the destruction of the second palaces in 
Crete 8 and come from a range of sites within a comparatively limited 
area in Crete. The nature of the sites varies from tombs to peak 
sanctuaries to caves and settlements, but the sites can nevertheless 
be related to each other at various points in the history of their 
evolution. 
When examining the material itself there are three immediate 
problems evident: 
(a) incomplete data: a vast quantity of figurines has been brought 
to light, but only a limited number are published and available for 
study. For this reason it is important to create a typological 
system that can accommodate new material at any stage or time. 
The limitation that this Imposes concerns the tentativeness of 
interpretation imposed by the inconclusive evidence. A certain 
amount of the material that has been studied here has not yet been 
9 
pu ished, whilst other groups of figurines, although published, have 
not been personally viewed. 
10 
This problem will be more fully 
discussed when presenting the material. 
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(b) the fragmentary nature of the majority of the material: it was 
mentioned in the previous chapter that typological 'potential' 
in any material is dependent on good samples - one cannot be sure 
what effect missing features may have on analysis and interpretation, 
so a typological method must be sought that takes this into considers- 
tion. Complete teracotta figurines are not very numerous, largely 
because of the nature of the material; they may be broken during 
firing, at the point of deposition or damaged with the passage of 
time. At the same time it has been recognised that many isolated 
limbs and torsos were intended to be left as such by the maker. 
11 
By contrast most bronze and lead figures have been found intact. 
(c) variety of detail: the great variety of detail that is exhibited 
in many of the figurines and/or parts of figurines (particularly 
heads) makes criteria for definition of attributes and exposition 
of all the features a lengthy and complicated procedure. ' One of 
the main reasons for this is that the majority of figurines were 
hand-made and, secondly, with increasing skill and demand variety 
and detail became all the more prominent. The typological method 
must therefore take into consideration the range and variety of 
detail in the most economic and objective way. 
PROCEDURE (Table 5) 1 
1. In order to accommodate all these problems the first ordering 
of the material must be a chronological one: this will be 
discussed separately and more fully in the next chapter. 
2. Within the chronological groupings the figurines are first placed 
into two categories, (a) schematic and (b) naturalistic. The 
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reason for this Is that it is impossible to include within 
the same typology two forms which reflect such different 
concepts and methods of representation. Let us examine this 
further by defining what is meant by schematic and naturalis- 
tic in anthropomorphic figurines. 
, Schematisation, its process and meaning, has been studied 
at length in various prehistoric art-forms - particularly with 
regard to cave paintings. It is of no relevance here to dis- 
cuss cave paintings as such, but it is of great importance 
to understand the ideas of schematism and naturalism as they 
have been discussed with reference to cave, paintings, for it 
is equally applicable to three-dimensional art-forms. 
Robert Layton in 'Naturalism and cultural-relativity in art' 
expresses the idea of schematism as follows: 
"A representation becomes schematised when it reproduces 
the general characteristics of the model by reducing it 
to its essential traits. Schematisation is thus an 
interpretation of the visible which omits the fortuitous 
to emphasis what is permanent and essential. Schema- 
tisation, like stylization implies a simplification of 
reality: - this is guided by judgement" 
12 
Naturalism, conversely, deals with representing what is 
visible 'in nature' without enlarging or simplifying it. 
Consequently an object that is regarded as 'schematic! im- 
parts far less information than an, object seen to be 'naturalis- 
tic'. In addition, because certain attributes of a schematic 
object may be exaggerated whilst others are suppressed altogether 
in its formation, it is attempting to represent a specific 
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message - i. e. it is far more symbolic in its representation 
than a naturalistic object. 
13 
It would perhaps be misleading to claim-that a large pro- 
portion of Minoan figurines are 'naturalistic' since few, if 
any, conform to nature exactly, but they do represent the human- 
form much more closely than those figurines which can only be 
identified as lanthropomorphicO after the identification of a- 
few recognisable traits (e. g. heads or reproductive organs in 
men and women). 
14 
Anthropomorphic, 'after all, refers to those 
I 
objects that represent the human"form to whatever degree of 
abstraction'or modification. Ucko and Rosenfeld in 'Anthro- 
15. 
pomorphic representations in palaeolithic art' , discuss a 
few basic and essential characteristics for the'purpose of 
identifying the human form in palaeolithic art: these are based 
on diagnostic biological traits which, as Andree Rosenfeld 
points out, are "probably-the only sure'approach to the initial 
identification of subject matter in"any prehistoric art form" 
16 
Rosenfeld has produced an excellent discussion on the 'manner' 
and 'degree' of schematisation within a particular group of 
cave paintings which is of value here. 
17 
He sees the Imannerl 
of schematisation in drawings as referring to: 
(1) týe selection of certain traits of the model as "basic' or 
essential. 
(2) "the selection of some of these traits for emphasis. 
(3) the-general artistic conventions employed to represent these 
traits". 
and the 'degree' of schmatisation as referring to: 
(1) "the extent to which selected traits are-emphasised. 
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(2) the extent to which other traits are either reduced or 
omitted". 
The schematised form,. however, must retain sufficient char- 
acteristics in order to be recognised as a representation of 
the original model (in our case the human form), and, in addition, 
its particular characteristics must be found with enough 
regularity in order to be considered as 'intentional' - other- 
wise one may be dealing with a unique or even accidental occur- 
rence. In the various schematised configurations of human forms 
therefore one would expect to find at least one of the following 
characteristics: 
(a) outline of head and body (minimum requirement) 
- here limbs may not be indicated at all but if present 
may be in the form of slight incisions. 
(b) selection of various biological traits for emphasis 
- these may include breasts or the pubic triangle in 
women, and the reproductive organ in men. 
In some cases arms may be selected for emphasis, but legs are 
omitted and seen only in the form of a tapering body. In others 
the body may be outlined but facial features on the head clearly 
indicated, with eyes, nose and mouth. 
Whatever the case the figurines must be identifiable an anthro- 
pomorphic by one or more of the stated traits. The extent to 
which these are then used and emphasised is one of our prime 
considerations both in the typological field and in interpretation. 
Those figurines which are regarded as closer to 'naturalism' 
impart far more information as to how these people viewed them- 
selves: they may not only have recognisable and separate limbs 
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together with other anatomical features but may be dressed, 
armed, wearing head-dresses, seated, standing or 'in action' 
and reveal a variety of gestures. 
18 
Gombrich believed that all art which was intended to be 
representatioýial (i. e. it represented something In the 'real 
world') developed through a process of 'schema and revision' 
to varying degrees - it was how the artist viewed what he was 
trying to depict. Hence all Minoan figurines may be regarded 
as schematic in that none are completely true to life. The 
distinction which is clearly identifiable may be summarised 
as follows: 
(a) 'schematic': those figurines which have been reduced to vary- 
ing degrees of abstraction, suppressing or omitting some traits 
but including and/or emphasising others as result of a decision. 
These traits must be of a recognisable human characteristic 
and must recur with sufficient regularity in order to be re- 
garded as intentional. 
(b) 'naturalistic': those figurines which attempt to portray the 
human figure whether male, female or hermaphrodite in their 
natural form as viewed by the creator, and without enlarging 
or simplifying to any special degree any of the characteristics. 
3. It has been stated so far in the typological procedure that 
after dividing the figurines into chronological groups one 
then moved to 'form' - in this case, 'schematic' and 'naturalis- 
tic'. One of the most basic and primary divisions when faced 
with a large body of objects known to represent the human figure 
in whatever form, is one of 'gender'. To this end four categories 
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have been allocated for this material: 
(1) male: those figurines which reveal recognisable evidence 
of the male sex, i. e. reproductive organs. 
(2) female: those figurines which reveal recognisable evidence 
of the female sex, i. e. breasts and/or pubic triangle. 
(3) hermaphrodite: whilst examining the material it became 
evident (particularly amongst the 'naturalistic' groups) 
that a small number of figurines had both male and female 
anatomical features, i. e. breasts and penis. 
(4) unknown: (a) due to the fragmentary nature of much of the 
material it was often difficult to ascertain whether a 
figurine belonged to any of the three above named categories. 
(b) In addition some figurines revealed no evidence of either 
male or female anatomical features. 
4. From here the selection of 'essential' and 'inessential' attri- 
butes and their hierarchy of importance in the typological pro- 
cedure is a matter of subjective opinion after one has examined 
the material. From Table 5 it can be seen that three levels 
of attributes have been chosen. 
Attributes (1): (a) Posture (b) Gesture 
What position a figurine is in, and how the arms are rendered, 
are the first and most obvious attributes that are visible to 
the eye. More important they are the best indication for, 
, 
and give us most information about what 'action' the figurine 
is attempting to represent. Hence they are a key attribute and 
must be considered first. 
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Attributes (2): (a) Heads (b) Torso (c) Lower Half 
Many figurines within the same period and/or context may have 
the same postures or gestures, or both combined, though belong- 
ing to different gender groups. However, they may, vary con- 
siderably in their detail. 
In addition, whilst some figurines may also show similar 
detail in various sections of the body - the head for instance, 
they may vary in other parts - for instance, dress or the shape 
of the torso and breasts. The best way to accommodate these 
discrepancies of detail seemed to be to divide the figurines 
Into three parts and discuss their varieties separately - i. e. 
(a) heads (b) torsos and (c) lower halves. 
This has an added advantage. It was mentioned earlier in 
this chapter that the fragmentary nature of the material makes 
the forming of individual and complete types difficult. By using 
this method one can include those parts of figurines that have 
come to light where their other features are missing due to 
breakage. Hence one can assimilate more information. 
Attributes (3): Dress and Adornments 
Dress and other adornments are evident to varying degrees from 
an early period. However their detail and variation increases 
considerably with time, particularly amongst the female - male 
dress appears to be more standardized throughout. Because of 
this variety, and often concentration on detail and individuality by 
the maker, dress assumes some degree of importance and is per- 
haps one way of linking the figurines to the individuals of the 
society. 
The combinations of sets of these attributes to form definite 
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and individual types from period to period and between the 
sexes is (as has already been stated) virtually impossible 
because of the very small proportion of complete terracotta 
figurines that exist. A small number is inýevidence)or 
reconstructed, but how accurately these figurines exemplify 
a particular type is hard to say; in some cases they do not 
occur with sufficient regularity to enable one to identify them 
as such with certainty. Comparison with bronze figurines, where 
completeness is not a problem, is one method of justifying one's 
decisions: bronze or lead figurines, however, by the very nature 
of the material, do not contain the detail that terracotta 
figurines reveal, 'nor the great variety. Certainly the discrepan- 
cies in detail, where similarities exist, make definitions of ' 
individual types difficult and provide a good reason for dividing 
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Type 1 Upright with legs together 
Type 2- Upright with legs apart 
(a) Right leg slightly forward 
(b) Left leg slightly forward 
Type 3 Upright with legs covered 
Type 4 Seated 
(a) Legs apart 
(b) Legs together, 
Type 5 'Immobile' or 'at rest' 
(a) Legs incised 
(b) Legs not discernable 
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GESTURES 
Type 1: (a) Both arms folded over waist, left over right 
(b) Both arms folded over waist, meeting in centre 
(c) Arms indicated by incision only 
Iq Type 2: Both arms held to chest 
(a) with elbows raised and hands held apart resting on chest 
(b) with elbows raised and hands touching in centre of chest 
(c) with elbows raised and hand held to side of chest 
(d) with elbows raised and hands below breasts/chest 
(e) with elbows held down touching flanks and hands held 
apart resting on chest 
(f) with elbows held down touching flanks and hands touching 
in centre of chest 
(g) arms looped round to front with hands meeting in centre 
of chest 
(h) arms looped round to front with hands below breasts 
(i) elbows held down with hands held to breasts. 
Type 3: Arms outstretched sideways 
(a) straight 
(b) bent at elbows 
(c) 'hanging' 
(d) projecting arm stumps 
Type 4: Both arms held forwarcbin front of body 
(a) straight 
(b) bent at elbow with forearms tilting up 
(c) curved round in front 
(d) curved round with hands touching in front at chin level 
(e) curved round with one forearm tilted upwardsand the other 
forearm held in front of body horizontally 
(f) curved round and inclined downward3with hands touching at 
navel 
-746. 
Type 5: One arm to chest with other held down by side 
(a) right arm with left hanging 
(i) loosely (ii) taut (iii) bent 
(b) left arm with right hanging 
(i) loosely (ii) taut (iii) bent 
Type 6: Right arm held to'forehead, elbow raised with left 
held down by side, 
(a) right arm resting on forehead with left hand held 
(i) loosely (ii) taut (iii) bent to hip/side 
(b) right arm resting on forehead covering eyes with left 
(i) bent to side of'body (ii) held down by side 
(c) right arm resting on forehead with left crossed over 
chest to opposite shoulder 
Type 7: ' One arm'crossed over chest and shoulder with other arm 
around waist 
Type 8: Both arms crossed over chest 
21 
(a) right over left, left higher, 
(b) left over right, right higher 
(c) symmetrically 
Type 9: Arms covering chest with hands to chin 
Type 10: Both arms held down by side 
Type 11: (a) both arms bent at elbow with hands on hips 
2-Z 
(b) both arms held loosely to hips 
Type 12: One arm with elbow raised and held up towards head with 
other arm curved round and inclining downwards 
Type 13: Both arms held out horizontally in front with both forearms 
held to forehead and hands covering face 
Type 14: Left arm inclining downwardswith hand on lap and right 
arm outstretched forwardsin front of body. 
Type 15: Both arms held up with'hands on head 
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1. see chapter 2(a) 
2. ibid. 32-33. 
3. Spaulding, A. C.: 'Statistical techniques for the discovery of 
artefact types' American Antiquity 18 (1953) 305. 
4. Whallon, R.: 'A new approach to pottery typology, 'American 
Antiquity 37 (1972) 13-33..., 
5. In Krieger, A. D. 'The Typplogical Method' American Antiquity 9 
(1944) 271-288. 
6. Whallon, R., (1972) op. cit. 305. 
7. It is noteworthy that Colette Verlinden in 'Les statuettes 
anthropomorphes Cretoises en bronze et en plomb, du III e 
Millenaire au VII 
e 
siecle av. J-Cl Louvain-La-Neuve 1984, 
recognised the difficulties in identifying individual types 
despite their completeness, because of the great variety of 
detail within and between the figurines. Hence for each figure 
in her catalogue, for which there are only two overall type 
groups (Le style to Princes and Le style Classique) she identifies 
separately the type of posture, gesture, face, head-dress, clothes, 
and accessories. She does nothowever, correlate these attributes 
with one another, in an overall typological procedure, see them 
in any hierarchy of importance, or justify her method. So whilst 
herattributes, gender and chronological divisions are all valid 
they are not conceived within a single structure but belong to 
separate lists within only two overall type groups. 
8. A more detailed discussion-and definition of-the chronological 
system used will be found in (c) of this chapter. 
9. From the peak sanctuary sites of Traostalos, Kophinas and Maza 
and the palace of Zakros. 
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10. This particularly applies to the bronze figurines that fall 
within the specified period: they have been amply documented 
by other researchers and particularly by C. Verlinden in "Les 
Statuettes anthropomorphes Cretoises en bronze et en plomb, 
du 111 
2 
Millenaire au VII 
e 
siecle av. J-C" 1984. 
11. This is evident from votive deposits found on peak sanctuary 
sites where a large number of limbs and heads were deposited. 
Cf. for example Myres, J. L. 'The peak sanctuary site of 
Petsophal. BSA IX (1902-3) 374-5. 
12. Layton, R.: 'Naturalism and cultural relativity in art" in 
Form in Indigenous Art: Schematisation in the art of Aboriginal 
Australia and Prehistoric Europe. Ed. P. J. Ucko, 1977,47. 
13. There is undoubtedly a theoretical spectrum of degrees of 
schematism within the schematic group, as there are degrees 
of naturalism within the naturalistic group. 
14. A good example of the problem of identifying schematised config- 
urations as the human form occurs in the stone figurines (? ) 
from the tomb of Pyrgos (- ApXCLLOXOyLXOV ACA. "um 4 1918,162- 
163 eCx. 14) excavated by Xanthoudides. Some of these figurines 
are barely identifiable as representing the human form. E. 
Sakellorakis, however, (in AE 1983,72) acknowledges their 
anthropomorphic forms, identifies two types (ý=A6pD= and 
6EuXTi, KTcL), and recognises their restricted location to the site 
of Pyrgos. 
15. In. Santander Symposium, symposium internacional de Arte Ropestre 
1970, M. B. Almagro and M. A. Garcia Guinear (eds. ) 149-211. 
16. Rosenfeld, A.: "Profile figures: schemktisation of the human 
figure in the Magdalenian Culture of Europe" Form in Indigenous 
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Art ... 1977,94. 
17. ibid. 
18. Gombrich, E. H.: Art and Illusion: a study in the psychology_of 
pictorial representation 1960. 
19. Verlinden, C. 1983 op. cit., 267. This corresponds to her "geste 
4: les mains sont repliZes sur la poitrine. 
(a) les coudes sont I; ves sur les c; tes et les main touchent 
la poitrine. 
(b) les coudes sont abaiss4s sur les c5tes et les mains touchent 
la poitrine. 11 
20. ibid. This corresponds to her "geste 6: le bras droite repli'e' 
sur la poitrine, le bras gauche kant abaissZ le long du corps. " 
21. This corresponds to her "geste 5: les mains crois4es sur-la 
poitrine. " 
22. This corresponds to her "geste 3: les mains sont pos4es sur les 
hanches. " 
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CHAPTER 4. CHRONOLOGY 
Since a typology needs sequential or 'historical' ordering 
if it is going to be of any real use, the purpose of this section 
is to establish the chronological scale along which the types will 
be measured. The figurines in question cover a large time span - 
1 
from the end of the Neolithic in c. 3000 B. C. to the destruction 
of the second palaces in c. 1450 B. C. This period of time has been 
chosen as best representing Minoan society and less disturbed by 
outside influences. 
Chronological modifications and sub-divisions are continually in 
progress for the Minoan period, though there are two basic methods 
that have been established for dividing it, which are still commonly 
used. Arthur Evans in his excavations at Knossos at the beginning 
of this century laid down the first and most popular system: 
3 
here 
he divided the Minoan civilization into three major periods (a) Early 
Minoan E. M. (b) Middle Minoan M. M. and (c) Late Minoan L. M., which were 
in turn all subdivided into three with sub-divisions often having 
two or three sub-phases: all were based on pottery styles. 
The second system, based on a much broader scale relating to 
palace architecture - namely Pre-, Proto-, Neo- and Post-palatial - 
was first suggested by Xberg in 1933 
4 
but not accepted and used for 
another two decades, after N. Platon had modified the system in abso- 
lute dates but employed the same terminology for the divisions. 
5 
For the purpose of this thesis it has seemed best to use this latter 
method for preliminary grouping. The reasons for this are that 
(a) the context in which many Of the figurines were found was 
often very disturbed as a result of ancient and modern looting, 
making exact dating very difficult. 
6 
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(b) archaeological reports often exclude precise details of 
context and location, thus making any reassessment of dates 
at a later stage very difficult. 
7 
(c) the nature of the context often precludes the possibility of 
precise dating, however accurate the recording. 
8 
(d) in some cases it is possible that the context is 'secondary': 
if the figurines found in any one area belong to a deposit 
thought to be 'votive' they may have been manufactured at a 
much earlier date than the time of their deposition. Alter- 
natively they may be heirlooms. 
(e) the finding of isolated and stray figurines excludes the pos- 
sibility of exact dating. At best comparative data may be used 
to date the figurines. 
This does not mean however that more precise dating can never 
be used. To supplement these initial major divisions of Pre-; 
Proto-; and Neo-palatial a more precise system based on Evans, 
method (and followed by Pendlebury) but improved with modifications 
made to it in recent years will be used. This requires further 
discussion, especially since there has been much controversy con- 
cerning the absolute dates that such divisions represent. The 
evidence on which such a system is based is primarily ceramic (i. e. 
shapes, techniques and decoration of pottery). 
Evans based his system on the correlation between the Early, Mid- 
dle and Late Minoan periods and the Old, Middle and New Kingdoms of 
Egypt. His absolute dates were then related to Minoan connections 
with Egypt: he used for instance evidence for Minoan imports in Egypt, 
Egyptian imports found on Crete and Egyptian influence on Minoan 
glyptic work and painting. 
9 
It has now been fully recognised how- 
ever that cultural contacts existed between Cyprus, Anatolia and the 
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Near East with Crete (see below) which must also be taken into 
consideration for absolute dating. 
Evans' early analysis, however, is still fundamental to any study 





the more specialized early studies of Middle Minoan chronology by 
Sidney Smith 12 and Mackenzie. 
13 
Since then many scholars have 
used Crete as the central point of discussions on Early and Middle Bronze 












with more specific and more recent 
contributions on MM dating coming from 
















Warren's resum6 of the 'Problems-of'Chronology 
in Crete and the Aegean in the third and Earlier Second Millenium 
BC 
30 
serves as a vital reference for that period in this brief 
survey. 
The Pre-Ralatial Period: 
For this period, running from EMI-EMIII/MMIA, the absolute dates are 
now based on: 
(1) Pre- Dynastic - VI 
th Dynasty vases imported from Egypt. 
31 
(2) Similarities between Troy I and EMI. 
32 
(3) Comparison with contemporary or early N. W. Anatolian, sites. 
33 
(4) C-14 dating results, particularly from the 'stratified or homo- 
geneous settlement evidence' and a few tomb deposits. 
34 
There are a variety of opinions as to the absolute dates for the 
start and finish of the Pre-palatial period some of which may be 
highligbted as follows. Weinberg, in his later paper 
35 
examining 
early Aegean chronology, would see the beginning of this period 




prefer a slightly 
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give the later date of 2600 B. C. as their 
starting point. From his excavations at Phaistos, Doro Levi 
42 
set out his absolute chronology, considering the pre-palatial 
period as only a "short transitional phase" lasting 150 years 
(2000-1850 B. C. ) between his Chalcolithic (Late Neolithic) and 
Proto-palatial periods. 
lstrBm 
provides us with the lowest date 
giving the beginning as MMlA as 1800 B. C. 
43 
There is no definite division which differentiates the Pre- 
and Proto-palatial periods - the absence of the palaces them- 







would rather include MMIA 
inthe former period: EMIII does not seem to appear as a distinct level 
at Knossos, and Evans himself never identified it as such but 
related it to isolated finds belonging to EMIII from Knossos, and from 
other sites in the east of Crete. Hood stated that "the material 
which Evans grouped as EMIII is contemporary with his MMIA at 
Knossos and some of his EMIII material may have been later, contem- 
porary with Knossian MMIb or MMII". 
47 
If the MMIA material at 
Knossos were left as such, however, it would be considerable in 
quantity and perfectly capable of sub-division. Warren believes 
that EMIXI at Knossos is "largely but not entirely contemporary 
with MMIa in the rest of Crete", though an "EMIII horizon exists 
before MMI at Knossos at least". 
48 
In his 1980 paper, on the 
"Problems of Chronology in Crete and the Aegean in Third and 
Earlier Second Millenium B. C. " Warren summarily defines the 
EMI-MMII divisions from "selected, major, stratified or homogeneous 
depos ts, 149 (and includes a list of the sites), related pottery 
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styles and new architectural appearances. This is followed by 
correlations within the Aegeanýo thus establishing Minoan chronology 
within its broader chronological framework. 
In the'final analysis Warren sets the Pre-palatial Minoan divisions, 
based on "calibrated radiocarbon results in the early phases and 
51 
this source plus historical synchronisms in the later" as EMI: 
3500-2900 B. C.; EMII: 2900-2300 B. C.; EMIII 2300-2150 B. C.; MMIa 
2150-1930 B. C. 
For the purposesof this thesis these dates have been accepted 
and at the same time it has seemed best to acknowledge'the 
Pre-palatial period as overlapping with the Proto-palatial period 
at its end. 
52, 
The Proto-palatial Period 
The-absolute dating for this period, running from MMI(b)-II, has met 
with an equal amount of controversy. 
istrým 53 
sees KMI as beginning 
in 1800 and the end of IIMII as approximately 1600 B. C. For this he 
uses the evidence of the scarabs dated to c. 1750 B. C. found in an 
54 





date of 1655il2O B. C. for the first Proto- 
palatial phase at Phaistos, 
56 
and MMIb pottery connections with 
Cypriote, Syrian and Hittite pottery in the late 18th c. B. C. 
Levi puts his Proto-palatial dates, from the evidence at Phaistos, 
as close to Astr&fs - namely 18 50-1550- though he includes MMIII with- 
in this. 
Warren recognises the buildings of the first palaces at Knossos 
and Phaistos as lying directly over MMIa deposits (c. 2150-1930) and 
below MMII (1800-1700 B. C. ) the latter of which is terminated by a 
major destruction c. 1700 B. C. 
57 
The ceramic parallels to metal vases in the T5d treasure dated 
83 
to the time of the third Pharaoh of the XlIth Dynasty, Amenemhet 
are regularly cited as the appropriate historical synchronism 
for this period. 
58 
In addition to this is the discovery of , 
Kamares Ware (MMIIb) in late Mth Dynasty Egyptian contexts - 
namely Kahun, Harageh and Abydos. 
59 
Ellen Davis has argued against Minoan links to the T5d cups, 
prefering to see some Anatolian influence. 
60 
Hood 61 and Kantor 
62 
have demonstrated effectively Minoan parallels from this treasure 
and Warren equally, recognises these links though believes that MMIb 
"had-begun by the time of Amenemhet II ... (c. 1900 B. C. ) ... at 
63 
the latest. " _ In support of this hypothesis he cites the discovery 
of the MMIB or-IIA sherds from Kahun and Harageh. Evidence for the 
chronology of MMII comesfrom a scarab found south of the Royal Road 
at Knossos dated to the late XIIth, or early XIIIth Dynasty. 
64 
Warren confirms that the, former Dynasty "ended in 1786 B. C., so that 
MMII began at the latest by about 1750 B. C. and may equally well have 
begun somewhat before 1800 B. C. " The close of KMII is seen as 
resting at c. 1700 B. C. Warren stresses that the combination of 
radiocarbon dating results and historical synchronisms has provided 
an absolute chronology slightly higher than argued by previously 
mentioned scholars for the Pre- and Proto-palatial periods and these 
dates are accepted here. 
The Neo-palatial Period 
This period begins in-MMIII shortly after 1700 B. C. when the new 
palaces were rebuilt on the sites of the old. Although Levi 
66 
would 
like to see MMIII within the Proto-palatial period at Phaistos, in 
the rest of the island it is regarded as falling within the Neo- 
67 
palatial period. Evans' dates for this period run from. MMIII-LXII 
and as evidence for its starting date he used the Egyptian alabaster 
84 
lid found at Knossos. 
68 
This synchronism is generally accepted 
although it has now been recognised that the deposit was not pure 
MMIII. 
69 
In addition is the dolphin jar mentioned by Schachermeyer 
and Kantor with parallels in MMIII-IXIA deposits at Pachyammos. 
70 
The destruction of the second palaces has"met with much contro- 
versy in recent years, but it is now thought to lie at LMIB 
(c. 1450). Page, in his discussion of the volcanic eruption 
at Thera 
71 
drew up a list of the 'destruction and abandonment of 
Minoan sites" 
72 
- all dated to LMIB which include the Palaces of 
Phaistos, Mallia and Zakros, and the sites of Tylissos, Nirou-Khani, 
Sklavokampo, Amnisos, Gournia, Pseira, Mochlos and Palaikastro. 
Evans placed the destruction of Knossos at IXII: Hood, 
73 
howevert 
found a stratified deposit of LMIB in a destruction level on the 
north side of the Royal Road in his excavations of 1957-61, thus 
allowing us to make an important addition to Pages' list. 
The Neo-palatial buildings at Knossos, however, were reoccupied 
in IIIII and continued to be inhabited until LXIIIA. For the 
purposesof this thesis, the Neo-palatial period is accepted as 
beginning in MMIII c. 1700 and ending in LMIb c. 1450. 
To establish an absolute chronology for Minoan figurines in 
this thesis is certainly not possible, as outlined at the beginning 
of this chapter. This does not invalidate the necessity for a 
chronological time-scale in general and absolute terms however, which 
is of paramount importance in the establishment of a typology. 
Where figurines have been located in stratified deposits and 
recorded accurately the problems are greatly diminished, and these 
in turn may be used, by analogy, to date those figurines of less 
certain context, but of similar type. For the majority of figurines 
85 
however, their absolute dating is precluded by the nature 
of their contexts and/or the accuracy of the recording, or the 
fact that many remain unpublished. For this reason some have 
been grouped within broad chronological groupings without 
further subdivision. Future studies on the fabric of the figurines 
and associated ceramics would certainly be necessary for the 
eventual establishment of an absolute chronology. 
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PART II 
CHAPTER 5. THE DATA-BASE 
The figurines presented in this thesis are only a proportion of 
those that exist from the Minoan period covered. The actual 
number uncovered since the end of the last century is very ex- 
tensive, but many of these remain unpublished and/or unavailable 
for study. In a few cases, particularly where hundreds of frag- 
mented examples were found, 
I 
the material is yet to be registered 
in museum catalogues. 
2 Consequently the number of figurines from 
these sites is completely unknown. This is not the general case 
however; for the most part, figurines from individual sites are 
adequately documented in archaeological reports and/or subsequent 
publications. I have divided the material available into the fol- 
lowing categories: 
(a) Figurines that have been published and in addition have been 
studied by me. 
(b) Figurines that have been published, the publication being my 
sole source. 
(c) Figurines that are unpublished but recorded in museum catalogues 
and studied by me with permission. 
(d) Figurines that are unpublished, recorded in museum catalogues 
and drawn upon from this source only, with permission. 
These distinctions are made clear in the following table which 







Figurines studied and cata- 
logued by author in this thesis. 
Published where specified. 
Publication or Museum number 
allocated to figurines. Not 
studied by author in corpore. 
Published where specified. 
Figurines not studied by authorp 
and without museum number or 
excavation find number in 
published sources. Therefore 
initial letters of site and 
number allocated as appropriate. 
Total number of figurines known 
to author, as seen and/or recorded 
in museum registers and/or pub- 
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As much of the material was unpublished and unavailable for study 
from those sites where figurines predominated (note in particular the 
peak sanctuary sites in the table), it was important to obtain at, least 
a cross-section of figurines from the different types of sites and 
periods. The results can never be satisfactory on such a basis as 
this but it may at, least form the beginning of a typological survey 
of figurines to be added to in the future. 
The greatest problem - the gaps - as the table reveals, lie with 
the peak sanctuary sites. From Petsopha twenty-one of the most 
complete and representative examples were chosen for study: many 
remain on display in the Herakleion and Agios Nikolaos Museums that 
were not studied. The latter were observed as best as possible. Like- 
wise from Prinias only five were studied 
34 
_ with a great number on 
display in the Agios Nikolaos Museum for observation. From Kophinas, 
Maza, Piskokephalo and Traostalos, although only a small proportion 
was studied from each site, it was at least possible to obtain a 
record of what had been registered in the Museum catalogue at Herak- 
leion. Whether this represents the total is still not known: 
certainly from Kophinas a number remain unregistered in the Museum 
basement. It does, however, give us some idea of the great quantity 
deposited at these sites and from this the sex and state of preser- 
vation of those figurines uncovered. From Kophinas 123 figurines 
and/or fragments are known to have been uncovered, from which there 
are only five whole figures - and four of these are bronze. Forty-two 
represent upper parts only; seven lower parts; thirteen ! three-quarter' 
(or otherwise) figures and fifty-six heads. -From Maza only twenty-two 
figurines are known to have been uncovered of which there are three 
whole figures; six upper parts; one lower part (feet on base); seven 
105 
'three-quarter' (or otherwise)'figures and six heads. Piskokephalo 
is known to have produced eighty figurines and/or fragments. Of this 
over half are heads (forty-one); sixteen are upper parts, twelve lower 
parts, ten 'three-quarter' (or otherwise) and only one whole figure. 
The most interesting results, however, come from Traostalos where 
three hundred and twenty-one figurines and/or fragments are known 
to have been uncovered. Of this number no less than two hundred and 
eighty-one are heads. The museum catalogue revealed that certain 
of these heads had duplicates - and in'some cases a great number, 
(though none were personally seen or studied). Number 16537 for 
35 
instance was one of sixiy-eight identical heads and number 16534 
36ý 
one of twenty-three identical heads (and so on, as indicated in the 
tables). One can be sure that they were not completely identical 
as there were no moulds during this time. However this does not 
detract from the fact that many very similar types were produced 
which would certainly indicate some degree of mass production. In 
addition the degree of duplication is not met with, so far as we know, 
37 
on any other peak sanctuary. Heads apart,. only eight whole figurines 
have'been found at Traostalos and four of these are bronze; fifteen 
upper parts; four lower parts; twelvelthree-quarterl (or otherwise) 
figures and one hand. 
Platon in 'To CCP51ý MOLECI XaC Id ULNX6-LXa tCPOL XOPUCAQ 1 
38 
includes a 
lengthy discussion on the range 
He has two categories, male and 
he discusses, separately, whole 
wards (i. e. lower parts without 
to the bottom part of the upper 
fragments relating to male figu: 
and types of figurines from Piskokephalo. 
female. 
39 
Within the male category 
figures, sections from the waist down- 
feet), sections from the lower shin 
joints in the leg and finally isolated 
rines (e. g. cod pieces). The female 
106 
figurines are discussed more generally, though there is only a 
limited number of specific references in either category of male 
and female. Myres, in his report on the excavation at Petsopha 
40 
provides a lengthy and detailed discussion of male and female figur- 
ines 41 including their ranges in height, stance, method of construc- 
tion, dress and other details; seated figures and votive limbs. 
42 
As with Piskokephalo there is little specific reference, however, 
and few of the figurines are actually illustrated. For this reason 
the actual number uncovered is unknown. 
Figurines from tombs and settlements are not only fewer in 
number but have been amply documented in reports or recorded in 
catalogues. Those uncovered by Hood in his excavations of the Royal 
Road at Knossos from 1957-61, provide us with a welcome addition to 
figurines found within settlement contexts (eighty-one are known to 
date), together with the unpublished ones from the Palace of Zakros. 
43 
The figurines from caves are not only amply documented in archaeological 
reports but have been extensively studied in subsequent publications 
by individual researchers. 
44 
The main problem here is one of chronology, 
since they have been very difficult to date because of the nature of 
the context. The twenty-nine figurines cited here are only those 
thought to fall within the Minoan period covered in this thesis. 
Despite the large gaps inherent in the data-base, therefore, examples 
have been drawn and obtained from a wide cross-section of*periods and 
sites. From this it is hoped that a typology may be developed that 
can be added to at any point in the future. 
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AGIA TRIADRA 13 10 13 
iAGIOS KYRILLOS' I - 
ARCHANES ? 14+ 
GOURNES I 
KOUMASA 18 14 18 
KALATHIANA 1 -1 
KAMILARI 6 36 
LEBENA 6 4 
LENDA 3 3 
MOCHLOS 1 11 
PLATANOS 5 45 
PYRGOSr 8 -8 
SIVA 1 -1 
AGIOS ONOUPHRIOS 4 -4 
TEKES 6 -6 
ARVI ? 1+ 1- 
JUKTAS 
f 
? 26+ 6 24 
KOPHINAS ? 123+ 33 2 
MAZA ? 19+ 10 16 
PETSOPHA ? 21+ ý21 28 
PISKOKEPHALO ? 80+ 44 62 
PRINIAS ? 5+ 5- 
TRAOSTALOS" ? 320+ 14 3 
PSYCHRO 12 5 12 
SKOTEINO 3 -3 
TRAPEZA 14 6 14 
AGIA TRIADHA 16 4 16 
CHAMAIZI 3 33 
KNOSSOS ? 20 16 4 
MALLIA 19 11 19 
MYRTOS 8 78 
PHAISTOS ?6 52 
PALAIKASTRO 3 -3 
SITEIA 1 1 
VASILIKI ? 3+ -3 
ZAKROS 11 10 2 
zou 1 -1 
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NOTES. CHAPTER 5 
1. Particular reference is being made here to peak-sanctuary 
sites, where large deposits of figurines were found. 
2. This was noted with Kophinas (peak-sanctuary) where-a number 
of crates of fragmented pieces of figurines sit in the museum 
basement at Herakleion - still unregistered in the museum 
catalogue. 
3. Subsequent publications by other scholars for their. individual 
research are not included in this list - only the original 
publication by the excavator(s). 
4. Figurines mentioned and/or illustrated in interim accounts 
are-in fact deemed unpublished'in Greece- here I refer to 
such periodicals as Athens Annals, of Archaeology, ý'AOXCtLOXOYLdL; 
The Archaeological Society's Ergon or its Praktika; the- 
Chronika section of Archaeologikon Deltion and the Chronika 
of Archaeologike Ephemeris. Where-figurines were included 
in these works they were often not available for study, as 
here at Agios Kyrillos and Archanes. 
5. Where no number is given in a publication, the initials of the 
site and a number have beenýallocated to the figurines, as 
here (and subsequently). 
6. Not available for study (see NA). 
7. ibid. 
8. ibid. 
9. No. 's 37 & 38 are unpublished but wereýstudied with kind per- 
mission from A. Karetsou. 
10. The actual number of figurines from Juktas is unknown to me 
and the relevant museum catalogue was not available. 
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11. No. Is. J12-J17 are all bronzes. They are not identified 
or drawn here as they were not seen and are unpublished. 
12. Alexiou-published, two figurines from Kophinas in the 
Deltion, volumes mentioned - one bronze and one clay. 
The site was more, extensively-excavated by N. Platon but 
nothing has yet, been published. 
13. No. 's, 112,327,326,328 are bronze figurines. This list begin- 
ning at 14173 was obtained from the museum catalogue at Herak- 
leion and thus reflected in those figurines, registered there. A 
summary-is provided in Table 6 of the sex and preservation of 
these, figurines. 
14. No. 's 83,84,85 although published in Kr. Chr. by Platon as 
belonging to-the site of Maza are registered in the museum 
catalogue as coming from IB T=Cr,, E=UVLWV IlC6LCL6091 exca- 
vated in 1952 and not 1947 when Maza was excavated. 
15. A summary of the sex and preservation of the registered 
figurines from Maza can be seen in Table 7. 
16. Myres published a number of the figurines from Petsopha in the 
BSA, citing the most typical and well preserved examples. 
Many, -however,, remain unpublished in, the Herakleion and Agios 
Nikolaos museums. 
17. No.! s 89 and 90 are in the Ashmolean museum,, Oxford;, 91- 
106 in the Herakleion museum, Crete, and 86-88 in the Agios 
Nikolaos museum (unpublished). 
18. Platon published many-good examples, from Piskokephalo: a 
much larger number remain unpublished however. No. 's 107- 
117 are published in IIAE 1952 (as cited) and No. 123 is 
published in Xr. Chr. 5 1951 (as cited). 
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19. A summary of sex and preservation of all these figurines can 
be seen in Table S. 
20. These figurines were studied with kind permission from 
Dr. Davaras at the Agios Nikolaos museum. One, No. 155 -a 
chance find'from thý area, was published by A. AEUTLECn in 
A. Deltion 30 1975 (1983) B12chronika 341, ' pl. 248(a). 
21. Only three figurines from Traostalos have been published. 
The remaining unpublished ones are now in both the Herakleion 
and Agios Nikolaos museums. Those registered in the catalogue 
of the Herakleion museum were all noted. It is unknown whether 
any remain unregistered in this museum or how many exist in 
the Agios Nikolaos museum. 
22. No. 's 2628-2631 are bronzes. 
23. These were seen in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, and are all 
bronze. 
24. Added to this list from the Herakleion museum one might mention 
those thought to be from Psychro from other museums - namely 
BR4294 (Louvre, Paris)(cf. Verlinden, C. p. 186, pl. 7, No. 20); 
AE1162 (Ashmolean, Oxford)(cf. Verlinden, C. 191, pl. 19, No. 38); 
AE2241 (Ashmolean, Oxford)(cf. Verlinden, C. p. 198, pl. 38, No. 82); 
AE2242 (Ashmolean, Oxford)(cf. Verlinden, C. p. 198, pl. 38, No. 83). 
Many other figurines were found at Psychro but belonging to 
the Post-palatial period and beyond. The exact dating of'the 
figurines cited here is not certain but they are regarded as 
falling within the period covered in this thesis - i. e. they 
do not exceed LMIB. 
25. No. 's71879ff - 759 are bronzes. No. 71879 and 75149 are In 
the Museo di Pigorini, Rome (Verlinden, C. p. 192, pl. 20, No. 40; 
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p. 198, pl. 36, No. 79 respectively) and the rest in the 
Herakleion Museum. 
26. No. 's 199,202,203 are unpublished. No. 199 Is in the 
Ashmolean Museum and 202., and 203 in the Herakleion Museum. 
27. These were studied with the kind permission of S. Hood. 
28. No. 's 188,198,201 placed with the above in the Strati- 
graphical Museum, Knossos, are thought by S. Hood to be from 
the House of the Sacrificed Oxen excavated by Evans. See 
PM2, Part 1,301-11. 
29. One more head was found from Quartier E but is thought to 
belong to LMIII cf. Mallia Maison II, p. 147, No. 3, Note 3. 
30. Levi, D., 'Fest6s e La Civiltý Minoica', 1976,441, P1.221d, e. 
Other figurines have been uncovered at Phaistos but belong 
to a later period, cf. C. Laviosa Annuario ('Sull' origine 
degli idoletti fittili miceneil) 1963-64, vol. XLI-XLII (XXV- 
XXVI N. 5) 7-25,, pls. 1-4,6,7,9-13,16-18. 
31. No. 's PK2 and PK3 are bronze and PK1 is clay. One other bronze 
figurine was found here but dated to LMII and thus not included. 
32. Now in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. 
33. No. 's 212 and ZAK1 are the only two figurines published. The 
remainder were studied with the kind permission of N. Platon. 
34. With kind permission from C. Davaras. 
35. These heads, thought to be male, are characterised by their 
bald rounded heads, pierced dot eyes and small or unclear 
noses. Although not seen, many heads fitting this description 
can be seen from the peak sanctuary site of Prinias on display 
in the Agios Nikolaos Museum. Here too they are the most com- 
mon and numerous type, each one being almost identical to the 
next except perhaps in slight variations in size. 
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36. No information was provided as to the details of these heads, 
except that they were all similar and of an undistinguishable 
sex. r 
37. Except for Prinias (above) though exact numbers are not known. 
38. Platon, N. Kr. Chr. ETC>r_ El Jan. -April 1951,124. 
39. ibid. 129, and 130-31 respectively. 
40. Myres, J. L.: 'The Sanctuary-site of Petsophal BSA vol. 9 
1902-3,356, pl. VII-XIII. 
41. ibid. 361, and 367 respectively. 
42. ibid. 373, and 374 respectively. 
43. Studied with kind permission from S. Hood and N. Platon 
respectively. 
44. Note in particular'Tyree, E. L.: Cretan Sacred Caves: Archaeo- 
logical Evidence. Diss. 1974 Univ. of Missouri, U. S. A., and 
Verlinden, C.: 'Les Statuettes Anthropomorphes Cretoises 
en bronze et en plomb, du III 
e Millenaire au VII e siecle 
av J-C. ' 1984, for the bronze and lead figurines. 
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CHAPTER 6. THE CONTEXTUAL EVIDENCE'' , 7ý 
Context plays an important role in two main sphere .a- firstly, the 
dating of objects and secondly, their subsequent interpretation. With 
regard to the former one may refer to Part 1, chapter 4 of this 
thesis where some of the problems were discussed with regard to 
chronology. 
This chapter is concerned with the presentation of the contextual 
evidence provided by published sources for the figurines in this 
thesis -'i. e. from'what types of sites, contexts and deposits they 
were broughtto light. "For the unpublished material there are natural- 
ly no details of contexts or deposits available - merely the site 
name with perhaps some general published information on the nature 
of the site. 
1ý 
For the published material it is unfortunate that in 
some cases precise details of context and deposits are also lacking, 
2 
though for the majority it is well documented. 
The importance of discussing the contextual evidence lies mainly 
with the question of interpretation. One must understand how and 
where the figurines were deposited and what they were fQund with - 
(i. e. their associated assemblages), in order to makq any real 
assessment of their use and significance. This whole question 
of I context I and its value f or the interpretation of an artef act, 
or group of artefacts, is a topic that has been raised before, 
3 
particularly where prehistoric sites are involved. Some 
4 
insist 
that meaning can only be inferred from context, whilst others 
5 
argue that that would inevitably lead to a vicious circle 'where 
the meaning of every feature would depend on the interpretation of 
other kinds - and that it would be better to set out an explana- 
tion witý hypotheses about any group of artefacts to learn the 
118 
meaning of context'. There is no doubt that context is an 
important element in the interpretation of artefactseven if 
it is conceded that it is not the only indicator of meaning 
and/or use. The idea of setting out an explanation about a 
group of artefacts, however, to learn the meaning of context 
would seem to be a risky task and based, on a number of assumptions 
and preconceived ideas. Treated in isolation, figurines will 
tell us little of their predetermined use and significance. 
In the presentation of the contextual evidence I have found 
it best to tabulate the information into four columns giving 
tý,, jinj Spob" 
the location of the site, Athe context, dep**: tt and associated 
finds of the figurines. A fifth column provides a chronologi- 
cal scale to the material. 
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The gaps evident in Table rr - both in the nature of the 
deposits and/or the-associated finds- provide a good argument 
to support the case that one, cannot rely wholly on, context 
for the meaning of the figurines., This is a negative approach 
to the evidence provided, however, and its associated problems., 
By comparing the evidence for similar types within a'range of 
known deposits for instance, one can atjeast attempt to build 
up a, hypothesis about--a figurine-or group of, figurines where 
details of context are lacking. 
In Tablej"ID. four different types of contexts have been identi- 
fied and listed alphabetically within each section: thus weýhave 
tombs, peak sanctuaries, caves and settlements. 
TOMBS: 
- 
Tombs have suffered from looting and disturbance more than 
any other, type, of site, throughout antiquity to the present day. 
In addition,, the tholoi were communal burials, judging from the 
great quantity of bones found heaped in, them, and subject to the 
clearance of burials to create more space at-the time of1their 
maximum. usage. This has added to the present confused nature 
of the deposits. Of the fourteen tombs and two burial-deposits 
(see Table 11) found, ninety-two figurines have been brought to 
light (and three models). Of this number sixty-one were found 
actually in the tomb itself -_, usually in mixed burial strata 
of human bones, earth and other grave goods. Agia. Triadha, 
Archanes and Koumasa produced the largest numberof figurines, 
but they in turn constituted the largest tomb complexes. By 
comparison to the number of burials and the quantity of clay 
vessels, the figurines were, in all cases, a very small proportion 
of the grave goods and often brushed aside with the bones when 
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forming new space for other burials. Seven of the eighty-eight 
figurines were found outside the tholoi. At Archanes they 
were found at random points away from the tombs and burial build- 
ingswhereas at Koumasa and Platanos they were found on paved 
areas between the tholoi together with zoomorphic and other clay 
vessels. Of the remaining figurines, four were found in burial 
buildings, associated with the clearance and deposition of burials 
and related rituals of the tholoi. 
is 
Of these only No. AR11 from 
Burial Building 7 at Archanes was found with any. -bones- namely 
the bottom half of a human skull. 
The associated finds in tombs, although varied in themselves, 
proved to be very similar from one tomb to another, consisting main- 
ly of personal possessions, domestic vessels, some metal objects 
and objects associated with ritualistic use (e. g. libation vessels, 
anthropomorphic and zoomorphic vessels, double axes). Seven of 
the tombs contained fragments of jewelry and nearly all of them 
daggers and/or bronze tools. Only Platanos and Siva produced 
double axes. Great quantities of pottery were found in all the 
tombs (of particular interest being the anthropomorphic and zoo- 
morphic vessels, notably from Koumasa) - especially jugs, cups 
and dishes. Of the personal possessions sealstones and amulets 
are particularly numerous. One may surmise that the majority 
of finds from tombs may equally well be found in settlements of 
the same period - for which we have little evidence. The main 
additions, however, are those vessels and objects which are thought 
to be. connected with ritual activity. Related to this, perhaps, 
is the fact that seven of the tombs revealed clear evidence of 
burning on the tomb floors, three had paved areas and eight had 
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TABLE 11: CONTEXTS AND TOMBS 
LOCATION INSIDE OUTSIDE 
BURIAL 
BUILDINGS BURIALS TOTAL 
AGIA TRIADHA 13 13 
AGIOS KYRILLOS 1 1 
ARCRANES 6 4 16 
GOURNES 1 1 
KALATHIANA 1, 1 
KAMILARI 7 7 
17 
KOUMASA 10 2 6 is 
LEBENA 4' 4 
LENDA 3 3 
MOCHLOS 1 1 
PLATANOS 3 5 
PORTI 3 3 
PYRGOS 8 8 
SIVA 1 1 
AGIOS ONOUPHRIOS 4 4 
TEKES 6 6 
TOTALS 61 7 8 16 92 
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adjoining or outer rooms to the tholoi. 
PEAK SANCTUARIES: From the peak sanctuaries the most immediate 
observation is the vast number of figurines that have been 
brought to light and how this contrasts with the numbers found 
from tombs (above). Unfortunately the great majority of these 
figurines are unpublished and thus we have no evidence of their 
particular contexts and deposits. However, there is a sufficient 
amount of information in published sources from a few of the 
major peak sanctuary deposits, and the general character of 
others to enable one to surmise the nature of those sites for 
which we have little or no Information. 
At Petsopha, the biggest deposit of figurines was found within 
a single ash layer of nearly black earth below the surface soil. 
This rested above'the original clay packing of an enclosure which 
represented the boundaries of a sanctuary. At Piskokephalos 
where various trial trenches were dug, similar ash layers were 
found at varying levels on the slope below the peak, and at Maza 
figurines were found within a single ash layer (below an earth 
fill) but in the cracks and fissures of rocks. At Kophinas we 
know that a black layer was found on the lowest level in the 
enclosure (Itemenos') 
19 
but whether figurines were found within 
this layer is not known. There appear to be two main areas of 
deposition on peak sanctuaries therefore, (a) between the cracks 
and fissures of rocks around the peaks and (b) in the enclosed area 
of the sanctuary walls, and in some cases in front of the altar. 
20 
Of the eight peak sanctuaries recorded here, half showed evidence 
of burning and of these, three contained figurines within their 
ash layers. Three sites, Kophinas, Maza and Traostalos revealed 
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figurines between the cracks and fissures of the rocks and at 
Juktas many figurines were found in the removal of the earth 
from the altar step and on the lip of a deep chasm beside the 
altar. On the surface of the rock here was a layer of grey ash. 
All the sites for which we have information contained clay ves- 
sels and many fragments of pottery, and of particular interest 
animal figurines (including those of insects). At Petsopha 
the figurines were found with numerous human limbs and dissected 
torsos. More unusually, miniature furniture and a small model of 
a tree were found. At Piskokephalo there were miniature models 
of sanctuaries found with the figurines and at Traostalos small 
altars together with stone vases and clay vessels. Only at one 
peak sanctuary, Maza, were fragments of human bone found and 
they were within the ash layer with pottery fragments. Conspicuous 
by their absence from peak sanctuaries are metal objects - part- 
icularly tools and daggers and/or blades. Eighteen miniature bronze 
double axes were found at Juktas, however, and fifteen of the fig- 
urines are themselves bronze (seven from Juktas, four from Kophinas 
and four from Traostalos). Unlike the figurines from tombs, those 
from peak sanctuaries constitute a sizeable proportion of the finds. 
It is only unfortunate that we do not have the total number of 
figurines from these sites nor more precise details of their contexts 
and deposits. One might assume however that the numbers found at 
Kophinas and Traostalos, as recorded here, constitute the most 
representative figures. 
CAVES: Caves present us with two main problems: firstly, they are 
very disturbed and objects are often shifted or washed further into 
the cave and, secondly, deposits are rarely stratified. This makes 
dating very difficult and contextual evidence scanty. 
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At Psychro the figurines were found in the crevices of the 
stalactites and in the pool of water (or lake) at the bottom of 
the cave. 
21 
At Skoteino the figurines were found on the second 
of four floor levels at the end of a long corridor and at , 
Trapeza they were located at varying distances from the entrance 
and at varying depths from the surface (see Table 11). Five 
of the figurines, from Trapeza were found in holes in the cave and 
of the total none were found beyond the distance of 22m. from the 
entrance. Metal-objects were very prominent amongst the associated 
finds of all the caves, particularly tools (and weapons? ) - for 
instance, lance-heads, darts, daggers, blades,. double axes, knives. 
Of-the three caves Trapeza was the only one whose deposits contained 
human and animal-bones, skulls and fragments of gold leaf. 
22 
At 
Psychro the range of finds from the lower grotto (where the figurines 
were found) was far greater than that of the upper chamber. The 
upper chamber, however, contained successive layers of ash and carbon- 
ized matter mixed with and divided by strata of sherds and animal 
bones and an altar and temenos area. In addition the upper chamber 
contained only animal figurines, but no anthropomorphic ones, whilst 
both contained tables of offering. There appears to have been a' 
very clear division of activities here, therefore, and related 
objects. A great number of figurines, and all of them bronze, 
has been found in caves, -but of the period ending with the destruc- 
tion of the palaces in LMIB, there is a limited number., Many more 
are attributed to IXII and beyond, though it must be conceded 
that their dating has proved very difficult and far from certain. 
SETTLEMENTS: Figurines from settlement areas are not very numerous 
when-compared to known numbers from peak sanctuaries and in relation 
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to the size and complexity of some of the sites to which they be- 
long (in particular, the palaces). In addition they are usually 
scattered about the sites in a random way. At Mallia, for in- 
stance,, 'only four figurines come from within the palace (and from 
unknown contexts) the remaining sixteen come from the dif- 
ferent house complexes outside the palace. Similarly, at Knossos, 
six of the figurines are from within the palace (three of these 
from the Temple Repositories) and a further fourteen from the 
various houses included in the town extension and Royal Road. At 
Myrtos, three figurines are from pits, one from a rubbish dump, 
and three from the surface earth over rooms; only one figurine 
was found in the fill of a room (see Table 11). Conversely, at 
Chamaizi the figurines were found in the same area but a short 
distance from each other in the bank of an exterior room. This 
room was situated adjacent (though not connecting) to another room 
thought to be the area designated as a sanctuary in the house. 
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At Agia Triadha the clay figurines were located in one of two 
south rooms in the west wing, together with clay vessels and 
other pottery fragments, whereas the bronze figurines were found 
adjacent to room 17 of the villa. Two of the known figurines from 
Phaistos were brought to light in. a well north-east of room LXXIII in 
the palace with the remainder located in Building X, south of corridor 
7. At the settlement of Vasiliki one figurine was found inside the 
wall of the MCYCLM OCXLCL (Big House), the second on the large 
paved area, ME: yaM' Ay>, ý (Big Yard) and the third in the founda- 
tions of House 0. The date and position of the second figurine 
draws an immediate parallel with those figurines found on paved 
areas around tombs. 
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Three of the deposits produced associated finds of great 
interest: the Temple Repositories, the House of the Sacrificed 
Oxen (both at Knossos) and Quartier Mu at Mallia. The contents 
of the Temple Repositories appear to reflect ritual activities 
and/or the furnishings of awealthy shrine. In the east cist, for 
instance, were found a marble cross and libation tables and in the 
west cist bowls and ewers, chalices, and many faience objects 
including shells, fish and robes. In the House of the Sacrificed 
Oxen, apart from two oxen skulls, fragments of painted stucco 
relief and the relief of a youth were found, in addi tion to faience 
fragments and pottery. At Quartier Mu, Mallia, in Room 1.5, a 
small storeroom, the figurines were found grouped together with 
animal figurines, anatomical representations and a great quantity 
of clay vessels and. fragments. From this room leads a short 
passage and door into a large room containing a lustral basin (1.3 
& 1.4). Connected to this and to the east is a sanctuary with a 
table of offering at its centre (1.12) and to the west what could 
be a reception or banqueting hall. In at least two of these cases, 
therefore, the contexts, deposits and associated finds related to 
the figurines, reflected some kind of ritual activity. 
Apart from these deposits pottery constituted the main part of 
the assemblages of the figurines whose contexts are knovinfrom 
settlements. These figurines form, perhaps, the most ambiguous 
group; many are scattered about their sites and belong to mixed 
strata in varied contexts as we have seen (Table 11). Their associ- 
ated finds are not always instructive in their interpretation - 
instead it is hoped that by comparing them to figurines of 
similar type in different contexts (if, indeed, such exist) that a 
clearer picture will emerge of their use and significance. 
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TABLE 12: CONTEXTS IN SETTLEMENTS 
LOCATION PALACE VILLA-- HOUSE(S) TOWN TOTAL 
AGIA TRIADHA 16 16 
CHAMAIZI 3 3 
*KNOSSOS 6 6 8 20 
, 
*MALLIA. 4 15 19 
MYRTOS 8 8 
PHAISTOS 6 6 
PALAIKASTRO 3 3 
VASILIKI 1 2 3 
ZAHROS 11 11 
zou 1 1 
TOTALS 27 16 26 21 90 
*NB 
KNOSSOS: HOUSE OF SACRIFICED OXEN '2 
HOGARTHS HOUSES 3 HOUSES 
HOUSE A, BENEATH KOULOURAS 1 
ROYAL ROAD 7 
TOWN 
GYPSADES 1 
MALLIA: QUARTIER Jýa 2 
QUARTIER E6 HOUSES 
QUARTIER Mu 7 
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TABLE 13: CHRONOLOGY 
OTO- ý 
PRE-PALATIAL PALATIAL ' NEO-PALATIAL 
LOCATION EMI EMII EMIII MMI mmii mmill 1xi 
/B B Aý 'B B 
AGIA TRIADHA 13 
AGIOS KYRILLOS 




























TRAOSTALOS 2O 4 
PSYCHRO 12 
SKOTEINO 3 
TRAPEZA 12 2 
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LOCATION E"Mi EMII EMIII mmi mmil mmiii imi 
A, ýB I A eB B 
AGIA TRIADHA 3 
CHAMAIZI 3 
KNOSSOS 4 33 
MALLIA 4? L 




VASILIKI 2' 1 
ZAKROS 1 lop 
zou t 
TOTALS EMI-IXIb: 
TOMBS PEAK SANCTUARIES CAVES SETTLEMENTS 
92 599 29 90 
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NOTES: 
1. This particularly applies'to peak sanctuaries. 
2. Note, for instance, the lack of information from tombs. 
Whilst it is true that Xanthoudides' early excavations of 
the tombs of the Mesara have provided us with a wealth of 
infdrmation, he recorded, at times, only those objects that 
he regarded as important or essential. - Cf. Section 1, Chapter 
1 of this thesis 'Previous Studies and Reseýrchl. 
3. In particular, reference is being made to the article in the 
Proceedings of the lot International Symposium at the Swedish 
Institute in Athens 1980 'Conclusions & Prospects: Criteria 
for Defining Sanctuaries and Sacred Objects' p. 215-216 by 
R. HNg-g and N. Marinatos. 
4. E. French and R. Koehl, ibid. p. 216. 
5. J. Van Leuven, ibid. p. 216. 
6. The overall chronological span of the site has been given followed 
by the dates of the figurines themselves, where possible. See 
also Table 14. 
7. Although the figurines were found in this single ash layer 
traces of fire are not clear on the figurines themselves. 
Platon suggested that this may have been indicative of the 
fact they were not thrown onto the fire on initial lighting 
of it but at a later stage. Cf. Kr. Chr. 5,1951, p. 102. 
8. Pottery and metal objects were conspicuous by their absence 
from this site. In addition, no remains of a sanctuary 
building were , found. 
9. No systematic excavation seems to have taken place at 
Piskokephalo but instead a number of trial trenches have been 
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dug, in the. vicinity of the peak. In addition much of the 
surface has been disturbed by clandestine activities. 
10. A study excavation was carried out by C. Davaras in this 
area which revealed two funeral piles and a small building 
with two rooms. The latter appears to have been used up to 
the Roman period, but was first set up in the Proto-palatial 
period (cf. Kr. Chr. 17,1963 (1965), p. 405-6). A Neo- 
palatial, building was also found near to the above. 
East and West cists appear to overlap in the nature of their 
contexts. The upper half of the so-called snake-goddess was 
found in the. western cist whilst the bottom half of this- 
figure and the two other female figures were found in the 
eastern cist. 
12. The, three figurines from these houses, now in the Strati- 
graphical Museum, Knossos, do not appear to have ever been 
published. It is not sure, therefore, whether they were found 
in House A or B or both. It is important to mention however 
that in House B there were pillar crypts: the pillar was 
flanked by a group of nearly 200 clay cups set bottom upwards 
in regular rows and covering a small heap of carbonized 
vegetable matter. 
13. These figurines belong to the unpublished material from the 
first excavations at Mallia - later published by Chapouthier, 
Charbonneaux and Van Effenterre. Cf. Mallia 1 1922-1924 
(1928), p. 56-7, pl. xxxi & Mallia Maison I, et. Cret. IX, pl. vci 
- but with no evidence of their contexts or associated objects. 
14. This waste dump is thought to have belonged to a sanctuary on 
a nearby hill. The figurine was actually found a few metres 
higher than the dump in a narrow flat area. 
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25. This is more commonly known as the 'IOXupCZ xTiýpL66. 
16. Within this category are also Included the cemetery of 
I , Fourni, Archanes and the'two burial deposits. - 
17. This number includes three models and three heads. 
18. Branigan, K.: The Tombs of the Mesara, 1970, ch. 5, p. 95ff.; 
Ch. 6, p. 113-114. 
19. Platon, N., Deltion 18 1963 & Deltion 19 1964, vol. Bl 31, 
pl. 514, p. 437. 
20. This was the'case at' Juktas, cf. " Section III, ch. 1, p. 62 for 
references. ' 
21. The figurines from the lake may have been washed down from the 
crevices. 
22. It is very possible that gold existed in all the caves at one 
time, but has disappeared during antiquity and/or later times 
as a result of continuous looting. 
23. In this room (4 & 4a) an altar or table of offering were 
found and the ash of a hearth. Cf. Xanthoudides, AE, 1906, 
p. 135-142. 
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CHAPTER 7. MATERIALS 
What a figurine is made of may have value not only in inter- 
pretation, but as an art object in itself, each examples produced 
in a different material reveals the variety of skills and abili- 
ties of the Minoans, as we know them. - Here, we are interested 
in examining the range of materials used, the number of figur- 
ines produced in each type and how this relates to where they 
were found. How the related skills were manifested in the 
figurines will be better understood when they are examined in 
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TABLE 15: MATERIALS 
RATERIALS TOMBS PEAK-SANCS. CAVES* SETTLEMENTS 
CLAY 20% 97.5% - 63% 
RONZE - 2.5% 54% 13% 
STONE 60% 7% 19% 
THER 20% 39% 15% 
These'are approximate percentages of-the figurines known to the 
author from'a total of thirty-eight sites. The latter include 
sixteen tombs and/or burials, eight peak sanctuaries, three caves 
and eleven settlements and"cover the period beginning in EMI and 
ending in IXIB only. 
Of the'three caves, two'contained bronze'figurines (Skoteino 
and Psychro)-and one (Trapeza) had none at all. 
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Of the thirty-eight sites from which figurines are known 
to have been found and are here presented, thirteen different 
materials were revealed for a total of eight hundred and ten 
figurines. Clearly the greatest variety of fabrics is to be 
found in tombs and settlements although they constitute a far 
smaller number in total than the number from peak sanctuaries. 
(Ninety are from settlements, ninety-two from tombs, twenty-nine 
from caves and five hundred and ninety-nine from peak sanctuaries. ) 
The latter produced figurines almost entirely of clay (97.5%) with 
bronze figurines coming from only three of. the eight sites 
(Juktas, Kophinas and Traostalos) and in each case only a very 
small proportion compared to those made of clay. Conversely, 
caves revealed a predominance of bronze: of the three caves$ 
two produced a 100% majority of bronze figurines whereas at 
Trapeza there were none - here the predominant fabric was bone. 
It is important to note however that the figurines from Trapeza, 
with two exceptions, all came from the Pre-palatial period - 
the former exceptions being dated to MMI, the beginning of the 
Proto-palatial period. Ppychro and Skoteino, however, whose 
figurines were entirely bronze, have been dated to the Neo- 
palatial period. This is significant in that those sites 
contemporary with the finds from Trapeza are the tombs, the lat- 
ter of which produced a much greater variety of materials and 
more akin to those from Trapeza. Bronze was a fabric almost 
entirely associated with the Neo-palatial period, although there 
are a few from the preceeding period and one from Archanes 
thoughtto be dated to the end of the Pre-palatial period or 
beginning of the Proto-pal atial period. 
2 
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Clay is undoubtedly the most popular medium for making 
figurines - and the simplest - evident In the fact that 81.5% 
of the total number of figurines from all the sites are made 
of clay. In addition, at the sites where figurines constituted 
a sizeable proportion of the associated assemblages and the big- 
gest numbers in comparison to other sites, clay was the pre- 
dominant material - and here I refer to the peak sanctuaries. 
The majority are dated, furthermore, to the Proto-palatial 
period (MMI/II). In the Pre-palatial tombs, stone (which in- 
cludes marble, limestone, and alabaster in Table 14) constitutes 
60% of the materials for figurines, most being made of local 
white island marble. Settlements produced a mixture of materials, 
though clay constituted 63% of the total from these sites the 
more unusual materials like faience being restricted to the 
palace of Knossos. 
A closer examination of the clay fabric of those figurines 
actually handled (see Table 16) reveals a- lack of uniformity 
within and between sites. Local clay in Crete appears to have 
been predominantly coarse and gritty, some examples, as at Piskokephalo, 
having multi-coloured flecks. Settlement sites produced fewer 
figurines made of a coarse fabric and at Knossos there were 
none, most being of a softer nature. With regard to fabric 
colour the most predominant throughout is pale orange-buff, 
at times showing varying degress of brightness or dullness 
(surface slip may be lustrous or non-lustrous). 
The peak sanctuary sites revealed most variation in fabric 
colour, with additional pinkish-buf f and grey, reddish brown 
(at Maza and Petsopha), pure buff, and at Piskokephalo a concen- 
tration of pale buff with a yellowish or orange tinge. Settle- 
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ment sites produced figurines of a characteristic pale orange, 
soft buff fabric, though at Phaistos the colour was predominantly 
pinkish-buff. Agia Triadha revealed most variation, with orange, 
pinkish and cream-buff fabrics. Traces of paint, particularly 
red andreddish-brown are noticable on figurines from most sites 
and where they are absent one might imagine that they were once 
present. Evidently figurines were brightly coloured, a reddish- 
brown being characteristic for the flesh of male figurines and 
white for that of females. Additional ornamentation was added 
in a variety of other colours. 
A more detailed analysis of figurine fabric is only possible 
alongside an analysis of the fabrics of associated pottery, 
which is a subject in itself. This brief survey, however does 
at least indicate the predominant fabric type, and where variations 
occur. The variety of fabric colour associated with the peak 
sanctuary sites may help to reaffirm the view that such 
sanctuaries served the needs of a number of different communities, 
and perhaps different workshops. Where this can be associated 
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1. By the author. 
2. Colette Verlinden in "Les Statuettes anthropomorphes 
Cretoises en bronze et en plomb du 111 
e Millenaire au 
VI e siecle av. J-CII would rather see many more of the 
bronze figurines from peak santuaries attributed to 
the Proto-palatial period. I see little conclusive 
evidence to support this, and have included them within 
the Neo-palatial period. The bronze figurine from Archanes 
is better seen to be of MMI date. 
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PART III 
CHAPTER B. THE PRE-PALATIAL PERIOD 
For the typological procedure and definition of the terms used in 
this section, see Part I, Chapter 3 'Methodoloey and Definitions' 
and Table 5. 
KEY TO TYPE HEADINGS 
a. SCHEMATIC TYPES for the Pre-, Proto- and Neo-palatial periods. 
Each Schematic type is allocated a single letter of the alphabet 
in sequence (i. e. A, Bp C. etc. ), Varieties of particular types 
are indicated by a Roman numeral following the letter (i. e. J. I, 
J. II, etc. ). In order to distinguish the broad chronological sequence 
of Schematic types a number is attached to each letter representing 
a type. Hence, figurine types of the Proto-palatial period are 
distinguished from Pre-palatial types by the number 2 (i. e. A2, 
B2, C2, as opposed to A, B, Q and by the number 3 for the Neo- 
palatial period (i. e. A3, B3, C3). 
Types run from A-Z in sequence, although the letter M and 0 are 
omitted. The letter M is omitted because of its similarity to 
the abbreviation used for the Minoan chronological periods. 
b. NATURALISTIC TYPES for the Pre-, Proto- and Neo-palatial periods. 
Each Naturalistic type is allocated the same two letters of the 
alphabet in sequence (i. e. AA, BB, CC, etc. ). This helps distinguish 
from Schematic types. Varieties of particular types are again 
indicated by a Roman numeral following the letters. In addition a 
number is attached to lettered types, in sequence: hence AA2, BB2, 
CC2, of the Proto-palatial period may be distinguished from Natural- 
istic types of the Pre-palatial period labelled AA, BB, CC, etc. 
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When all the letters of the alphabet (with the exception of 
letters M and 0) have been allocated to figurine types the sequence 
may begin again, followed by the next number in sequence (i. e. 
AA2 ... ZZ2 is followed by AA3 etc. ). If the number of types 
within a single period exceeds the number of letters in the 
alphabet, the sequence must still begin at AA again, and followed 
by the next number in sequence. Hence AA2 and AA3 may both belong 
to the same period (e. g. Proto-palatial period). 
Finally it should be pointed out that the lettered type ZZ, ZZ2., 
ZZ3, etc. has been allocated to heads only, as so many isolated 
examples were found. ' Again, varieties are followed by a Roman 
numeral. In addition YY has been reserved for skirts found un- 
attached to torsos. 
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1. Schematic Figurines, 
7YPE A (Nos. 1,2,3,4,14,29,125.0 126,222, PYR2, LEB1) 
No. 1 (Pl. 1, Fig. 1) 
From Agia Triadha. Herakleion Museum No. 121 
Unknown Sex. 
Posture: Type 5(b): 'Immobile or at rest' - legs not discerniLle 
ol 
Gesture: Type l(c): arms indicated by incision only (deep slant- 
ing groove in front here and curved at back) 
Head: irregular rhomboid with sharply pointed chin and rounded 
crown. Low neck merged into body. No facial characteristics. 
Torso and Lower Half: Elongated body slightly narrowing at base 
with rounded-off end. Shoulders rounded and 
slightly slanting. Flat sides and back with 
convex front. 
Dress: - 
Marble; Whole. 5.8cm. ht. 
No. 2 (PI. 2) 
I 
From Agia Triadha. Herakleion Museum No. 118 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: Type I(c): as above (featured half way down body) 
Head: triangular with sharply pointed chin and flattened crown. 
Low neck merged into body. No facial characteristics. 
Torso and Lower Half: elongated triangular body narrowing to 
point at end. Slanting rounded shoulders. 
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Flat sides and back with slightly convex 
front. 
Dress: 
Alabaster; 4.2cm. ht. 
No. 3 (Pl. 3) 
From Agia Triadha. Herakleion Museum No. 116 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: 
Head: rhomboidal with sharply pointed chin, and crown. Slightly 
concave profile for eyes and rounded, slanting shoulders. 
Flat back and sides with convex front. 
Dress: - 
Marble; 6.6cm. ht.; whole. 
No. 4 (Pl. 4) 
From Agia Triadha. Herakleion Museum No. 120 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: Type l(c): as above. Deepgroove slanting at front and 
back. Half way down body. 
Head: (missing) 
Torso: (missing) 
Lower Half: elongated triangular lower half narrowing to rounded- 
off point. Flat, sides and back with slightly convex 
front. 
Dress: - 
Alabaster; 3.9cm. ext. ht. 
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No. 14 (Pl. 5) 
From Koumasa. Herakleion Museum No. 130 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: Type 1(c): as above. Two incisions at either side 
in front and joining at, back above waist. 
Head: oval but narrowing to rounded-off point at chin. Low neck 
merged into body. No facial characteristics. 
Torso and Lower Half: elongated but rounded body narrowing to 
rounded-off base. Small, slanting and 
rounded shoulders. Flattish back with convex 
sides and front. 
Dress: 
Marble; 6. Ocm. ht.; whole. 
No. 29 (Pl. 6) 
From Platanos. Herakleion Museum No. 223 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: Type 1 (c): as above. Deep groove round middle at front only 
with two minor incisions at back denoting 
shoulder blades. 
Head: long oval with rounded chin and crown. Incision at back of 
head. Low neck merging Into body. No facial characteristics. 
Torso and Lower Half: elongated body with concave curvature on both 




Alabaster; 5.5cm. ht.; whole. - 
Added to these six figurines belonging to the Schematic Type A 
group are the following, which were not studied personally but 
have been published. 
From Agia Triadha. Herakleion Museum No. 117 
2 (Fig. lla) 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: Type l(c): as above. Wide, shallow groove with deep in- 
dentations at sides leaving protruding stumps. 
Head: long rhomboid with pointed chin and crown more rounded. Low 
neck merging into body. No facial characteristics. 
Torso and Lower Half: elongated oval body narrowing to point at 
base. 'Rounded, wide, slanting shoulders in- 
denting to waist. 
Dress:,, - 
Alabaster; 6. Ocm. ht.; whole. 
From Agia Triadha. Herakleion Museum (no. inv. number) 
3 (Fig. llb) 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: Type l(c): as above. Wide groove round middle of body. 
Head: wide and triangular, narrowing to rounded-off point at chin, 
and convex crown. Low neck merging into body. No facial 
characteri'Stics. 
Torso and Lower Half: elongated body with slight concave curvature 




Alabaster; 4.3cm. ht.; whole. 
From Platanos. Herakleion Museum No. 222 (Fig. lld) 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture:, Type l(c): as above. Incision round waist. 
Head: rounded rhomboid, chin and crown rounded off. No facial 
characteristics. 
Torso and Lower Half: elongated body with slight concave curva- 
tures at sides of body and narrowing to 
point at base. 
Dress: -'- 
Alabaster; 5.5cm. ht.; whole. 
PYR1 (Fig. 12) 
From Pyrgos. Herakleion Museum No. 254 
Unknown Sex - 
Posture: 
Gesture: 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso and Lower Half: elongated body narrowing to rounded-off point. 
Dress: -, 
Green schist stone; 4.2cm. ht.; whole. 
LEB1 (Fig. llc) 
From Lebena. Herakleion Museum (no. inv. number) 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b) 
Gesture: Type I(c) 
Head: -(missing) 
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Torso and Lower Half: triangular, narrowing to rounded-off point. 
Rounded shoulders and slight Inward curve 
at waist on both'sides. Flat back. Slight 
incision across middle (for'arms). 
Dress: 
Marble; ht. unknown. 
'IYPE B (Nos. ' 5,30,33,175,176, PYR2, PYR3, PYR4, AR1, AR2, AR3,131) 
No. 5 (Pl. 7i Fig. 1) 
From Agia Triadha. 'Herakleion Museum No. 115 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: - (slightly protruding arm stumps) 
Head: rounded'oval with flattened back. No neck - sitting on 
shoulders. No facial characteristics. 
Torso and Lower Half: triangular body with small protrusions at 
shoulders, and narrowing to rounded-off point 
at base. Rounded, near horizontal shoulders. 
Flat sides and back. 
Dress: - 
Marble; 7.4cm. ht. 
No. 30 (P1.8) 
From Platanos. Herakleion Museum No. 229 
Male 
Posture: Type 5(b) 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: triangular, with rounded, well modelled chin and flat crown. 
Carved eyes, nose and incised mouth. Carved and modelled 
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ears. Low neck. 
Torso and Lower Half: triangular body narrowing to rounded-off 
end and rounded slanting shoulders. Two 
holes either side of torso In arm positions, 
one in navel going through to back and two 
either side of end. 
Dress: - (no indications) flat circular hat on head. 
Ivory; 5cm. ht. 
No., 33 (Pl. 9) 
From Porti. Heraklelon Museum No. 173 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Heads: rounded oval with flattened back. No neck - sittingýon 
shoulders. No facial characteristics. 
Torso and Lower Half: tongue-shaped body with rounded, slanting 
shoulders. Flat sides, base and back. 
Dress: - 1, 
Limestone; 8.5cm. ht. 
No. 175 (Pl. 10) 
From Trapeza. Herakleion Museum No. 310 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: rounded oval with flat back and small fragment missing at top. 
No neck - head sitting on shoulders with incision round base 
of head. No facial characteristim 
Torso and Lower Half: triangular body with slightly flattened base 
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and short, slanting shoulders. Flat sides 
and back. Slightly concave back. 
Dress: 
Crystal; 6.4cm. ht. 
No. 176 Rl. 11) 
From Tra2eza. Herakleion Museum No. 311 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: rounded-triangle with slightly convex back. Lowwide neck. 
ý' I No facial'characteristics. 
Torso and Lower Half: triangular body, narrowing to rounded-off 
point; 'and angular, short, slightly slanting 
shoulders. Slightly convex back and flattish 
sides. 
Dress: - 
Crystal;,, 4.2cm. ýht. 
Added to these five figurines belonging to Schematic Type B group 
must be added three from Pyrgos: these figurines are regarded by 
the author as being early renditions of this type, and are pub- 
5 
lished. 
PYR2 (Fig. 13a) 
From Pyrgos. Herakleion Museum No. 253 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: rounded, projecting stump, but unevenly placed. No facial 
features. 
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Torso, and Lower Half: elongated triangular bodynarrowing to 
flattened base. Flattened body. Rounded, 
uneven shoulders. 
Dress: - 01 
Stone; 35.5cm. 'ht., 
PYR3 (Fig. l3b)- 
From Pyrgos. Herakleion Museum No. 255 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: rounded oblong projection , but chipped, round the top edge. 
Torso and Lower Half: narrow tongue-shaped body with shoulders and 
lower half chipped and broken off. 
Dress: - 
Stone: ht. unknown. 
PYR4 (Fig. 13c) 
From Pyrgos. Herakleion Museum No. '256 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: ' Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: rounded oblong projection., ý 
Torso and Lower Half: -tongue-shaped body with short, slanting shoulders. 
Dress: - 
Schist stone; 18cm. ht. 
From Archanes came a figurine and fragments of two othersof the 
same type, in addition'to one from Koumasa and one from Platanos. 
These were not studied by the author. 
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AR2 (Fig. 14a) 
From Archanes. Herakleion Museum No. 1101 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: rounded oval with slightly convex back of head. Merging 4 
into body. No facial characteristics. Slight incision at 
base of head. 
Torso and Lower Half: triangular body narrowing to slightly flat- 
tened base. 'Slightly convex front and back; 
I angular, short, near horizontal shoulders. 
Dress: - 
Crystal; 4.65cm. ht. 
AR2, AR3 
From Archanes. 6 Herakleion Museum No. 1102 
Herakleion Museum No. 1103 
Two upper halves of body fragments of similar type to 1101. 
Both made of crystal. 
2.2cm. ht and 1.3cm. ht. respectively. 
From Koumasa. Herakleion Museum No. 131 (Fig. l4b) 
Lower half extant only - triangular body narrowing to rounded-off 
base. Rounded profile. Limestone. Ht. unknown. 
=C (Nos. 34,177,178, PYR5, PYR6, PYR7, TR1, (SAMBA)) 
No. 34 (Pl. 12, Fig. 2) 
From Porti. Herakleion Museum No. 172 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
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Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: rounded oval with flat back and sides. No neck, - head rest- 
ing on shoulders. No facial characteristics. 
Torso and Lower Half: oblong with flat back, sides and base and 
slightly convex front. Shortslanting 
shoulders, and slightly narrowing body at base. 
Dress: - 
Limestone; 10.5cm. ht.; whole. 
No. 177 (Pl. 13) 
From Trapeza. Herakleion Museum No. 308 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: broad, tongue-shaped head, flat at back and convex front 
separated from body by deep groove. Ridge down centre of face. 
Torso and Lower Half: long, thin oblong with flat back, base and 
sides and slightly convex front. Narrowing 
slightly at base. Short, angular shoulders. 
Dress: - 
Crystal; 6.5cm. ht. 
No. 178 (Pl. 14) 
From Trapeza. Herakleion Museum No. 309 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: short, triangular projections emerging from body (denoting 
arm stumps? ) 
Head: broad, dome-shaped head with flattened back and deep carved 
groove separating head from body. Convex front with no 
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facial characteristics. 
Torso and Lower Half: broadoblong body with flattened back and 
convex front, slightly narrowing at base. 
Incisions below arm stumps. 
Dress: - 
Limestone; 5.5cm. ht. 
Added to these three figurines from the Schematic Type C group 
are'three from Pyrgos whose rudimentary forms are thought by 
the'author to resemble early renditions of this group. Both 
are published. 
7 
In addition one may include a large, almost 
phallus-shaped, marble figurine from Trapeza which is 11.4cm. 
in height. (TR1). (Fig. 15a) 
PYR5 (Fig. 15d) " 
From Pyrgos. Herakleion Museum No. 257 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: irregular semi-circle - flattened and merged into body. 
No facial characteritics. 
Torso and Lower Half: irregular oblong extending out on left side 
and narrowing at base. Flattened. 
Stone; 14cm. ht. 
PYR6 (Fig. 15c) 
From Pyrgos. Herakleion Museum No. 258 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: - (no indications) - missing? 
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Torso and Lower Half: oblong body with rounded ends and narrowing 
-at base. Flattened. 
Stone; llcm. ht. 
PYR7 (Fig. 15b) 
From Pyrgos. Herakleion Museum No. 252 
Unknown-Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b): as above 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: irregular and small rounded projection. No facial charac- 
teristics. 
Torso andýLower Half: irregular, oblong with rounded ends and 
narrowing at base. Flattened. 
Stone; ht. unknown. 
One more figurine 
8'. 
may be added to this list, recently discovered 
near the village of Sambas at Lakkos, in central, northern 
Crete. It strongly resembles the figurines from Porti and 
Trapeza of this type group except that it has a long neck and 
slightly broader shoulders. More interesting,, perhaps, is its 
size - 67.5cm. - the biggest figurine to have ever been found 
in Crete from this period. 
From S=ba. Herakleion Museum (no inv. number) (Fig. 16) 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b) 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: round, supported by long thick neck. No facial character- 
istics. 
Torso and Lower Half: long oblong body narrowing to flattened 
base. Wide, rounded shoulders. 
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Dress: - 
Stone; 67.5cm. ht., (17cm. width across shoulders, 8.5cm. width 
across base). 
7YPE D9 (TR6 TR7) 
TR6 (Fig. 2) 
From Trapeza. Herakleion Museum - (no inv. number) 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (no indications) 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: rounded with flat back and convex front. No facial charac- 
teristics. 
Torso and Lower Half: hemispherical body with slanting shoulders 
(giving 'spade' shape). Oval profile. 
Dress: - 
Shell; 3.3cm. ht. 
TR 7 
From Trapeza. Herakleion Museum (no inv. number) 
Unknown Sex 
Posture; - (no indications) 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: squarish with flat back and convex front. Indentation for 
neck. 
Torso and Lower Half: -spade-shaped body'with rounded base; straight 
sides and short, slightly slanting, angular 
shoulders. 
Dress: 
Shell; 3.3cm. ht. 
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7WE E_(No. 215) 
No. 215 (Fig. 3) 
From Myrtos. '-Agios Nikolaos Museum No. 7081 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: '-'(no indications) 
10 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: rounded dome with carved groove. for neck. - 
Torso and, Lower Half: tripartite shape with flat base. 
Dress: 
Limestone; 5.6cm. ht. 
TYPE F. I (6,179,180, TR8, TR11, TR12), 
No. 6 (P1,15, Fig. 3) 
From Agia Triadha. Herakleion Museum No. 126 
Unknown Sex 
Posture:, - (lower half missing)- 
Gesture: Type l(b) 
Head:. polygonal with flat top, sides and back and pointed chin. 
Light incision round neck, and mouth indicated by incision. 
Torso: square with angular, horizontal shoulders and angular 
elbows. Arms incised with parallel diagonal lines where 
they meet at centre of waist. Broken below waist. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: beginning of apron orbelt just below folded arms 
Ivory; 2.5cm. ht. 
No. 179, (Pl. 16) 
From Trapeza. Herakleion Museum No. 230 
Unknown Sex 
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Posture: Type I 
Gesture: Type l(b) 
Head: polygonal with flat, top and back and rounded-off pointedýchin. 
Mouth Incised, and carved out neck. 
Torso: square with angular; horizontal shoulders and cut-off, 
angular elbows. Arms incised in front and behind with 
parallel diagonal lines where they meet at centre of 
ýwaist. Shallow incised V-shape just below folded arms. 
Lower Half: legs and buttocks and knees sharply inclsed.: Legs 
separated half-way down thighs, to feet. Carved and 
incised feet'. ý 
Dress: possible split apron (most noticeable in profile) down 
to knees. 
Bone; 5.2cm. ht. 
No. 180 (Pl. 17)ý 
From Trapeza. Herakleion Museum No. 273 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 1 
Gesture: Type l(b) 
Head: polygonal with flat top and back and pointed chin. Mouth 
incised and back base of head. Neck carved out. -, - 
Torso: square with angular, horizontal shoulders and cut-off, 
angular-elbows., Arms incised at front and back with 
parallel diagonal lines where they meet at centre'. of 
waist. ýShallow V-shaped incision below arms. 
Lower Half: legs, buttocks and knees sharply incised. (Missing 
- below knees. ) Legs separated half way down thighs. 
Bone; 3.4cm. ht. 
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Added to these three figurines of the Schematic Type F. 1 group 
there are three more from Trapeza, and all made of bone. They 
were not studied by the author but are. fully published. These 
are Nos. TR8, TR11, and, TR12, of the catalogue, in this thesis. 
TR8 is completely preserved (5.6cm. ht. ). Two differences may, 
be noted: the arms are placed with the right, above the left , 
across the waist;, and there is a slight V-shaped incision down 
the spine of the torso. 
TR11 is complete save for the lower legs and feet (4.4cm. ht. ), 
but otherwise of the same type as F. I 179. and 180. 
TR12 is missing below the knees (3.3cm. ht. ) - but again similar 
to the above. 
7YPE F. II (216) 
No. 216 (Fig., 3) 
From Myrtos. Agios Nikolaos Museum No. 7080 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type I(b) with knees slightly bent 
Gesture: Type 10 
Head: triangular with chipped-off tip of crown. Incised mouth. 
Flattened nose ridge. No neck, but incision round base of 
head. 
Torso: squarewith slanting shoulders, straight incised arms 
and waist. Slight incision vertically down middle. 
Lower Half: legs joined with incision down middle, (broken off 
half way down thighs). 




G. 11 001, A02, LEB2) 
A01 + A02 (Fig. 4) 
From Agios Onouphrios. Herakleion Museum (no inv. number). Both 
characterised by smallprounded heads on elongated, thin necks. 
Bodies are broad, spade-shaped with rounded shoulders and carved 
out V-shape at base to denote short legs. The mouth is indicated 
by incision and Fig. A01 has a nose-(carved): otherwise no facial 
characteristics are evident. 
Fig. A01 has indications of breasts (carved) whereas Fig. A02, 
the smaller of the two, has a ripple in the neck. Both are made 
of marble: 11.6cm. & 7.6cm. ht. respectively. 
LEB2 (Fig. 17) 
From Lebena. Herakleion Museum - (no inv. number) 
Unknown Sex. Of identical type to the above two from Agios 
Onouphrios but more worn, rounded edges and the head missing. 
Unknown ht. 
rlYPE G. Il*12 (A03) 
A03 (Fig. 4) 
From Agios Onouphrios. Herakleion Museum - (no inv. number) 
Tall, thin neck flattened at the top (head missing? ) with angular, 
spade-shaped body. No other characteristics. 
Marble; 4.2cm. ht. 
7YPE G. = 13 (LEB3, LEB4) 
LEB3 + LEB4 (Fig. 5) 
From Lebena. Herakleion Museum - (no inv. numbers) (two examples) 
Short but thin neck merging into long oval head with flattened 
17T, 
top. Rounded spade-shaped body. No other characteristics; ý 
Marble; unknown hts. 
I 
7YPE H-004) 
A04 (Fig. 5) 
From Agios Onouphrios.,, Herakleion Museum (no inv. number) 
Featureless. and squarish head narrowing to neck and merging 
into long, slanting shoulders. . Short, stumpyýarm projections tap- 
ering into short and levelled-off torso. 
Marble; 4. Ocm., ht. 
(MALl) 
MALl (Fig. 6) 
From Mallia Palace. 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b), I, I 
Gesture: Type 3(d) - (but broken off) 
Head: rounded lump projecting from shoulders - much worn, but 
inclining backwards, almost horizontal. Pointed head. 
Torso and Lower Half: horizontal shoulders and projecting arm 
stumps. Torso curving inwardson both sides 
for waist and, enlarging towards base with 
rounded-off base (much worn). Head and middle 
of back decorated with black painted lines. 
Painted navel. Thin, flattened profile. 
Dress: possible belt indications at back and hat, painted. 
Clay; 5.5cm. ht. 
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7YPE J. I (Nos. 15,16,17,18,31,227.124, AR4, AR5. AR6, AR7, 
AR8, MYR1, PYR8, TK1, TK2, TK3, LEB5, LEB6, LEB7, VAS1) 
AR4 + AR5 (Fig. 18a) 
From Archanes. Herakleion Museum - (no inv. number) 
Female 
Posture: Type 5(a) - feet slightly apart and on 'tiptoe' 
Gesture: Type l(a) 
Heads: spade-shaped with long, narrow, projecting nose (triangular 
concave back giving 'tilted back' effect. Long thin 
neck. No other facial characteristics. 
Torso: rectangular shape with wide, slanting, angular shoulders. 
Angular"elbow projecting from waist. Arms incised and 
breasts carved/modelled. 
Lower Half: legs run straight down curving inwardsfor ankles 
and out again for spread out feet. Incision down 
middle of legs and incised pubic triangle. 
Dress: -' (no indications) 
Marble; ht. unknown. 
AR6 (Fig. 19a) 
From Archanes. Herakleion Museum - (no inv. number) 
Female 
Posture: Type 5(a) , no feet - missing? 
Gesture: Type l(a) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: as above (AR4 & ARO 
Lower Half: legs run straight down curving in for ankles. Deep 
groove between legs and incised pubic triangle. 
Dress: (no indications) 
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Marble; ht. unknown. 
AR7 (Fig. 18c) 
From Archanes. Herakleion Museum (no inv. number) 
Male 
Posture: Type 5(a) - 
Gesture: Type l(a) 
Head: 
Torso: as above (ARI, 5,6) 
Lower Half: legs run straight down curving in for ankles. 
Incision between legs and carved/modelled small penis. 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Marble; ht. unknown., 
AR8 (Fig. 19b) 
From Archanes. Herakleion Museum (no inv. number) 
Female (? ) 
Posture: -Type 5(a) 
Gesture: Type l(a) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: as above but very worn and rounded shoulders and elbows. 
Arms incised and slanting. No indications visible of breasts. 
Lower Half: as above. Incised pubic triangle, very worn and left 
foot missing. 
Two heads belonging to the Type J. I group were found at Archanes 
(AR9): both revealed long, narrow noses and. incised mouths. The 
back of the heads produced a concave profile giving the 'tilted- 
back' effect. 
In addition to these two heads, one more from Myrtos appears to be 
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of a similar type (217). "It reveals the same spade-shape merging 
into a long thin neck. 'It has an exaggerated backward tilt , at 
the top of the head but shows no facial fe , atures. ' Unlike the 
other heads of this type, however, it was made of an orange- 
buff clay and not marble. ''-(Fig. l8b) 
No. 15 (Pl. 18, Fig. 7), 
"No. 125 From Koumasa. 'Herakleion Museum. 
Female 
Posture: Type 5(a) (with spread out feet) 
Gesture: 'Type l(a) 
Head: spade-shaped with long, narrow, projecting triangular nose. 
Concave back of head giving 'backward tilt' effect. Long, 
thin neck broken off at base of neck and suspension holes 
either'side of break 
Torso: as'above; with'suspension hole below crack in neck. 
Lower Half: legs running straight'down and curving inwardsfor 
ankles and out again for feet - with V-shape carved 
out between feet. Incision between legs and incised 
pubic triangle. 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Marble; llcm. 'hi. 
No. 16 (Pl. 19)' 
From Koumasa. Herakleion Museum No. 127 
Female 
Posture: Probably Type 5(a) (missing below upper thighs) 
Gesture: Type l(a) 
Head: spade-shaped with long, narrow, projecting triangular nose and 
small, horizontal incision for mouth. Light incision below 
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head. Long, thin neck. 
Torso: as above, with light incision vertically down centre of 
back and light V incision between shoulders on back. Back 
of arms Incised. 
Lower Half: - missing below upper thighs., Suspension hole just 
below incised pubic triangle. 
Dress: - (no indication) 
Marble; 7.3cm. ht. 
No. 17 (Pl. 20) 
From Koumasa. Herakleion Museum No. 126 
Female 
Posture: as above 
Gesture: as above 
Head: spade-shaped with long, projecting, triangular nose. Long, 
thin neck. Break at base of neck with two suspension holes 
either side of crack. Light incision round base of head 
above neck. 
Torso: as, above Iý 
Lower Half: - missing, below knees. Incised between legs with 
incision running through pubic triangle in front., 
Light incision for buttocks at back. 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Marble; 15.5cm. ht. 
No. 18 (Pl. 21) 
From Koumasa. Herakleion Museum No. 123 
Female 
Posture: as above 
Gesture: as above 
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Head: more square spade-shape with long. projecting, triangular 
nose, and two small parallel incisions for mouth. 
Incision at-base of, head and base of neck. 
Torso: as above, but wider and more rounded profile. 
Lower Half: - missing below-knees. Incised pubic triangle 
and deep groove between legs. Wider hips and more 
-rounded profile than above. -. 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Marble; 24cm. ht. 
No 31. (Pl. 22) 
From Platanos. Herakleion Museum No. 224 
Female 
Posture: as above, with spread out feet. 
Gesture; as above 
Head: upper half missing. Lower half of long, narrow, projecting, 
triangular nose evident. Long, thin neck with incision round 
base of neck. 
Torso: short, wide, rectangular shape with incised arms in front and 
two vertical incisions at back for arms only. 
Lower Half: legs running straight down, curving inwardsat ankles 
ýand spread out feet. Incision between legs and incised 
pubit triAngle. 
Dress: -' 
Marble; llcm. ht. 
No. 227 (Pl. 23) 
From Sitela. Ashmolean Museum No. AE 172 
Female 
Posture: as above. 
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Gesture: as above 
Head: spade-shaped with longonarrow, triangular, projecting nose and 
light incision below head and at base of neck (diagonal). 
Torso: short, wide, rectangular shape with deep, irregular incisions 
for arms on front only. 
Lower Half: short legs running straight down curving inwarcbat 
ankles and out again for spread out feet. V-shape 
carved out between feet. Deep incision between lees 
and pubic triangle incised. 
Dress: - 
Marble; 9.9cm. ht. 
To these eleven figurines and two heads belonging to the 
Schematic Type J. Igroup must be added the following figurines. 
None have been personally studied by the author but all have been 
adequately published. 
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From Koumasa. Herakleion Museum No. 124 
Female 
Posture: as above 
Gesture: as above 
Head, torso and lower half: as above 
Marble; 15.3cm. ht. 
PYR8 
From Pyrgos. Herakleion Museum - (no. inV. number) 
Fem, ale , 
Posture: as above 
Gesture: as above 
Head, torso and lower half: as above 
Marble; 9.9cm. ht. 
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TK1, TK2, TK3 15 (Fig. 20a-c) 
From Tekes. Herakleion Museum (no inv. numbers) 
All Female -'I 
Postures and sestures: aslabove 
Heads, torsos and lower halves: as above 
Marble: 13.2cm. ht., 15.2cm. ht., 4.9cm. ht. respectively. 
LEB 1 5, LEB6, LEB7 16 (Fig. 20d) 
From Lebena. Herakleion Museum - (no inv. number) 
All Female 
Postures and gestures: as above 
Heads, torsos and lower halves: as above 
Marble; unknown ht., 8.6cm. ht., 13.5cm. ht. respectively 
VAS1 (Fig. 21) 
From Vasiliki. Present location and inv. number unknown 
Female 
Posture, and gesture: ý as above 
Torso extant only: as above 
Marble; ht. unknown. 
=E j. 1 17 (ig, AR10), 
No. 19 (Pl. 24) 
From Koumasa. Herakleion Museum No. 122 
Female 
Posture: Type 5(a) ., YIý 
Gesture: Type l(a) with arms folded above the waist. 
Head: long spade-shaped with wider, projecting, triangular nose. 
Exaggerated concave back of head to give 'backward tilt' 
effect and leaving pronounced chin. Long neck. 
Torso: wide, rectangular shape with heavily incised and semi-modelled 
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arms (more rounded) with elbows projecting out from body. 
Swollen abdomen denoting pregnancy and rounded breasts. 
Incision down centre of spine. 
Lower Half: legs slightly bent with deep groove between them and 
slight attempt at modelling knees. More rounded 
profile. Feet separated and toes incised. Incised 
pubic triangle and slight navel indentation. 
Dress: - 
Marble; 23.5cm. ht. 
AR10 (Fig. 8) 
From Archanes. Herakleion Museum (no inv. number) 
Female 
Posture: as above 
Gesture: Type l(a) 
Head: long spade-shape with long, projecting, triangular nose. 
Concave back of head giving 'backward tilt' effect, with 
chin brought forwards. Long neck. 
Torso: more square torso with incised arms. More rounded profile. 
Lower Half: legs slightly bent at knees, though no indication of 
latter. Pubic triangle incised and filled with small 
holes. Deep groove carved between legs and feet 
clearly indicated with toes incised. More rounded 
prof ile. 
Dress: - (holes within pubic triangle may have been filled with pieces 
of gold leaf? ) 
Ivory; 8.5cm. ht. 
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7YPE J. TII. (AR11) 
AR11 (Fig. -7) 
From Archanes. Herakleion Museum 
Female 
Posture: Type 5(a) 
Gesture: Type I(a) 
Head: elongated spade-shape with long oblong, projecting nose. 
Long neck. No other features. 
Torso: more-square-shaped with gap between torso and upper arms. 
'-Arms carved out and modelled. Small triangular breasts - 
modelled. i' '' 
Lower Half: missing below thighs. ', Deep groove between legs, 
eventually separating both legs. ý ' 
Dress: 
Marble; Scm. ht. 
7YPE J. IP (TK4) 
TK4 (Fig. 9) 
From Tekes. Herakleion Museum - (no inv. number) 
Female 
Posture: 'Type 5(a), 
Gesture: Type l(a) 
Head: - (missing). Long, thin neck with V-shapedincision at base. 
Torso: wide but short rectangle with broad, slightly slanting shoul- 
ders. Arms deeply incised. Small,, -carved cone-shaped breasts. 
Flattened, slightly convex back. 
Lower Half: long, thin legs tapering inwardsat ankles and fanning 
I out at feet (one foot missing). Small incised pubic 
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triangle and incision down centre of legs. 
Dress: - (no Indications) 
Marble; ht. unknown. 
TYPE J. 1P (TK5) 
TK5 (Fig. 2) 
From Tekes. Herakleion Museum - (no inv. number) 
Female 
Posture: Type 4(b) 
Gesture: Type l(a) 
Head: rounded oval with flattened top tilting backwards. Carved 
out eyes; carved and modelled nose and ears. Pronounced 
chin. Thick, wide neck with incision at base of neck. 
Torso: square with flat back and sides and slightly convex front. 
Very thick profile. Narrow incised arms. Slight cone- 
shaped breast protrusions. 
Lower Half: thick, rounded legs with groove in between - seated on 
large four-legged stool. Rounded feet and modelled 
knees. Slight incision for pubic triangle. 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Marble; ht. unknown. 
nPE J. VI (TK6) 
TK6 (Fig. 10) 
From Tekes. Herakleion Museum -: (no inv. number) 
Female 
Posture: - (legs missing below thighs) 
Gesture: Type l(a) 
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Head: Flat, wide oval with concave back of head giving 'tilting 
back' effect. Modelled, large, protruding nose and mouth. 
Long, thin, rounded neck; pronounced chin. 
Torso: long, slanting rounded shoulders. Triangular torso with 
arms incised high up - deep, horizontal groove. Small 
triangular breasts. Swollen abdomen. Slight incisions 
for pubic iriangle, but very worn. De ep'groOve where legs 
are clearly separated. Rounded profile. 
Lower Half: (missing) 
Dress: (no indications) 
Marble; ht. 'unknown. 
7YPE j. VI121 (, Nos. 7,125) '; '- I "I -ý 
No. 7 (Pl. 25, Fig. 10) 
From Agia Triadha. Herakleion Museum No. 124 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 1 
Gesture: Type I(a) 
Head: round with flattened top and back and incision round top of 
head. Two holes for eyes; mouth incised with long horizontal 
line and ears carved and modelled. Incision round base of 
head. Thick low neck. 
Torso: long, squarish body with short, slanting but rounded shoulders, 
and elbows. 'Arms incised horizontally on front with'two 
diagonal incisions on back denoting elbows and arms. Two 
parallel incisions right round waist. Flat back. 
Lower Ha lf: legs rounded in front and flat at-back with deep 
groovein between, separating them. Broken off below 
knees. 
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Dress: belt round waist., 
Ivory; 8cm. ht. 
, 




Posture: Type I 
Gesture: - (arms missing? ) 
Head: round with flattened top and back. Small, thin neck. 
- Two holes for eyes, mouth incised with horizontal line. 
Nose carved. 
Torso: oblong with short, horizontal shoulders and long, straight 
sides. . 
Flat back. Thin, carved belt round waist. 
Lower Half: (missing below knees). Legs, rounded in front and 
flat at back with deep incision and groove-Inbetween, 
separating them below the knees. 
, Ht. unknown. I-r 
TYPE K (LEN1) 
LEM 23 (Fig. 6) 
Unknown Sex, 
Posture: (no indications) 
Gesture: (no indications) 
Head: small and, spade-shaped with rounded-off chin and flattened 
, crown. 
No-facial tharacteristics. evident. Short neck. 
Torso and Lower Half: short, plank-shaped body, with'slightly slant- 
ing, wide shoulders. Featureless. 
Stone; 7cm. ht. 
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2. Naturalistic Figurines 
7YPE AA (Nos. 8,9,10, '32,182) 
No. 8 (Pl. 26, Fig. 23) 
From Agia Triadha. Herak leion Museum No. 114 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 2(f) 
Head: rounded with low neck merging into body. Eyes and mouth 
incised and nose carved. 
Torso and Lower Half: rectangular block-with slight convex curving 
on either side for waist, and long slanting 
and rounded shoulders. Arms incised at 
front and back. Flat base. 
Dress: dress(? ) extending down to the ground almost vertically 
Striated alabaster; 7.2cm. ht. 
-No. 9 (Pl. 27) 
From Agia Triadha. Herakleion Museum No. 127 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type I(b) (inclining slightly upwardstowards centre) 
Head: triangular with flat top and back and rounded-off chin. 
Two holes for eyes and hole on top of head and at back of 
head. No neck - head resting on shoulders. 
Torso: squarish, with short, gently slanting shoulders and rounded 
elbows extending out from waist. Arms carved out. Flat 
back. 
Lower Half: squarish, extending outwardstowards base with Incision 
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round bottom edge. Curved in towards waist. Flat back, 
giving hemispherical base. -, 'h' ,ý 
Dress: dress'extending to gfound and extending slightly outwards 
at base with band round bottom edge. 
Ivory; 3.2cm. ht. 
No., 10 (PI. 23) 
From'Agia Triadha. Herakleion Museum'No". 123 
Female 
Posture: - Type 3 
Gesture: Type 2(f) (left arm slightly lower'than right) 
Head: -, rounded, with f lattened'back of head. 'ý' -Two holes for eyes 
and incision for mouth. Head resting on shoulders no neck. 
Torso: long and rectangular with flattened back. Arms incised on 
front and back. Gently sloping, rounded shoulders. 
Lower Half: mildly bell-shaped with slight incurving in centre 
leaving indication of legsýbeneath covering. Flat back. 
Dress: bell-shaped dress extending toground, surmounted by cape or 
- cloak on upper half(? ) 
Ivory; 7.3cm. ht. ' 
No. 32 (Pl. 2-3) 
From Platanos. Herakleion Museum No. ' 230 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Typel(b) (arms not quite meeting in centre) 
Head: - (missing) ýII 
Torso: triangular, with rounded elbows extending out from waist. 
Arms carved and, modelled. Two sets of parallel diagonal 
incisions extending from each shoulderýto. meet at centre 
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of walst. Flat back. 
Lower Half: bell-shaped, with three incisions round bottom half. 
Flat back. 
Dress: bell-shaped, ettending to ground with V-shaped opening 
round neck and double band round base of dress. 
Unknown ht. 
Added to these figurines of the Type AA Naturalistic group is the 
torso of a woman from Kalathiana tomb K. 
24 
The head is missing 
but the arms are incised (Gesture Type 2(f)) with additionallight 
vertical incision down the front of the torso - possibly indicating 
a dress or cape. The back is flat with a hole in the back of the 
neck. (Fig. 27a). 
IWE T3T3 (Nos. 20,21,525,, 129, GOUl) 
No. 20 (Pl. 30, Fig. 23) 
From Koumasa. Herakleion Museum No. 135 (+ No. 525) 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 2(f) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: triangular with elbows (chipped off) extending outwardsfrom 
body. Arms carved and fingers indicated. Flat front and 
rounded back, extending to peak at back of neck. Incision 
round back of waist. 
Lower Half: bell-shaped, with rounded protrusion at back, and flat 
front. Drawn in waist. 
Dress: bell-shaped skirt/dress(? ) extending to ground with short 
jacket(? ) on top rising to peaked collar at back of neck. 
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Ivory; 2.5cm. ht. 
No. 21 (Pl. 31) 
From Koumasa. Herakleion Museum No. 128 (+ No. 129) (fig. 27b) 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 2(f) (inner arms and hands not indicated) 
Head: triangular, with rounded crown and incision round back of 
head - tapering to point for chin. Ears incised. No other 
facial features. No neck. 
Torso: spear-head shaped, with lower edges indicating elbows 
projecting out from waist and up towards chest. Flat front 
and rounded back rising to peak at back of head. 
Lower Half: triangular, with flat base and front and rounded back. 
Dress: bell-shaped dress extending to ground. 
Steatite; 6.6cm. ht., and 5.3cm. ht. respectively. 
GOW (Fig. 27c) 
From Gournes. Herakleion Museum - (no inv. number) 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 2(f) 
Head: round, surmounted by head-piece. Circular eyes and pupils 
painted, with small, long, projected nose. Low neck with 
band painted round it. 
Torso:. triangular, with arms projecting out slightly from waist. 
Arms modelled. Waist pulled slightly inwards. 
Lower Half: bell-shaped, and painted dark. 
Dress: bell-shaped dress extending to ground with thin white band 
round waist. 'Open-bowl' shaped hat, extending up from 
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head painted with white diagonal bands. White band round 
neck. 
Clay; 
7YPE OC 25 (Nos. 22,23,24) 
No. 22 Rig. 23) 
From Koumasa. Herakleion Museum-No. 4308 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: -(lower half missing: figurine unfinished), 
Gesture: , Type 3(d) '', III 
Head: inclined backwards and rising to peak with rounded-off end. 
No facial features. Band round neck. 
Torso: rounded, slanting shoulders with broad chest narrowing down- 
I wards for waist. 
Lower Half: - missing (unfinished projections) 
Dress: -'(no indications) 
Clay; 5.4cm. ht. 
No. 23 (Pl. '32) 
From Koumasa. Herakleion Museum No. 4307 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 4(b) (but lower part missing) 
Gesture: - (arms missing) , 
Head: - (missing) 'I " 
Torso: broad, slightly slanting shoulders, wide chest narrowing 
for waist-with elongated middle, to thighs. II 
Lower Half: legs curve inwards(as if seated) but missing below 
upper thigh. Featureless. 
Dress: (no indications) 
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Clay; 5.6cm. ht. 
24 (Pl. 33) 
From Koumasa. Heraklelon Museum No. 4306 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 4(a) (but lower part missing) 
Gesture: Type 3(d) 
Head: rounded head with projecting nozzle in front (beak? ). No 
other features. Long neck merging Into body. 
Torso: broad shoulders extending into arm stumps and wide chest 
narrowing for waist with elongated middle, to thighs. 
Lower Half: legs curved inwards(as if seated) and separately mould- 
ed - but missing below upper thigh. Featureless. 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Clay; 7.3cm. ht. 
7YPE (No. 25) 
No. 25 (Fig. 24) 
From Koumasa. Herakleion Museum No. 5050 
Female 26 
Posture: .- (missing below chest) 
Gesture: Type 4(b) 
Head: (left hand upper side broken off). Rounded oval with 
projecting, rounded nose pinched out from face. Thick neck 
merging into body. 
Torso: (largely missing). One arm extant - moulded separately and 
brought forwardsaway from body. Rounded back. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: fragment of 'open-bowl' shaped hat extending upwardsfrom 
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head. Moulded separately. Garment withýhigh, thick collar 
extending round the back of the neck and open In front. 
Clay; 4.8cm. ht. 
= EE (Nos. 26, AR12) 
No. 26 (Pl. 31, Fig. 24) 
From Koumasa. Herakleion Museum No. 5055 
27 Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 3(d) (and slightly curved inwards) 
Head: round with projecting nose pinched out from face, leaving 
- two circular indentations for eyes. Pronounced chin and 
thick, long neck. 
Torso and Lower Half: cylindrical body extending out towards base 
and rising slightly at back of neck. Convex 
back, flattened front and 'cupped' base. 
Dress: bell-shaped dress extending to ground and rising at back of 
neck with thick collar. Rounded hat on back of head with 
rib down, centre and thiiA band round edge. Traces of dark 
Fband round forehead. 
Clay; 7.4cm. ht. 
No. AR12 
28 (Rig. 28) 
From Archanes. Herakleion Museum (no inv. number) 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 4(c) 
Head: oval, rising to rounded off peak. Roughly moulded face with 
, no distinguishable features except chin. Low thick neck. 
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Torso and Lower Half: long cylindrical body extending out towards 
base. Slightly convex front and flattened 
back. 
Dress: bell-shaped dress extending to ground. Tall dome-shaped 
hat with projecting piece at back of neck (tassle? ). 
Bronze; ht. unknown. 
= F7 (No. 27) -I 
No. 27 (Pl. 35, Fig. 25) 
From Koumasa. ' Herakleion Museum No. 4998 
Female 
Posture: Type 4 (b) (legs broken off 'below thighs) 
Gesture: Type 3(a)? (arms broken off) 
Head: 'squarish, with top half extending backwards. Flat concave 
back of head. Projecting nose - pinched 
out from face leaving eye indentations. Two 'pellets' In- 
serted for eyes. Thick neck merging into body. 
Torso: square, with flat front, back and sides and two circular 
small breasts applied onto chest. 
Lower Half: flat base with legs curved in and thighs projecting 
forwards(rest missing) at right angles to body. 
Dress: - (no indications) Possible flat hat extending up from head 
and inclining backwards. 
Clay; 8cm. ht. 
7YPE GG. I(Nos. 218,219, PK1, TR14) 
No. PK1 (Fig. 25) 
From Palaikastro - (unknown present location) 
Unknown Sex 
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Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 3(d) 
Head: dome, shaped, with flattened back. Long, oblong, projecting 
nose applied and*. two small pellet eyes. No, neck. Arms 
projecting at level of face. 
Torso and Lower Half: cylindrical body extending straight down 
and resting on flat base. No other features. 
Dress: - (no indications) small cap on back of head with band(? ) 
round forehead. 
Clay; 9cm. ht. 
No. 218 (Fig. 30) 
From Myrtos. Agios Nikolaos Museum No. 7083- 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture:, Type 4(c), (but attached to body) 
Head: square, with flattened top and front and rounded back inclining 
backwards. No facial characteristics. 
Torso and Lower Half: cylindrical body with irregularrounded base 
rising up at back. 
Dress: - (no indications) possible round flat cap on top of head. 
Traces of red slip on body. 
Clay; 3.45cm. ht. 
No. 219 (Fig. 30) 
From Myrtos. Agios Nikolaos Museum No. 7084 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type-3(d) 
Head: rounded-oval with flattened top. No facial characteristics. 
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Torso and Lower Half: long, cylindrical body with irregular base. 
Short, triangular arm projections at level 
of chest.. I 
Dress: - (no indications) rounded cap on back of head. Traces 
of red slip on front of body. 
Clay; 4.7cm. ht. 
TR14 (Fig. 29a) 
From Trapeza. Herakleion Museum - (no inv. number) 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 4(b) 
Gesture: Type 3(d) 
Head: squarish, with rounded top and inclining backwards. Pro- 
truding nose pinched out from face. No other facial 
characteristics. I1 11 
Torso: cylindrical bodywith slightly convex back. giving 'backward 
tiltleffect and rounded front, but featureless. 
Lower Half: short, thick leg stumps curved inwardsand flat base 
seated on rounded, stool with short leg projections. 
Dress: 7 (no indications) rounded cap on back and top of head 
with little pellet in centre of. back of head. 
Clay; 4.4cm. ht., Stool 1.5cm. ht. 
'IYPE GG. II(Nos. 220, MYR1, VAS1) 
No. 220 (Fig. 26) 
From Myrtos. Agios Nikolaos Museum No. 7086 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 3(d) (but curved slightly inwards) 
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Head: cylindrical, with rounded top. Projecting nose ridge down 
centre pinched out from face and leaving two eye indenta- 
tions. Headland neck as one, merging into body. 
Torso: torso narrowing Irregularly to broken off stump at waist 
and arms pulled forwardsinto short stumps. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - (no indications) oval and wavy cap on top of head. 
Traces of red slip. 
Clay (buff); Ext. ht. 5.5cm. 
MYR1 (Fig. 29b) ' 
A single torso from Myrtos of this type was uncovered: the head 
and lower half were missing. It has short arm projections pulledout 
from the body, similar to No. 220 above, but with rounded-off ends. 
The torso narrows to the waist in a similar manner to the above, 
it is made of an orange-buff clay with small grits and is 3.5cm. 
in height. 
VAS1 (Fig. 290 
A figurine from Vasiliki dated to EMIIB that was not studied or seen 
personally but has been published must be added to the Natura- 
listic type group GG. It has a preserved height of 6cm., with 
the lower part apparently missing. It has a large, oval head with a 
projecting nose ridge and slight eye indentations. On the head 
is a disc-shaped hat which rises to a point at the back. It has 
a crudecylindrical body flaring out towards the end and short arm 
projections: on the left side of the chest it holds an object of 
indiscernable shape 
29 
whilst the right arm is broken off. 
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= IIII (No. 221) 
No. 221 (Fig. 26) 
From Myrtos. Agios Nikolaos Museum No. 7082 
Unknown Sex 
Head Only: cylindrical shape with cone-shaped tenon on lower 
half. Nose and ears moulded strips of clay applied. 
Eyes painted dark brown. 
Dress: dark brownthick collar with three vertical strips coming 
down from it in front. Thick round and flattened cap on 
top of head painted dark brown with veil hanging down 
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The dating of figurines from the Pre-palatial period, asý 
seen in Part 11, has often proved difficult: very few come 
from purepstratified deposits. The majority were found either. 
In mixed burial strata or in isolated, mixed deposits from set- 
tlements. However, a total of one hundredýand two figurines have 
been-allocated to the Pre-palatial period 
30 
and placed within, 
two groups (Schematic and Naturalistic) and twenty-nine dif- 
ferent typesand varieties within these groups. 
From Tables 17 and 18 it is quite clear that schematic fig- 
urines are far more abundant than those regarded as being natura- 
listic 
31 
_ in fact the former comprise approximately 77% 
32 
of 
the total number of figurines from this period. Within theý 
Schematic group there appears to be a clear dividing line in 
numbers between those figurines that belong to the types A, 
B and C and those which belong to types J. I-J. TIII. 
The figurines that belong to types A, B and C have many similar 
characteristics. All have long,, almost shapeless bodies that 
taper downwards to a point, or rounded end. Types A and B have 
more triangular-shaped bodies, whereas Type C figurines have more 
oblong-shaped bodies. Figurines of Type A tend to be more angu- 
lar but are more readily distinguished from Type B figurines in 
the representation of folded arms, across their middle orýupper 
body by means of an, incision, groove and/or indentations on the 
' ides of the body, or below the-shoulders. Figurines of Type B r 
however, have smoother, rounded-off edges and although triangular, 
have featureless bodies. Type C figurines also tend to be feature- 
less 33 but have distinctly oblong, long bodies with flat bases. All 
the figurines of types A, B and C have either no neck or a very low 
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one merging Into the body. Type A tend to have, no neck, and are 
surmounted by small, heads of either oval, rhomboidal or, triangular 
shape with characteristically pointed chins. 
34 
Figurines of Type 
B have mainly rounded, oval-shaped heads, sometimes on low necks 
as do Type C, though the latter may also be more dome-shaped (No. 
179 from Trapeza) or tongue-shaped, -(No. 177-from Trapeza). The 
figurines belonging to these three types, despite their dif- 
ferences, belong to, -. related-families; and of the seventy-nine 
schematic figurines from this. period comprise approximately 
38% of'that number. - 
, The second biggest group of schematic-figurines from the Pre- 
palatial period belong to Type JJ and its varieties, Types Jjj- 
J. VII which again comprise, approximately 38% of the total number 
of schematic figurines. They belong, to, the Folded Arm variety 
of figurine, commonly found and associated, with the, Cycladic - 
Islands, 
35 
and are characterized by their broad, squarishspade- 
shaped-heads which tilt backwards and reveal long, projecting, 
triangular noses. They have wide, rectangular-shaped torsos-with 
their arms folded over their waists, the left over the, right, and 
indicated by-incision. -Their short legs run straight down, incised 
down the centre and curving-in, for the ankes. The feet, in 'tip- 
toe' position, are spread outwardsand, in some-cases the toes are 
incised. All are female, with one exception, as indicated by 
their incised pubic triangler* and in many cases their small cone- 
shapedýbreasts. Two have swollen abdomens, (one from Koumasa and 
one from Tekes) denoting pregnancy, and one female is seated on a, 
large stool (from Tekes). One male figurine has been uncovered at 
Archanes, as indicated by a smalltriangularcarved penis and is the 
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only one of*its kind from Crete, though in form the figurine 
belongs'toIhe Type, &I group. As in the'Cyclades all the fig- 
urines from Types XI-J. VII are carved out of marble, except - 
for one, from Archanes (Type J. Il) which is carved out of ivory. 
Within the incised pubic triangle are a number of holes which 
may have once held a further decorative material, like gold 
leaf. 
Between these two groups of schematic figurines is a variety, 
of types (D-H & K), some exemplified by only one figurine, as- 
with Type E represented by one example from Myrtos., This lime- 
stone figurine has a dome-shaped head with an exaggerated tri- 
partite body on a flat base;, Conversely, Type F. I has six examples, 
five of which are from the samei, site, namely Trapeza, with another 
, one 
(upper half only) from Agia Triadha and one variety (EI1) 
from Myrtos. Type F. I are characterized by their polygonal, heads, 
with flat tops and backs and angular faces with incised, mouths. 
They have square torsos with angular, horizontal shoulders and 
elbows, and their arms are incised. Their legs are separated, 
have sharply incised knees and carved feet and their buttocks 
are indicated with square incisions. Theyýare all made of bone 
and the example from Agia Triadha'of ivory. 
The remaining six types of schematic figurines are represented 
by few examples: Type D by-two,. both from Trapeza - characterised 
by their spade-shaped bodies with slantingangular shoulders and 
rounded heads; Type G. I by three - two from Agios Onouphrios and one 
from Lebena. They are-characterised by their broad, spade-shaped 
but rounded bodies which have a carved out V-shape at the base to 
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distinguish their two short legs. They have long necks sur-- 
mounted by small, rounded heads. Type G. II is'similar'except 
for the absence of the V-shaped groove at the base to denote 
legs: instead there is a rounded-off base. Type GJII, repre- 
sented by two examples from Lebena, have more rounded, smaller 
bodies with thin'necks surmounted by long, oval heads. 
Type H is represented by only one example, from Agios 
Onouphrios. It has a featureless and squarish head narrowing into 
the neck and merging into long, slanting shoulders. It has short, 
stumpy arm projections tapering into a short and'Ievelled-off 
torso, also featureless. Type I, from Mallia with its small 
head and rounded-off body with short arm projections is notable 
for its'painted lines on the back and its painted head stump - 
perhaps denoting a belt or other form of dress. Finally, Type K, 
represented by one example from Lendasretains an unusually square 
or"plank-shaped' body from which a short-neck rises surmounted 
by a small and rounded-off spade-shaped head. These latter 'types' 
however, were obviously not as favoured as Types A, B, C and 
JJ - JXII, and remain a minority. 
The'quite exceptional height of the figurine from Samba brings 
the question of the size of schematic figurines to the foreground 
(see Table 19). Whilst belonging'to one of the more important 
type groups, type C, it stands apart from other examples by its 
measurements - 67.5cm. 'in'height, 17cm. across the'shoulders 
and 8.5cm. width across the base - which makes it the largest 
figurine to have been found in Crete from the Pre-palatial period. 
The average height of schematic figurines from this period, excluding 
the example from Samba, rests at, only 8.17cms; and most figurines 
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fall well below this figure. The figurines from Koumasa and 
Pyrgos revealed a much higher average height of 14.65cm. and 
15.43cm. respectively, followed by Lebena and Tekes with 
averages of 11.05cm. and 11.1cm. respectively for their figur- 
ines. One figurine from Pyrgos measured 35.5cm. (PYR1 of Type 
B) but this appears to be an unusual height. Thus the figurine 
from Samba is only slightly less than double the maximum height 
of the largest figurine known previously, making It a find of 
exceptional importance. 
The naturalistic group comprise a far smaller number of 
figurines than schematic during the Pre-palatial period. 
From a total of one hundred and two figurines only twenty-four 
are what can be termed 'naturalistic' (approximately 23%) 
and of these five may be from the succeeding Proto-palatial 
period, as already-mentioned. The most commonly found types are 
AA, BB, CC and GGJ Ik GG. II- all fairly evenly represented with a 
maximum of five examples from Type BB. Type AA, represented by 
three examples from Agia Triadha, one from Platanos and one from 
Kalathiana, are characterised by the figures' rectangular torsos 
with the arms (incised) shown as extending to the breasts. Their 
lower halves are bell-shaped with flat bases and backs, possibly 
denoting a bell-shaped dress extending to the ground. Their heads 
are rounded, and facial features are indicated to some degree - 
usually the eyes and mouths are incised. No. 32 from Platanos is 
further decorated with a V-shaped opening below the neck in front, 
and a double band round the base of the dress, although the head 
is missing. Type BB, with four examples from Koumasa and one from 
Gournes, is again representative of females only. Here the bell- 
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shaped dresses are more pronounced with the waists made 
smaller and the collar of the dress extended to a peak at the 
back of the neck. This form of dress becomes very popular in 
the succeeding Proto-palatial period. The example from Gournes 
has traces of dark paint superimposed with white bands, part- 
icularly on the hat., The'heads are'again rounded with facial 
features incised except for the example from Gournes where 
the eyes and pupils are painted. TypeCC, represented by three 
examples all from Koumasa, 'is characterized by the figurines' 
long featureless bodies, featureless and crude rounded heads 
and semi-seated position of the legs, which are very rounded 
and moulded separately. ' The arms extend-outwards'to the'sides. 
The other biggest group of naturalistic figurines are those 
belonging to Type GG. I and its variant GG. II. The figurines 
belonging to-'this type have cylindrical bodies extending straight 
down on to flat bases with short arm stumps projecting out side- 
ways, in some cases at the levelýof the face (as at Palaikastro) 
- otherwise from the shoulders. They have small, rounded heads 
with flattened tops on which'there is usually-a rounded cap. 
No. TR14 from-Trapeza is'seated on'a, rounded stool with four 
short legs. 
The remaining types, DD, 'EE, FF and HH are represented by 
only one or, in the case of, EE, just two examples. Type DD, 
from Koumasa, is missing'below the chest'but it is very charac- 
teristic of figurines found on*peak sanctuaries from the succeed- 
ing period. Particularly noticable- is the moulded head with a 
pinched out nose and the high thick collar extending round the 
back of the neck. We also see a new gesture: the arms are held 
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before the body and tilted slightly upwards(types AA and BB 
all-showed one gesture: the arms held to the breasts). Type 
EE also shows a thick, collar rising to a peak at the back of 
the neck and a bell-shaped dress extending to, the ground. Here 
again the face is moulded, in a fashion characteristic of the 
ucceeding period, with a, pinched out nose leaving two circular 
ye depressions (probably-formed by lightly pressing the wet 
clay with two fingers). The ridge of the nose runs into a 
pronounced chin, leaving a long neck below. Type FF - an 
apparently, seated figure, takes this method of moulding the 
face one step further in that two small rounded pellets of clay 
are applied into the eye depressions. In addition the breasts 
are formed by applying two circular, but larger, pellets of 
clay onto the upper torso. 
It is difficult to say whether these latter types, made of clay, 
are early examples of types which become very common in the 
Proto-palatial period, or isolated examples belonging to the latter 
period, and of very crude workmanship, that have found their way 
into these burial areas (namely at Koumasa), as part of the 
offerings accompanying the dead. Certainly, Koumasa and other 
tombs continued in use well into the Proto-palatial period. 
The most commonly found types of figurines from the Pre- 
palatial period, however, are not those belonging to the Natura- 
listic group, but the Schematic group - comprising 77.5% of the 
total number found. The majority of these were found in burial 
contexts, with only five figurines coming from settlement sites, 
Myrtos, Mallia and Vasiliki, and these within very mixed deposits. 
Eleven figurines came from the burial cave'of Trapeza, but of these 
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nearly half were of the same type, F. I, with the others be- 
longing to types B, C and D. Type J. I, the biggest group, 
were found only in burial contexts with the exception of , 
one very worn head from Myrtos. 
36 
We know from the Cyclades 
that this type of Folded Arm Figurine is most commonly located 




1. See concordance for correlation between figurine catalogue 
number in this thesis, museum catalogue number, and publi- 
cation number (if, latter exists). Here at Agia Triadha the 
museum catalogue number differs from the publication number. 
2. This corresponds to No. 126 (of Bantils publication) in the 
I data base table on p. //\, 
Cf. Annuario 13-14,189, fig. 58d. 
3. This figurine had no catalogue number from the museum but 
corresponds, to No. 125 of Bantils publication in my data base 
table. ibid. fig. 58b. 
4. Xanthoudides believed that this type from Porti represented 
'a babe in swaddling clothes or an Egyptian mummy ... ' 
1906,25. 
5. Xanthouctds, S. , A. Deltion 4,1918,162-163, pl. 14. - These 
figurines are much cruder in form and referred to by Renfrew 
(AJA 73,1969,5) and Branigan (BSA vol. 66,1971,59-60) as 
the 'Pebble Form'.. Renfrew points out "that in many cases 
they may not be worked at all, being no more than specially 
selected pebbles". He recognised several in Antiparos from 
the Grotta - Pelos Culture, contemporary with Troy I. A 
third, which may be grouped with these two that I have placed 
in the Type B Schematic, group may certainly be regarded as no 
more than a pebble with a very irregular surface. Because 
they may be specially selected pebbles their identification 
as a figurine, however schematic, remains somewhat doubtful 
in my mind - the cruder examples barely showing even a head. 
They do not adequately fulfill the minimum requirements 
for the identification of an anthropomorphic figurine as out- 
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lined in Chapter 2 (b). 
6. Y. and E. Sakellarakis: OAVaOXCKM . APXaV@v -PAE 1981,441, 
447,448. Also published in AE 1983,53, pl. 28-13 by E. 
Sakellarakis. The figurines were found south of Room 4 and 
west of Room 3 in burial buildings 5 in 1981. 
7. See note 5 above. 
This figurine has only recently been published in AE 
1983,44, 'pl. 23-29. To CL&ALo Tou Ec4m xaL Ta c"o= 
A. LOL'va CL&Am 'Mr_ TIpwLUM CROXTIC TOU XCLkXOU aTTw XPnTri. 
9. These two figurines correspondto the 'Troy Type' group iden- 
tified and referred to by Renfrew. (AJA 1969, vol. 73,5) 
and Branigan, X. (BSA 1971, vol. 66,61-62) contemporary with 
the Grotta-Pelos culture in the Cyclades. Branigan dis- 
tinguishes between the Troy I type from Trapeza and the Troy 
I type from Lebena. The Schematic Type D group here corres- 
ponds to the former. 
10. That is, there are no recognisable human characteristics to 
denote posture or gesture. 
Type G. I corresponds to, the 'Agios Onouphrios Type' identi- 
fied and referred to by Renfrew 1969, op. cit. 74 and Branigan 
1971, op. cit. 65-66, fig. 1.4.,, 
12. Type G. II corresponds to Branigan's (1971, op. cit. 65-66, Fig. 
1.4) 'Agios Onouphrios Spade Type'. 
13. Type GJII corresponds to Branigan's (1971 op. cit. 62) 'Troy 
I'Lebena Type'. 
14. Type i-I corresponds to Renfrew's 'Koumasal type (1969 op. cit. 
19)- also referred to by Branigan (1971, op. cit. 62). 
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Renfrew saw this type as indigenous to Crete alone, although 
related to the popular Folded Arm Figurine variety found in 
the Cyclades. This group from Crete however is 'generally 
smaller, broader In the shoulder and shorter in the leg. 
They have thin, flat profiles and the head is not usually 
separated from the neck except by a light incision. 
Furthermore the legs tend to run straight down to the feet 
without any indication of the knees and without-flexing. All 
their additional bodily characteristics are Incised and not 
modelled. Since most of this type comesfrom Koumasa they 
were named after this site. 
15. No. TK6 is a double figurine on a single base. Both the fig- 
urines are identical and hence it has been treated'as a sin- 
gle object. 
16. These three figurines from Lebena are mentioned by Renfrew - 
(1969, op. cit. 21), and are unpublished. One appearsýin ILN 
Aug. 6,1960 from Tomb II but the, other two, one from Tomb 
Ib and the other from Tomb III. are unpublished. 
17. Type III corresponds to Renfrew's 'Spade Type', Group 1VF (1969, 
op. tit.., 20.21, fig. 3, pl. 4). This type is more rounded 
with the head tilted more markedly backwards leaving a pro- 
nounced chin. The legs are slightlyýbent. This example is 
unuAjual for its depiction of a pregnant woman. 
18. Type JlVmay-correspond to Renfrew's Dokathismata variety. 
Branigan(1971, op. cit. 611 believes that it still shows a 
close affinity with the indigenous Koumasa Type (Type J. I 
here) which suggests that it was made In Crete. 
Type J. III from Archanes, above, is more similar to this 
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type but the arms and legs are separately modelled. 
19. This Is the only seated example we have from Crete -Ahey 
are more commonly found in the Cyclades. It could be an 
import. I ý, 
20. Another head from Archanes (No. AR8) is similar, to this 
head.. 
,I-ýI., I- ,ý,, I 11 
21. These two figurines from Agia Triadha refer to Branigan's 
"Siva Type'. 
- 
I have classed them withithe Folded Arm Fig- 
urine-variety as I believe they are derivative of, these. 
types and closely associated. 
22. This corresponds to No. 131 (of Bantils publication) in the 
data base table p., cf. Annuario 13-14,189, fig. 58M. 
23. Excavated in 1959 and 1960. E. Sakellarakis, AE 1983,49, 
M 459, pl. A. The remaining two figurines rA460 and rA462 
from this. site, also made of stone, appear to be of the same 
type (11j3oTai%6jxp(pcx" - plank-shaped) though this cannot be 
confirmed with certainty due to lack of publication details 
and accompanying illustrations. 
24. No., 182-i-n-data base table p.. and, -as published in VTM 
1924,84, pl. viii. 
25. These figurines belonging to types CC, DD and EE may belong 
to the Protoi)alatial period. They come from mixed burial , 
strata in tombs which, are known to have continued in use into 
the Proto-palatial. period., 
26.1 have identified this. figurineýas female as result of the 
jUgh collar seen extending round the back of the neck - such 
dress is associated with female figurines only, most commonly 
in the Proto-palatial period. 
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27. ibid. 
28. This is the only bronze figurine known from this period but 
may well belong to the succeeding period, though its very 
crude form resembles Type EE from this period morp closely. 
29. A.. Zoes in PAE, 1976(1978), 445 states thai'it is not obvious 
whether'the object is'a baby (DPCTDA-,. ) or a small one handled 
vase (MaXOUQ) for libations. 
30. See note 22 above concerning the questionable date of five 
clay figurines from Koumasa and one bronze from Archanes. 
31. See chapter 2(b) of Section I for definitions of these 
terms. 
32. This figure would be slightly higher if the clay figurines of 
the Naturalistic Types'CC, DD and EE, were regarded as belong- 
ing to the Proto-palatial period. 
33. No. 179 from Trapeza being the exception perhaps. 
34. These pointed chins were l1kened to beards by Evans and 
used to emphasize Libyan and Pre-Dynastic Egyptian influence 
on their styles (cf. Evans PMII, 45,48 and PMIV, 986). That 
such figurines existed in Egypt and Libya is indisputable (W. 
M. Flinders-Petrie and J. E. Quibellt Nagada, 1896,45, pl. 
LIX 1757,132 and 271: Man., 1902,17) but there are major 
differences between these and the figurines cited here in this 
thesis - not least one of sex - at Nagada they are mainly fe- 
male whereas here we are unable to distinguish their sex. In 
addition and more important is the fact that there are major 
chronological discrepancies. 
35. See notes 30-31 above and Renfrew, C., 1973, op. cit. 
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36. A fragment of the torso of a figurine of Type J. I was 
found in the cave of Platyvola In the west of Crete 
(Branigan, 1971, op. cit., 63): A. Deltion 22. B2 (1967) 
pl. 378b) - this cave contained burials also. 
37. ' See Doumas, ' C., 1977, op. cit.; Renfrew, 1972, op. cit. 
'Also Chapter 1 of this thesis. 
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Chapter 9. The-Proto-palatial Period 
1. Schematic Figurines, 
7YPE A2 1 (Nos. 86,87) 
No. 86 (Fig. 31a) 
From Petsopha. Agios Nikolaos Museum 
2 (no inv. number) 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b) 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: small cylindrical head with flattened top and narrowing 
slightly into long neck. No facial features. Convex back 
of head giving slight, tilted back effect. 
Torso and Lower Half: triangular body with long steeply slanting 
shoulders and narrowing to point at base. 
Slightly convex back and thin profile. 
Dress:, - (no indications) 
Clay, orange-buff; 3.7cm. ht. 
No. 87 (Fig. 31b) 
From Pets02ha. Agios Nikolaos Museum - (no inv. number) 
Unknown Sex 
As above except-that head is slightly shortened and neck lower 
and slightly. thicker. 
, 
Clay; orange-buff, traces of white paint; 3.4cm. ht. 
4 
(No. 88) 
No. 88 (Fig. 31) 
From Petsopha. Agios Nikolaos Museum No. 10554 
Female 
Posture: Type 5(b) 
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Gesture: Type 3 (d) , -I -' 
Head: triangular, with chipped off top and rounded. Slightly 
convex back of head. , No facial"features., 
Torso and Lower Half: (one arm missing). Projecting horizontal 
shoulders and triangular arms. Torso 
curving inwardson both'sides for waist and 
enlarging to rounded-off spade-shaped lower 
body. Two small irregular pellets of clay 
for breasts. Thin profile, tapering at base. 
Dress: (no Indications) 
Clay, dull buff, traces of whitish-grey paint; 4.4cm. ht. 
TYPE C2 4 (No. 206) 
No. 206 (11g. 31) 
From Mallia, Quartier M!! 
-. 
-; French School Apotheke No.. M67/F. 7 
Unknown Sex I-1 41 
Posture: - (head extant only) 
Gesture: - (head extant only) 
Head: rounded spade-shape inclining back with convex front and 
concave back and merging into neck., No facial features. 
Half of neck missing. 
Dress: - 
Stone; 3.9cm. ht. 
7WE D2 (No. 207) 
No. 207 (Fig. 32) 
From-Mallia, Quartier Mu. French School Apotheke No. )167/F. 5 
Unknown Sex 
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Posture: - (no indications) 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: rounded oval with flattened top and convex front and back 
merging into low neck. No facial features. 
Torso and Lower Half: square, with flat base and short slanting 
shoulders. Smaller than head. No features. 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Limestone; 2.6cm. ht. 
IYPE EZ. L5 (No. 209) 
%. 209 (Fig. 32) 
From Mallia, 9martier Mu. French School . Apotheke. ý No. M67/F. 4 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (no indications) 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: rounded oval with convex front and inclining straight back of 
head giving 'tilted back' effect and pronounced, rounded-off 
chin. - Low thick neck. No facial features. 
Torso and Lower Half: slightly slanting angular shoulders with spade- 
shaped body. No features. 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Limestone; 5.8cm. ht. 
IYPE E2. ii (No. 210) 
No. 210 (Fig. 32) 
From Mallia, Lýuartier Mu. French-'School Apotheke No. M67/F. 2 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (no indications) 
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Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: rounded oval with flat back and convex front., No facial 
features. Chin protrusion and distinct neck. 
Torso and Lower Half: spade-shapedbut longer more slanting 
shoulders and slightly flattened base. Flat 
back with convex front. 
Dress: (no indications) 
Limestone; 5.8cm. ht. 
7YPR K6 (No. 211) 
No., 211. (Fig. 33) 
From, Mallia, Quartier Mu. French School Apotheke No. M67/F. 3 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (no indications) 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head:, rounded, with top right hand corner broken off. Convex front 
and back with protruding chin and low thick neck. No facial 
features. 
Torso and Lower Half; lozenge-shape with longer lower sides tapering 
I to rounded-off point and 
long slanting shoulders. 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Limestone; 7.1cm. ht. 
7YPE G2 7 (No. 212) 
No. 212 (TIg. 34) 
ISom-Mallia, Quartier Mu. French School Apotheke. No. M67/FL 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (no indications).. 
? 23 
Gesture: - (no Indications) 
Head: squarish head with rounded edges and flattened top. Low, 
thick neck. No facial features. 
Torso and Lower Half: trapezoidal body with short, slanting, angular 
shoulders and flat base. 
Dress: - (no Indications) 
Marble; 13.8cm. ht. 
Schematic Figurines 
The Proto-palatial period sees the gradual disappearance of 
schematic figurines from its range of types with a total of nine 
figurines being identified as such from the total number studied. 
Except for Type A2 the other seven types are represented by only 
one example and six come from the same deposit at Quartier Mu. 
Most of the types have corresponding examples from the preceding 
period. 4 
Type A2, represented by two examples from Petsopha7 
9 
may-be, 
paralleled with the Schematic Type B group from the Pre-palatial 
period. There are three differences; notably the longer neck, more 
square head and more slanting shoulders. The overall form, however, 
is very similar with its tapering and featureless body narrowing to 
a rounded-off point and with rounded shoulders. Notable, is the 
fact that figurines of Type A2 from Petsopha are made of clay whereas 
not one example from the Schematic Type B was found in this medium: 
all were carved from stone (this included limestone, alabaster 
and marble). The earliest pottery from Petsopha has been dated to 
EMIII so it is possible that these figurines belong to the Pre- 
palatial period. They are nevertheless imitations of a type more 
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commonly associated with tombs. 
Type B2, represented by one example from Petsophamay be paral- 
leled with an example from the Schematic Type I group - with one 
example from Mallia. Both are characterised by their horizontal 
shoulders and projecting arm stumps, with the torso curving in on 
both sides at the waist and enlarging to a rounded-off, spade- 
shaped lower body. Type B2 of the Proto-palatial period from 
Petsopha, however, has two small circular pellets of clay applied 
to denote breasts whereas the example from Mallia of Type I does 
not, but has painted lines on the body. Again it is possible that 
the example from Petsopha belongs to the Pre-palatial period (the 
;I so 
end of EMIII) though this cannot be ascertained with any certainty. 
The six types from Mallia, represented by one example each, are 
from aýmýore certain Proto-palatial deposit but again three have 
parallels with examples from the preceding period. Type C2 for 
instance, a very worn head, clearly belongs to the Schematic Type 
IT group associated with the Folded Arm Figurine Variety. More 
particularly it resembles an example from Myrtos, made of clay 
belonging to this group. Both show featureless spade-Shaped heads 
inclining backwards with convex fronts merging into the neck. Type 
E21 with its slightly slantingangular shoulders and spade-shaped 
body surmounted by a rounded oval head shows great similarity to the 
Schematic Type D group of the Pre-palatial period, represented by 
two examples from Trapeza. The main difference between the two 
types is the head - the example from Mallia of Type E2, T has a 
larger head that inclines backwards slightly leaving a pronounced 
chin. Type F2 may be paralleled with the Schematic Type GII'gioup 
though it has more of a lozeýge-shaped body and a lower and thicker 
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neck. 
The parallels with the preceding period are not only important 
for identifying a continuation or imitation of types from one per- 
iod to the next, but in identifying the different contexts In which 
they were found. Types A2 and B2 of the Proto-palatial period are 
located on peak sanctuaries and TypesC2-G2 from a settlement de- 
posit which we have identified as having religious associations 
(see Chapter 6). Corresponding types from the Pre-palatial 
period however, come from tomb or burial contexts, with the exception 
of the head from Myrtos and one other example from Mallia. 
It was seen in Chapter 8 that schematic figurines predominated 
in the Pre-palatial period. The Proto-palatial period reveals a 
dramatic drop in the number of these figurines, particularly when 
compared to the great quantity of naturalistic figurines that now 
appear. Whilst it remains true that many figurines remain unseen 
and/or undiscovered, it is very doubtful whether the schematic 
types existed in any great number after the end of the Pre- 
palatial period. If they had done, they would almost certainly 
have constituted a greater proportion of those figurines that 
have been studied and/or are known to date from this period. In- 
stead they are more likely to represent the remains of a tradition 
of types that began to die out when faced with an increasing influx 


























The naturalistic figurines from the Proto-palatial period 
constitute the greatest number of figurines and the greatest 
variety of types that will be discussed in this thesis. They 
are discussed in order of their sexes, firstly as an organi- 
sational tool and secondly because gender assumes a far more 
prominant role than before. Most of the figurines within the 
Schematic and Naturalistic. type groups of the Pre-palatial 
period have been either female or of unknown sex. Where a 
male figurine appeared it did not reveal a different form from that of 
its female counterpart: for instance the Schematic, type J. I 
group of the Pre-Palatial period had seventeen female examples 
and one male. The latter however was no different in 'form' 
from the female except for the addition of a carved penis. ýI 
During the Proto-palatial period, however, whilst some overlap 
does exist, male, female, hermaphrodite and unknown genders 
comprise distinct groups with their own types and related 
attributes. 
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2. Naturalistic Figurines 8 
MALES 
7YPE AA2j(No. J1) 
No. J1 (Fig. 35) 
From Juktas., Herakleion Museum - (no inv. numberP 
Male 
Posture: Type, 2 
Gesture: Type 8(c) 
Head: rounded head with nose pinched out to small. beak. Two 
large disc-shaped eyes applied. Slight incision for 
mouth. Two small strips of clay, slightly moulded for 
ears. 
Torso: rounded shoulders and arms - latter looped round over 
II chest. Narrow, straight-sided torso revealed beneath 
- arms. 
Lower Half: waist runs straight down into legs. Legs two oblong 
sticks set apart with small oblong strip applied to 
indicate penis; i. e. representing naked body. 
Dress: - none 
Clay. 
IYPE AA2. TI (Nos. 37,43,156,, cT2) 
No. 37 10 (Fig. 66b) 
From Juktas. Herakleion Ituseum No. 21912 
Male 
Posture: - (legs missing but probably Type 1) 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: rounded oval, with nose pinched out (very worn) leaving two 
, eye depressions inset with two small, circular clay pellets 
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for eyes. Featureless top and back of head. Head merges 
into fairly long neck and slightly tilted back. 
Torso: long, rectangular straight-sided torso with long, slanting 
shoulders and projecting arm stumps (where arms are 
broken off). Featureless. 
Lower Half: broken off below upper thigh but revealing most 
of codpiece/penis. 
Dress: - (but traces of red paint all over body, especially over 
back of shoulders and down sides). 
Clay, pinkish-buff, self slip; 7cm. ht. 
No. 43 
11 (Pl. 36) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14171 
'dale 
Posture: Type 2 
Gesture: Type 3(a) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long, rectangular, straight-sided torso with near hori- 
zontal shoulders. Flat back and convex featureless front. 
Lower Half: legs running straight down from waist and placed 
slightly apart. Long oblong codpiece/penis. 
Flat back and convex front. 
Dress: - 
Clay, light orange; 6.15cm. ht. 
No. 156 12 (Fig. 66c) 
From Traostalos. Agios Nikolaos Museum - (no inv. number) 
Male 
Posture: Type I 
Gesture: ý Type 3(d) (but perhaps broken off) 
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Head: (missing) 
Torso: long, featureless body with slightly Incurving sides for 
waist. Near horizontal shoulders. Featureless. Convex 
back and front. 
Lower Half: missing except for left thigh and most of codpiece. 
Legs apparently running straight down from waist. 
Dress: - (but traces of dark red/brown paint all over body) 
Clay, dark buff, self slip, soft; 6.1cm. ht. 
No. J2 13 (Fig. 66a) 
From Juktas. Herakleion Museum - (no inv. number) 
Male 
Posture: - missing 
Gesture: Type 4(c)- 
Head: triangular with pinched out nose to sharp long ridge, leaving 
two eye depressions with large, disc-shaped clay applied eyes. 
Two triangular, applied clay ears. Low thick neck. 
Torso: long, featureless torso with slightly incurving sides 
for waist and arms curved round to front of body. 
Lower Half: missing except for long oblong codplece/penis., 
Dress: -I- 
Clay; 4.6cm. ht. 
77PE AA2. III(Nos. 89,90,91,230) 
No. 230 14 (Pl. 37) 
From Zakros. Siteia Museum - (noýinv. number) 
Male 
Posture: - (legs missing but probably Type 1) 
Gesture: Type 2(g) (but one arm missing) 
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Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long, featureless torso with narrow waist and rounded 
hips and buttocks giving S-shaped flanks. 
Lower Half: missing except for right thigh and long oval cod- 
piece/penis. 
Dress: - (but traces of dark brown to black paint all over)., 
Clay, pale orange, soft; 4.4cm. ht. 
No. 89 (P1.38 ) 
From Petsopha. Ashmolean Museum No. AE1010 
Male 
Posture: Type 1 
Gesture: Type 2(c) (but one arm broken off) 
Head: rounded oval, narrowing at chin. Nose pinched out leaving 
two eye indentations and mouth is flattened. Head in- 
clining slightly backwardsand resting on thick, long neck. 
Torso: longfeatureless torso with incurving sides at waist. 
Long, slightly slanting, rounded shoulders with a more angular 
elbow. Featureless hand except thumb distinguished. 
Lower Half: (missing below knees) legs running straight down from 
waist with rounded hips and buttocks. Long, oval cod- 
piece/penis. 
Dress: - (but traces of dark brown to black paint all over). 
Clay, pale buff; 13cm. ht. 
No. 90 (Pl. 39) 
, 
From Petsopha.. Ashmolean Museum No. AE999 
Male 
Posture: - (legs missing) 
I 
Gesture: Type 2(g) 
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Head: - (missing - but hole in neck where head tenon was in- 
serted). 
Torso: long, featureless torso with broadhorizontal but rounded 
shoulders and elbows. Sides curve in slightly at waist. 
Convex front and back. 
Lower Half: (missing below thighs) legs once ran straight down 
from waist. Remains of rounded hips and rounded, 
protruding buttocks which are moulded. Long, oval 
codpiece/penis. 
Dress: none 
Clay, pale orange-buff, gritty; 6.8cm. ht. 
No. 91 (Pl. 40 
From Pets02ha. Herakleion Museum No. 3413 
Male 
Posture: Type 1 
Gesture: Type 2(c) 
Head: rounded, with flattened top. Eyes, ' nose and chin very worn 
and smoothed over projections. Two small applied pellet 
clay ears. Head resting-on long, thick neck, and tilted 
slightly back. 
Torso: long, featureless torso with horizontal shoulders and fore- 
arms tucked under with hands touching sides of chest. 
Rounded elbows. Torso curving in at waist. 
Lower Half: legs running straight down from waist with rounded 
hips and buttocks. " Legs moulded separately. Crude 




Clay, pale orange-buff; 16cm ht. 
7WE AA2. IV(Nos. 107,108,109,110,111,112,157,158) 
No. 107 (Pl. 41) - 
From Piskokephalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9753 
Male ' 1, 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: oval, with pinched out nose and chin leaving two large 
eye depressions with two small pellets of clay inserted 
into them. Chin well modelled and two pellets of clay 
applied for ears. Long, thin neck., 
Torso: (lower half missing) broad, gently sloping shouders and 
-thick, rounded upper arms and chest. -, 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: -- (no indications but traces of'red paint) 
Clay, orange-pink, grey core, coarse and gritty; 7.2cm. ext. ht. 
No. 108 (Pl. 42, Fig. 36) 
'From Piskokephalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9756 
Male 
Posture: - (legs missing) 
Gesture: - (left arm missing below elbow and right arm missing 
below shoulder) probably Type 7 
Head: - missing 
Torso: long torso with incurving sides at waist and horizontal 
shoulders. Well modelled torso with slight, evidence of 
pectoral muscles. Torso enlarging at base for hips. 
Lower Half: (missing below abdomen). Upper half of oval codpiece/ 
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penis In evidence. 
Dress: none (but traces of orangy-brown paint all over. 
Clay, pale buff, yellowish-buff slip, hard and gritty, multi- 
coloured flecks; 8.3cm. ht. 
No. 109 (Pl. 43) 
- 
From Piskokephalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9757 
Male 
15 
Posture: - (legs missing) 
Gesture: Type 8(b) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long torso with incurving sides at waist and broad, 
horizontal shoulders. Rounded arms and elbows with 
no indications of hands. Convex front and back and 
well modelled - beginning to enlarge at hips. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - (no indications - but traces of orangy-red paint) 
Clay, pale bu ff with yellowish tinge, self slip, hard and 
gritty, multicoloured flecks; 7.6cm. ht. 
No. 110 (Pl. 44) 
From Piskokephalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9758 
Male 
Posture: - (legs missing) 
Gesture: (left arm missing) probably Type 8(b) as, above. 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long, with narrow and incurving sides at waist and broad, near- 
horizontal shoulders. Well rounded shoulders, arms and el- 
bows. -Convex front and back. Well modelled with slight in- 
dications of pectoral muscles. 
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Lower Half: - (missing) 
Clay, pale buff with pinkish-orange tinge, self slip, hard 
and gritty, multicoloured flecks; 6.5cm. ht. 
No. 111 (Pl. 45) 
From Piskokephalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9759 
Male 
Posture: - (legs missing) 
Gesture: (right arm missing) Probably Type 8 
Head: (missing) 
Torso: long, featureless torso with incurving sides at waist 
and long, broad, horizontal shoulders. Rounded, thin 
arms looped across chest. Convex front and back. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Clay, orange-buff, self slip; 5.6cm. ext. ht. 
No. 112 (Pl. 46) 
From Piskokephalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9842 
Male 
Posture: Type 1 
Gesture: - (torso missing) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: - (missing) 
Lower Half: well modelled, thick legs with rounded hips and 
buttocks; and hollowed in waist. (Feet missing. ) 
Slight indication of knees by moulding and lower 
half of oval codpiece, applied. Legs narrow slightly 
at knees and ankles. 
Dress: 
- - 
none (but traces of reddish-brown paint all over) 
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Clay, orange-buff, coarse and gritty, coloured flecks; 
10.4cm. ext. ht. 
No. 157 17 (Fig. 67b) 
From Traostalos. Agios Nikolaos Museum - (no inv. number) 
Male 
Posture: - (legs broken off below thighs) possibly Type 2(b) 
Gesture: - (arms missing from shoulder) 
Head: missing above neck. 
Torso: long, straight-sided torso enlarging . 
at hips. Irregular, 
slanting shoulders. Well modelled torso with slight 
indication of ribs(? )" 
Lower Half: (missing below thigh). Roundedt'flaring hips and 
rounded, protruding buttocks clearly indicated. 
Large, elongated penis/codpiece. 
Dress: - 
Clay, orange-buff, coarse and gritty, coloured Ilecks; 10. Ocm. 
ext. ht. 
No. 158 16 (Fig. 67a) 
From Traostalos. Agios Nikolaos Museum - (no inv. number) 
Male * 
Posture: Type 1 (legs missing below knees) 
Gesture: - (torso missing) 
Head and Torso: - (missing) 
Lower Half: well modelled legs with rounded hips, thighs and 
buttocks. Codpiece largely broken off. Legs moulded 
together. Narrow waist. 
Dress: 
Clay, dull buff with'pinkish tinge, grey core, coarse and gritty, 
6.9cm. ext. ht. 
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7YPE AA2. v (Nos. 76,231) 
No. 76 (Pl. 42, Fig. 37) 
From Maza. Herakleion Museum No. 9849 
Male 
Posture: Type 2 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long, featureless straight-sided torso with gently 
sloping shoulders. Slight flaring at hips. 
Lower Half: legs running straight down from hips and placed 
slightly apart. Featureless legs but clearly 
indicated moulded buttocks. Oval codpiece applied 
(with lower half broken off). Feet missing. 
Dress: - 
Clay, pale reddish-buff, coarse and gritty, multicoloured 
flecks; 12.5cm. ext. ht. 
No. 231 (Pl. 48, Fig. 68) 
From Zakros. Siteia Museum No. 2927 
Male 
Posture: Type 2 
Gesture: Type 11(b) (but one arm missing) 
Head: rounded, very worn head with slight incision for mouth'and 
moulded, slightly pointed chin. Other facial features very 
worn. Thick neck. 
Torso: longfeatureless torso with slight incurving at waist and 
flaring at hips. Flat back and front. 
Lower Half: legs running straight down from hips and slightly 
apart. (Right leg missing below thigh and left 
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below knee. ) Buttocks indicated by moulding but now 
very worn and flattened. Codpiece largely broken off. 
Dress: - 
Clay, orange-buff, coarse and gritty, multicoloured flecks; 
13.6cm. ext. ht. 
TYPE BT32 (No. 35) 
No. 35 (PI. 49, Fig. 37) 
- 
From Porti. Herakleion Museum No. 171 
Male 
Posture: Type 1 
Gesture: Type 2(f) 
Head: round with incised eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth and carved 
'crescent' ears. Thick neck. Flat back of head and flat- 
tened top with incised line down centre and dot either side. 
Torso: squarish, narrowing at waist. Horizontal, angular shoulders, 
and elbows. Arms carved and with clenched fists - fingers 
incised. Flat back with hole in centre of shoulder blades. 
Lower Half: legs running down from waist with slightly enlarged 
thighs. Toes incised but otherwise featureless legs. 
Flat back with hole at base of spine. 
Dress: belt round waist rising to upside-down V in centre of 
waist and oval codpiece attached. 
Steatite; 5.3cm. ht. 
nTE OC2.1(Nos. 44,45,46,47,48,49,50,92) 
No. 44 (Pl. 50') Fig. 38) 
From K02hinas. 18 Herakleion Museum No. 14158 
Male 
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Posture: (legs missing apart from right thigh) - possibly Type 2 
Gesture: (arms missing) - possibly Type 3(a) 
Head: - (missing above neck) 
Torso: squarish-with horizontal shoulders and straight sides 
interrupted by belt. Featureless. 
Lower Half: (missing legs). Rounded, clearly indicated buttocks. 
Legs once running straight'down from waist. 
Dress: thick belt round waist going into V-shape at back 
above buttocks. Codpiece attached in front. 
Clay, yellowish-buff, coýrse and gritty, brown and grey flecks, 
7.8cm. ht. 
No. 45 (Pl. 51) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14169 
Male 
Posture: Type 2 (missing below knees) 
Gesture: Type 4(c) (right arm missing and left below elbow) 
Head: - (missing- above neck) 
Torso: squarisN with horizontal shoulders and straight sides 
interrupted by belt. Featureless. 
Lower Half: legs running straight down from waist and placed 
slightly apart. 
Dress: thickuneven belt round waist, thicker at back and with 
long codpiece attached. 
Clay, dull orange, grey core, coarse and gritty; 8.3cm. ht. 
No. 46 (Pl. 52) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14170 
Male 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
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Gesture: Type 8(c) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: squarish-with slight incurving at sides for waist. 
Sloping shoulders and well moulded arms though hands 
not indicated. Otherwise featureless. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: thick, irregular belt going round waist and dropping down 
on right side of body. 
Clay, orange, pale orange slip, coarse and gritty; 5. Ocm. ext. ht. 
No. 47 (Pl. 53) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14205 
Male 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: squarish, with outward extension where arms once were. 
Horizontal shoulders and straight-sided waist inter- 
rupted by belt. Featureless. 
Lower Half: - (missing) but thickening below belt. 
Dress: thick belt round waist with oval codpiece attached and 
rounded band encircling neck. 
Clay, orange, coarse and gritty, brosm and grey flecks; 
5.5cm. ext. ht. 
No. 48 (Pl. 54) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14241 
Male 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
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Gesture: - (arms missing but one shoulder sloping downwards 
and the other extending out in front of body) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: rectangular, with straight sides interrupted by belt. 
Flat back and front with slight. outward extension below 
-belt. Featureless. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: thick belt round waist tying on, right hand side. 
Clay, dull orange-buff, coarse and gritty, traces of black paint; 
4.8cm. ext. ht. 
No. 49 (Pl. 55) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14247 
Male 
Posture: Type 2- 
Gesture: - (arm missing) possibly 3(a) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: rectangular, with short slanting shoulders and straight- 
sided waist interrupted by belt. Featureless. Flat back 
and slightly convex front. 
Lower Half: (right leg missing) Left, leg running straight down, 
from belt extending outwards. Featureless., Rounded 
buttocks and codpiece. 
Dress: thick belt round waist with codpiece attached. 
Clay, orange, coarse and gritty, brown and grey flecks; 
7.7cm.. ht. 
NO. 50 
From K02hinas. Herakleion Museum ýo. 14249 
"tale 
Posture: (lower half missing) 
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Gesture: (arms missing but left shoulder extending horizontally 
and the right sloping downwards) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: rectangular, with straight sides interrupted by belt. 
Flat front and back. Featureless. 
Lower Half: (legs missing) thickening below belt with rounded 
codpiece. 
Dress: thick belt round waist with codpiece attached. 
Clay, dark orange, grey core, coarse and gritty, traces of 
blackish-brown paint; 6. Ocm. ext. ht. 
No. 92 (Pl. 56) 
From Petsopha. Herakleion Museum No. 9854 
Male 
Posture: Type 4(a) 
Gesture: (one arm missing) probably Type 2(b) 
19 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: rectangular, with horizontal, shoulders and slight incurving 
for waist. - Flat front and back. Featureless. 
Lower Half: thin, featureless legs bent at knees and seated on 
four-legged stool. Legs placed apart with two oblong - 
teet on ground. Rounded buttocks resting on stool. 
Dress: belt round waist with codpiece attached. 
Clay, pinkish-buff, self slip; 6.7cm. ht., stool 1.8 cm. ht. 
Type CC2. II(Nos. 51,52,53,54,55,56,57,77) 
No. 51 (Pl. 57) 
From KoPhinas. Perakleion Museum No. 14157 
Male 
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Posture: - (legs missing) 
Gesture: (arms largely missing) probably Type 3(a) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long and rectangular with horizontal shoulders. Slightly 
twisted torso narrowing slightly towards waist and 
inclining backwards. Featureless. 
Lower Half: (legs missing) rounded hips and buttocks - latter 
clearly indicated. 
Dress: thick belt with small V-shape in centre front. Attached 
loincloth running from front to back. 
Clay, pale orange-buff with pinkish tinge, coarse and gritty, 
grey and brown flecks; 6.5cm. ext. ht. 
No. 52 (Pl. 58) 
From KoRhinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14174 
Male 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: - (left am missing and most of right) 
Head: rounded, with moulded chin. Remains of one small clay pellet 
for eye. Long thin neck. 
Torso: long and rectangular with horizontal shoulders and narrowing 
down towards waist. Flat back and front. Featureless. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: thick belt going into downward V at front. Pudding basin 
hat with slight protrusion at back. 
Clay, orange, coarse and gritty, multicoloured flecks, traces of 
black paint; 8.7cm. ext. ht. 
NO- 53 (Pl- 59) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14204 
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Male 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long and rectangular with'long, slanting shoulders and 
narrowing down towards wai . it. ' Flat back and front. 
Featureless. 
Lower Half: -'(missing) 
Dress: very wide but thin belt round waist with downward'V at 
back - codpiece broken off. 
Clay, - dark orange, coarse and gritty, multicoloured flecks, 
surface blackened; 8.3cm. ext. ht. 
No. 54 (Pl. 60) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14243 
Male 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: - (arms missing except for half of upper left arm) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long and rectangular with long, slanting shoulders and 
narrowing down towards waist. Flat back and front. 
Featureless. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: very wide but thin belt round waist. 
Clay, orange, coarse and gritty, multicoloured flecks, surface 
blackened ; 9cm. ext. ht. 
No. 55 (Pl. 61, Fig. 38) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14245 
Male 
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Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: - (arms missing but shoulders curving round to front) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: rectangular, with long, sloping shoulders. Torso has straight 
sides narrowing down towards waist and interrupted by 
belt. Flat back with slightly convex front. Featureless. 
Lower Half: (legs missing) thickening below belt with codpiece 
projecting outwards. 
Dress: thick and wide belt round waist with large codpiece attached, 
though most of lower part broken off. 
Clay, orange-buff, coarse and gritty, multicoloured flecks; 
7. Ocm. ext. ht. 
NO. 56 (Pl. 132) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14251 
Male 
Posture: (right leg missing and left leg missing from just above 
knee) probably Type 1 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: rectangularwith near horizontal shoulders and straight 
sides narrowing down towards waist - interrupted by belt. 
Pectoral muscles slightly indicated and slight spine 
indentation right down back. 
Lower Half: (mostly missing) rounded, clearly moulded buttocks. 
Legs run straight down from waist but probably 
moulded separately. 
Dress: thick and wide belt round waist with long oval codpiece 
(with rounded top) attached and V-shapedstrip just below 
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belt at rear. 
Clay, orange, coarse and gritty, multicoloured flecks; 9.2cm. ext. ht. 
No. 57 (Pl. 63) ýI : I'' -1 -1, 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. '14253 
Male I--II 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: (arms'missing) 
Head: (missing) 
Torso: rectangular, 'with sides slightly narrowing to waist, slightly 
incurving back, flattened. Large spade cut out of centre 
front of torso and pointing downwards. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: flat but very wide belt round waist. 
Clay, bright orange, coarse and gritty, grey and brown flecks; 
5.6cm. ext. ht. 
No. 77 (Pl. 64) 
From Maza. Herakleion Museum No. 9857 
Male k 11 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture;. Type 2(a) 
Head: (missing) 
Torso: rectangular, with very slightly incurving sides. Well-shaped, 
rounded shoulders with flattened forearms pressed against 
chest and featureless. Flattened back and front. Feature- 
less. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: remnants of thick, rounded belt in front projecting out 
in centre as if for beginnings of codpiece(? ) 
Clay, orange-buff, soft; 3cm. ext. ht. 
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One more figurine may be added to this type group, also from 
Kophinas. This figurine was not studied by the author but can 
be found in a preliminary publication. 
20 
The head, arms, left 
leg below the thigh and right leg below the knee are missing. 
Its torso Is rectangular, narrowing down towards the waist 
with fairly flat. and featureless front and back. It wears a 
thick and wide belt round the waist, which ties at the centre 
front. There is no codpiece in evidence but it is quite-likely 
that It has broken off. The legs appear to be fairly rounded. 
nTE OC2. III(No. 151) 
No. 151 21 (Fig. 39) 
From Prinias. Agios Nikolaos Museum No. 5972 
Male(? ) 
22 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: (left arm-and right forearm missing) probably Type 2(b) 
Head: egg-shaped, with long, pinched out nose leaving two large 
eye indentations. Two attached and moulded strips for 
ears, moulded chin protruding. Head tilted back. Long, 
thin neck. 
Torso: triangular, with narrow waist and long slanting shoulders. 
Flat front and slightly incurving back. Featureless. 
Lower Half: - (missing but joined with tenon) 
Dress: - (missing) flat, circular hat rising up from forehead. 
Clay, pale orange-buff, coarse and gritty, traces of, reddish- 
brown paint; 10.2cm. ext. ht. 
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= DD2-I(Nos. 38,58,93,94, MAL2, J3) 
No. 38 23 , (Fig. '69) 
From Juktas. Herakleton Museum No. 21907 
24 Male 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: (forearms missing) Type 12 
25 
Head: rounded, with long pinched out nose leaving two large eye 
Indentations. Two rounded pieces of clay applied for 
ears. Long, thin'neck. ' 
Torso: 'squarish, with long, slanting shoulders and evidently narrowing 
down towards waist. Arms and upper torso well modelled 
with indications, of muscles. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - small, round cap on top of head with short tassle at back. 
Clay, yellow-buff, self-slip, soft; 4.5cm. ext. ht. 
No. 58 (Pl. 65) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14140 
Male 26 1. II 
Posture: - (lower'half missing) 
Gesture: '--(arms missing) I 
Head: roundedwith long pinched out square snout leaving two 
shallow eye indentations. Two dots painted for eyes. ' 
Two oblong strips applied for ears. Long, thin neck. 
Torso: squarish, with long, slanting shoulders and evidently 
narrowing towards waist. Flat front and back. Feature- 
less. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - Two large circular discs on top and back of head. 
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Clay, pale orange-buff, traces of black paint, soft; 
5.2cm. ext. ht. 
No. 93 (Pl. 66, Fig. 40) 
From Petsopha. Herakleion Museum No. 3407 
Male 
Posture: Type 1 
Gesture: Type 2(a) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: squarish, with long, slanting shoulders. Upper arms 
rounded with pointed, angular elbows and straight 
forearms. Fists clenched. Flat back and front narrow- 
ing towards waist. Featureless., 
Lower Half: long rounded legs, slightly flexed with knees 
indicated by incurving of legs. Rounded thighs 
and-protruding, rounded buttocks. Legs curve in 
again at ankles with long, triangular feet attached 
- resting on small circular base. 
Dress: large, triangular dagger with two small clay pellets at 
centre and one on handle, and tassle hanging down from 
centre - all attached to waist. White painted codpiece 
and kilt - latter covering front and back. Shin high 
white painted boots. Rest of body painted dark reddish- 
brown. 
Clay, reddish-buff, traces of reddish-brown paint, surface 
blackened; 12.5cm. ht. 
No. 94 (Pl. 67) 
From Petsopha. Herakleion Museum No., 3405 
Male - 
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Posture: Type I 
Gesture: Type 2(a) 
Head: rounded, with thick and worn pinched out nose, and moulded 
chin. Two circular and moulded clay ears applied. Thick, 
long neck. 
Torso: squarish, withý long, horizontal'shoulders. Rounded-upper 
arms with pointed, angular elbows, straight forearms and' 
clenched fists. Flat back and front narrowing towards 
waist. Fea*tureless. 
Lower Half: long. rounded legs flexed at knees leaving gap bet- 
ween legs. Rounded thighs and rounded, protruding 
buttocks. Knees indicated by incurving of legs. Legs 
narrow and curving in again for ankles with long. - '-, 
triangular feet attached - resting on small circular 
base. 
Dress: large, triangular dagger, two discs at centre and large 
round pellet on handle. Tassle hanging down from centre of 
dagger. Long, oval codpiece attached. Two flat discs on 
top and back of head. 




French School Apotheke'ý- (no inv. number) 
Male (? ) 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: (right arm missing) Probably Type 2(a)- 
Head: rounded and featureless on sho rt neck. ' 
Torso; rectangular, with long, slanting shoulders. Rounded arms 
and elbows curved round to chest. ' Flat front and back. 
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Featureless. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - 
Clay, red, traces of grey glaze, dark brown paint; 5. Ocm. ext. ht. 
A further figurine, No. J3, may be added to this type group 
from Juktas. This figurine was not personally studied by the 
author, but has been published. 
28 
The head and forearms are missing, 
but its gesture may be estimated as belonging to Type 2(a) or (b) 
(the elbows are curved round in this direction). It has a, 
squarish, featureless torso and wears a kilt with an irregular 
edge and various 'hangings' in the front. It apparently once 
stood upright with legs slightly apart at the top. By comparison 
to the other examples of this type it would appear to be male and 
is made of clay. 
29 
(Fig. 69. ) 
rNPE, M2. II (NOS. 95, AK1) 
No., 95 (Pl. 58, Fig. 40) 
From Petsopha. Herakleion Museum No. 3494 
Male 
Posture: (knees and below missing but restored) Type 1 
Gesture: (right am missing) Type. 5(a)(i) 
Head: roundedwith pinched out nose and two circular eye inden- 
tations and moulded chin. Two circular and moulded clay 
ears applied. Long, thin neck., 
Torso: square, with horizontal shoulders and straight sides inter- 
rupted by belt. Longiroundedifeatureless left arm narrowing 
to point for hand. Flat front and back. Featureless. 
Dress: thick belt round waist tying on right hand side of torso 
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with knot hanging down. Short kilt covering front and 
back with long, phallic protrusion moulded at front of 
kilt. All attached. Small flat disc on top of head. 
Clay, orange-buff, traces of self slip; 23cm. ht. 
AK1 (Fig. 70) 
A figurine from the tomb of Agios Kyrillos in the Messrs. may 
also be added to the DD2-II type group. It stands upright with 
knees slightly flexed, however, and both arms are held to the chest 
symmetrically. The head and the shape of the torso and lower 
half remain the same, however, and a kilt. is worn in relief. 
TYPE EE2 (Nos. 39,160) 
No. 39 (Fig. 41) 
From Juktas. Herakleion Museum No. 21273 
Male 
Posture: (legs missing below thighs, left slightly longer) 
probably Type 1 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: (missing) 
Torso: (missing) remnants of narrow waist. 
Lower Half: (waist to thighs extant only). Well moulded and 
rounded hips and thighs coming down from narrow 
waist. 
Dress: thick but narrow belt round waist with two thick tassles 
hanging on right side. Short kilt with irregular edge 
and exposing lower half of oval codpiece. ' 
Clay, pale yellowish-buff with orange tinge, coarse and gritty; 
ý. rl 
7.4cm. ext. ht. 
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No. 160 (Fig. 71) 
From Traostalos. 
30 Agios Nikolaos Museum (no Inv. number) 
Male 
Posture: (knees and below missing) probably Type 1 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso:, - (missing) 
Lower Half: well moulded thighs and buttocks. 
Dress: long, oblong codpiece applied. Short kilt coveting 
buttocks behind, and descending into U shape. - 
Clay, pale orange-buff, pinkish-grey core, coarse and gritty; 
5.8cm. ext. ht. t; 
7YPE FF2 (No. 59) 
No., 59 (Pl. 70, Fig., 41) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14261 
Vale I !, ý 
Posture: (left leg missing below knee and right leg missing below 
thigh) probably Type 2(b) 
Gesture: (right forearm missing and-all left arm) right arm 
curved round to chest. 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: squarish, with slightly incurving sides at waist. Flat front 
and back. Featureless. 
Lower Half: rounded, moulded legs with left leg curved forwards. 
Dress: thick, narrow belt round waist with wide, short strip 
attached to front and double tassle hanging down from it 
on right. 
Clay, pale orange-buff, hard; 3.4cm. ext. ht. 
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IWE GG2 (Nos. 60,161) 
No. 60 (Fig. 42)- 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14264 
Male 
Posture:, (right leg missing) probably Type 1, 
Gesture: (right arm missing) probably Type 2(g) 
31 
Head: square. with convex crown and narrowing slightly for neck. 
Running straight down into neck and shoulders without a 
diversion. Long pinched out nose with flattened ridge, 
leaving two large eye indentations. Two holes pierced Into 
clay for eyes. Two long, oblong strips of clay vertically 
placed for ears. Six flattened strips of clay on top of 
head converging to point on forehead (denoting hair 
perhaps), plus six others at back of-head. 
Torso: rectangular with straight sides, slightly narrowing for 
waist. Steeply slanting shoulders with arms looped 
round and hands formed by flattening of clay strip. Flat 
front and back. Featureless. 
Lower Half: rounded, 'bandy' left leg and rounded hips. 
Dress: thick, irregular belt round waist with remnants of lower 
codpiece. All attached. 
Clay, pale orange-buff, coarse and gritty, multicoloured flecks, 
traces of reddish-brown paint; 16cm. ext. ht. 
No. 161 (Fig. 72) 
From Traostalos. 32 Herakleion Museum No. 16475 
Male 
Posture: Type 2 
Gesture: Type 2(a) 
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Head: egg-shaped, with pinched out nose leaving two eye Inden- 
tations andtwo holes, pierced in their centres for eyes. 
Rounded, projecting chin and head'slightly tilting back. 
Long, thick neck running straight down from head. ' 
Torso: rectangulariwith long, horizontal, angular shoulders and 
elbows. Forearms curve round to chest with no hands. 
Straight sides interrupted by belt. Thin profile with 
flat back and front widening towards waist. Featureless. 
Lower Half: hips project outwardsslightly from belt and legs 
then run straight down. Legs are rounded, set apart 
and have no, feet rounded off stubs. 
Dress:; thick belt round waist with loincloth going from front 
to back. 
Clay, pale orange-buffi traces of reddish-brown and black paint; 
13.7cm. 'ext., ht. 
7YPE IIH2 (No. 114) 
No. 114 (Pl. ý71, Fig. 43) 
From Piskokephalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9825 
Male 
Posture: (feet missing) Type I 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: (missing) 
Torso: (missing) 
Lower Half: rounded hips broadening outwardsfrom narrow waist, 
and tapering downwards to knees. Knees, shins, calves 
and ankles carefully modelled, with, gap between knees 
and ankles. Shin bone and knee joints indicated. 
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Buttocks well rounded and modelled. 
Dress: covered codpiece with long apron covering front and 
back in two flaps - to just above knees. 
Clay, pale buff, hard and gritty, grey and black flecks, 
traces of orangy-red paint; 14.7cm. ext. ht. 
7YPE 112 
No. 96 (Pl. 76, Fig. 44) 
From Pets02ha. Herakleion Museum No. 4873 
Male 
Posture: - (legs missing) - 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: roundedwith pinched out nose leaving two shallow inden- 
tations. Moulded chin. Two circular clay pellets applied 
for ears. Two white circles painted in for eyes and mouth 
painted white. Bare, bald head. 
Torso: squarish, with short gently sloping shoulders. Slightly 
narrowing at waist. Flat front and slightly concave 
back. 
Lower Half: (legs missing) broadening hips below waist-line 
with rounded upper buttocks. 
Dress: whole body painted black with codpiece and kilt with 
opening in front revealing codpiece, painted in white. 
Also white necklace with pendant hanging down consisting 
of double cross and disc. Fastening in kilt beside cod- 
piece with four buttons(? ) 




7WE JJ2. I (Nos. 40,7q, 80,97,235) 
No. 40 -(Fig. 73) 
From Juktas. Herakleion Museum No. 22108 
Female 
Posture: - (lower half missing) probably Type 3 
Gesture: (arms missing) probably Type 4(b) 
33 
Head:, rounded, with pinched out and rounded nose and chin, 
leaving two eye depressions. Two small circular 
pellets of clay applied into depressions for eyes. 
Two additional moulded strips applied for ears. Mouth 
indented. Long thick neck. Head tilted slightly back. 
Torso: short, cylindrical torso flaring out at waist. Two, 
rounded, protruding breasts - set high and close together. 
Lower Half: (mostly missing) body flares out below waist-line, 
with concave interior. 
Dress: beginnings of bell-shaped dress flaring out below waist- 
line. Band round waist with bodice above rising to - 
peaked collar extending out horizontally at back of neck. 
Breasts left exposed in front. Wide open bowl-shaped 
hat projecting out and up from head and tilting forwards. 
Clay, buff with pinkish tinge, pale slip, traces of black and 
white paint; 6.4cm. ext. ht. 
No. 79 (Pl. 77) 
From Maza (? B' TCKPOQ E= 
, 
4VL6V ITC&050r. ) Herakleion Museum No. 9863 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: (forearms missing) Type 4(a) 
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Head: conical, with pinched out nose and chin (both rounded and 
worn) leaving two large eye depressions. Two pellets 
of clay applied for ears. Head inclining backwards. Long, 
thick neck. 
Torso: cylindrical, with slightly incurving sides. Two small 
pellet breasts set close together and framed by 
projecting arms. 
Lower Half: bell-shaped, with holl , ow interior and once containing 
two legs (broken off below thighs). 
Dress: bell-shaped dress extending to ground. Bodice hanging 
down low at back and leaving breasts exposed in front, 
and rising to peaked collar projecting outwards at 
back of neck. Hollow, conical hat extending upwards 
from head. Traces of white paint on torso, neck and 
f ace. 
Clay, reddish-brown, fairly coarse; 10.4cm. ht. 
No. 80 (Pl. 78) 
3V IIC64OU5()C)34 From Maza (? BI Tcupc)C iTODLV4eO Herakleion Museum No. 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 4(a) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso and Lower Half: cylindrical upper half flaring out and 
extending to ground, without waist definition. Arms 
extending out in front and slightly upwardsbut no breasts 
indicated. 
Dress: bell-shaped dress extending to ground and with hollow 
interior rising to peaked collar projecting outwards at 
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back of neck. 
Clay, reddish-brown, fairly coarse; 4.55cm. ht. 
No. 97 (Pl. 79, Fig. 45) 
From Petsopha. Herakleion Museum No. 3431 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: (right arm missing) probably Type 4(b) 
Head: rounded, with pinched out and rounded nose and chin 
leaving two shallow eye depressions. Circularldot, 
eyes and long eyebrows painted in, in black. Two 
circular, moulded pieces of clay for ears, applied and 
painted red. Long, thick neck emerging from torso. 
No demarcation between head and hat. 
Torso: cylindrical, with straight sides stopping at waist. Two 
rounded and protruding breasts, applied, - set high and 




Lower Half: wide bell-shape, with hollow interior. 
Dress: bell-shaped dress extending to ground with high bodice 
exposing breasts in front and rising to peaked collar 
37 
projecting outwards at back of neck. Skirt is painted 
black with white diagonal lines painted on in alternate 
directions in sets of three. Tall tongue-shaped hat 
attached at top and back of head and sweeping forwards 
in a high curve 
38 
and with r- ecurved edges leaving shallow 
bowl on interior. It has thick, white, horizontal lines 
painted onto a black surface. 
3q 
Clay, pinkish-buff, slip, soft, dark brown, black and white 
paint; 14. Ocm. ht. 
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No. 235 (PI. 80, Fig. 73) 
From Zakros. Siteia Museum No. 2818 
Female 
40 
Posture: -(lower half missing) 
Gesture: (arms missing) probably Type 4(b) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: cylindrical and short, with straight sides. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: remains of bodice rising to peaked collar projecting out In 
wide ridge from back of neck and curved round to front. 
41 
Traces of white paint in front and dark paint all over. 
42 
Clay, pale orange-buff, soft, traces of white and black 
paint; 3.8cm. ext. ht. 
A figurine from the peak sanctuary of Xerokampos may be added 
to this group, now situated in the Agios Nikolaos Museum. 
43 
It is almost identical to No. 97 of this type and wears a similar 
hat, tongue-shaped and curving slightly forwardqand up from 
the head. The large eye depressions are not painted, however, 
but inset with two large pellets of clay and the arms are both 
held out straight in front of the body. The two small breasts 
set between the arms, 'hang' off the torso with their upper ends 
pressed down on to it. 
From Phaistos (PHI1) a figurine belonging to this type group 
was uncovered from a well north-east of Room 73 of the palace. 
Like No. 97 above, it has a short, cylindrical torso with two 
breasts applied high and close together. She wears a long but 
less wide bell-shaped skirt extending to the ground and there 
are traces of white paint on the chest and face. The arms 
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are held forward3in front of the body, bent slightly inwards, 
with forearms curving upwards. Her head and face, although 
worn, are more similar to those from Piskokephalo, with the 
hair gathered up In a bun at the back of the head and secured 
by a wide band. The head Is inclined slightly to one side 
and rests on a thick neck (Fig. 74). 
7YPE JJ2. II(No. 41) 
-No. 
41 (Fig. 46) 
From Juktas. Herakleion Museum No. 21925 
Female 
Posture: (lower half missing) possibly Type 3 
Gesture: (arms missing) possibly Type 4(b) 
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Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long and cylindrical with slightly incurving sides 
and back and convex front (as if slightly tilting 
back). Two small and circular pellets of clay 
applied f6r breasts, between'shoulders. Neck rising 
up from torso without demarcation. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: remains. of high bodice rising to peaked collar 
at back of neck and curving round to front. No 
I demarcation of collar and arms at back. 
Clay, pinkish-grey, buff slip, soft; 7.4cm. ht. 
IWE KK2 (No. 98) 
No. 98 (Pl. 81, Fig. 46) 
From Petsopha. Agios Nikolaos Museum No. 99600 
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Female 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: Type 4(d) 
Head: oval, with pinched out and worn nose leaving two large 
eye depressions. Pointed chin and two circular moulded 
pieces of, clay applied for ears. Long, thin neck. Head 
tilting well back. 
45 
Torso: lozenge-shaped, with steeply slanting shoulders and 
sides incurving to narrow waist. Rounded protrusions 
for breasts., Thin profile with flattened, slightly 
concave back. Arms pulled forwardsand held, together 
in front with thin forearms and rounded upper arms. 
Lower, Half: - (missing) 
Dress: remains of bodice rising up to peaked collar at back 
of neck and closed in front. 'Traces 
of black and 
white paint. Lower half of, wide, shallow open-bowl 
hat. 
Clay, pinkish-buff, soft, traces of black, white and brown 
paint; 6.9cm. ext. ht. 
rME 112 (No. 99 + one from Kalamaki) 
No. 99 (Pl. 82, Fig. 47) 
From PetsoRha. Herakleion Museum No. 3439 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: (forearms missing) Type 4 possibly (d) 
Head: triangular, with rounded-off pointed chin. Pinched 
, out and pointed nose 
leaving two shallow depressions 
for eyes. Two circular pellets of clay applied for 
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ears. Long thin neck. 
Torso: long and cylindrical with flattened back. Two rounded 
breasts applied - set close together and encased by 
arms. Sidesnarrowing to waist. 
Lower Half: (restored)'bell-shaped", with hollow interior ex- 
tending to ground. 
Dress: bell-shaped dress extending to ground rising to 
I- low peaked collar closely"fitting against back of 
neck. Breasts exposed. Large and deep open bowl- 
shaped'hat placed-well forward over head and pulled 
in slightly at the sides leaving slightly peaked 
front and back. 
46 
Clay, reddish-buf f, coarse with white flecks; 15.5cm. ht. 
To this figurine may be add4&d one more from the peak'sanctuary 
of Kalamaki, now situated. in the Agios Nikolaos Museum. 
47 
She 
stan&upright with the arms bent at the elbows and held below 
the breasts. The torso is long and cylindrical, narrowing 
to the waist and with two large, rounded breasts applied 
(one missing). The shoulders are broad and horizontal and 
the neck long and thin. The head differs to No. 99, however, 
in that the features are modelled and not pinched out, part- 
icularly the nose. The mouth is indicated by a light, horizon- 
tal incision and the eyes are circular. On her head she 
wears a rounded and flattish hat. 
7WE NN?, I(Nos. 36,100,101,162,163 + two from Prinias) 
No. 36 (Pl. 83 ) 
From Arvi. Ashmolean Museum No. ASH 425 
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Female 48 
Posture: - (lower half missing) -1 . 
Gesture: (left arm missing): Type 2(h) 
Head: roundedýwith pinched out nose leaving two large 
depressions. Two large pellets of clay for eyes in- 
serted into depressions. Two more rounded pieces of 
clay applied for ears. 
Torso: rectangular, with gently slanting shoulders and straight 
sides at waist. Two small, rounded breasts applied 
irregularly. Flat back with slightly convex front. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: remains of a belt beneath the, right arm about the waist. 
Small and round flat cap on top of head with two 
incised lines running down from it at back of head. 
Clay, buff, fairly coarse; 6.6cm. ext. ht. 
No. 100 (PI. 84) 
From Petsopha. Herakleion Museum No. 2437 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: (lower arms missing) probably Type 4(c) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: short and rectangular with straight-sided waist. Slightly 
slanting shoulders and arms (without demarcation) r, 
curving down to waist on underside. Two rounded pellets 
applied irregularly for breasts and very worn. Flat- 
tened back and front with thin profile. 
Lower Half: gently flaring into bell-shape with hollow interior. 
Dress: bell-shaped skirt extending to ground with jacket (ex- 
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posing breasts at front? - very worn). Thick double 
belt round waist tying in centre front and hanging 
down skirt. 
Clay, orange-buff, grey core; 7.3cm. ext. ht. 
No. 101 (Fig. 75) 
From Petsopha*. Agios Nikolaos Museum Ho. 101610 
Female (double) 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: - (left arm missing side A and both arms missing side 
B) probably Type 2(d) on side A at least 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: rectangular, with long, gently slanting shoulders and 
rounded elbows. Two small pellet breasts applied 
irregularly on both sides. Same shoulder but arms 
moulded separately. Fairly thin, flat profile. 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Clay, dull buff with oran - ge tinge, self slip; 2.7cm. ext. ht. 
No. 162 (Fig. 48) 
From Traostalos. Herakleion Museum No. 16444 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: (forearms missing)'probably Type 4(c) 
Head: lozenge-shaped, with rounded-of f, pointed chin. Pinched 
out nose with shallow and small eye depressions. Light 
incision for mouth. Ears pinched out from sides of head. 
Low, thick neck. 
Torso: rectangularwith long, slanting shoulders and straight 
sides with arms'curved round to front. Fairly flat back 
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and front. Two small conical breasts applied 
set high and close, together. 1-1-11" "1 1 
Lower Half: bell-shape extending out and down to ground (with 
lower front section missing) and hollow. ý 
Dress: bell-shaped dress extending to ground with bodice 
rising to flattened collar at back of neck and leaving 
breasts exposed. Thick but narrow, rounded belt tied 
round waist and hanging down on left side. Large and 
wide open-bowl hat risingýup from head and held 
slightly forward. Traces of brown paint on skirt and 
jacket. 
Clay, pale buff with orange tinge, traces of pale brown paint; 
16. Ocm., ht. 
No. 163 
From Traostalos. Herakleion, Museum No. 16474 
Female 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: Type 8(c) 
Head: oval, with pinched out nose and chin but flattened mouth. 
Two large and deep eye depressions covering most of 
face. Long neck. 
Torso: short and rectangular with long, slanting shoulders 
merging into looped arms. Clay depressed at ends of 
arms for hands and further, incised to indicate fingers. 
Two small pellet breasts applied but mostly concealed 
beneath crossed arms. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - (no indications) 
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0 
Clay, pale orange-buff; 6.2cm. ext. ht. 
Two more figurines may be added to this type group, both from 
the peak sanctuary of Prinias and now situated in the Aglos 
49 Nikolaos Museum, Nos. 5932 and 6036. No. 5932 has a 
rectangular torso with sides slightly narrowing to the waist, 
flattened back and front, and two small pellets of clay attached 
to the torso (one missing). The arms are 'looped' out and down 
to the hips, and round the waist she wears a thick and rounded 
double belt evidently tying on the right side: the lower half 
is missing. The head has a long, thin neck and the characteris- 
tic pinched out nose and eye depressions with an open-bowl 
hat on top. No. 6063 has a similar torso, with two small 
pellets attached, - narrowing to the waist with flattened 
front and back. The bell-shaped skirt flares out slightly 
at the waistýand extends down to the ground. The head does 
not have the characteristically pinched out nose but is more 
carefully modelled, and the eyes have been formed by piercing 
two holes. The eyebrows are modelled above and the mouth is 
indicated by a light incision. She does wear the characteristic 
open-bowl hat on her head however. 
7YPE NN2. II(No. 153) 
No. 153 (Fig. 49) 
From Prinias. Agios, Nikolaos Museum No. 5897 
Female 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: (forearms missing) Type 4(b) 
50 
Head: - (missing) 
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Torso: rectangular, with straight sides narrowing towards 
waist. Rounded shoulders and thick upper arms. 
Two'irregular 'hanging' breasts moulded and applied 
to torso irregularly. Flattened back and fairly 
"'thin profile. ' 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Clay, orange-buff, coarse, brown and grey flecks; 3.85cm. 
ext. ht. 
7WE PP2 (No. 187) 
No. 187 (PI. 85, Fig. 49) 
From Chamaizi. Herakleion Museum No. 3489 
Female 51. 
Posture: Type, 3 
Gesture:, Type'4(d) 
52, 
Head: triangular, with long, rounded-off chin. Two large and 
rounded pellet eyes and moulded ears, applied ., 
Torso: rectangular, with straight sides narrowing towards 
waist and long, gently slanting'shoulders. 
Two large, conical breasts applied in centre of torso. 
Flattened back and front with thin profile. 
Lower Half: flattened bell with hollow interior. 
Dress: bell-shaped skirt extending to ground with flattened 
front and more rounded back and gathered at sides to 
form pleat. Thin band round waist. Traces of reddish- 
brown paint all over. ' FlatIberet' with rounded edges 
on top of head. 
Clay, pale orange-buff, buff slip, traces of brown paint, 
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fairly coarse; 21.65cm. ht. 
71PE On: L (Nos. 85,102,103,104) 
No. 81 (Pl. 86) 
From Maza, (? B' 7b*0Q ETCUVL6V ne8m, 50C 1952) 
53 
Herakleion Museum No. 9864 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type, 9 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: short and rectangular with straight sides and flaring 
out widely below waist. Arms loop round from side 
laterals to cover chest and hands to chin. Breasts 
covered(? ) 
Lower Half: irregular and moulded bell-shape - solid. 
Dress: bell-shaped skirt pulled in on either side forming 
pleats and leaving depression in centre front of 
skirt. Irregular base. -Bodice rising to peak and 
projecting outwardsat back of'neck. 
Clay, orange-brown, fairly soft; 5. Ocm. ext. ht. 
No. 102 (Pl. 87) 
From PetsoRha. Herakleion Museum No. 9860 
Female, 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture; (forearms missing) probably Type 4 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long, slanting shoulders, incurving sides to waist 
and incurving, back. Thick neck projecting from torso. 
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Featureless. 
Lower Half: rounded back with large, square and flat block 
attached to front of lower body and extending 
out at sides. 
Dress: bell-shaped dress extending to ground, and rising to 
peaked collar projecting outwards at back of neck. 
Clay, reddish-brown, f airly - coarse; S. 6cm., ext. ht. 
No. 103 (Pl. 88) 
From Petsopha. Herakleion Museum No. 9861 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 3(d)(very worn and broken off) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: rectangular front with steeply incurving back leaving 
thin profile. - Thick neck projecting up from torso. 
Torso inclined, backwards. Featureless. 
Lower Half: body flaring out below waist giving wide bell- 
shape with irregular wavy front and slightly 
rounded and wavy back with sides drawn in 
to thin edge. Underside of dress crudely filled 
with irregular pieces of clay - possible attempt 
at moulding feet and legs. 
Dress: wide, bell-shaped dress with irregular wavy front and 
back (possibly denoting movement of legs underneath), 
, and gathered at sides., Rises to a peaked collar which 
projects out horizontally at back of neck and curves 
down steeply to waist on underside. 
Clay, reddish-brown, fairly coarse; 8.2cm. ext.. ht. 
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No. 104 (Pl. 89, Fig. 50) 
From Petsopha. Herakleion Museum No. 9859 
Female 
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.1-', 1 11 
Posture: Type 3, 
Gesture: Type ý2(g) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: small and rectangular with rounded shoulders and 
arms looped round to front. Incurving back, once 
rising to-peaked collar at back of neck (broken off). 
Flat front, - giving thin profile. Featureless. 
Lower Half: body flaring out below waist giving wide bell- 
shape with flattish front and very rounded pro- 
truding back. Two legs, with right foot missing 
and moulded separately revealed below hollow waist. 
Dress: wide bell-shaped dress with flattened front and indica- 
tion of pleating on left hand side. Rounded posterior 
and irregular edge at base. 
Clay, reddish-brown, fairly coarse; 8cm. ext. ht. 
7YPE RR2 (No. 199) 
No. 199 (Pl. 90 i Fig. 50) 
From Knossos. Ashmolean Museum'No. AE991 
Female 
Posture: (lower part of skirt missing) Type 3 
Gesture: (left arm and right forearm missing) probably Type 3(a) 
Head: - (missing) long, thin neck. 
Torso: squarish, with near horizontal shoulders and incurving 
sides for waist. Flattened back and chest with rounded 
stomach. Arms rounded and outstretched. 
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Lower Half: flaring below waist on both sides and rounded. 
Dress: bell-shaped skirt once extending to ground with very 
thick double belt going round waist at back and 
descending into V-shaped opening down front of skirt. 
Skirt painted dark brown to black with red vertical 
lines superimposed - set in pairs interspersed with 
white X's. White torso with traces of red paint and 
red band round neck. 
Clay, pale pinkish-buff, white slip, traces of black, dark 
brown and red paint, hard; 7.8cm. ext. ht. 
TYPE SS2 (No. 154) 
No. 154 (Fig. 51) 
From Prinias. Agios Nikolaos Museum No. 5934 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: narrowwith well-moulded and rounded breasts - incurving 
sides at waist. flaring for hips. Very irregular. 
Lower Half: flaring with rounded back and wavy front. Hollow 
interior and irregular base. 
Dress:, bell-shaped skirt extending to ground and depressed 
in, centre front. Apron/shawl worn over torso and 
upper skirt - applied separately and pressed down over 
body, with additional small vertical incisions all 
round its edges. 
Clay, orange-buff, pale brown slip; 8.4cm. ext. ht. 
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7YPE Tr2. I(Nos. 116,117,, 165) 
No. 116 (Pl. 91, Fig. 52) 
From Piskokephalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9764 
Female 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: (left arm missing) Type 2(d) 
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Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long and rectangular, with sides narrowing and slightly 
incurving at waist. Broad and rounded, horizontal 
shoulders with rounded arm and elbow curved round to 
front. Hand not distinguished. Two small 'hanging' 
breasts applied to torso. Slightly convex front and 
back and thick profile. Tenon, in base of torso for' 
insertion into lower half. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Clay, orange-buff, self slip, traces of white and yellowish- 
brown paint, scattered flecks; 6.6cm. ext. ht. 
No. 117 (Pl. 92) 
From Piskokephalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9777 
Female 
Posture: - (lower hali missing) 
Gesture: (right arm missing and hand of left arm) Type 2(d) 
56 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: rectangular, with sides narrowing and incurving slightly 
at waist. -Broad and rounded, horizontal shoulders with 
rounded upper arms and elbows and thin, tubular fore- 
arms. Two rounded breast protrusions evenly placed. 
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Convex front and back and thick profile. 
Lower Half: (missing) 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Clay, pale orange-buff, traces of reddish-brown slip'; 
6.3cm. ext. ht. 
57 No. 165 (Fig. 76) 
From Traostalos. Agios Nikolaos Museum - (no inv. number) 
Female 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: (arms missing) possibly Type 4(c) 
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Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long and rectangularwith sides'narrowing and Incurving 
slightly at waist. Broad and rounded shoulders with 
rounded upper arms. . Two small pellets of clay applied 
Irregularly- set'high up on torso. Flattened back 
with slightly convex front and thick profile. Tenon on 
base of torso for insertion into lower half. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Clay, pale oiiange-ýu'ff, fairly soft;; 6. Scm. ext. ht. 
7WE Tr2-II (Nos. 118,166) 
No. 118 (Pl. 93, Fig. 52)' 
From PiskokeRhalo. He'rakleion'Museum No. 9751 
Female 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: Type 2(h) 
Head: large and rounded, with pinched out, pointed nose and chin, 
leaving two large eye depressions covering face. Mouth 
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area flattened. Ears pulled out leaving depression at 
side of head. Head tilted back. Long, thin neck. 
Torso: long and rectangular, with sides narrowing and slightly 
incurving at waist. Broad, horizontal shoulders with 
thin, rounded arms looped round to the front. Flattened 
back and front. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - (no Indications) 
Clay, orange-buff with pinkish tinge, self slip, traces of 
white paint; 10.9cm. ext. ht. 
No. 166 ffýg. 76) 
From Traostalos. Agios Nikolaos Museum No. 6994 
Female 
Posture: (lower half missing) 
Gesture:, - (arms missing) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: (lower half missing). Rounded and broad. near horizontal 
shoulders. One small pellet breast extant only and 
applied. Flattened back and slightly rounded front. 
Thick profile. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: semi-circular ridge projecting up slightly at back of 
neck - suggestive of a peaked collar(? ) 
Clay, orange, traces of reddish-brown paint, fairly coarse; 
4.6cm. ext. ht. 
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=, 7M-III(No. 119) 
No. '119 (Pl. 94, Fig. 53) 
From Piskokephalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9778 
Female 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: '- (missing) 
Torso: long and rectangular, with sides narrowing and incurving 
slightly at waist. Broad, rounded, horizontal shoulders 
with rounded upper arms. One'large, conical breast 
applied on left side (the other broken off). Stomach 
swelling out below breasts possibly denoting pregnancy. 
Flattened'back. ' Thick profile. 
Clay, pinkish-buff, self slip, traces of white paint, coarse 
and gritty; 8.4cm. ext. 'ht. 
7WE 7M. IV (Nos. 120,121,122) 
No. 120 (Pl. C95, Fig. '-53)' 
From Piskokephalo. ' Herakleion Museum No. 9768 
Female 
Posture: (lower half missing) 
Gesture: (right arm and'Ieft hand missing) Type 2 possibly (d) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long and rectangular, with sides narrowing and curving 
slightly to waist. Long, broad, gently sloping and 
rounded shoulders. Thickrounded upper arms with thinner, 
more tubular forearms. Slight breast protrusions beneath 
jacket. ' Flattened back and slightly convex front. Thick 
profile. 
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Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: jacket with deep but narrow V-shape in front and with 
sleeves. Traces of red paint. 
Clay, orange-buff, self slip, traces of reddish-brown paint, 
fairly coarse, scattered flecks; 8.1cm. ext. ht. 
No. 121 (Pl. 96) 
From Piskokephalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9767 
Female 
Posture: (lower half missing) possibly Type 3 
Gesture: (left arm missing) Type 2(1) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long and rectangular, with broad, gently slanting and 
rounded shoulders. Sides narrowing and Incurving 
slightly at waist. Long, thin arms with rounded, feature- 
less hands-(formed, by pressing down the ends of the clay 
arm strips). Small pellet breasts applied beneath 
hands. Flat back and convex front. Thick profile. 
Lower Half: (mostly missing) Slight flare below waist con- 
tinuing a short way downwards. Convex front and 
back - very roundedý 
Dress: jacket with deep U-shape opening in front exposing 
breasts, and with long sleeves. Upper part of narrow 
bell-shaped skirt. 
Clay, orange-buff, traces of red paint, soft; 10. Ocm. ext. ht. 
No. 122 (Pl. 97) 
From Piskokephalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9768 
Female 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
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Gesture: (left forearm and right hand missing) Type 2 possibly (b) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: rectangular, with long, slanting shoulders and sides 
narrowing and slightly incurving to waist. Rounded, 
tubular arms with right arm bent sharply at elbow. 
Breasts protruding slightly below jacket - semi-exposed. 
Convex front and back. Thick profile. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: jacket with deep irregular V-shape in front, semi-expos- 
ing breasts, and with long sleeves. 
Clay, reddish-brown, grey core, coarse and gritty; 6.8cm. ext. ht. 
rlYPE UU2. I(Nos. 68,200) 
No. 68 (Pl. 98, Fig. 54) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14203 
Female 
Posture: (lower half largely missing) probably Type 3 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long and rectangular, with straight-sided waist and 
horizontal shoulders interrupted by belt. Two small, 
conical, moulded breasts applied. Flattened back and 
convex front. Thick profile. 
Lower Half: slight flare below waist. Rounded and roughly 
moulded. 
Dkess: upper half of narrow bell-shaped skirt extant, with part 
of thick double belt remaining on left hand side of waist. 
Clay, dull orange, grey core, coarse and'gritty; 10.5cm. ext. ht. 
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No. 200 (Pl. 99) 
From Knossos. Stratigraphical Museum, Knossos No. HH/58/156 
59 
Female 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: - (missing) , 
Torso: wide and rectangular, with gently slanting shoulders and 
sides narrowing to waist - interrupted by belt. Two 
small, roughly moulded, conical breasts applied. Flattened 
back and convex front. Thick profile. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: upper back part and lower left hand section of thick 
double belt extant - wavy at back and apparently tying 
on left hand side. 
Clay, orange-buff, pale buff, slip, grey core, coarse and gritty; 
7.4cm. ext. ht. 
7YPE UU2,. TI(No. 201) 
No. 201 (Pl. 100, Fig. 55) 
From Knossos. 60 Stratigraphical Museum, Knossos No. LGI/57/16 
Female 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
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Head: - (missing) I 
Torso: long and rectangular, with near horizontal shoulders and 
sides slightly incurving at waist. Two roughly moulded, 
conical breasts applied (now very worn). Flattened back 
and slightly convex front. Thick profile. 
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Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Clay, orange-buff, pale buff slip, coarse and gritty, with 
multi-coloured flecks; 7.9cm. ext. ht. 
IYPE W2 (No. 167) 
No. 167, (Fig. 56) 
From Traostalos. Herakleion Museum No. 16465 
Female 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: -Type 8(b) 
Head: large and rounded, with long, moulded nose and chin. Two 
thick locks coming down from top of head and looped 
round at back to form elaborate bun. Very thick neck 
framed on both sides by hair. 
Torso: long, thin and rectangular, with straight sides narrowing 
to wai'st., Rounded arms looped round to front from neck 
with no demarcations, and covering left breast. Hands 
not indicated. Two large, conical breasts applied. Flat 
ed back and front. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: open-fronted jacket or bodice painted in brown with front 
painted in white. 
Clay, dull orange-buff, traces of white and brown paint; 10.3cm. 
ext. ht. 
7YPE WW2 (No. 106) 
No. 106 (Pig. 57) 
From PetsoRha. Agios Nikolaos Museum No. 7718 
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Female 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
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Gesture: Type 7 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long, narrow, rectangular and crudely modelled with two 
rounded strips for arms with no demarcations. Two moulded 
and large breasts applied and set close together. 
Rounded, narrow back and rounded front. 
Lower Half: (largely missing) very slight indication of flared 
I skirt below belt, remaining narrow and rounded. 
Dress: open-fronted bodice rising to peak at back of neck, 
(extending vertically), and leaving breasts exposed. 
Thick belt, crossing over in front, applied round waist. 
Clay, dull buff.: 6.4cm. 'ext. ht. 
7WE XX2 (No. 225) 
No. 225 (Pl. 101, Fig. 57) 
From Phaistos. Herakleion Museum No. 2680 
Female 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: (left forearm missing) Type 4(c) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: rectangular, with sides coming straight down from under 
arm and incurving very slightly at waist. Long, slanting 
shoulders curved round to front with no demarcations on 
arms for elbows and hands. Two large, moulded breasts. 
Flattened back and convex front. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
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Dress: open-fronted red jacket with short sleeves and red 
straps crossing over the exposed and white-painted 
breasts. Red paint round neck with red and greyish-blue 
pendants hanging from band. Traces of black paint at 
waist. 
Clay, pale buff, traces of red, white, blue and black paint, 
hard; 5.5cm. ext. ht. 
YY2: SKI WS (Nos. 123,155,168) 
I. No. 123 (Pl. 102, Fig. 58) 
From Piskokephalo. Herakleion. Museum No. 9773(2) 
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Long, narrow bell-shape flaring slightly at waist and going 
straight down at sides. Drawn in at sides into a triple pleat. 
Flat back and rounded front with pleats at rear sides, attached 
separately. Hollow interior. Thick mould. 
Clay, pale pinkish-buff, scattered grey flecks; 12.5 and 12. Ocm. hts. 
H. No. 155 (P, 
ý1.103a, 
Fig. 59) 
From Prinias. Agios Nikolaos Museum No. 5933 
Long, narrow, Irregular bell-shape with slight flare at top 
then coming straight down with slight incurve at sides and 
flaring out again at base. Diagonal moulded fold going right 
down length of skirt. Light incisions made down fold and contin- 
uing in a band round the edge of the skirt. Thick mould. 
Partially hollow interior with two legs inserted in base - no 
evidence left for feet. 
Clay, orange-buff, traces of orangy-brown paint; 10.3cm. ht. 
III. No. 168 (Fig. 60) 
From Traostalos. 'Herakleion Museum No. 16446 
Wide bell-shape flaring out from waist and drawn in at sides 
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into a triple pleat, leaving oval base. Hollow Interior. 
Wide sash or belt applied on top of skirt extending downwards 
in the front in loops and tying in an elaborate knot in centre 
front. Thick mould. 
Clay, orange-buff; 8.6cm. ext. ht. 
ZZ2: HEADS 
No. ZZ2. I (Pl. 1051 Fig., 61) 
From Piskokephalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9732 
Female 
Oval, with moulded eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth. Ears. broken off. 
Two thick, circular bands, the uppermost smaller, gathering hair 
above head. Hair emerges from top band and from beneath lower band 
I 
in five long, wavy locks. In front the hair just emerges, from 
the lower band, is parted in the middle, and falls either side 
of the forehead and round behind the ears. 
No. ZZ2. II (Pl. 106, Fig., 61) 
From Piskokephalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9739 
Female 
Oval, with worn slightly inset eyes. Thin, fine and carefully 
modelled nose, and mouth. Hair is applied and tied up in a large 
bun emerging from the back of the head inclining upwards, and 
gathered by a wide band. It Is parted in the middle of the ' 
forehead and falls down either side framing the face and even- 
tually curving round. to the back. Traces of white paint all 
over the face and neck. 
No. ZZ2. III (Pl. 116, Fig. 62) 
From Piskokephalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9731, 
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Female 
Oval, with 'worn slightly inset eye I a. ' Modelled eyebrows and 
thin, fine nose. Chin and mouth very worn. 
Hat made up of two thick discs, the uppermost smaller than 
the lower, placed on top of head and inclining slightly back. 
Hair parted in centre forehead andýfalls either side curving 
round behind the ears. Four thick and wavy locks descending 
down back of neck. (Similar to ZZ2. I) 
No. ZZ2. IV (Pl. ''117, Fig. 63) 
From Piskokephalo. Herakleion Museum No. ''9744' 
Female 
Long, thinner oval, with slightly inset'eyes and thin, fine nose. 
Two small, modelled ears. Rest of features very worn. Tall and 
deep open-bowl shaped hat rising straight up from head and 
inclining slightly back (1polos' hat). No hair indicated. 
No. ZZ2. V (Pl. 118, Fig. 63) 
From PiskokeRhalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9730 
Female 
Rounded, with large, pinched out'nose leaving two eye depressions 
inset with large, circular pellets of clay. Pinched out and'- 
pointed chin. Rounded crown, much worn. Hair gathered in bun 
at'back of head, projecting out almost horizontally from head. 
Wide band round hair with two attached pellets of clay on right 
side (buttons? ) 
No. ZZ2. VI (Pl. 119, Fig. 64) 
From Piskokephalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9746 
Probably Female 
Oval, with very worn and slightly inset eyes; 'small and fine 
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modelled nose, mouth and circular ears. - Hair gathered up 
in a small, central bun at back of head with four smaller 
buns encircling central fixture. Traces of white paint over 
face and neck. 
No. ZZ2. VII (Pl. 132) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14162 (In exhibition) 
Female 
Triangular head, with rounded and moulded chin. Pinched out 
nose with shallow eye depressions inset with two small pellets 
of clay. Mouth area flattened. Two, triangular pieces of clay 
applied for ears and crudely moulded. Short curls across 
forehead emerging from base-of hat. Wide and thick brimmed, 
flattish hat extending forwardsand inclining upwardsfrom face, 
with shorter projection behind. Concave, shallow bowl interior. 
No. ZZ2. = (Pl., 133) 
Prom. Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14176 (In exhibition) 
Female 
TriAngular, with large, pinched out nose and chin leaving fine 
ridge down centre of face and two deep eye depressions inset 
with small pellets of clay. Two moulded and protruding elong- 
ated strips applied for ears. Large and wide open bowl-shaped 
hat set slightly forward on head and made up of six coils of clay 
with incised rim round the top. Short curls of hair emerging 
from hat along forehead. 
ZZ2. IX (Pl. 134, Fig. 64) 
From ]Knossos. Heraklelon Museum No. 9248 
Female 
Triangular, with rounded-off chin and largemoulded nose. Two 
small pellets of clay set either side of nose for eyes. Mouth 
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indented and eyebrows painted on In black. Traces of white 
paint of right side of face but once covering whole of face. 
Large open-bowl hat with a wavy snake-like strip of clay 
round its perimeter and one loop handle extending from front 
to back of hat. 
Clay, reddish-brown, traces of white paint, coarse; 6.8cm. ext. ht. 
ZZ2. X (Fig. 65) 
From Mallia. French School Apotheke No. M. 68. F. 18 
Female 
Rounded, with pinched out but modelled nose. Slight circular 
eye indentations inset with clay pellets and with modelled eye- 
brows and irises. Two modelled, circular ears applied. Head 
surmounted by large, open-bowl- shaped hat extending outward4,, 
and upwards, covering crown completely. Long, thin neck with 
tenon emerging at base. 
Clay, pinkish-buff, traces of red and blue paint; 9.2cip. ext. ht. 
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IYPF AA3 (Nos. 185,186) 
HERMAPHRODITES 
No. 185 (P]. 135, Fig. 77) 
From Chamaizi. Herakleion Museum No. 3488 
Hermaphrodite 
Posture: Type 2 
Gesture: Type 12 
Head: oval, with pinched out and moulded nose, leaving shallow 
eye depressions inserted with pellets of clay'for eyes. 
Rounded chin held forwardsas top of head inclines slightly 
back. Curved strips of clay applied for ears. Long neck. 
Torso: triangular, with sides narrowing sharply to drawn in 
waist. Two small pellets of clay applied for breasts - 
set high up on otherwise flat torso. Flat back with 
slightly convex shoulders and thin profile. 
Lower Half: curved and rounded hips coming out from waist with 
thick, rather shapeless legs narrowing at feet and 
slightly incurving at knees. Protruding and rounded 
posterior. Two triangular feet set on a square base. 
Dress: small, round cap on top of head. Otherwise no indications. 
Clay, orange-buff, beige slip, fairly coarse, white and brown 
flecks; 27.9cm. ht. 
No. 186 (Pl. 136) 
From Chamaizi. Herakleion Museum No. 3484 
Hermaphrodite 
Posture: Type 2 
Gesture: Type 12 64 
Head: more roundedwith pinched out and moulded nose and chin, 
leaving very shallow eye depressions inset with two pellets 
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of clay and emphasised brow ridge. Two curved strips 
of clay applied for ears. Long neck. 
Torso: triangular, with sidesnarrowing steeply to drawn in waist 
Two small pellets of clay applied for breasts - set high 
into an otherwise flat front. Flat back with slightly 
convex shoulders. Arms more steeply bent at elbows 
with forearms inclining more steeply. 
Lower Half: curved and rounded hips coming out from waist 
with thick, rather shapeless legs narrowing at feet 
and slightly incurving at waist. Triangular feet 
set onto square base. Protruding posterior, with 
slight indications of buttocks. 
Dress: small, round'cap on top of head (or clump of hairX otherwise 
no indications. 
Clay, orange-buf f, traces of reddish-brown paint, fairly coarse, 
white and grey flecks; 26.7cm. ht. 
7YPE BB3 (No. 11) 
No. 11 (Pl. 137, Fig. 78) 
From Kamilari. Herakleion Museum No. F2634 
Hermaphrodite (Four similar figures joined by the arms on a 
circular platform) 
Posture: Type 1 
Gesture: Type 3(a) (but linked to each other) 
Head: small and rounded, with pinched out nose and chin but very 
worn. Two curved strips applied for ears on two of the 
figures. Thick necks. 
Torso: Sinuous outline with waist drawn in and sides curving 
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down from arms - uninterrupted. Two pellets of clay 
applied on torso - set high. Flattened back and front 
with rounded shoulders and arms held out to the side 
and linked to each other. 
Lower Half: curved and rounded hips coming out from waist, 
with legs set together tightly and tapering to 
ankles. Round, protruding posterior with slight 
indications of buttocks. Small, triangular penis 
apparently hanging naked applied. All figures 
standing on a circular platform with raised 
edges and surmounted by four 'horns of consecration' 
Two of the figures stand with their arms extending 
over the arm of their neighbour with the other two 
only touching at the hands. Triangular feet set 
together tightly. 
Dress: three wear small conical caps with tipscurved backwards. 
Clay, reddish-buff, yellow-buff slip, fAirly coarse and gritty; 
15.6cm. max. ht. 
IYPE CM (No. 12) 
No. 12 (Pl. 138) 
From Kamilari. Herakleion Museum No. F. 2633/10572 
Hermaphrodite. (One large figure bent over a table set on a 
circular platform with a door-like structure 
behind the figure. Remains of two legs of a 
second figure opposite at the other end of the 
table and third figure in doorway but of an 
indistinguishable sex) 
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Posture: Type 1 
Gesture: Type 4(c) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: pulled in waist, leaving incurving sides. Thick, rounded 
shouldeis and featureless arms curved round to th Ie 
front. - Large, protruding and thickly moulded breasts. 
Convex back. 
Lower Half: curved and rounded hips and thickly moulded, short, 
featureless legs. Large, triangular penis applied 
apparently naked. 
Dress: - (traces of white paint on torso) 
Clay, reddish-buff, yellow-buff slip, traces of red and black 
paint, fairly coarse and gritty; 4.5cm. ht. (of seated 
figure). 
nTE DD3 
No. 159 Mg. 79) 
From Traos'talos. Herakleion Museum No., 16439 
Hermaphrodite 
Posture: Type I 
Gesture: Type 2 (b)- 
Head: large egg'shape, with'pinched out nose and chin leaving 
fine ridge down centre of face and two deep eye depres- 
sions. Latter inserted with two large pellets of clay. 
Thick neck. 
Torso: wide and square, with thick, straight-sided waist and' 
arms bent at elbow and held to chest, covering breasts 
but with hands clasped just below neck. Two small, 
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conical, applied breasts just visible below arms. 
Rounded profile thickly moulded. 
Lower Half:, two thickly moulded legs with wide hips and set 
tightly together. Knees pinched out leaving two 
small depressions on each knee. Feet missing. 
Dress: wide sash or belt descending at back to cover buttocks 
with attached codpiece in front, and rising to just 
below breasts. 
Clay, pale orange-buff; 15.5cm. ext. ht. 
TYPE EE3 
No. 113 (Pl. 139, Fig. SO)' 
From Piskokephalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9752 
Hermaphrodite 
Posture: - (legs missing) 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long, rectangular and thickly moulded torso with sides 
slightly incurving at waist. Rounded, gently slanting 
shoulders. Two irregular but small, pellet breasts 
attached unevenly on to torso. Thick neck. 
Lower Half: thickly moulded and rounded hips and thighs with 
oblong codpiece attached to groin and upward from 
it. Rest missing. 
Dress: - (no indications other than codpiece) 
Clay, pale orange-buff, traces of reddish-brown paint; 9. Ocm. ext. 
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UNýNOWN SEX 
7YPE M (No. J4, J5) 
No. J4 ffiý. 81) 
From Juktas. Herakleion Museum - (no inv. number) 
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Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 1 
Gesture: Type 3(c)- 
Head: squarish, with convex crown and chin. Pinched out nose 
leaving eye depressions and brow ridges with two large 
pellets of clay inset for eyes. Large crescent-shaped 
piece of clay applied for mouth and chin. , 
Torso: long and rectangular, with sides slightly incurving at 
waist but running down into legs, uninterrupted. Feature- 
less. Arms pulled out and projecting out to side. 
Lower Half: short, oblong, featureless legs pulled out from torso 
and set apart. 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Clay 
- 
No. J5 (Fig. 96) 
From Juktas., Herakleion Museum - (no inv. number) 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (lower half missing) . 
Gesture: (right arm missing) probably Type 3(c) as above 
Head: squarish, with convex crown and chin. Facial features 
as above, but cruder and smaller pellets of clay set into 
eye depressions. 
Torso: as above, withleft arm tapering more towards its end. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - (no indications) 
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Clay 
IYPE GG3-I (No. 152) 
No. 152 (Fig. 81) 
From Prinias. Agios Nikolaos Museum - (no inv. number) 
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Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: Type 4(c) 
Head: oval, and running straight into neck without demarcation. 
Nose slightly pinched out into long, fine ridge leaving 
shallow eye depressions. ' Otherwise featureless. 
Torso: ýtriangular, with steeply incurving sides to waist and 
rounded arms curved round to front almost horizontally. 
Light incisions to indicate fingers. - Small incision 
down centre of chest. 
Lower Half: - (missing) I 
Dress: - (no-indications) 
Clay, pale orange-buff. 
7YPE GG3-II(No. 61) 
No. 61 (Pl. 140, Fig. 81) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14222 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: rounded, with nose slightly pinched out into longfine 
ridge leaving'shallow eye depressions. Otherwise feature- 
less. 
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Torso: slanting shoulders and sides of torso incurving to 
waist. Featureless. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - (no Indications) 
Clay, pale orange-buff, soft; 3.5cm. ext. ht. 
7WE HH3 (No. 78) 
No. 78 (Pl. 141,, Fig; 82) 
From Maza. Herakleion Museum No. 9856 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: (legs missing) probably Type 1 
Gesture: (forearms missing) Type'2(b) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long and rectangular, with sides slightly incurving at 
waist. Incurving back and convex front with small 
arms held tightly to chest. Featureless. 
Lower Half: sides running straight down into legs uninter- 
rupted. Rounded legs and rounded protruding 
buttocks. 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Clay, dark pinkish-buff, fairly coarse; 5.4cm. ext. ht. 
rllYPE 113 (No. 61) 
No. 62 (Pl. 1+2, Fig. 83) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14160 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (legs missing) 
Gesture: (left arm and right forearm missing) Type 5? 
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Head: - (missing) 
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Torso: rectangular, but wide, with sides slightly incurving. 
Slanting shoulders with right arm once bent round 
tightly to chest. Rounded profile. 
Lower Half: (mostly missing). Rounded thighs and buttocks with 
incision between legs at front and back. 
Dress: Jacket(? ) to waist, hanging down slightly on left side 
at back and left front. 
Clay, pale orange-buff, soft; 5. Ocm. ext. ht. 
7YPE JJ3 (No. 115) 
No. 115 (Pl. 143, Fig. 83) 
From PiskokeRhalo. Herakleion Museum No. 9754 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: Type 2(g) 
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Head: - (missing) 
Torso: wide and rectangular, with sides slightly incurving at 
waist. Convex front and back. Featureless. Thin, 
tubular arms looped round with hands meeting high up 
torso. Hands formed by gently pressing end of arm 
strips down on to torso and making a few light incisions 
for fingers (very crude, however). Featureless torso. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Clay, orange, micaceous; 4.7cm. ext. ht. 
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7WE KK3 (No. 63) 
No. 63 (Pl. 144, Fig. 83) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14192 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (lower half missing), 
Gesture: Type 2(h) 
Head: rectangular, with rounded crown and running straight 
into neck without demarcation. Large, pinched out nose 
and chin leaving long ridge down centre of face, brows 
and large eye depressions covering most of face and 
inset with two small pellets of clay. Long neck. Small 
extant pellet applied for ear. 
Torso: narrow and rectangular, with small, rounded arms tapering 
to hands looped round to chest. Flattened front and 
back. Featureless. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - (no indications),, 
Clay, pale orange-buff, traces of brown paint, coarse and 
gritty, brown and grey flecks; 5. Ocm. ext. htý 
rIYPE LM (No. - 191) 
No. 191 (Pl. 145, Fig. 84) 
Knossos, Royal Road. Stratigraphical Museum Knossos No. RR/59/152 
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Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: lozenge-shaped, with arms broken off and narrow waist - 
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only slightly wider than neck width. Convex back and 
front. Hollow. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: highly decorative jacket (? ) with large, black, concentric 
circles on either side of chest in front and concentric 
lozenge pattern on back. Thick, dark orange-brown belt 
round waist. Creamy-white background. 
Clay, pale orange-buff, fine and hard; 4.2cm. ext., ht. 
TYPE NN3 (nos. 64,65) 
No. 64 (Pl. 146, Fig. 84) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14147 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: rectangular, with thick incurving neck. Pinched out nose 
and chin leaving long ridge down centre of face protruding 
still more at nose, and two large eye depressions inset 
with very small pellets of clay. Flat back of head. 
Torso: long and broad, near-horizontal shoulders with waist 
narrowing beneath arms. Flattened front and back with 
rounded arms. Featureless. 
Lower Half: -(missing) 
Dress: (no indications) - only tall, hollow, cylindrical, lpolos' 
hat rising up from head with higher top front. 
Clay, pale buff, self slip, coarse with orange, brown and grey 
flecks; 7. Ocm. ext. ht. 
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No. 65 (Pl. 147) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14155 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: triangular, with sides narrowing steeply to small waist. 
Long, broad, gently slanting and rounded shoulders. 
Rounded upper arms. Flattened back and front. 
Featureless. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Clay, buff, pinkish-buff core, traces of black paint, coarse 
and gritty; 5. Ocm. ext. ht. 
IIYPE PP3 (Nos. 66,67) 
No. 66 (Pl. 148, Fig. 85) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14148 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: (left arm and right forearm missing) Type 6 
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Head: ovalwith long neck. Moulded nose and chin - very worn. 
Rounded profile. 
Torso : squarish, with sidesnarrowing only slightly. Convex 
front and back and rounded waist. Broad, near hori- 
zontal shoulders and rounded right arm. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - (no indications) short and solid circular hat. 
Clay, orange, coarse and gritty, grey and brown flecks; 
6.5cm. ext. ht. 
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No. 67 (Pl. 149) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14252 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: - (forearms missing) possible 4(c) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: rectangularwith wide, straight-sided waist. Long, gently 
slanting shoulders and rounded arms curving round to 
front. Deep and irregularly- shaped opening down centre 
front of torso (leaf-shaped). Flattened back and 
irregular convex front. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: possible bodice, opening in front. 
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Clay, orange, coarse and gritty; 6. Ocm. ext. ht. 
7YPE OQ3. I(nos. 193,194,195,196,197,198, J2, J3) 
No. 193 (Pl. 150, Fig. 86) 
From Knossos, Royal Road. Stratigraphical Museum, Knossos No. RR/59/120 
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Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 3(a) 
Head: conical, with head running straight into shoulders without 
demarcation. Pinched out nose and chin leaving fine 
ridge down centre of face and two large eye depressions 
covering most of face. Two small pellets of clay applied 
for ears. Head inclining back with uppermost edges pulled 
further up to form hat. 
T1 
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Torso and Lower Half: cylindrical, with concave back and 
straight sides flaring out towards base. With 
arms formed from strips pulled forwards from 
torso with ends flattened giving short and thick, 
crude projections. Featureless. Solid. 
Dress: ? possible dress with flared base? Flared but flattened 
hat projecting up from head with wider front than back. 
Clay, pale orange-buff, self slip, grey and white flecks; 
6. Ocm. ext. ht. 
No. 194 (Pl. 151) 
From Knossos, Hogarth's Houses. Stratigraphical Museum, Knossos 
No. HH/58/193 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 3(d) 
Head: cylindrical with peaked top, and running straight into torso 
without demarcation. Pinched out nose and chin leaving 
large eye depressions covering most of face. Head inclining 
well back with uppermost edges pulled further up to form hat. 
Torso and Lower Half: cyclindrical, with steeply incurving back, and 
kont slightly incurving. Straight sides 
flaring at base and arm stumps pulled out from 
upper torso and flattened giving trunk-like 
projections. Featureless. Solid. 
Dress: ? possible dress with flared base, and flattened but flared 
hat pulled in at front to form slight peak. 
Clay, pale orange-buff, soft; 5.2cm. ext. ht. 
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No. 195 (Pl. 152) 
From Knossos, Royal Road. Stratigraphical Museum No. RR/59/158 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (lower half missing) probably Type 3 as above 
Gesture: - (torso missing) probably Type 3(d) as above 
Head: cylindrical, with incurving sides and pinched out nose leaving 
two deep depressions covering most of face. Runs straight 
into torso without demarcation. Solid 
Torso and Lower Half: - (missing) probably as above. 
Dress: flattened but flaring hat pulled out from head with slight 
peaked front and straight sides. 
Clay, pale orange-buff, fairly soft, dark flecks; 3.2cm. ext. ht. 
No. 196 (Pl. 153) 
From Knossos, Royal Road. Stratigraphical Museum No. RR/59/184 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 3(d) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso and Lower Half: cylindrical, with slightly incurving sides 
and flared base (underside concave). Arms 
pulled forwardsand flattened forming wide 
arm stumps. Featureless. Solid. 
Dress: ? possible dress with flared base. 
Clay, pale buff, cream-buff slip, fairly coarse with dark flecks; 
4.2cm. ext. ht. 
No. 197 (Pl. 154) 
From Knossos, Royal Road. Stratigraphical Museum No. RR/58/707 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (lower half missing) probably Type 3 as above 
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Gesture: Type 3(d) 
Head: cylindrical, with flared top. Featureless (very worn). Running 
straight into torso without demarcation. 
Torso: cylindrical, with arms pulled forwards and flattened forming 
crude arm stumps. Incurving front and, back. Featureless. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - 
Clay, pale orange-buff, self slip, fairly soft; 3.5cm. ext. ht. 
No. 198 (Pl. 155) 
From Knossos, House of the Sacrificed Oxen. Stratigraphical Museum 
No. RV6'ý585 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: (lower half missing) probably Type 3 as above 
Gesture: Type 3(d) 
Head: cylindrical, with flared top and running straight into torso 
without, demarcation. Pinched out nose leaving fine ridge 
and two large eye depressions, covering most of face. 
Torso and Lower'Half: cylindrical, with incurving back and flared 
base. Arms pulled out from upper torso with 
ends flattened forming projecting stumps. 
Centre torso pressed in. 
Dress: flattened but flaring hat rising up from head and tilted 
back with wider front brim. 
Clay, pale orange-buff, fairly soft; 3.7cm. ext. ht. 
J6 and J7 
To these six figurines of the QQ3.1 group may be added two more of 
identical form and attributes from the peak sanctuary of Juktas. 
73 
Both are made of clay and measure 3.7cm. and 3.5cm. ht. respectively. 
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VASI (FID '5690 
From Vasiliki 
74 
an additional figurine of this type group has 
been uncovered. This figurine differs only slightly in that the 
flared base is slightly drawn in, down the centre front thus 
suggesting the position of two legs beneath(? ). The remaining 
features are as listed above., 
'IYPE QQ3. II , 
No. 42 (Fig. 86) 
From Juktas. Herakleion Museum No. 21933 
75 
Unknown Sex 




Head: cylindrical, with remnants of pinched out nose and inset 
clay pellets for eyes. Two small strips of clay added for 
ears. Head running into torso without demarcation. (Top 
half broken off. ) 
Torso and Lower Half: 'straight and cylindrical, flaring out at base. 
Featureless. Strip of clay attached for arms, 
extending round back of torso. Hands formed by 
pressing down end of clay strips onto torso. 
Dress: possible dress extending to ground, flaring at base and 
extending upwardsat back of neck into wide, back collar. 
Remnants of flattened but flared hat on top of head. 
Clay, orange-buff, self slip, soft; 4.5cm. ext. ht. 
TYPE RR3 (No. 13) 
No. 13 (Pl. 156) 
From Kamilari. Herakleion Museum No. 15073 
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Unknown Sex (four identical figures in one model) 
Posture: Type 4(b) 
Gesture: Type 14 
Head: oval, with pinched out nose and chin leaving slight eye 
depressions and ridge down centre of face. Circular pellets 
of clay applied for ears. Long, thick neck. 
Torso: squarish, with long, slanting shoulders and sides narrowing 
at waist. Flattened profiles and featureless. 
Lower Half: seated on stools with legs pulled forwardsand down to 
ground at right angles, and in one block. Featureless. 
Dress: long robe or gown extending to ground and pulling in lower 
legs. Figure on far left wearing a small conical cap (or 
possibly hair gatheredin small bun 
Clay, pale orange-buff, coarse and gritty. 
'IYPE SS3 (No. 105) 
No. 105 (Pl. 157, Fig. 87) 
From Petsopha. Herakleion Museum No. 3426 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 4(a) (lower legs missing) 
Gesture: - (arms missing) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: rectangular, with slight incurving at waist. Horizontal 
shoulders (arms broken off). Featureless. Flattened profile. 
Lower Half: seated on four-legged stool with legs pulled forwards 
at right angles to torso (lower legs broken off). 
Indented seat of stool to fit shape of figure with 
buttocks slightly indicated below dress. 
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Dress: robe or gown extending to knees with lower legs once ex- 
posed. Traces of white paint on upper half with lower half 
painted dark brown to black. 
Clay, orange-buff, traces of white and dark brown to black paint; 




Herakleion Museum No. HM22.134 (Fig. 8 
(reconstructed from seven fragments) 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 4(a) 
Gesture: Type 15 (right arm broken off) 
Head: triangular, with large, pointed chin held forwardsand rounded-off 
crown. Large, pinched out nose and small, rounded pellets of 
clay applied for eyes. Right ear applied and extant only. 
Mouth indicated by incision. Thick neck. 
Torso: squarish, with straight sides. Featureless except for small 
hole in'back. Flattened profile. Crude, rounded right arm 
raised with hand resting on crown of head. Hand formed by 
depressing clay on to head and flattening. Left arm missing 
but probably in same position as indicated by direction of 
extant upper arm. 
Lower Half: thick, rounded legs pulled forwardsand hanging down 
below knees - in seated position. Buttocks protruding 
at back. Featureless with rounded-off feet stumps. 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Clay, buff, traces of black paint; 7.8cm. ext. ht. 
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ZZ3: Heads 
Following on from those heads attributed to the female sex, Type 
ZZ2, those heads of unknown sex are discussed here, under group 
ZZ3 with Roman numeral distinguishing each type. For methods of 
construction see under ZZ2 above. 
7WE ZZ3. I 
From Maza. Herakleion Museum No. 9855(3) & 9865 (Pls 158-161) 
Four heads in total, characterized by their triangular faces with 
pinched out nose and pronounced chin, leaving two large eye 
depressions. Two (9855(a) & (b)) have small pellets of clay applied 
and moulded for ears. * All have remnants of wide open-bowl-shaped 
hats rising up from heads. Heads incline backwards. All clay, 
reddish-brown, soft; 9865 3.8cm. - ht; 9855(a): 4.2cm. ht; 9855(b): 
3.4cm. ht; 9855(c) 3. Ocm. ht. 
From Zakros. Siteia Museum No. 2821 (Pl. 162, Fig. 88) 
Triangular face with pinched out nose and pronounced chin, leaving 
two large eye depressions covering most of face. Open bowl-shaped 
W, 
hat rising up from head, which is inclined backwards. Long neck. 
Clay, dull orange-red. 
No. 203 (Pl. 163) 
From Knossos. Herakleion Museum No. 14281 
Spade-shaped face with rounded off chin, and pinched out nose 
leaving two eye depressions and clear brows. Mouth incised onto 
flattened area below nose. Open bowl-shaped hat extending up 
with straight sides all round. Inclined backwards. 
Clay, reddish-buff, grey core, buff slip, traces of brown and white 
paint; 3.4cm. ext. ht. 
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TYPE ZZ3. II (Fig. 88) 
From Traostalos. Agios Nikolaos Museum - (no inv. number) 
78 
Rounded head with pulled out and rounded chin and pinched-out 
nose leaving two large, and deep eye depressions inset with two, 
large pellets of clay. 
Top of head slightly flattened, but featureless, and rounded back 
of head. 
Clay, pale- , orange buff, coarse and gritty; 4.5cm. ext. ht. 
IYPE ZZ3. = 
No. 69. (Pl. 164, Fig. 88) 
From Ko2hinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14129 
Moulded head with large, protruding, moulded nose and fine chin. 
Two strips of clay applied for ears but oval eyes painted, and area 
around ears painted. Oval, hat extending up from forehead in wide 
brim, with flattened back and narrowbrim round base - inclining 
downwards to back of head. 
Clay, pale buff, traces of white and black paint; 4.3cm. ht. 
IYPE ZZ3. IV 
No. 70 (Pl. 165, Fig. 89) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14127 
Triangular face with pinched out and moulded nose and flattened mouth 
and chin area. Two eye depressions inset with two pellets of clay. 
Tall open bowl-shaped hat pulled in at sides forming rounded peak 
at front and back and set forward on head. Hollow interior. 
Clay, dull orange-buff, coarse and gritty; 4.5cm. ht. 
No. 71 (Pl. 166, Fig. 89) 
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jro!! Kopbina . Herakleion Museum No. 14181 
Round head with small, pinched out nose and slight eye depressions 
inset with two holes. Two long strips of clay applied for ears. 
Three strips applied across top of head and three round back of 
head in alternate direction-,, possibly denoting locks of hair. 
Clay, pale orange-buff, coarse and gritty with brown, grey and black 
flecks; 3. Ocm. ht. ý 
No. 72 (Pl. 167) 
From Ko2hinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14186 
Round head on long, cylindrical neck. Pinched out nose and chin 
leaving two large eye depressions inset with small pellets of clay. 
Flat locks (strips of clay) extending from top of head forwards, 
with longer ones (now largely missing) extending down back of head 
and neck. Set on a tenon. 
Clay, orange-buff, buff slip, coarse and gritty with grey and brown 
flecks; 6.5cm. ht. 
7YPE ZZ3. VI 
No. 73 (Pl. 168, Fig. 89) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14191 
Round head on a long, cylindrical neck. Large and projecting pinched 
out nose and small, rounded chin. Two large, shallow eye depressions 
inset with small clay pellets. Ears pinched out from side of head. 
Tall, cone-shaped hat with band round base set on top of head. 
Clay, orange -buff, coarse and gritty; 6.1cm. ht. 
No. 74 (Pl. 169) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14150 
Oval, with a long, cylindrical neck. Nose pinched out to form large 
projection (or snout? ). Two small pellets eyes applied. Irregular 
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hat hanging off back of head. 
Clay, orange-buff, coarse and gritty, white and grey flecks; 7.5cm. ht. 
7YPE ZZ3. Tlll 
No. FS3 (Fig. 90) 
11 79 
Round face painted onto more square head curving in at neck. Eyes 
painted in small dots and oval nose applied. Short and flat, 
cylindrical hat with traces of red and black stripes. Short 
locks of hair coloured brown. Set on a tenon. Clay. 
IYPE ZZ3. = 
No. 75 (Pl. 170) 
From Kophinas. Herakleion Museum No. 14218 
Egg-shaped head with moulded chin, nose, brows and applied, oval 
eyes. Small applied and moulded ears. Small, horizontal strip on 
forehead possibly denoting fringe (? ) - otherwise apparently bald. 
Clay, dull orange, traces of black paint, coarse and gritty; 
5.0cm. ht. 
TYPES ZZ3. rX - ZZ3. XXI 
No. 138-150 (Pls. 120-131) 
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Sixteen types and varieties of male figurine have, been identified 
from the total number studied from the Proto-palatial period., 
There remains a lot, of material, however, which has not beenýstudied, 
published or seen and for this reason it is difficult to evaluate 
the exact'number of figurines from each type (and hence, which type 
was most popular) or indeed, the exact number of types. From this 
sample however, it has been-, at least possible to establish certain 
types-with particular-forms and related attributes, 
80 
which-may be 
added, to-in. the future. II 
Of the nine. basic types (and seven varieties) identified, three 
stand out-quite clearly, and are well represented, - Types AA21-V, 
CC21-III and DD21-II (with many more examples of each type to be seen 
in the-show-cases of the museums of Crete). ý TypeIAA2I, represented 
by one example from Juktas, is set apart from the remaining AA2 types 
by the fact that the figure appears-to be naked (the penis hangs 
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freely): 1 this is. unusual-for the representations of Minoan males 
who are more. commonly depicted as wearing codpieces and/or loin 
cloths, as we shallýsee. The form of this, male figure, however, 
is the first of a series of a very standard type, with-its narrow, 
straight-sided-and-featureless torso, rounded arms, shoulders and legs 
which are all equally featureless. The sides of the body run 
straight down to the legs without interruption and no hands or feet 
are indicated- The head of this figure, individual in itself, re- 
flects one-of, thestandard methods, of moulding a face and head: 
the nose, is. pinched out to a.,. small beak leaving shallow eye de- 
pressions. Into these depressions two large; pellets of clay have been 
inserted. Two small strips of clay have been added for the ears, 
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and moulded onto the rounded head. 
Type AA211, with two examples from Juktas, one from Kophinas 
and one from Traostalos, revealsthe same long, featureless bodies 
running straight down into the legs without interruption, and 
rounded, featureless limbs. The main differenceýin these figures 
is that all show-evidence of a codpiece. It is impossible to 
estimate, their gestures other than being projecting arm stumps, 
since most are broken off or much worn. -Their postures, with the 
exception of No. 43 from Kophinas, which appears to stand with legs 
apart, are not discernable as most of the legs no longer exist. 
No. 37 from Juktas shows evidence of red paint all over the bodyo 
which is the characteristic colour for painting male flesh. 
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No. 37 and No. JI, both from Juktas, still retain their heads: 
the former is more ovalin shape and the latter triangular, with a 
peaked crown. Both show the same, technique of moulding, with 
a pinched out nose and chin, leaving eye depressions, inserted in 
both cases with clay pellets of varying sizes. They all have 
flattened, featureless backs with convex or flat fronts, and-are 
all small: none exceed 7cm. in height. The figurines from this 
type group were almost certainly made from one piece of clay 
(though the arms were probably attached separately and have broken 
off since) and were simply and crudely moulded, although some 
attention was given to facial detail. 
The figurines of Type AA2111, although equally, featureless 
(with the exception of codpiece attachments), are more sinuous in 
their outline, with the waists more drawn in, and the hips and buttocks 
more rounded, giving more emphasis to the posterior. They have 
longer, rounded limbs and the gestures are more discernable. 
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Examples 89 and 91 have their elbows sharply bent with their hands 
to their chests and No. 90, also from Petsopha, shows the arms 
Iloopedl. round to the centre of the chest. No. 89 shows traces 
of dark reddish-brown paint on the body and No. 90 distinguishes 
the buttocks as they protrude from the waist. No. 230 from Zakros, 
is similar but much smaller and has a much more pronounced convex 
profile at front and back its Importance lies in the fact 
that it was found in a settlement context thus providing a link 
between the palace of Zakros and its nearby peak sanctuaries, to 
which the other examples of this type belong. The reason for 
the difference in outline of these figurines from Type AA21 and 
II lies in the method of construction which is an extremely 
important element in the resultant form of the figurines. These 
figurines are clearly made in two parts: 
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the legs were formed 
from one piece, and the upper part, which was modelled separately 
was pressed down onto the thighs, and a little in front, and, the 
body clay smoothed downwardsover the thighs, in front. As the 
base of the torso was made narrower than the-thigh width, and 
placed a little forwards, it had the effect of leaving rounded 
and prominant hips and buttocks when complete. The codpiece was 
then attached and helped secure the two parts. The arms and head 
would have been similarly attached onto the torso. , 
Type AA21V reveals the same sinuous outline of the body with 
rounded limbs and attached codpiece. However, the figurines from 
this group show an increase in technique and modelling and greater 
sophistication. No.. 108 and 110 from Piskokephalo, for example, 
show slight indications of pectoral muscles on the torso and 
creases on the undersides of the arms, as they bend. No. 112, 
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from Piskokephalo shows indications of moulded knees. 
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Nos. 157 
and 158 from Traostalos, although cruder in form equally have an 
added note of realism. No 158, for instance, has well modelled and 
protruding buttocks and an enlarged codpiece. The torso has a 
drawn in waist and slight indications of pectoral muscles and 
possible ribs. The two remaining examples from Type AA2V, one 
from Maza and one from Zakros, are representative of the more 
featureless variations of this type group. They have long torsos, 
with slight incurving at the waist, but otherwise run straight 
down into the legs. They have crude codpiece attachments and look 
rather 'suspended' with legs held apart. They have more flattened 
profiles than the preceeding type AA21Vbut No. 76 does show 
moulding of the buttocks even though of a cruder nature. 
Type CC21 and II are well represented though most of our examples 
come from Kophinas alone (fifteen of the eighteen figurines). The 
AA2 type group were from a variety of sites, though most, particularly 
AA21V, came from one site again, namely Piskokephalo. Type CC21 is 
best characterized by its shorter and squarer dimensions and the wear- 
ing of a belt and codpiece attachment. The figurines of Type CC211 
differ in their slightly more rectangular and elongated torsos, with 
some of these revealing an increased sophistication, and those of 
CC2111 by a more triangular-shaped torso. The waists are rarely drawn 
in but run straight down into the legs, interrupted only by the belt. 
The body and limbs (where extant) are thickly moulded and rounded 
and mostly featureless: No. 44 of Type CC2. I shows evidence for 
moulded buttocks as do Nos. 51 & 56 of Type CC2. II, which are all from 
Kophinas. The examples from Type CC21 show a variety of thick and 
rounded belts and codpiece attachments, wheras examples from Type 
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CC211 reveal wider and flatter belts. No. 47 of Type CC21 
has a thick neck piece attached and No. 92 is seated on 
a small, four-legged stool. All the figurines of this type group 
were almost certainly madein two pieces with the belts hiding and 
securing the juncture of the two halves. The one example from 
Type CC2111, No. 151 from Kophinas, still retains the tenon emerging 
from the baseýof the torso which would have been inserted into 
the lower half. Other examples would have been merely pressed down 
onto the hips and smoothed down before the belt was attached. The 
heads and arms would have been attached separately, and are now 
mostly broken off. Two heads still remain attached to the bodies 
of figurines: No. 52 from Rophinas of Type CC211, and No. 151 from 
Petsopha of Type CC2111. The former is rounded with a moulded chin 
and the remains of one small clay pellet applied for the eye can 
still be seen, as well as a pudding basin hat worn on the crown 
of the head. This head clearly represents a different tradition from 
the more common type of head reflected in the second example - 
No. 151 from Petsopha. The latter has the more commonly known 
pinched out nose and chin-with large eye depressions and applied 
pellets of clay for the ears. On his head he wears a, wide and 
flattened open bowl-shaped hit and he throws his head backwards. 
As many of the arms and legs were missing it was difficult to 
estimate the characteristic gestures and postures of this type.,. 
group. In some cases arms were extant however, or the direction 
of the upper arms was sufficient to estimate the gesture. They 
were either held to the chest, or forwardsin front of the body 
or projected out sideways. -With regard to posture, the majority 
appear to have been upright, withýa few seated examples still 
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evident. 
The third most popular group of male figurines, Types DD21 & II, 
are those most commonly known and associated with the peak sanctuary 
site of Petsopha, following Myres' lengthy description of their 
forms. 
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Although not many examples are presented here, a great 
number, of varying sizes, may be seen in the Herakleion and Agios 
Nikolaos Museums of Crete. They have a sinuous outline, reminiscent 
of the examples seen in Type AA2111, with drawn in waists and 
rounded and protruding buttocks and hips. However the examples 
from this type stand more erect in their upper halves whilst 
their lower halves reveal 'bowed' legs or slightly flexed knees. 
They reveal, for the most part, a very characteristic gesture: 
namely Type 2(a), (b) or (c) with elbows raised and forearms 
held to the chest tautly with clenched fists resting on the 
chest, meeting in the centre, or held to the side of the chest. 
Their heads-tend to be small and rounded with pinched out noses and 
chins leaving eye depressions. They carry either a small, rounded 
cap on the top of the head, or three rounded discs set along the 
median from the forehead to the back of the neck, or have a short 
lock of hair emitted from the top of the head (see examples No. 
58 from Kophinas; No. 94 from Petsopha and No. 38 from Juktas). 
Around their waists they wear a thick belt and codpiece attactLment 
and carry, almost horizontally a large, triangular-bladed dagger 
with a very broad base. The hilt is also triangular and has a 
distinct pommel and often two rivet heads on the juncture of the 
blade and hilt. Examples No. 93 and 94, from Petsopha, show two 
vertical hangings coming down from underneath the dagger (perhaps 
coming from the belt), and No. 93 a short kilt painted in white 
and ankle boots, also painted in white. The rest of the body 
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painted in a dark reddish-brown colour-The kilt is 
sometimes attached in relief as in example J4, from Juktas. 
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This 
latter example, however, has no dagger but an elaborate knot and 
hangings as well as the codpiece superimposed onto the kilt. 
No. 38 from Juktas shows clear evidence of how the clay of the 
head piece was smoothed on over the torso and thus attached to the 
body. In this case no attempt has been made-to hide the juncture. 
A smaller example was found in the palace of Mallia of this 
type,, though only the upper half is extant and that very worn, 
leaving a rounded, featureless head. The, form of the torso is 
the same as the above. examples, with, the one extant left arm 
held to the chest with its rounded elbow raised.. 
Type DD211, represented by one example only from-Petsopha, 
is extremely similar to the examples of DD21 except that the 
waist is not drawn in. Instead the torso is wide and square 
with sides running, straight, down into the legs, interrupted 
by a, thick but narrow belt and short kilt. The belt ties on the 
right hand side and the codpiece is-revealed by means of a 
protrusion beneath the kilt. The arms, although rounded and 
similar, reveal a different gesture: -Type 
5(b)i with the right arm 
held. to the chest and the, left arm hanging loosely down the side 
of the body. It does show however,. similar 'bowed'-legs and the 
head is characteristic of this type, as described, above. 
The remaining male types,, BB2, EE2-II2, are, represented by two. exam- 
ples each at the most. The figurines of Type EE2, represented by one 
example from Juktas and one from Traostalos, are really more 'mature' 
renditions of Type MI. and II, showing a great deal of natura- 
lism and careful moulding. In both examples only the section from 
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the waist to the knees Is preserved. No. 39 from Juktas reveals 
a narrowthick belt tying on the right side leaving two hangings, 
over a short kilt. The codpiece is set low and emerges from 
the base of the kilt - the latter falling lower at the back. 
The hips and thighs are roundedand thickly moulded. No. 160 appears 
to wear a short kilt which only covers the buttocks leaving the 
codpiece exposed in the front, superimposed onto well rounded and 
thickly moulded legs. The two examples from Type GG2, one from 
Kophinas and one from Traostalos, are altogether more crude. Both 
have long, featureless torsos slightly incurved at the waist and 
well rounded legs that are set apart: No. 60 from Kophinas, appears 
to have very 'bowed' legs whereas No. 161 from Traostalos appears 
to 'hang' with legs suspended and set apart. In both cases the arms 
are held to the side of the chest. No. 60 has short, loopy arms 
and featureless, flattened hands and No. 161 has highangular elbows 
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and curved forearms. The head of No. 60 is rather unusual with a 
pinched out nose and two large eye depressions covering most of 
the face. On top of the head six strips of clay have been attached 
running from the forehead to the back with six further strips at 
the lower back of the head - probably denoting hair. 
Type HH2, represented by one lower half of a male from Piskokephalo 
may be one of many examples found on this site which can be 
matched with the torsos of type AA21V from Piskokephalo. The waist 
is well drawn in leaving large, rounded hips and buttocks. The knees 
and shins are well modelled and a rectangular flap hangsin. front 
and at the back extending from the waist to the knees and covering 
the protruding codpiece. 
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Type 112, represented by one example from Petsopha, is of 
great interest in thatall its attributes are painted in, In white, 
including facial features, codpiece, kilt and necklace with 
hanging pendant. The sides of the torso only slightly curve in, 
leaving a fairly wide, rectangular shape. 
Finally, Type FF2 is represented by a crudely modelled minia- 
ture (3.4cm. height), with a straight-sided torso running down into 
the legs and only interrupted by a large thick belt with two 
hangings on the right side. The extant left leg curves forwards 
to the front and the right upper arm curves round to the chest. 
Until the time comes when all the unpublished figurines from 
each site are published, it will be impossible to claim for cer- 
tain that one type is more popular than another. What is evident, 
however, is that certain sites revealed characteristic type(s) 
of their own, whilst other sites accumulated a combination of 
these and/or additional types. As most of the figurines from 
this period were located on peak sanctuary site'ý most of our 
knowledge relates to these contexts. The site of Petsopha is 
best represented by Type Groups AA2111, DD21 and II; Kophinas 
by types CC21 and IIand Piskokephalo by types AA21V and HH2 (the 
latter belonging to one of the torsos of type AA21V). Apart from 
Piskokephalo, which produced figurines of a very distinct and indivi- 
dual nature, the other two sites contained examples of more than 
one type than that characteristic to them. The remaining peak 
sanctuaries and settlements to produce figurines revealed examples 
of a number of different types. Two reasons may be suggested for 
this, both possibly connected: firstly that there is a difference in 
date, with those from Piskokephalo, for example, dated to MMIB or II 
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and those from Petsopha and Kophinas to MMIA. Most peak 
sanctuaties were in use from EMIII to MMIII at least, so 
figurines may belong to a variety of periods within this time 
span. Secondly, different craftsmen may have predominated in 
different areas of Crete. To prove the former point is difficult, 
as we have few pure stratified deposits from peak sanctuaries. 
That there were different craftsmen from different areas that 
produced figurines is quite likely, but also difficult to prove. 
It suggests that those sites where a number of different 
types were found were visited by people from different 
areas, and those producing only one type were local sanctuaries 
of a particular community. Unfortunately there are too few examples 
from settlement contexts to demonstrate this fact with certainty, 
but it must remain a possibility. Where figurines have been 
located in settlements it is interesting to note that although 
examples may be paralleled they tend to be of much cruder workman- 
ship (e. g. Zakros). 
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The female types of the Proto-palatial period presented far 
more problems, in their categorization than the male types of 
the same period. This is, reflected'in Tables2l and 22 where 
it can bee seen that although the presented sample of females is 
smaller than that of the males there are more individual types 
inthe former. From a group of fifty-two male, figurines there 
were nine major types-(with seven varieties), and of forty female 
figurines there were thirteen major types (with six varieties) 
identified. -Unfortunately, it is not possible to-say'what pro- 
portion of males to females existed on each site. From this 
sample alone, with examples from a range of sites the indica-' 
tions are that there was a far greater range of types amongst 
the females, and within each-type, greater variation of attri- 
butes. In terms of Attribute (I)- (a) Posture and (b) Gesture - 
there were '%Afact less instances of variety than amongst the 
males though in bpth, cases many have missing arms and-legs. 
Most variation is concentrated on Attribute (2) - heads, torsos 
and lower'halves - and connected with this, but more particularly, 
there is great emphasis on variety of dress (i. e. Attribute (3)), 
and it is this factor that is most striking amongst the 
female figurines. 
Coupled with the above points is the method of construction 
of female figurines, which lends itself to the type'of varieties 
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in question. The bell-shaped lower halves so characteristic 
of the Minoan'female - seen as part of her'dress or skirt - can 
be found in a variety of forms: a hollow wheel-made structure, - 
or hand mouldýand either pulled in at the sides making it 7-___ 
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wider and flatter, or,, moulded in a variety of other ways. As 
with the males, their torsos are separatelyýýlded and fixed 
into the lower half either by a tenon at the base of the torso, 
or by smoothing the body clay over the surface of the skirt 
directly. On to their torsos are added the heads and arms, 
with their junctions similarly smoothed. over. To help hide 
these junctures, bodices, belts and breasts were then added. 
All of these additions, came in a variety of forms, with the 
breasts nearly always exposed. Surmounted on, their heads came 
the head-dresses and/or hats, also showing a number of different 
styles. Finally, inside the hollow interior of the skirt, legs 
and feet were occasionally added, though many remained without. 
One of the best known types of female figurines, fairly well 
represented in this sample, with many more to be seen in the 
museums of Herakleion and Agios Nikolaos are Types JJ2. Tand 11.89 
They are most commonly associated with the peak sanctuary site of 
Petsopha though, here, we have similar examples from Juktas, 
Maza, 90 Xerokampos and a fragment of. one from the Palace of 
Zakres. They are characterized by their short, cylindrical 
torsos flaring into bell-shaped skirts, (often wheelmade as in 
example No. 97) surmounted by a high bodice leaving the breasts 
exposed and having a high, peaked collar at the back of the-neck 
which either curves upwards or projects outwards and backwards. 
On their heads they wear a variety of hats: No. 97 from Petsopha, 
wears a tall tongue-shaped hat attached to the top and back of 
the head and sweeping forwardsin a high curve and with recurved 
edges leaving a shallow bowl on the interior. No. 40 from Juktas 
shows the remnants of'a wide open bowl-shaped hat projecting . 
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out and up from the head and tilting forwards. No. 79 of Type 
JJ211, from Maza, has, more of a conical4Bhaped hat rising up from 
the head and with a hollow interior. No. ' 97 Is additionally' 
important for the light it sheds on the painted decoration of 
these figurines. The skirt is painted black with white diagonal 
lines in sets of three, set in alternate directions across it 
and the hat is painted black but with thick, white, horizontal 
bands across it. The torso is black with a-white band just below 
the breasts, and a further-white band encircles the base of 
the skirt. The eyes and eyebrows have been painted in black 
with traces of white paint still visible on the face. No. 40, 
from Juktas, is almost identical except that the face has been 
pinched out at the nose, leaving two eye depressions inserted 
with two small clay pellets and the mouthýis indented. No. 84, 
from Maza and No. 235 from Zakros, although, of similar type, do 
not reveal breasts- possibly denoting that they are covered by the 
bodice. No. 79,, from Maza, is especially notable in that the 
figure is almost in a sitting position in the skirt, thus providing 
greater stability for the body when inserted into the skirt. In 
addition the thighs of, the two legs are extant indicating that 
the whole body with the legs was inserted into the skirt. No. -98 
of Type KK2 from Petsopha still-retains the same moulded head, 
well tilted back and the bodice rising up to a peak at the back 
of the neck. The arms are raised and held forwardsaway from the 
body meeting in the centre front at the level of the chin (in an 
almost modern-day attitude of prayer). However the extant torso 
is quite different: the front is almost-concave and featureless 
and the back flattened with slight incurving-again, giving a very 
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thin profile. 
Type LL2 represents more of a departure from the preceding 
types, with a final and faint attempt'at a small peaked collar 
creeping up the back of the neck, vertically. The torso is 
still cylindrical but much longer with sides narrowing to the 
waist and two rounded breasts are set high and framed by the 
two arms. The head is still moulded in the same fashion but 
is more triangular in shape with a pointed chin. She wears a 
wide open bowl-shaped hat extending out from the head and pulled 
in slightly at the sides giving a rounded 'peaked"effect in 
front and behind. ' The torso'is generally in much better pro- 
portion with t1elower bell-shaped skirt, and has a distinct 
waist-line. 
TypesNN21 and II, although only represented by eight examples in 
total, constitute here a major type group with many more examples 
showing a variety of attribute combinations in the Herakleion and 
Agios Nikolaos Museums. These typescan almost be paralleled with 
TypesCC21 and II of the male figurines of this period in that 
their torsos are characterized by their shorter and squarer 
dimensions. The breasts are still exposed and are characteristi- 
cally formed with'two small pellets of clay applied irregularly 
onto the torso. The latter have much flatter profiles, in some 
cases with a convex front, straight-sided waists sometimes narrow- 
ing slightly, and no longer show the peaked collar at the back of 
the neck. Where-they are extant, they wear a variety of thick, 
single and double belts round their waist, tied at the side'or 
in the centre, partly decorative and partly hiding the juncture 
of torso and lower half. No. 162 from Traostalos wears a thick 
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belt that hangs down the left side of the body in a loop without 
being tied. No. 100, from Petsopha, wears a thick double belt 
that ties in the front and hangs down the centre of the skirt. 
The head of No. 162 is moulded in much the same fashion as the 
other types and wears a large open bowl-shaped hat on her head. 
No. 36 from Arvi, shows a much more rounded head with two large 
pellets of clay inserted into shallower depressions. It apparent- 
ly never wore a hat and has two pellets of clay attached for 
ears. 
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No. 162 from Traostalos has very large eye depressions 
covering most of the face and leaving a pointed nose and chin 
ridge. Also notable in this figurine is the fact that the 
hands are indicated with crude finger imitations. No. 101 from 
Petsopha, the upper part of a torso only, is notable for the fact 
that it is double, -sided. - that Is, breasts are indicated on 
both sides of the torso. On one side smaller, rounded pellets of 
clay have been applied and on the other more conical-shaped pellets. 
The arms, united at the shoulder are then looped round to the front 
on either side and held just below the breasts. No. 153 of Type NN 
211 from Prinias, has much the same form although the arms and 
chest are more thickly moulded and more rounded, and the breasts 
are rendered by two irregularly shaped pieces of clay applied onto 
the torso and pressed in only at the top. This gives the effect of 
'hanging' off the torso. 
Type PP2, represented by one example from Chamaizi, follows on 
in much the same tradition as Types NN21 and II, but with various 
modifications and/or additions. The torso which inclines back- 
wards continues to be fairly square and flat with gently sloping 
and rounded shoulders and arms curving round to the front and 
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raised in much the same way as No. 98 of Type KK2. The : figure 
gives the appearance of being more solid and heavy, and has two 
large, conical breasts applied evenly onto the torso. The. 
sides narrow slightly at the waist, the latter of which has 
a wideýband around it. The skirt is hardly flared at all, but 
has been pulled in on each, side producing a long, thin pleat 
down the length of the skirt, and has a flattened front and 
concave back. The head of the figure is altogether different: 
the nose and chin are carefully moulded and two moulded strips 
of clay have been carefully applied for the ears. The eyes 
consist of two large discs and-the hat. is similar to a flattened 
beret resting on top of the head. 
Type QQ2 is best characterized by the examples' rather small, 
crude and featureless torso with equally crude and rounded arms. 
Their lower halves, meanwhile, appear, to represent the figure 'in 
movement'. A three dimensional object,, is, by its very nature, 
static but these figures, whilst retaining a static torso and 
gesture maintain a-more active lower half. This motion is, 
rendered-by giving the bell-shaped skirts a wavy and irregular 
appearance. The sides of the skirt are pulled out to form 
pleats leaving either one depression in. the, centre of the skirt 
(No. 81). or two (Nos. 103 and 104) with the middle pulled out. 
The back is very rounded as if'the buttocks are protruding, and 
the front retains a 'wavy' contour whilst the base is a wide), 
irregular shape. The waists tend to be drawn in tightly, giving 
more emphasis to the protruding posteriors with incurving backs 
coming down from the already peaked collars projecting out from 
the back of the neck. Nos. 103 and 104 from Petsopha bothýhave 
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crudely moulded legs Inserted Into the hollow skirts. No. 102, 
from Petsopha, differs only in that the wavy front has become 
a large, square block attached to the front of the skirt and ex- 
tending out at the sides, though not exceeding the height of 
the waist vertically. Figure No. 154, from Prinias, the only 
example of Type SS2, reveals this same effect of 'motion'. 
Here the centre of the skirt has been pressed in so that the 
sides of the skirt curve round and out, whilst the back is 
rounded. The torso of this figure, however, is heavily moulded 
with two large and exposed breasts. An apron or shawl is worn 
on the torso and the upper skirt and applied by pressing down 
the edges and leaving light incisions all the way round. 
Type'RR2 is represented by one example from Knossos, No. 199, 
and is similar in form and construction'to the figurines of Type 
NN21. However, the torso shows no indications of breasts but 
instead is"painted white, which is recognisedýas being the colour 
used for female flesh. The waist is fairly wide and rounded with 
a convex profile and the'sides flare out to form the bell-shaped 
skirt. The skirt itself is painted black/dark brown with sets 
of two red, vertical lines interspersed with thick, white crosses. 
Around the waist is a thick, rounded double belt which hangs down 
the front of the skirt in a V-shape. 
Types TT2I-IV contain, in total, the largest number of female 
figurines from this sample, constituting 25% of the total number 
and seven of these nine figurines come from Piskokephalo. They 
are characterized by their longer and more rectangular torsos 
with sides narrowing slightly to the waist, their broad, rounded 
shoulders and their almost 'tubular' arms (Nos. 116 and 117 of 
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Type TT21 and No. 111 of Type, TT21V;. They have fairly thick 
and rounded profiles with convex back and fronts and usually 
small pellets of clay applied to the torso for breasts; No. ý 
119 of Type TT2111, from Piskokephalo retains the shape of the 
torso but the breasts are larger: and more conical (and moulded) 
and the stomach projects out steeply in front, as if denoting 
pregnancy. The three examples from Type TT21V, Nos. '120,121 
and 122, all from Piskokephalo; -differ only in that the torso 
is covered in a long-sleeved Jacket with a wide and deep V-shaped 
opening in the front exposing only the edges of the breasts, - 
and leaving's more rounded profile in front. No. 116 and No. 117 
of Type TT21 retain the tenon at the base of the torso which was 
inserted into the lower, half. The arms of this type group appear 
to be predominantly bent at the elbow with the forearms held up 
to the breasts. In'example No. 118 of Type TT2II the arms are 
looped around to the front and rest in the centre of, the chest 
and in No. 118 of TT2IV the hands rest-actually on the breasts. 
Platon, 
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in his description of the female figurines from the 
site of Piskokephalo, identified a very characteristic gesture 
associated'primarily with this site -'namely the right hand 
is carried towards the left shoulder bending across the chest 
and resting on the shoulder and'the left arm, is carried diagonally 
across the waist to the opposite hip. A very crude but similar 
representation may be seen in example No. 106 of Type UIR2, from 
Petsopha -here the right arm does not reach the left shoulder 
but rests just below the chin. 
Type UU2 can be regarded, perhaps, as representing the most, 
naturalistic group of female figurines in this sample. They have 
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thick, well moulded and elongated torsos and the breasts, al- 
though still applied onto the torso are carefully worked into 
the body. Their waists only slightly curve in and, in examples 
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No. 68 from Kophinas and No. 200 from Knossos, a thick, double 
belt is worn around the waist, In both cases, mostly broken off. 
The moulding and uneven surface of the torsos give an effect of 
realism unlike the types met with so far. The male figurines, 
it will be remembered, also contained a type, EE2, represented by 
two examples regarded as more 'mature' renditions of TypesDD2I 
and II because of the attempt at realism reflected in their 
well moulded body fragments. In the latter case one was from 
Juktas the other from Traostalos. 
-Types VV2 and XX2 are represented by one example each. No. 167 
from Traostalos of Type VV2 has a short, straight-sided torso narrow- 
ing at the waist and a large tenon emerging from the base of the 
torso. The arms are looped round to the front, the right hand 
carried towards the left shoulder and the left meeting the fore- 
arm of the first. Interestingly enough, Platon 
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identifies this 
gesture'as characteristic of the male figurines only at 
Piskokephalo, but this example from Traostalos is clearly female 
with large, conical breasts visible below the arms. In addition 
she has an elaborate hairstyle framing the face in front and looped 
round the back in two folds and finally tied up in a bun at the 
back of the head. The face has a well moulded nose and chin 
with a thick neck below. 
No. 226 of Type XX2, from Phaistos is unique - if only for 
its elaborate painted decoration. The torso is small and rectan- 
gular with straight sides and the arms curved round to the front 
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of the body. Onto the torso has been painted a short-sleeved 
red jacket open at the front, leaving the breasts exposed. The 
exposed area of the body is painted white with red straps painted 
across and round the breasts and a red necklace with blueish-grey 
pendants hanging from it in front. Around the waist at the base 
of the torso are traces of black paint. 
Type Y: Skirts 
Few of the figurines studied are whole: most represent torsos, 
or other parts of the body. During the course of this research 
" number of skirts were identified but as they do not constitute 
" part of the human body but a decorative addition to it, it was 
decided to place them under Type YY2 with varieties labelled I 
etc. Some may be closely linked to torsos of types that 
have already been established, whilst others remain isolated 
examples. 
No. 168 from Traostalos, representing the only example of Type 
YY21 is a wide and hollow bell-shaped skirt which has been pulled 
in at the sides into a triple pleat but still retains a rounded 
back and front. Around the top of the skirt is wrapped a wide 
sash or belt which descends down in the front with an additional 
longer piece that hangs down the centre front in a longer, narrower 
loop. At the top it an elaborate knot tied in the centre. No. 123 
of Type YY211 may certainly be associated with the torsos of 
Type TT21 and IV , from Piskokphalo. 
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It has a flat back but 
rounded front with a triple pleat down either side adjacent to the 
flattened back. Many other examples of this type of skirt may be 
seen at the Herakleion Museum. They are thick and heavy objects 
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and may be mould-made - their regularitylin form certainly points 
to this. Type YY2111 comprises'an example from Prinias, No. 155. 
It represents a long, almost oblong skirt slightly f larIng at the 
base, with a long, diagonal fold across it carrying light incisions 
right down it and'on a band round the bottom edge of the skirt. 
It is completely solid with a narrow projection at the top where 
it probably once fitted into the torso. A variety of other 
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skirts from Prinias may be seen in the Aglos Nikolaos Museum. 
One*has four, pleats running down the length of the skirt in 
front rendered by applying strips of clay, whilst another, of 
more irregular outline and narrower bell-shape, has its three 
pleats formed by pulling out the clay into long, fine ridges 
vertically down the skirt. 
7.79. Ua%aAc 
A large proportion of the figurines and torsos discussed were 
without heads, and where-they were extant they were described 
under Attribute 2. In tables 6,8 and 9 giving a summary of the 
sex-and preservation of figurines from three peak sanctuaries, 
Kophinas, Piskokephalo and Traostalos respectively, it mayýbe 
seen that heads constituted a large part, if not the majority, 
of fragments of figurines found at these sites. As they comprise 
such an individual and varied part of the body for which we 
have more limited information, separate female heads are grouped 
here under Type ZZ2 with Roman numerals distinguishing each type. 
There appear to be four basic methods of construction: 
(a) The shape of, the head and neck are first moulded into oval 
or rounded forms on thick or thin necks. The nose and chin are 
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pinched out to form a long thin ridge with, perhaps, a slight 
indentation for the mouth. This leaves two eye depressions of 
varying depths according to how hard the fingers are pressed 
in on either side of the ridge. Into the depressions two small 
clay pellets may be inserted and two further pellets or strips 
of clay applied for the ears. Hair and/or, a hat may be applied 
separately. i .1 
(b) As above except that the nose only is pinched, out and slightly 
moulded. The chin is pulled down from the shape of the head and 
the area around the mouth is flattened. The eye depressions are 
shallow and clay pellets may be inserted. Alternatively two 
pierced holes may be made for the eyes and the mouth. indicated 
with a light, horizontal incision. Hair and/or a hat may be applied 
separately. 
(c) The head and face are moulded with features rendered plast- 
ically showing eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth. Hair and/or a hat may 
be applied and moulded separately. 
(d) The head and face are moulded although the nose is pinched 
out. There are no eye depressions and large discs or clay pellets, 
are applied for eyes. Hair and/or a hat may be applied separately. 
The examples from Kophinas, ZZ2VII and VIIIbear, a close 
resemblance to the heads. from. the other peak sanctuaries for which 
we have seen examples still attached to their torsos- Petsopha 
and Juktas for instance. The heads from Piskokephalo reveal 
a quite new sophistication, however, in the modelling of both 
facial features and the hair. The most commonly found type is 
ZZ211 (nine from a sample of twenty-seven heads) with the hair tied 
up ina high bun and gathered in, by a thick, wide band. Twice as 
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many heads from the sample studied from Piskokephalo (eighteen 
from a total of twenty-seven) were individual types, and many 
of these of a much cruder nature than Type ZZ211. In construction 
the former had the more characteristic pinched out'nose and 
chin with eye depressions. The modelling of-facial features 
witnessed In Type ZZ211, and their predominance'on'the site of 
Piskokephalo, may suggest evidence for one particular workshop. 
This is further confirmed by the individual nature of'many of the 
remaining examples from the same site, perhaps made'or commissioned 
by individuals from one or more of the surrounding communities. 
Alternatively the sophistication witnessed in the modelling of 
features of Type ZZ2II may attest to a later date of their making, 
as already suggested with reference to figurines found on Piskokephalo 
earlier in this chapter. This type of standardization in the mould- 
ing of heads, 'in particular, is'noi peculiar to Piskokephalo 
alone, however. In table 9, Chapter 5, the sex and preservation 
of figurines from Traostalos was reviewed. The majority of"' 
fragments from thiSsite appeared to be heads'and many of these had a 
large number of'relicas (as indicated by the number in'the brackets 
following the museum catalogue number). This would Vertainly 
indicate mass'production on a local scale and perhaps individual 
workshops. It Is unfortunate'that none of these heads ware 
studied by the'author and their exact location and siratigraphy 
are unknown. 
For those heads which retained part or all o. f their bodies we 
saw a variety of hats. No. 97 of Type JJ21 for example, from 
Petsopha, wore a tall, tongue-shaped hat attached to the top and 
back of-the head and sweeping'forwardsin a high'curve and with 
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recurved edges leaving a shallow bowl on the interior, whereas 
the face was similar to ZZ2VII though more rounded and with, a 
larger nose. No. 99 of Type LL2, from Petsopha, wore a large 
open bowl-shaped hat set slightly forward on the bead, and 
with the sides slightly pulled in leaving a rounded 'peaked' 
impression at front and back. No; 187, of Type PP2 from Chamaizi, 
wore a flat beret type hat with a thickrounded edge in front. 
Here the face had a well moulded. nose and chin. with large, circular 
discs applied for-the eyes. No. 40, of Type JJ21 from Juktas, 
wore a large and wide open-bowl hat similar to Type ZZ2VIII 
from Kophinas, except that it was made from one piece of clay: 
this represents one of the most common types of hat from this 
period. 
The range of different hats and head-dress presented here 
helpsillustrate the fact that female figurines contained far more 
variation in detail and had more attention and time spent on 
them in their construction, than the male figuries of the same 
period. Undoubtedly this is a reflection of the fashion of the 
time and what was favoured in different areas. The Minoan woman 
undoubtedly took great care over her appearance and had a wide 
variety of choice at her disposal., In addition the evidence 
provided by heads gives us greater confirmation of the existance 
of individual workshops-serving particular peak ianctuaries. If 
these workshops did exist they are more likely to have been opera- 
ting within the larger palace centres., Many more types-represented 
by only one example would have been produced alongside the major 
groups, by individuals from the same centres or other, outlying 
communities who also visited the same sanctuaries. 
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Many more types of female figurine with a number of variations 
in attributes' would undoubtedly emerge if all the figurines were 
made available for study. As with the male figurines of this period, 
the analysis of this sample has at least helped establish the 
existance of certain types with varying attribute combinations. 
The peak sanctuaries yielded the majority of figurines from 
this period. In addition they contained a greater cross-section 
of female to male types with particular ones predominating in 
certain sites. Piskokephalo yielded not only'a distinct male 
type but a female counterpart, Type TT21 and its variations 
III-IV. Type JJ21, most commonly ass , 
ociated 
with Petsopha, was 
also seen to exist at Maza, Juktas, Xerokampos and most notably 
from the palace of Zakros. The remaining settlement sites yielded 
types unique to themselves though not totally dissimilar to 
other types from peak sanctuaries. Type PP2, for example, from 
Chamaizi, showed many similarities with Types NN21 and II, but with 
a number of modifications, as did RR2 (from Knossos) and XX2 (from 
Phaistos). 
One of the major factors to be high-lighted in the female group 
of figurines1s that they show greater variety not only 
in basic form but in detail too, most particularly in Attribute 
3: dress, manifested in the variety of bell-1haped skirts, in the 
head-dresses and not least in the other decorative attachments 
like belts. In terms of gesture the female figurine revealed a 
slightly smallerýrange of types than the males with some overlap 
between the two, particularly where the arms are bent at the elbow 
and held to the chest. Amongst the male figurines it is commonly 
found that the hands rest on the chest, or at the side or in the 
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centre, whereas women hold their hands predominantly below the 
breasts or across them. Nos. 121 and 122 of -Type TT21V from 
Piskokephalo, however, reveal both females, with their hands on 
the breasts. A greater proportion of female figurines hold, 
their arms forwards in front of their bodies, either straight, 
or curving round in front of the breasts, or bent at the elbow 
with forearms tilting up, or, with the arms curved round and hands 
touching at chin level. This was the case in eight, of the thir- 
teen types. TypesTT21 and II, with examples predominantly from 
Piskokephalo, revealed a gesture where one. arm, crossed over the 
chest to the opposite shoulder with the other arm crossed over 
the waist to the opposite hip. A cruder version of this can 
be seen on an example from Petsopha. 
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HERMAPHRODITES 
Only nine figurines have been identified as hermaphrodite 
within the Proto-palatial period. Within these, those belonging 
to types BB3-EE3 show elear indications of both male and female 
sex organs (that is, both, breasts and penis/codpiece): '*The two 
examples from Chamaizi, No. 159 and 160 of Type AA3 indicate 
only breasts but clearly imitate male forms (notably Type AA2111) 
associated with the peak sanctuary sites. Their heads too re- 
semble those of males rather than the females found from this 
period. For this reason they have been identified as hermaphro- 
dite. Type BB3 is represented by f our f igures, standing with arms 
linked and set on a circular platform who are clearly depicted as 
naked dancers perhaps at the point of commencing a dance (their 
legs are set tightly together so they cannot be representing 
dancers 'in action') or at the end of it. They are identical 
In form but vary slightly in size and three wear small, conical 
caps with curved tips on the top of their heads (the fourth may be 
broken off). 
The example of Type CC3, No. 12 from Kamilari, is also part of 
a model set on a circular platform. Here the crudely modelled 
hermaphrodite with large, modelled breasts and penis is naked 
and bends over a table apparently in the process of a task. 
Opposite are the extant legs of another figure (perhaps another 
hermaphrodite? ) and in the doorway structure behind the figure 
is a small figure of indistinguishable sex. 
Types DD3 and EE3, represented by one example each, are both 
thickly moulded with large features. No. 113 of Type EE3, from 
Piskokephalo, is reminiscent of Female Type UU2 with its long 
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and well moulded, rectangular torso, slightly incurving at 
the waist. Here a codpiece Is attached so the figure is not 
completely naked. -Type DD3 No. 159 from Traostalos wears a 
codpiece which-is-part, of, a wide sash or belt extending 
upwardsto just below the breasts and downwardsat the back, 
covering the buttocks. The smallconical breasts are just 
visible below the arms. Unusual in this figure is the modelling 
of the knees, pinched out in the same fashion as, the large 
eyes on the head. 
This group of figurines is, small but constitutesa source 
of great interest and perplexity in terms of interpretation - 
particularly those that'are, part of, a complete model. This 
will be discussed atýgreater-length in'the next, chapter. 
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The figurines from this group can be clearly divided between 
(a) those where evidence is not sufficient to reveal the sex but 
could belong to any one of the male, female or hermaphrodite 
groups and (b) those where no attempt was made to indicate the 
gender of the figurines. 
The more numerous and indeed the most important are from cate- 
gory (b) represented by Type FF3, GG31 and II, HH3, QQ31-II, RR3 
SS3 and TT3. From category (a), the remaining types are repre- 
sented by one example with the exception of Types NN3 and PP3, 
which have two examples each: for these close parallels can be 
found with male types of this period but cannot be attributed 
with any certainty. No. 49 from Kophinas of Type, 'M; for example, 
is similar to the male Type CC2_T with its shorter and squarer 
dimensions, straight sides and rounded arms. This'figure, however, 
shows no indications of male-organs, codpiece-or loincloth-or 
alternatively breasts: it clearly indicates the buttocks and an 
incision in front to separate the legs but no other features 
are visible and-it wears a jacket covering the torso completely. 
No. 115 from'Piskokephalo of Type JJ3, has a similarly formed 
torso to examples of the male Type CC211 group although this one 
is cruder- the shoulders are less well formed and týe arms are 
thin strips of clay looped round to the chest. One cannot say 
with any certainty, however, whether it can be attributed to this 
male group. The'two examples from Type NN3, Nos. 64 and 65 from 
Kophinas may be paralleled with the male Type AA21V group with a 
more triangular-shaped torso - maintaining the broad, rounded, near 
horizontal shoulders and narrowing sharply to the waist. This 
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may then have enlarged into rounded, protruding hips and 
buttocks with a codpiece attached to it. However we have no 
further evidence to support this. and In both cases-the dimensions 
are smaller and cruder and the profiles more flattened. No. 67 
from Kophinas of Type PP3 is unusual: its torso is rectangular 
with straight sides and cut down its centre is a deep and wide 
opening. There is, no clearAndication, that the figure wears 
a bodice or-a jacket that is intended to be represented as 
'prised open' or whether the swelling of the torso is repre- 
sentative and/or inclusive of*breasts. It is possible, alter- 
natively, that the opening represents the focal point of an 
illness of injury. Within the male. Type CC211 g; roup one example, 
No. 57 from Kophinas, revealed a torso with a spade-shaped opening 
cut out of its centre., This may represent the same technique to 
pinpoint an ailment or injurly, more than a decorative element , 
in the clothing. In both cases. the openings are-too exaggerated 
to support this latter conclusion. 
Type LL3, represented by one example-from the Royal Road 
excavations at Knossos, is unusual for its painted decoratýon. 
Both the front and the back of the hollow torso are painted, in 
white superimposed with black, concentric circles on, the front 
and concentric diamonds on the back. Round the waist is a dark 
orange-brown band. There is no evidence for breasts which to- 
gether with the narrow waist is more suggestive of a male torso, 
However we have no other example of a male figure made and decor- 
ated in this manner, the form of the torso is quite-unusual in 
its lozenge shape, and there is no evidence. of male sexual organs 
or codpiece extant. For, this reason it must, remain an 'unknown'. 
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Type KK3 with one example, No 63 from Kophinas, with its shortocrude 
arms looped round to the side of a featureless chest and sur- 
mounted by a long, thick, cylindrical neck and head with crude, 
pinched out nose, shows no features that may distinguish it as 
being male, female or hermaphrodite. 
It is the figurines that show no attempt at distinguishing 
their sex, but rather deliberately omitting any sexual organs, 
that constitute the more interesting types within this group. 
Nos. J5 and J6,, from Juktas, in their rather 'suspended' atti- 
tudes with legs apart and arms 'hanging' at the sides, seem 
crude and unfinished with totally featureless bodies. - Their 
heads are pinched out to form a nose with a crescent-shaped 
mouth piece and disc-shaped eyes attached to them. They are 
reminiscent of the figure standing in the doorway of the model from 
Kamilari which had set onto its circular platform a hermaphro- 
dite leaning over a table performing some task (Type CC3, No. 12 
P1.138). Types GG31 and II, represented by one example each, have 
crude, rounded or oval, featureless heads, with only the nose pinched 
out. No. 152 from Prinias of GG31 has thick and flattened arms 
bent round to the chest with a narrow and flat torso. It has an 
incision down the centre of the torso and the fingers are, indicated 
by further incisions. No. 61 from Kophinas of GG311 has short, 
projecting arm stumps and a completely featureless torso. No. 78 
of Type HH3, from Maza with a slightly drawn in waist and rounded, 
protruding buttocks and thighs is reminiscent of examples from the 
Male AA2111 group with its more sinuous outline, and the sides 
running down into the legs without interruption. -However there is 
no evidence of male or female sexual organs having ever been present. 
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The smallpthin arms are curved round to the front of the body 
but frame no breasts. 
The most interesting figurines of this'group are undoubtedly 
those belonging to TyperQQ31 and II, and certainly the most'numerous 
with a total of nine examples, six from-Knossos and three from 
Juktas, the closest peak sanctuary to the palace. They are 
characterized by'their short, thick and featureless, cylindrical 
bodies'with incurving backs and arms pulled out in fiont and below 
the neck into short, stumpy projections. The head'. continuing on in 
the same curve as the body at the back, is pinched out in front 
for the nose and chin leaving two large eye depressions. 'The hat, 
widebrimmed in front and flattened at the back as it inclines 
downward4 is formed by merely pulling up the edges of the'head and 
flattening its top. Their bodies slightly flare at the base as 
if they could be wearing dresses, although there is no certainty 
of this. They are clearly made up from one'piece ofýclay with one 
example, No. 193 from Knossos, revealing two small pellets of clay 
applied for the ears. This type appears to be unique to Knossos 
with parallels found at only one other site'to date, Julftas, 'which is 
in close proximity to Knossos. ' No. 42 of Type QQ311, *from Juktas, 
represents a siig*ht variation'in that two small pellets of clay are 
applied for the eyes and the arms are formed by, applying. a strip 
of clay round the back of the body with its two ends coming round 
to the front and flattened at the ends for the hands. It has the 
same cylindrical body flaring at the base but the back is not 
incurved. 
Type RR3, represented by four main examples from Kamilari, is 
important in, that these four figures are part of a model whose 
significance is regularly debated. The four figures are all 
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seated on small four-legged stools against a wall: three are of the 
same size with one smaller. They appear to wear dresses or robes 
extending to the ground and hold their right hand forwardsand 
left arm down on their laps. The Jigure on the far left wears a 
cap. There are no distinguishing features to determine their 
sex although they are seated opposite two smaller, standing males 
with one of these carrying a jug or bowl. If the standing figurines 
are clearly represented as male by the presence of codpleces the 
seated figures are-clearly meant to be represented as having no 
sexual characteristics to distinguish them. Each of the seated 
figures has a smallorounded table in front of them and they appear 
to be in a room or building with three small windows in the wall 
behind them and fronted with two pillars behind the standing men 
and at each corner. 
No. 105, of Type SS3 from Petsopha, represents a seated figure, 
wearing a dress or robe and revealing no distinguishing sexual 
features. In this figure'however, the torso is painted white and 
the lower half dark brown to black. We know from other example$ 
and from frescoes that female flesh-is normally painted white, 
so it is possible that this figure is female, though it if far 
from certain. The crude example From Mallia (HN 22.134) of Type 
TT3*reconstructed frým seven fragments, represents a seated figure 
with no apparent sexual characteristics. The existence of a small 
hole in the back may indicate that the figure was once attached to 
something, though we have no parallels with which to compare it. Most 
notable is its gesture, with the right arm (and possibly once the 
left arm) raised and the hand'resting on top of the head. 
The 'neutrality' of these figures may hold great signiýicance 
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especially on the model where it appears that we are not supposed 
to regard themýas having human sexual characteristics.: Conversely, 
the neutrality of the cruder figures of Type QQ31 and II, FF3 
and HH3, may simply be a reflection of the technique used for the 
modelling of these figurines with no added significance, although 
constituting definite types, particularlyýQQ3I. 
ZZ3 HEADS 
Isolatedheads, constituting such a large number of the-finds 
relating to figurines and on peak sanctuaries pose a. great, problem. 
Where they still remain attached to the torsos it1s possible to 
ascertain whether they are male or female or where they reveal 
definite female characteristics as with the heads from Piskokephalo 
and Petsopha, discussed, in the section on female figurines. For, 
the majority, 'however, it is impossible to ascertain which gender 
they belong to, as many types are seen to overlap and more important, 
they were fashioned inýthe same way. In addition, to this at 
Traostalos, one of the sites for which we have a great deal of 
recorded evidence (see Table 9) of what exists in, the Herakleion 
Museum, many of the heads appear to have identical replicas (repre- 
sented by the number in brackets set after the museum inventory 
number) but there does not, appear to be a corresponding number of 
torsos and/or whole figures. This may be due to preservation and 
recording or lack of both. Alternatively it may indicate that 
heads were produced in isolation, just as limbs were produced for 
themselves and noted by Myers at Petsopha peak sanctuary. 
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The eight types of heads of 'unknown sex' presented here repre- 
sent a small but sound selection and cross section of types that 
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exist from the Proto-palatial period, even if they are later 
attributed to the different sexes. Type ZZ31, for instance, 
characterized by the triangular faces with pinched out noses and 
eye depressions and conical hats surmounted on the heads are very 
common, with one good example from the Palace of Zakros. Varia- 
tions on this theme can be seen in Type ZZ311 from Traostalos with 
the eye depressions inset with two large pellets of clay and an 
apparently bald head. - Types ZZ3111 and IV, both from Kophinas 
and with more moulded noses and chins (and in the case of ZZ31II 
painted facial features) and wearing tall hats, almost certainly 
belong to female figurines and have close parallels at Petsopha. 
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More unusual is Type ZZ3VI represented by examples like No. 73 
from Kophinas with a rounded head set on a long, thick, cylindrical 
neck. The face is pinched out to form the nose leaving large eye 
depressions inset with clay pellets. The back of the head is 
still rounded and the head is surmounted by a cone-shaped hat. 
Type ZZ3Vrepresented by one example from Hophinas, has a spherical 
head with slightly pinched'out nose leaving shallow eye depressions 
inset ýfith two holes, evidently formed by piercing the clay with 
a pointed instrument. It has irregularly shaped strips of clay 
set across the top of the head and round the back, probably denoting 
hair. A very common type of head which may be seen in the Agios 
Nikolaos Museum, predominantly from Prinias, but not studied here, 
is characterised by a rounded bald head, fine moulded nose, incised 
mouth and two small pierced dot eyes. The ears are often applied 
in the form of round clay pellets and the neck. is tall and thin. 
There are a great number of these heads of varying sizes and some 
with open bowl-shaped hats, though most remain bare-headed. 
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Types MIX - ZZ3XXI, each represented by one example, are 
from Piskokephalo (see Table 24). They reveal a variety of 
facial features, though most are formed by the more common 
; 
pinched out' technique. No. 145 of Type ZZ3XVI for example, 
carries eight tresses of hair around the front and sides of the 
head with three additional tresses on top of the head. In the 
eye depressions formed by the pinched-out nose two small pellets 
of clay have been inserted. No. 143 of Type ZZ3XIV, however, has 
a large moulded nose and squarish chin and only slight eye de- 
pressions and the head is apparently bald. 
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1. This type may be correlated with the Schematic Type B figurines 
of the Pre-palatial period (see Table 21). 
2. These two figurines from Petsopha on display in the Agios 
Nikolaos Museum (case 25) were studied by the author with kind 
permission of Dr Davaras. They had no inventory numbers and were 
together with two additional examples of the same type which were 
not studied. 
3. This type may be correlated with the Schematic Type I figurines 
of the Pre-palatial period represented by one example from Mallia 
with painted lines on the back (see Table 21). 
4. This is very reminiscent of the Schematic Type JI group from the 
Pre-palatial period and in particular the example from Myrtos, 
made of clay, which show no facial features. 
5. This type corresponds to the Schematic Type D group of the Pre- 
palatial period which yielded two examples from Trapeza (see 
Table 21). 
6. This type resembles the Schematic Type GII group of the Pre- 
palatial period represented by an example from Agios Onouphrios. 
However, here the neck is low and thick and the head rounded 
(see Tablb 21). 
7. There is a similar example from Zakros from an LMIB context. 
8. The naturalistic group of figurines is grouped and discussed in 
the following gender order: male, female, hermaphrodite, unknown. 
9. This figurine was not studied by the author but has been published 
by A. Karetsou in ME 1977 (1980) B, 419, pl. 222a, and Ergon 
1977 (1978), 181, pl. 125. 
10. This figurine has not been published but was studied with the kind 
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permission of A. Karetsou. 
11. This figurine was studied with the ýind permission of 
Professor N. Platon and is unpublished. 
12. This figurine was studied with the kind permission of Dr. 
Davaras and is unpublished. 
13. This figurine was not studied by the author but has been published 
in TM 1975 (1977), 335, pl. 264ý. 
14. This figurine is unpublished but studied with the kind permission 
of Professor N. Platon. It has no inventory number and may be 
from the succeeding Neo-palatial period (LMIB which marks the 
destruction of the Palace of Zakros). 
15. Although there are no precise indications of the gender of this 
figurine its similarity in form to No. 108 is utimistakable aný 
likewise for Nos. 107 and 110. 
16. This figurine is unpublished but studied with kind permission of 
Dr. K. Davaras. 
17. See n. 16 above. 
18. All*figurines from Kophinas are unpublished and studied with the 
kind permission of Professor Platon and Dr. Davaras. 
19. Markings on the left hand side of the chest suggest that the other 
arm was held in the same position as the right arm - i. e. both 
were held to the chest and meeting in the centre. 
20. Alexiou. S., Deltion Vol. 18 1963: Chronika, 313, pl. 363(a). 
There is no inventory number or publication number given. 
21. This figurine has not been published but was studied with kind 
permission of Dr. Davaras. 
22. It is not altogether certain whether this torso belongs to 
the male group. After examination it was felt that the form 
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and style conformed more to that of a male than a female 
figurine, or other gender. 
23. This figurine is unpublished but studied with the kind 
permission of A. Karetsou. 
24. Although there are no indications of sex, by comparison to other 
examples from this type group the torso-is thought by the author 
to belong to the male gender. 
25. This gesture type has been estimated from the direction of the 
upper arms. 
26. See n. 24, above. 
27. This figurine was published in Mallia 1,1922-1924 (1928) by 
F. Chapouthier and J. Charbonneaux. 
28. IIAE 1977 (1978) No. 30,419-420, pl. 222(b) and (c) by A. Karetsou. 
29. No details are provided in the report of measurements and other 
attributes. 
30. Unpublished but studied with kind permission of Dr. Davaras. 
31. A small fragment of the hand still extant on the chest indicated 
that the right arm was also looped round in the front and rested 
on the chest. 
32. See n. 30 above. 
33. As in No. 97 above, the collar of the bodice is brought forward 
at its laterals to form the arms. However they are broken off 
at the shoulders. One may surmize, however, that they are in a 
similar gesture to'No. 97 from Petsopha. 
34. Although published with a group from Maza in Kr. Chr. 5 1951,124, 
pl. E(l) they are entered in the museum catalogue at Herakleion 
as coming from B' Ta(POC ErC41VL&%) IIC6LOf)OC. This also applies 
to No. 83 below. 
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35. J. L. Hyres, BSA vol. IX 1902-3,368, discusses the construction 
of these female figurines as follows: "a lozenge-shaped plate of 
clay was made, to represent the bodice of the dress; and its two 
lateral angles were drawn out to form the arms. The head, modelled 
separately with a long stalk-like neck, was then laid face upward 
on this plate, along its longer diameter. Then the margins of 
the plate, below the level of the arms were drawn forward, like 
the spathe of an arum-lily, to enfold the lower part of the neck 
and so to form a thicker stalk or peg for insertion in the apex 
of the skirt piece. The junction was smoothed over by squeezing 
the body-clay downwards over the upper part of the skirt, and some- 
times a heavy fillet of clay was added, over all, to represent 
the padded girdle ... The junction of neck and 
bodice were 
similarly remodelled, and disguised by the addition of pellets 
_of 
clay for the breasts; and finally the arms were brought for- 
ward rather above the horizontal line". 
36. ibid. 367. Myres estimated from his examination of this type 
of figure that the lower half usually stood at about 8cm. high and 
seemed "to be wheelmade, and has nearly the form of the common 
beaker-type of Palaikastro, but baseless and inverted". 
37. i-bid. 368. Myres refers to this as the "wide standing collar 
of the 'Medici' type which rises to a high point at the back of 
the head: and it recalls at once the square standing collars 
and epaulettes of the seated ladies in the miniature frescoes 
of Knossos" (cf. JHS XXI,, pl. V, and BSA VII, fig. 17). 
38. ibid. 370. Myres likens it to 'a short broad shoe-horn'. 
39. This white on dark painting is good evidence to support the case 
that these figurines date to EMIII, by comparison to 
contezhporary pottery of this same decorative style. 
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40. There Is no evidence of breasts but the type of torso and method 
of construction conforms to this type. They may have been broken 
off. 
41. This crudely modelled example reveals clearly the method of 
construction as described by Myres (see n. 35). 
42. The white paint in fr6nt and between the shoulders may represent 
the exposed female felsh - traditionally painted in white with 
that of men in a reddish-brown colour (? 4yres 1902-3, op. cit., 370 
and supported by frescoes). 
43. Published in the Agios Nikolaos Museum Guide by Dr. Davaras, 
1972, no. 45, Museum No. 6739. 
44. The arms are broken off at the shoulders as in No. 235 from 
Zakros above (n. 41). 
45. The join of the lower neck into the torso is still visible with 
finger marks where the clay was pressed together.. 
46. Myres, 1902-3 op. cit., 372, sees in this example "a very early 
analogy, and perhaps even theprototype, of a rare group of 
Cypriote votive figurines of the Iron Age (JHS XVII, 166, fig. 
15: Cypr. Mus. Cat. No. 5540,153), in which a female figurine 
bears. a regular saucer-lamp on her head, Yet the lamps of these 
figures have never been used as lamps and ... are identical with 
the large class of votive figurines in association with which 
they occur". I am inclined to believe, however, that such a 
hat represents merely an additional style to the repetoire of 
hats that Minoan women wore. 
47. Published in the Agios Nikolaos Museum Guide by Dr. Davaras, 
No. 43, Museum no. 
19956. 
48. This figurine may be hermaphrodite. Although two pellet 
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breasts are indicated it has the form of a head closer to 
the male group with no hat and traces of dark red paint on it. 
49. Published in the Agios Nikolaos Museum Guide by Dr. Davaras, 
Nos. 39 and 44 respectively. 
50. The right arm is bent up towards the head but away from the body 
and the left arm is similarly bent and inclines up at a lower 
level, both in the general directiom of the chin. 
51. Although this figure depicts large, conical breasts and wears a 
skirt there was evidence of a reddish-brown paint all over which 
is customarily used for male flesh. It was found with two 
almost certain hermaphrodite figures (discussed below). 
52. This gesture resembles that of Type KK2 although the form 
of the figurine itself is different. 
53. See n. 42 above. 
54. There are no indications of sex but the figurine wears a skirt. 
55. The rigbt arm just touches the body without being attached to it. 
Traces of the left arm can be seen on the front torso next to the 
end of the right arm as if once, in the same position. 
56. This figurine appears to have the same gesture as No. 116 of this 
type but the forearms incline slightly upwards. Traces of 
the right arm may be seen on the, front right hand side of the 
torso. 
57. Unpublished but studied with kind permission oi Dr. Davaras. 
58. The shoulders and parts of the upper arm that remain are curved 
round to the front. The forearms may have been in a variety 
of positions. 1 
59. This figurine is unpublished and studied with kind permission 
of S. Hood., It had been placed together with the figurines from 
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the Royal Road but It appears'to belong to Evans' earlier 
excavations of Hogarth's Houses. 
60. Apparently found in the tholos tomb at Gypsades, as the number 
indicated, and as suggested by Hood. 
61. The left shoulder and upper arm curve round to the front but it 
is not possible to say what the gesture was beyond this. 
62. In this example the right arm is crossed over the chest with the 
hand resting just below'the chin (and not over the shoulder) and 
the left arm comes down over the waist to the opposite hip. 
63. There are two identical skirts from this site with the same 
inventory number. 
64. Similar to No. 185, but the elbows are more sharply bent-rather 
than curved round and'the arms more steeply inclined with the 
right hand almost touching the edge of the chin. 
65. Nos. J5 and J6 were not studied by*the author but have been 
published by A. -Karetsou in TM 1977'(1980) B, 419, and Ergon 
1977 (1978) vol. 30,181. 
66. This figurine was published by AYY. tkqinean in Deltion 1975 
(1983) B'^_ Chronika, 341, pl. 248(a). 
67. The right arm is evidently curved round tightly to the front 
and shows indications of having been held to the chest. 
68. The hands meet in the centre but higher up the torso. below the 
neck. 
69. Unpublished but studied with kind'permission of'S. Hood. 
70. The direction of the right upper arm is upwardstowards the head. 
If this is a saluting figure it is ' unique as this gesture 
does not appear commonly until the Neo-Palatial period. 
71. The deep rift down the middle of the torso'is very unusual. It 
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Is difficult to say whether it represents a diseased or 
injured section of the body or an opening-of a bodice. If. 
it is a bodice the figure may then be regarded as female., 
72. This figurine and those following of this type and from the 
Royal Road are unpublished but studied with kind permission 
of S. Hood. 
73. Both are published by A. Xaretsou in W 1976 (1978) B, 414, 
They were not seen or studied by the author. 
74. This figurine was not studied but is published by A. Zoes in 
rM 1978 (1980), 302, pl. 191a. 
75. Unpublished but studied with kind permission of A. Karetsou. 
76. The gesture and arms of this figure are not easily discernable. 
77. This figurines was not studied but has been published by H. Van 
Effenterre and Y. Tzedakis, Deltion 32,1977 (1982), 75a. 
78. Unpublished but studied with kind permission of Dr. Davaras. 
79. This head has been published by Evans in P. o. M. Vol. IV, 67, ýig. 
41, but was not seen or studied by the author. 
80. See Table 5 for typological procedure and terminology. 
81. Examples of nude men, normally crudely modelled can be seen in 
the show cases at Agios Nikolaos - one in particular, from 
Prinias has his legs set apart and arms outstretched. 
82. We know this from frescoes from the Palace of Knossos. 
83. Myres, 1902-3. op. cit., 361, noted and described the method 
of construction of both male and female figurines from Petsopha. 
84. Platon, N., Xr. Chr., 1951,124-147, discusses at length the male 
and female types found at Piskokephalo. With regard to the males 
he noted the well modelled torsos with slim drawn in waists; 
their rounded arms with the right tending to be bent across 
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the chest towards the opposite shoulder and the other bent over 
the chest with the hand resting on the former wrist. He also noted 
the joints, shins, knees were plastically rendered in a sophisti- 
cated manner. 
85. Myres, 1902-3 op. cit , 361. He describes the male figures from 
Petsopha as ranging from lp-17 cm. in height (with one which 
measures12 cms. from shoulders to knees and so must have stood 
at about 22cms. in height). A few stand on small, round bases 
3.. 5-4cms. In diameter. All the figures stand erect, with feet 
usually close together and the legs slightly bowed. The waist 
is drawn in so as to be narrow and the shoulders are broad. 
The arms are usually extended to the elbow at an angle of 
about 60 
0 
with the trunk; the forearms are tightly flexed and the hands 
pressed closely to the body between the shoulders and the breast. 
86. ibid. Another example of such a kilt can be seen on one of the 
figurines published in this report of Petsopha. 
87. See Platon 1951 op. cit., 129, fig. 2, for more examples. 
88. See n. 33 above, for method of construction. 
89. Their recognition as a prominent type follows Myres description 
of them in his report of Petsopha, op. cit 
90. Although Platon includes these two examples in his publication 
of Maza 1951 OR-cit- PLE', Fig. 1, in-the Museum catalogue at 
Herakleion they are entered as coming from BI Tmpog ETC41'VL6V 
11C6LCL60C excavated in the same year. 
91. The head of this torso resembles a male more than a female 
but because of the presence of breasts it has been classified 
as female. It may well be hermaphrodite. 
92. Platon 1951 op. ci ., 130-136. Unfortunately those particalRr 
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figurines were not studied by the author. 
93. Royal Road Excavations. 
94. Platon 1951 op. cit., 140. 
95. ibid. 129, pl. 8, Fig. 1,4. Complete examples are recorded 
here, and TLAE 1952 (1955), 633, Fig. 14. 
96. Case 14 in particular. These were unavailable for study. 
97. Myres, 1902-3, op. cit., Pl. XII, 42-52. 
98. ibid., Pls. VIII-XI. 
99. No. 16537 from Traostalos (Table 9) is described in the 
Herakleion Museum as being similar to this type of head 
from Prinias, and has sixty-eight replicas. 
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Cha2ter 10 - The Neo-Palatial Period 
1. Schematic Figurines 
WPE A3 (nos. 204,271). 
No. 204 1 (Fig. 97b) 
From Mallia, Quartier E. French School Apotheke No. E63/22 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: - 
Head: oval, and incurving at neck. Featureless. 
Torso and Lower Half: - (missing) 
Marble; 2.9cm. ht. 
No. 2712 (Fig. 97a) 
From Mallia, Quartier E. French School Apotheke No. E64/51 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b) 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: oval, and incurving at netk. Featureless. 
Torso and Lower Half: oval, but wider and larger than head. Featureless. 
Limestone. 
TYPE B3 (No. 205) 
No. 205 3 (Fig. 97) 
From Mallia, Quartier E. French School Apotheke No. E63/28 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b) 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: oval, with incurving at neck. Featureless 
Torso and Lower Half: small and short, slanting, angular shoulders 
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with rounded-off base giving spade-shape. Convex 
front and back with flattened sides. 
4 
Featureless. 
Limestone (with contour lines); 3.3cm. 
7YPE C3 (No. ZAK1) 
No. ZAK1 5 (Fig. 97) 
From Zakros 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b) 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: oval, incurving at neck. Featureless. 
Torso and Lower Half: squarish, with very short, slanting shoulders. 
Flattened base and sides. Featureless. 
Marble. 
7YPE D3 (No. 208) 
No. 208 6 (Fig. 98) 
From Mallia, Quartier E. French School Apotheke No. E63/26 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b) 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: rounded-off but stumpy projection emerging from torso. - Featureless. 
Torso and Lower Half: triangular, with rounded-off end and worn, irregular 
and rounded shoulders. 
7 
(Chipped in places around 
shoulders. ) 
Marble; 5.4cm. ht. 
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nTE F3 (No. 228) 
No. 228 (Pl. 171, Fig. 98) 
From Zakros. Siteia Museum - (no inv. number) 
8 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b) 
Gesture: - (no indications) 
Head: tongue-shaped, with rounded crown and only incised groove separating 
head from torso. Flattened back and convex front. Featureless. 
Torso and Lower Half: (bottom half missing), Straight sides and probably 
oblong. Flattened back and slightly convex front. 
Featureless. 
Marble; 3.2cm. ht. 
70E F3 (No. 280) 
No. 280 9 (Fig. 98) 
From Mallia, Quartier A(CL) 
Female 
Posture: Type 5(b) 
Gesture: - (no clear indications) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso and Lower Half:. tongue-shaped, with wide, gently slanting-rounded 
shoulders incurving slightly below shoulder and 
upper arm region. Body tapers slightly and is roundecl 
off. Two small breasts carved onto upper torso. 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Marble; 7.7cm. ht. 
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7WE GL(No. 188) 
No. 188 10 (P1.172, Fig. 99) 
From Knossos. Stratigraphical Museum, Knossos, No. RV6 1585 
Unknown Sex 
Pogture: - 
Gesture: Type 4(? ) 
Head: pinched out nose leaving two large eye depressions. Flat top 
of head and incurving back. 
Torso and Lower Half: triangular. Body flattened out below arms - 
I latter formed by pulling forwardstwo bottom laterals 
, and pressing in between the arms. Back coming 
straight down from head and outwards. Rounded base. 
Dress: dark reddish-brown band around chest, descending into a V-shape 
at the back. 
Clay, pale orange-buff, traces of reddish-brown to dark brown paint, 
soft; 3.3cm. ht. 
7YPE H3 (Nos. 189,190) 
No. 189 (Pl. 173) 
From Knossos, Royal Road. Stratigraphical Museum, Knossos No. RR/61/323 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - 
Gesture: Type 4 
Head: small and rounded, with triangular face, and inclined well back. 
Moulded head with eyes, nose and chin and peaked cap on head. 
Torso and Lower Half: triangular, lower half, with triangular arm extensions 
(one broken off) pulled forwards from torso which 
is pressed in. ' Incurving back coming down from back 
of head. Three points (as below). Featureless. 
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Dress: two reddish-brown horizontal bands across back of shoulders. 
Pointedýspiral on'top of head coming down back: of head. 
Clay, pinkish-buff, orange-buff slip, traces of orangy-brown paint; 
3.8cm. ext. ht. 
No. 190 11 (Pl. 174, Fig. 99) 
From Knossos, Royal Road. Stratigraphical Museum, Knossos No. RR/61/128 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b) 
Gesture: Type 4(? ) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso and Lower-Half: triangular lower half and two triangular arm extensi 
with near horizontal shoulders - giving three 
points. Featureless. 
Dress: reddish-brown cross on back and one vertical strap on each arm - 
I all straps converging on front of body over arm and shoulders. 
Clay, orange-buff, grey core, self slip, traces of reddish-brown paint, 
hard; 2.8cm. ht. 
7YPE 13 (No. 229) 
No. 229 12 (Fig. 99) 
From Zakros. Siteia Museum - (no inv. number) 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: (body missing) 
Gesture: it it 
Head: polygonal, with flat top and four sides with the two lower sides 
tapering to a rounded-off end. Convex-front and back. Featureless. 
Torso and Lower Half: - (missing) 
White transparent marble; 1.7cm. ext. ht. 
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Schematic Types 
There are eleven figurines attributed to the Schematic group from 
the Neo-palatial period, including two heads. Four were located at 
Quartier E, Mallia, with one other from Quartier A; three were from 
Zakros and three from Knossos (including one from the House of the 
Sacrificed Oxen and two from the Royal Road Excavations). 
During the Proto-palatia-1 period a number of schematic figurines 
were found in the same deposit at Quartier Mu, Mallia, with additional 
types emanating from the'peak sanctuary site of Petsopha. During 
the Neo-palatial period the schematic figurines appear to be limited 
to settlement sites only, namely Mallia, Knossos and Zakros. Of the 
eleven figurines there are nine different types with only Types A3 
and H3 producing more than one example (two, in both cases). Type A3, 
with two examples from Mallia (No. 204 representing only a head), are 
characterized by, their oval heads and in the case of No.. 271 by an 
additional larger and wider, oval body. They are totally featureless 
and carved from stone (marble and limestone respectively). 
Type B3 retains the oval head but has a spade-shaped body which 
can be paralleled with examples from earlier periods; notably Schematic 
Type E21 of the Proto-palatial period and Schematic Type D of the Pre- 
. 
pala, tial period, thus seeing a continuation of this particular. tradi- 
tion throughout the Vinoan periods. It is interesting to note that 
in No. 205 from Mallia, of the most recent period, the contour lines 
of the limestone are used to enhance the shape of the figure. 
Type C3, represented by one example from Zakros, reveals an oval 
head but a more square torso and lower half with rounded edges. It 
may be paralleled with No. 212 from Mallia, Quartier Mu of the Schema- 
tic Type G2 group of the Proto-palatial period. The example from 
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Mallia has a longer body, but shorter head, though both are carved 
from marble in a similar fashion. 
Type D3, despite being chipped off at the shoulders, reveals 
strong similarities with examples from Type B of the Pre-palatial 
schematic figurines, with its triangular body tapering to a rounded- 
off point and surmounted by a small head (now only a stumpy pro- 
jection). Equally well paralleled is Type E3, with Type C of the Pre- 
palatial period. The former, No. 228 from Zakros has a small, tongue- 
shaped head, separated from a once long and oblong body by an incised 
groove, and is totally featureless. The examples from Type C, 
whilst revealing the long, oblong and featureless bodiesitend to have 
more rounded heads. 
Type F3 reveals two small pellets of clay applied for breasts onto 
an otherwise featureless and rounded-off torso and lower half combined. 
An attempt has been made to indicate the arms, which are possibly fold- 
ed over the waist. This is achieved by slight incurving at the waist 
and rounded-off edges for the shoulders and elbows. 
Type G3 and H3 represented by one example from the House of the 
Sacrificed Oxen and two from the'Royal Road excavations at Knossos 
respectively, all have their arms pulled forwardsinto triangular 
projections from the body clay. In the case of G3 the torso is level- 
led off and rounded beneath the arms, and in H3 the body is pulled 
downwards into a further triangular projection with the same dimen- 
sions as the two arms. Both types retain heads, in the case of G3 
with the nose pinched out leaving eye depressions, and in Type H3, No. 




LOCATION & SCHEMATIC TYPES FOR THE NEO-PALATIAL PERIOD 
A3 B3 C3 D3 E3 F3 G3 H3 13 
KNOSSOS- 1 2 
MALLIA 2 1 1 
ZAKROS 1 
TOTALS 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 
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2. Naturalistic Figurines 
MALES 
7YPE AA4 (No. 232) 
-- 
No. 232 (Pl. 175, Fig. 100) 
From Zakros. Siteia Museum No. 341 
Male 
Posture: -, (legs missing) 
Gesture: (right arm missing) Possibly 2(c) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: narrow and straight-sided, with arms curving round towards 
chest and long, slanting shoulders. Slightly convex back and 
front. Featureless. 
Lower Half: (missing below thighs) Rounded buttocks and thighs with 
narrow codpiece attached (very worn)., 
Dress: - (no indications other than codpiece) 
Clay, pale orange-buff, traces of black paint, fairly soft; 
4. Ocm. ext. ht. - 
7YPE 'BB4 (No. 170) 
No. 170 13 (Pl. 176, Fig. 100) 
From Psychro. Ashmolean Museum No. AE 621 
Male 
Posture: Type 1 
Gesture: Type 6(a)(ii) 
Head: rounded with low-neck. Featureless. 
Torso: rectangular, with straight sides continuing into legs without 
interruption. Slightly incurved back and flat front with 
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uneven and rough finish. 
Lower Half: legs continuing straight down from waist with small, 
oval, codpiece attached. Buttocks faintly rounded and 
protruding. 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Bronze; 5.5cm. ht. 
7YPE OC4. I(Nos. 1719,172, +) 
No. 171 14 (Pl. 177) 
From Psychro. Ashmolean Museum No. AE 605 
Male 15 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: (right and left forearms missing) Probably Type 6(a)(i) 
Head: long, with indistinct features-and rough finish. Hair modelled 
on top of, head, with cork-screw tresses hanging down on right 
side of torso to waist, and two down the back. Head bent 
slightly forwardsand inclined downwards. 
Torso: rectangular, with straight sides, narrowing to waist and rounded 
shoulders and arms. Incurved back and convex front. Rough 
finish and much corroded. - Muscular, well modelled arms. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: upper part of belt round waipt with loop on right back as 
if tied. 
Bronze; 5.5cm. ht. 
No. 172 16 (Pl. 178, Fig. 100) 
From Psychro. Ashmolean Museum No. AE 23 
Male 
Posture: Type 2 
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Gesture: Type 6(a)(ii) 
Head: oval, with rounded-off chin and indistinct facial features 
except for moulded ears. Hair moulded at top and back of 
head with two long tresse s almost reacýing the waist. Thick, 
low neck. 
Torso: rectangular with sides narrowing to waist. Incurved back 
giving 'leaning back' effect and convex front. Indication of 
ribs and chest bones and muscles evident in taut arms with 
clenched fists. 
Lower Half: waist drawn in with hips flaring out and slightly rounded, 
protruding buttocks. Thin legs moulded separately and 
held apart, with feet. 
Dress: thick waist band and apron which tapers down to knees in 
front and just covers buttocks at back. 
Bronze; 7.7cm. ht. 
The following figurines may be added to this type CC4 group: 
17 
From Psychro(? ) Louvre Museum No.. BR. 4294 
As'above. Thick lock of hair visible from crown of head to nape of 
neck. Standing on a long tenon with base. ' Intact. 18cm. ht. 
From'Hagia Triadha. 
is 
Museo di Pigorini, lnv. no. 71879 
As above, but smaller dimensions and more drawn in waist. Hair 
gathered on top and back of head and falling down back. Intact, 
but'rough finish and corroded. 8.5cm. ht. ' 
19 
From Archanes. Herakleion Museum Inv. No. MI 2508 
As above, and with feet together. Rounded-off crown with no hair evident. 
Intact but corroded, especially on face. 7. Ocm. ht. 
20 From Skoteino. Herakleion Museum Inv. No. 2574 
As above, but with back more incurved and head thrown further back. 
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Front of apron extending to below knees. Missing calves and feet 
and much corroded. 7.7cm. ht. 
From Skoteino. 
21 
Herakleion Museum Inv. No. 2575 
As above, but with more pronounced and rounded belt and long oval 
codpiece attachment with short flap covering buttocks at back. 
Missing right forearm and below knees. Much corroded. Scm. ht. 
Unknown Location. 22 Musge-HUel Sandelin, Saint-Omer Inv. No. 3534 
As above, with pronounced belt and apron extending down to. the ankles 
in front and to the knees behind. Prounounced. and large, oval codpiece 
attached over apron. Anklets, bracelets and arm bands visible. Facial 
features corroded, but long cork- screw -tresses evident fa. 1ling In front 
down either side to the waist, and down the back to the waist. Left 




Herakleion*Museum. Inv. No. 1418 
As above but upper half extant only with half of left arm. Facial 
features much corroded but hair gathered in three buns down median 
of head with additional tresses descending down either side of chest 
and in thick locks. down*the back. 3.5cm. ext. ht. 
Unknown Location (Phaistos region? ). 
24 
Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Leyde 
Inv. No. 1.1904-2.1 
As'above but with both arms covering the chest and bent at the elbows 
with the forearms held up vertically to the face (hands missing). 
Head inclined forwardsand facial features corroded. Flat, circular 
hat worn on top of head. Thick, rounded belt worn round waist with 
short flap worn in front and covering the buttocks. behind. Codpiece 
attached over flap. Missing below the knees. 13.9cm. ext. ht. 
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The figurines listed below may be attributed to the CC4. ri type group, 
but they have not been studied personally by the author. 
7YPE CC4. II (ng. 101) 
25 
From Tylissos. Herakleion Museum Inv. No. 1831 
Male 
Posture: Type 2 
Gesture: Type 6(a)(ii) 
Head: oval withýfacial features indicated, including eyes, nose, ears 
and-incision-for mouth. Hair gathered on crown of head and 
- descending in thick locks to nape of neck after which cork- 
screw, tresses fall down back. Long neck. 
Torso: long and rectangular, with steeply incurved back and convex 
front with slightly drawn in waist. Large, broad shoulders 
thrown back with muscular and elongated arms held taut 
Lower Half: hips broadening below waistband with well modelled, 
elongated and thin, lbandy' legs set slightly apart. Legs 
taut and curving out at back giving S-line profile to 
whole body. - On base. 
Dress: thin, rounded belt round waist with codpiece attached. Necklace, 
anklets and bracelets indicated. 




As above, but more upright stance. Rougher finish and more corroded. 




Herakleion Museum Inv. No. 2573 
As first example, with steeply incurved back. ' Arms long and muscular 
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but more thickly moulded. Legs missing below calves. Wears a narrow 
28 
apron in front , extending to 
just above the knees and shorter flap 
covering buttocks at back. Rough finish and corroded. 9cm. ht. 
From Hagia Triadha. 
29 
Herakleion Museum No. 752 (Fig. 101) 
As above, but cruder and more corroded with indistinct facial features. 
Long, lbandy' arms and legs and protruding codpiece beneath apron(? ) 
in front. Standing on base with feet together. 8.5cm. ht. 
From Agia Triadha. 
30 
Herakleion Museum Inv. No. 749 
More upright stance with long, bandy, arms and legs, but latter held 
tightly together. Short torso with thick, double-ringed belt and short 
kilt with superimposed codpiece. Hair gathered on. top of head with , 
thick lock hanging down the back. 8.8cm. ht. 
The figurines listed below have been attributed to Type group CC4. III, 
but have not been studied personally by the author. 
7WE OC4. III (Fig. 101) 
No. J8 31 
From Juktas. Herakleion Museum Inv. No. - 
Male 
Posture: Type 1 
Gesture: Type 6(a)(iii) 
Head: oval, with nose projection but otherwise crude and indistinct 
features. 
Torso: short and rectangular, with straight-sided waist widening into 
arms and slanting shoulders. Thick and, featureless arms. 
Fairly upright. 
Lower Half: hips widening slightly below, belt and continuing straight 
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down, with legs together, and narrowing at ankles. 
Feet merged into triangular projection. Indication of 
leg division slight and large, extended codpiece attached. 
Dress: wide, thick belt round waist with codpiece attached. Rounded 
- and thick neck-band and bracelet on right arm. 
Lead; 4.4cm. ht. 
From Psychro. 
32 
Herakleion Museum Inv. No. 426 
As above but longer arms. Short kilt worn over smaller but protruding 
codpiece. Rough. finish and corroded. 5.5cm. ht. 
From PsXchro. 
3 
Herakleion Museum Inv. No. 435 (Fig. 101) 
As above but with shorter, thicker arms. Much corroded and feet missing. 
4.5cm. ext. ht. 
Unknown Location 
34 
National Museum of Rome Inv. No. 70147 
As above. Much, corroded and feet missing. 7cm. ext.. ht. 
Figurines of Type DD4. I and II listed below have.,, not been studied by 
the author, but are well docuiDented in. published sources. 
7YPE DD4. I (Fig. 102) 
From Tylissos. 35 Herakleion Museum No. 1762 (Fig. 102) 
Male 
Posture: Type 2 
Gesture: Type 6(a)(ii) 
Head: well-rounded, - wide head, with nose, eyes and ears indicated 
crude and rough finish and corroded. 
Torso: thick and wide, withýrounded shoulders and straight sides. 
Rounded profile and well modelled. Indications of muscles 
down raised right arm and left arm held down by side with clench- 
ed fist. 
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Lower Half: hips flaring slightly below belt. Large and well 
rounded thighs covered to knees and exposing thin lower 
legs incurving at knees and ankles. Buttocks indicated 
below apron at back. Feet set slightly apart on base. 
Dress: wide, thick belt round waist and kilt or apron down front and 
back with codpiece attached over apron. Band round neck. 
Bronze; 25cm. ht. 
From Tylissos. 
36 
British Museum, London, Inv. No. 1918 
As above, but with more distinct facial features including protruding 
ears and legs held tightly together.. Slightly narrow waist and hip 
dimensions. 22cm. ht. 
= DD4. II (Fig. 103) 
From Hagia Triadha Villa. 
37 
Herakleion Museum No. 2312 
As above, but shorter and squatter and more crudely modelled. Oval 
head with indistinct facial features; thick, rounded arms without 
definition. Legs held tightly together with feet missing. Upper 
half inclined backwardswith convex front and protruding codpiece 
in front. Crude with rough finish and corroded. 5cm. ht. 
WPE DT)4. = (Fig. 103) 
From Hagia Triadha Villa. 
38 
Herakleion Museum Inv. No. 750 
Torso continuing to be short and thick with straight sides. Hips 
flaring slightly below waist but legs held together and thickly 
moulded. Arms irregularly and crudely formed. Small, oval head set 
onto thick neck and surmounted by conical hat/headdress. 6cm. ht. 
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7WE EE4_ (Fig. 104) 
No. J9 (Fig. 104) 
From Juktas. 
39 
Antikenmuseum, West Berlin, Inv. No. 10518 
Male 
Posture: Type 2 
Gesture: Type 5(a)(iii) 
Head: oval, with facial features clearly moulded including eyes, eye- 
brows, nose, mouth and ears. Hair evident on top of head 
and surmounted by small rounded cap(? ). Long neck. 
Torso: sides narrowing to waist - very broad and thick shoulders 
and upper arms, forearms thin. Pectoral muscles and arm 
muscles indicated. Flattened profile - upright. 
Lower Half: widening slightly below waist with rounded and protruding 
buttocks. Long, thin legs well moulded with knees and 
ankles indicated and calf muscles - set apart. 
Dress: loin cloth and belt. 






Herakleion Museum Inv. No. 1829 (Fig. 104) 
Male 
Postre: Type 2 
Gesture: Type 4(c) 
Head: small and rounded. Indications of inset eyes, fine nose and 
rounded ears. Inclined slightly backwards. Corroded features. 
Cork screw stresses hanging down back of head and in front 
down sides of face and neck to shoulders. Short, thick neck. 
Torso: short and rectangulannarrowing at waist. Short, horizontal 
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and rounded shoulders. Long and. thick, featureless arms. 
Flattened profile. 
Lower Half: hips flaring below narrow waist with well rounded and 
protruding buttocks. Long legs incurving slightly at 
knees and ankles. Triangular feet set onto stand. 
Dress: narrow, rounded belt with codpiece attachment and possible 
apron hanging-down in front to just above the knees. Long 
and pointed cone-shaped hat set on head and inclining. 
A, backwards. 
Bronze; 10.5cm. ht. 
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FEMALES 
7WE- GG4 (No. 234)' 
No. 234 41 (Fig. 105, P1.180) 
From Zakros. Siteia Museum No. 2615 
Female 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: (hands and part of left forearm missing) probably Type 2(b) 
Head: - (missing)- 
Torso: long, with incurving and narrowing sides at waist. Long, 
slanting shoulders and upper armswith angular elbows and 
rounded forearms., Flattened back and front with small clay 
pellet breasts (one missing) applied. Torso flaring at 
waist. 
Lower Half: (mtssing) large tenon extant at base of torso. 
Clay, pale orange-buff, small brown and black flecks, fairly coarse. 
6.3cm. ext. ht. 
Added to this example is'a similar torso from the Palace of Mallia. 
42 (22.170) 
The tenon'is extant and small pellets of clay have been applied 
for breasts, onto a'flattened surface. The arms are missing however. 




No. 222 (Pl. 181, Fig. 105) 
From Phaistos. Herakleion Museum No. 1773 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: ýType 2(d) 
Head: rounded, with pinched out nose and chin and indented mouth. 
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Two shallow eye depressions and two pellets of clay applied for 
eais. Bald. Head slightly tilted back. 
Torso: cylindrical, with straight sides narrowing slightly at 
waist. Short, slanting shoulders and rounded arms bent at 
elbow and held below breasts with arm ends pressed down 
and flattened onto torso. Flattened back. Two large, 
conical breasts applied high onto torso. Thick neck. 
Indication of navel. 
Lower Half: flaring out below waist and extending to ground In 
-bell-shape with hollow interior. 
Dress: bell-shaped skirt with moulded waist band and apron painted 
orange onto front of skirt. Traces of reddish-brown paint 
on back. 
Clay, pale pinkish-buff, traces of paint; 17cm. ht. 
n'PE 114-(No. 223) 
N-6.223 43 (Pl-182 , 
Fig. 106j 
From. Phaistos. Herakleion Museum No. 1779 
Female 
Posture: (lower half missing) 
Gesture: Type 4(d) 
Read: rounded, with pinched out nose leaving two large eye-depressions, 
pinched out chin and indented mouth. Two large, oval pieces 
of clay applied for ears. Two thick locks joined on top of 
head and running down back of head and joining again at back 
of neck. Head tilted back. 
Torso: very wide, horizontal and thickly moulded shoulders and 
large, swollen and featureless arms curved round and inclined 
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downwards to the waist. Exaggerated Incurving waist and two 
small pellets of clay applied irregularly onto wide upper 
torso. Incurved back. Flaring below waist. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - (no indications) Traces of white paint on front and back, 
with additional reddish-brown traces of paint on back. 
(Possibly denoting open bodice on torso). I 
Clay, pinkish-buff, dull buff slip, coarse and gritty; 6.1cm. ext. ht. 
IYPE JJ4 (No. 224) 
44 
No. 224 (Pl. 183, Fig. 106) 
From Phaistos. Herakleion Museum No. 11221 
Female 
45 , 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type S(a) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: very short and broad, with crude and large arms looped round 
and over chest, concealing most of it. Flaring into 
skirt below arms. Featureless and hollow, with head tenon 
still visible. 
Lower Half: flaring below arms into irregular bell-shape with hollow 
interior (broken in places with front pieces missing). 
Dress: bell-shaped dress or skirt extending to ground. 
Clay, pinkish-buff, dull buff slip, traces of white paint, fairly 
soft; 7.9cm. ext. ht. 
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7YPF- KK4 (No. 182) 
No. 182 46 (Pl. 184, Fig. 107) 
From Agia Triadha. Herakleion Museum No. 19064 
Female 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: (left arm missing) with right arm curved round to front 
and inclined upwardstowards-chin and'above breasts . 
Head: long and oblong, with rounded crown. Slightly pinched nose. 
Featureless. Head and neck as one. 
Torso: short and-square, with straight sides and two large, conical 
breasts applied. Slightly incurving but flattened back 
running straight down from back of head and neck. 
Lower Half: body tapers sharply beneath belt as if to form crude 
but elongated tenon. 
Dress: -thick, wide and wavy belt round wai-st and tying in front 
with ends hanging'down centre front. I 
Clay, pale orange-buff, 'traces of white paint, hard and gritty;, 
8. Acm. ext. ht. 
TYPE UA 
No. 192 (pi. 185, Fig. 107) 
Trom*Knossos. 
47 
Stratigraphical Museum, Knossos No. HH/57/92 
Female 
Posture: Type 3(? ) 
48 
Gesture: (right arm missing) Type 2(c) 
Head: - (missing) 
Torso: long and flattened, with gently incurving sides at waist. Long, 
horizontal shoulders'and upper arm with thin, rounded forearm 
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held to side of chest. Two small pellets of clay applied 
for breasts. Flaring below waist. 
Lower Half: body continues straight down from waist, flaring out- 
wards, uninterrupted, and possibly levelled off to 
rounded base. Featureless. 
Dress: possible'bell-shaped dress extending to ground. 
Clay, orange, grey core, coarse and gritty with black flecks; 
8.1cm. ext. ht. 
IYPE NN4 (No. '183) 
No. 183 (Pl. 186, Fig. 108) 
From Agia Triadha. Herakleion Museum No. 1804 
Female' 
Posture: Type 4- 
Gesture: Type 4(e) 
Head: rounded, with exaCggerated pinched out nose and chin leaving 
two large eye depressions and indented mouth. Eyes painted in 
reddish-brown paint. Oval and moulded strips of clay applied 
for ears. Long, thick neck. 
Torso: incurving -sides for waist, coming down from arm extensions. 
Long, horizontal shoulders and rounded arms tapering to crude 
ends for hands. Two large, conical breasts applied onto 
flattened torso. Back flat and slightly incurving as figure 
leans forwards. 
Lower Half: body widening below waist to large and rounded hips, 
thighs and buttocks. Legs brought forwardshorizontally 
extending out and curving round to join at knees, leaving 
circular gap between legs. 
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Dress: (no indications) Small, cylindrical hat with traces of 
reddish-brown paint, set at angle on top of head. 
Clay, orange-buff, pale buff slip, traces of paint, fairly coarse 




No. 164 49 (Pl. 187, Fig. 105b) 
From Traostalos. Herakleion Museum No. 16575 
Female 
Posture: - (lower half missing) 
Gesture: Type 4(c) with forearms Inclined upwards. 
Head: well moulded and modelled head revealing nose with nostril 
holes, eyes and eyebrows, incised mouth, and ears applied with 
holes pierced into them. Rounded crown. 
Torso: sidesnarrowing to waist and with short, horizontal shoulders. 
Moulded breasts (worn), evidently covered. Flattened back and 
convex front. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: jacket(? ) covering torso and folded over in front (marked by 
incisions). Thin double belt tied round waist with end 
curled over above belt in centre. Beret type hat with thick, 
roundedbrim and tassles(? ) on top of head. 
50 
Clay; 5.8cm. ht. 
Three figurines of similar type from Hagia Triadha that were not avail- 
able for study but are published 
51 
have been allocated to the follow- 
ing type group. They range from 7-10cm. in height. 
7YPE ! N4 (AT1, AT2, AT3) 
No. AT1 (Fig. 109) 
From Hagia TriRdha. Herakleion Museum 
Female 
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Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 4(c) 
Head: oval, with rounded crown. Featureless and worn. 
Torso and Lower Half: irregular bell-shape extending to ground with 
flattened, crude arms pulled forwardsfrom body. 
Two small pellet breasts applied to torso. 
Dress:. bell-shaped dress extending to ground with possible traces 
of painted decoration. 
Clay. 
No. AT2 (Fig. 109a) 
From. Hagia Triadha. Herakleion Museum 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: (left arm missing) Type 3(b) 
Head: oval, with slightly pinched out nose to fine ridge leaving 
eye depressions. Tilted back. 
Torso and Lower Half: irregular bell-shape extending to ground with 
flattened,, crude arms pulled out sideways 
and held up. Two conical breasts applied to 
torso. 
Dress: bell-shaped dress extending to ground and small, cylindrical 
cap on back of head. 
Clay 
No. AN 
From Hagia Triadha. Herakleion Museum 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
, Gesture: Type 4(? ) 
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Head: oval, with rounded crown. Featureless. 
Torso and Lower Half: bell-shape, with wide flare at base and two small 
pellet breasts applied to torso. Crude arms 
with flattened ends pulled forwarct; and raised 
up from body. 
Dress: bell-shaped dress extending to ground. 
Clay. 
7YPE RR4_(Nos. 173,184, +) 
No. 173 (Pl. 188) 
From PsyChro. Ashmolean Museum No. AE596 
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Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 6 (a)(iii) 
Head: oval, and much corroded, leaving indistinct facial features. 
Hair moulded at back of head and brought round right shoulder 
where it hangs down by side of breast. 
Torso: pulled in waist with 1 arge, ex aggerat ed, moulded breasts pro- 
jecting forwards and rounded. Gently sloping shoulders with 
long, thin, rounded arms corroded at the ends. 
Lower, Half: flaring into irregular bell-shape with posterior protruding 
at back, emphasised by incurving at base of skirt. 
Irregular base. 
Dress: bell-shaped skirt extending to ground with thick,, double 
ringed belt round waist, and torso left exposed. 
Bronze; 7.2cm. ht. 
No. 184 53 (Pl. 189, Fig. 110) 
From Agia Triadha Villa. Herakleion Museum No. 760 
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Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 6(a)(iii) 
Head: oval, but much corroded leaving indistinct facial featqres. 
Hair gathered in bun(? ) at back of head with possibly two 
locks falling down back to waist (but much corroded). 
Torso: drawn in waist with largeexagerated, moulded breasts projecting, 
forwardsand rounded. Gently sloping shoulders with more angular 
elbows but rounded forearms (right forearm missing). 
Lower Half: flaring into irregular bell-shape with rounded back and 
centre front depressed giving effect of bent knees be- 
neath skirt. 
Dress: heavily flounced skirt in front with curved pleats at back 
going across skirt. Double ringed belt placed loosely round 
waist. Open-fronted and short-sleeved bodice converging into 
V-shape at waist and with straps round'neck and down sides 
of breasts (much corroded). 
Bronze; -13.2cm. ht. 
A further two bronze, figurines may be added to this type group that 
were not studied by the author, but are well documented. 
From Agia Triadha. 
54 
Herakleion Museum Inv. No. 761 
As above, with deeply flounced, bell-shaped skirt and more rounded and 
protruding posterior. Corroded and indistinct facial features. Both 
arms are raised in front of body with forearms held up to the head and 
hands covering the face. 7.5cm. ht. 
Unknown Location. 55 Antikenmuseum, Staatliche Museen Preussischer 
Kulturbesitz, West Berlin, Inv. No. 8092 
As above but with four flounces in skirt, and thicker waist band. 
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Fine facial features evident with nose, mouth and eyes. Hair 
gathered at the top of the head with a long, thick tress falling down 
the back of the head and coiled round and down the back. The right 
arm is raised with elbow bent and forearm held up to the head, which 
is inclined forwardsinto the hand. The left arm is crossed over the 
chest to the opposite shoulder. 18.4cm. ht. 
= SS4 
NO. 174 (Pl. 190, Fig. - 110) 
From Psychro. Ashmolean Museum No. AE597 
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Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 4(e) left arm inclined upwards. 
Head: rounded, with tapering chin and indications of facial features 
by incision for eyes and mouth (nose corroded). Moulded ears. 
Torso: small and square, with well modelled breasts covering most 
of front and rounded, thin and featureless arms with no elbow or 
wrist demarcations. 
Lower Half: flaring below waist and extending to ground. Posterior 
protruding at back, emphasised by incurving of skirt in 
rear lower half and in centre front. Irregular base. 
Dress: flounced skirt with horizontal incisions at back and high 
double ringed belt tied on right side round waist. 
Bronze; 5.3cm. ht. 
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From the number of bronze female figurines from the Neo-palatial 
period that have been well documented by other scholars 
ý7 
but not 
studied by the author here, the following types have been noted: 
7WE 7T4_ (Fig. 111) 
From Kophinas. 58 Herakleion Museum (Fig. 111) 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 6(a)(ii) 
Head: rounded, with flattened crown. Worn and corroded leaving 
indistinct features. 
Torso: thick and squarish, with two small, moulded breasts. Near 
horizontal shoulders with thick, rounded arms - hands not 
defined. Straight-sided waist. 
Lower Half: flaring below waist and descending to ground in bell- 
shape. Flattened profile except for protruding posterior. 
Dress: bell-shaped skirt with uneven base and pulled in at sides leaving 
pleat wedge down both sides. Ringed belt held loosely round 
waist. 
Bronze. 




Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 6(a)(i) 
Head: rounded, with indistinct facial features (much corroded) 
Torso: thickly moulded with two rounded and protruding breasts. 
Short, rounded shoulders and thick, rounded and featureless arms. 
Lower Half: flaring below waist and descending to ground in bell-shape. 
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Flattened profile except for slightly protruding posterior. 
Dress: bell-shapedskirt pulled in at sides forming triple pleat 
vertically down either side of skirt, and horizontal pleats 





Boston Museum of Fine Art Inv. No. 64.2173 
As above, but with smoother finish. 
Bronze; 4.5cm. ht. 
WPE UU4 
No. PK3 (Fig. 111) 
From Palaikastro. 61 Herakleion Museum No. 1417 
Female - 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 11 
Head: oval, with indistinct facial features (much corroded) except 
for ear protrusions. Thick neck. Hair drawn up into small 
bun on top of head. 
Torso: short, with incurving sides and well-rounded and large breasts. 
Slanting shoulders and rounded, thin arms with hands and elbows 
delineated. Incurved back. 
Lower Half: flaring below waist and descending to ground in rounded 
bell-shape. More flattened front and rounded protruding 
posterior. 
Dress: bell-shaped skirt with horizontal pleats. Open-fronted, long- 
sleeved, V-shaped bodice leaving breasts exposed. Ringed 
necklace or collar descending into long strip at back from 
neck to ground. 
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Bronze; 4.5cm. ht. 
From Psychro. 
62 
Herakleion Museum No. 438 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 6(b)(ii) 
Head: OVal, with indistinct facial features and largely covered by 
hand. Thick neck. Thick locks descending down back. 
Torso: short and thick, with incurving sides and large, well rounded 
breasts. Slanting shoulders and thick feptureless arms. 
Slightly incurving back. 
Lower Half:, flaring below waist and descending to ground in rounded 
bell-shape with irregular base. 
Dress: bell-shaped skirt with horizontal pleats (much corroded). 
Bronze; 4cm. 
TYPE W4 (Fig. 112)' 
63 From Agia Triadlýa. -Herakleion Museum No. 759 (Fig. 112) 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 2(f) 
Head: irregular and flattened projection. Featureless. 
Torso: squarish, with long, slanting shoulders and slight incurving 
at sides. Incurving back and flattened front. Thin profile. 
Lower Half: flaring out towards base, with slightly protruding posterior 
and flattened front. 
Dress: bell-shaped skirt extending to ground and pulled in at sides. 
Thick band round waist. (Hat on head? ) 
Bronze; 4cm. ht. 
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From Psychro. 
64 Herakleion Museum Inv. No. 1833 
As above but with smaller, more rounded head projection and less 
pronounced posterior. Much corroded. Arms thick and featureless 
and curved round in front of chest horizontally. 3.8cm. ht. 
Three figurines 
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made of faience that were not examined by the author 
but which comprise a unique and important type from this period are 
added here: * 
7YPE VAM 
No. KNi (Fig. 113) 
From Knossos. Herakleion Museum 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 4(a) (and'inclined slightly downwards) 
Head: finely modelled nose, ears and chin with eyes, eyebrows and 
mouth painted in, in fine detail. The hair hangs down the 
back of the head and neck to the shoulders with wavy lines 
painted in black to denote individual tresses, and round the 
forehead below'hat line. 
Torso: thin, with sharply drawn in waist and largetroundedoprotruding 
breasts with nipples painted. Broadiroundedinear-horizontal 
shoulders with arms extending forwardsand downwards, and hands 
clearly indicated with palms upwards. 
Lower Half: flaring below waist and extending down to ground in even 
and symmetrical but narrow bell-shape. Hollow. 
Dress: A-line skirt extending to ground with double apron extending in 
two flaps down front and back of skirt and with painted decora- 
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tion (spots and spirals). Skirt painted with thin, horizontal 
lines with bottom edge painted with band of crosses. Short- 
sleeved jacket/bodice leaving breasts exposed and painted with 
small spirals. She holds a snake with the head in her right 
hand, tail in her left, and body coiled round her shoulders 
and torso. On her head she wears a high tiara wfth a snake 
coiled around it. A wide belt is worn round the waist, bracelets 
on both wrists, and a necklace - all painted in black and purple. 
Faience. 
No. KN2 (Fig. 114) 
From Knossos. Herakleion Museum 
Female 
Posture: Type 3 
Gesture: Type 3(b) 
Head: as above 
Torso: as above, except that the arms are outstretched sideways, 
level with the shoulders and bent obliquely at the elbow. 
Lower Half: flaring below waist and extending to ground with slight 
incurving below buttocks and sides before flaring again 
at base. 
Dress: six thick, horizontal pleats with double apron painted in with 
crosses. Thick belt round waist and short-sleeved jacket/ 
bodice leaving breasts exposed, and painted black. Low, round 
hat encircled with discs and surmounted by a spotted cat. 
She clutches a snake in each hand. 
Faience. 
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ZZ4: Heads (Pl. 191, Fig. 115) 
A single head, No. 226 from Phalstos, has been attributed to this 
period, although its exact context and date are not known. The gender 
of this head is equally uncertain, but due to the elaborate head- 
dress and comparison with known female heads of the preceding period 
it has been allocated to the female types. It has the familiar 
pinched out nose and chin, with indented mouth and large eye depres- 
sions. There are remnants of paint where the eyes were once painted. 
She has a thick, cylindrical neck and the hair is gathered into two 
buns on top of the head composed of thick coils of hair and linked 
by a loop of hair at the back of the head. There are traces of white 
paint on the face, black eyes, and reddish-brown paint around the 
neck. 
The heads still extant on the female clay figurines of this period 
show much the same characteristics as the above. No. 222 of Type 
HH4 from Phaistos, for example, has the same type of exaggerated 
pinched out nose and chin with indented mouth and large eye depressions. 
In this example however, ears are applied and there is no hair evident, 
although they share the same kind of thick, cylindrical necks. No. 
223 of Type 114 is set on a lower neck, has very large, oval ears 
and a thickdouble lock of hair applied onto the top of the head 
and falling down its back to the neck. The nose and chin are pinched 
out in a similar fashion to the above, with deeply indented mouth and 
large eye depressions, though the head is tilted well back. No. 183 
of Type NN4, from Agia Triadha, reveals the same form and method of 
construction as the above examples from Phaistos. In addition, the 
eyes are clearly painted in, and she wears a small, conical cap on 
top of her head. The neck continues to be thick and cylindrical, 
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and the head is tilted back. 
The heads of the bronze figurines, although mostly extantphave 
been badly corroded and/or moulded with indistinct features. The 
female types, however, do reveal hair in different styles, which 
is more clearly visible than the facial features. No. 174 from 
Psychro has a high bun on her head; No. 184 from Psychro has possible 
tresses running down her back to the waist, and No. 173 of Type QQ4, 
from Psychrohas thick hair gathered round and over the right 
shoulder"and hanging down the side. To mould elaborate hair styles 
and heid-dresses in bronze to the same degree as an example in clay 
seen fromýthe Proto-palatial period was almost impossible', one can 
be sure. And yet attempts were evidently made to differentiate hair 
styles amongst the female types, and thus maintain individuality 
from one figurine'to another. These new types may reflect a 'toning 
down' of elaborate head-dress in favour of greater anatomical realism, 
the latter most characteristic of this period. 'For the clay figurinest 




7fM AA5 (No. 233) 
No. 233 66 (Pl. 192, Fig. 116) 
From Zakros. Siteia Museum - (no inv. Number) 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: - (lower half missing and upper half ratherltwisted'). 
Gesture: (left arm missing) Probably Type 3 
Head: oval, and pinched in at the top. Featureless and merging 
into body. 
Torso: thinand narrowing to waist. Flattened back and front and 
slightly 'twisted'. Featureless. Right arm pulled out 
and tapering to rounded-off point. 
Lower Half: - (missing) 
Dress: - (no indications) 
Clay, pale orange-buff, traces of black paint, fairly soft; 3.8cm. ext. ht. 
TME BB5 (No. 213) 
No. 213 67 (Fig. 116) 
From Mallia, Quartier E. French School Apotheke No. M. 3358 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 3(? ) 
Gesture: Type 3(d) 
Head: nose slightly pinched with fine ridge. Two holes pierced for 
eyes. Tilted back. 
Torso: irregular and short, but rounded with two arm projections applied 
irregularly and covering most of torso. Rounded back with 
front pressed in between arms. Featureless. 
Lower Half: extending down irregularly from waist, and flaring at 
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base with uneven edge. Solid and crudely moulded. 
Dress: long dress extending to ground and slightly flaring at 
base. Gathered on left side in crude fashion. Semi- 
circular, thick band round top of forehead. 
Clay, pale orange-buff, - fairly soft; 3.5cm. ht. 
7WE CC5 
No. 181 68 (Pl. 193, Fig. 117) 
From Agia'Triadha Villa. Herakleion Museum No. 1809 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5(b) 
Gesture: Type 2(h) 
Head: oval, with pinched out nose to fine central ridge and leaving 
two eye depressions. Running straight into thick, cylindrical 
neck without demarcation. 
Torso and Lower Half: torso just visible above cylindrical container 
with long, rounded strips of clay applied for 
arms and looped round to front above rim and 
meeting in centre of featureless chest. Cylin- 
drical container narrowing slightly at base and 
with thickened rim. 
Dress: -. (no Indications). Traces of white paint on lower half with 
reddish-brown spirals superimposed. Traces of reddish-brown 
paint on neck, back of right shoulder and top of head. 
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Clay, pinkish-buff, traces of white and reddish-brown paint, coarse, 
10cm. ht. 
Of the bronze figurines of this period two types of lunknown"figurines 
have been identified, represented by one example each. They have not 
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been examined by the author but are well published, and therefore 
are added here: 
7YPE DD5 
No. J10 (Fig. 118) 
From Juktas. 
70 Herakleion Museum 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 5 
Gesture: Type 2(a) 
Head: round with moulded chin, eyes and nose. Low, thick neclý. 
Torso and Lower Half: -long, thin and cylindrical with slight incurving 
below arms, for waist. Arms angular, bent at 
elbow and held horizontally to chest, with long, 
sloping shoulders. Long, triangular tenon(? ) at 
base. Featureless. Solid. 
Bronze. 
7YPF FES 
No. J11 (Fig. 118) 
From Juktas. 
71 
Herakleion, Museum (no inv. number) 
Unknown Sex 
Posture: Type 2(b) 
Gesture: Type 6(a)(ii) 
Head: rounded, with moulded eyes, nose ears. Corroded. 
Torso: thin and rectangular, with sides narrowing to waist. Short, 
sloping shoulders and long, thin, featureless arms. Torso also 
featureless. 
Lower Half: flaring slightly below belt and running straight down to 
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feet. Legs moulded separately with incurving at knees and 
ankles. 
Dress: knee-length tunic(? ) with band round waist pulling it it. 
Bronze. 
Another figurine, bought in Crete in 1935,72 is of a similar type but 
has a smaller head and longer, slimmer legs. 
ZZ5: Heads 
1. No. 237 (Pl. 194) 
From Zakros. 73 Siteia Museum No. 2616 
Wide and short, merging into a thick, cylindrical neck. Two small 
pellet eyes and an oblong nose are applied, and it wears a thin band 
round the forehead and extending round the back of the neck. Traces 
of brown paint can be found on the eyes and head. 
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Clay; 3.2cm. ht. Neck: 2. Ocm. 
ii 
From Mochlos. Herakleion Museum No. 5584 (Pl. 195) 
Well mouldedtriangular. head with rounded-off chin, and crown. Finely 
modelled eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth and ears. Hair in thick locks on 
top of head, and contained within a thick, rounded and circular band 
round the head. 
Clay; 3.7cm. ht. 
III 
- 
From Zou, Sitelas. 
Triangular, wide face with rounded crown. Pinched out nose and model- 
led, with two eye depressions inset with clay pellets for eyes. Two 
circular pellets of clay applied for ears. Thick neck. Head sur- 
mounted with, 
'a 
flat hat(? ) with a wide thickbrim containing small 
interjection at centre front. 
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... T" m 
The most notable and apparent fact about male types of the Neo- 
palatial period is that they are almost all made of bronze. We 
have only one example made of clay, No. 232 of Type AA4 from Zakros. 
This figurine is unpublished and of uncertain context and may well 
belong to an earlier Proto-palatial level. 
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It is small and rather 
featureless with a straight-sided torso widening slightly at the 
hips. A codpiece is indicated and the buttocks show some degree of 
modelling. The left-arm appears to be imerely 'folded' over the chest 
in a small flap of clay pulled out from the shoulder. 
The great number of bronze figurines attributed to this period 
of both known and unknown provenances has received a good deal of 
attention to date, and is well published. 
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Only a few of these 
were studied by the author, identifying certain important types, 
with additional types and examples identified and listed from 
published sources. 
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Type BB4 represented-by an example from the cave of Psychro, 
No. 170, is characterised by its rectangular and straight-sided 
torso running directly Into the legs without interruption. The right 
arm is curved upwards with the hand resting on the side of the head 
and the left arm hanging down the side of the body. Both arms are 
featureless with rounded-off, stumpy ends. The body is flat and 
featureless except for the addition of a small codpiece and the 
rounded buttocks. The legs are held tightly together and the finish 
is altogether rough and crude with a small, round and featureless 
head. It is reminiscent of the featureless and straight-sided 
torsos of Type AA2. II of the Proto-palatial period although the 
gesture and posture are clearly indicated in this new type. 
I 
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Type CC4 and its varieties I-III is one of the best represented 
type groups of male figurines during the Neo-palatial period, with 
two examples from Psychro actually seen, and further examples from 
this cave and other sites (Hagia Triadha, Archanes, Palaikastro, 
Skoteino and Tylissos) well documented in published sources. The 
torso Is long and narrow with the waist drawn in and with well rounded 
shoulders and arms realistically modelled. The right arm is held 
up, with elbow bent and fist resting on the forehead, and the left 
arm is held down -the side of the body with clenched fist. 
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In 
example No. 172 the hips widen below the belt with rounded buttocks 
and well modelled legs tapering down to the ankles and resting on 
triangular feet. Their heads are much corroded and featureless, but 
the hair is well modelled: No. 171 has clear cork-screw tresses, 
with one hanging down the right'hand side of the torso and two down 
the back. - They fall from a small bun(? ) gathered at the top of the 
head. No. 172 has two long tresses almost extending to the waist 
and wears a long apron tapering to the lower calves in front, but 
only covering the buttocks at the back. A thick belt is worn around 
the waist. Additional examples of this type have been found at the 
cave of Skoteino and the settlement sites of Hagia Triadha and 
Palaikastro with one'further example from Archanes. Variations 
in this group occur predominantly in the hair: the example from Psychro 
(Inv. no. BR. 4294, p: 376 ) depicts a thick lock of hair visible 
from the crown of the head to the nape of the neck; the example from 
Hagia Triadha (Inv. no. 71879, P376 ). depicts the hair falling 
in tresses down the back and the example from Archanes (HM 2508, 
p. 376 shows a rounded-off crown with no evidence of*hair. 
The usual height is between 5.5cm. and 8.5cm., with the exception of 
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one from Psychro (Inv. no. BR 4294 ) which is 18cms. in height, 
and one of unknown location which stands at 18.1cm. in height. From 
Skoteino, one of the figurines (Inv. No. HM 2574, P. 376 re- 
veals a more. incurved back than the other examples and the head is 
thrown further back, a posture used to emphasise the uprightness 
and tautness, of the figures. With regard to dress, 
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the majority 
wear (except for one example from&. oteino, Inv. No. 2575, P. 377 ) 
which is much corroded but appears to depict an elongated 
codpiece without any apron) the long-fronted apron, extending to the 
knees in front with a shorter flap just covering the buttocks at 
the back. (Fig. 100) 
The examples of Type CC411, from Tylissos, Skoteino and Hagia 
Triadha retain the same basic form of the body and the same gesture 
except that the legs and arms are longer and 'bandier' in appearance 
and less well defined in their moulding. Their legs are predomin- 
antly set apart from the groin downwards, although their feet may 
be either set together (as In the'example from Hagia Triadha, Inv. 
No. HM 752, P379 Fig. 101)or apart and rest on a base. With the 
exception of the example from Skoteino (HM 257,5 P 377 ) which 
wears a long but rectangular apron in front, the remaining examples 
wear either short kilts (Tylissos) and/or belt and codpiece attach- 
ments. 
Type CC41JIrepresented by one example from Juktas and one fiom 
Psychro, remain similar in form and gesture to CC41 and II but are 
less well defined and cruder all over. 
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Their legs and arms are 
thickly moulded and their legs held tightly together. They stand 
erect but their backs are less incurved, although their waists continue 
to be drawn in with hips widening below. The example from Psychro (Fig. 101) 
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wears a short kilt over a small but protruding codpiecetwhereas 
that from Juktas wears only a belt and codpiece attachement. 
The figurines of Type DD41, II and = stand in marked contrast 
to other types of male figurines of this period in their apparent 
representation of wider and more thickly built Individuals who do 
not have the characteristically drawn in waist, so typical of the 
Minoan male. This highly. individualistic and naturalistic approach 
marks the height of Minoan achievement in small sculpture, 
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representative of either a very fat individual or an 'older' person 
who was no longer required to wear the tightly drawn in belt. The 
two examples of Type DD41 are both from Tylissos. They reveal well 
modelled bodies and limbs, though the latter (British Museum Inv. 
No. 1918) has more distinct facial features including protruding 
ears. Both wear kilts or aprons(? ) over their codpieces, and wide 
belts around their waists. The former example (HM No. 1762) stands 
with legs apart and the whole body inclines forwardsat an angle 
whereas the latter example stands upright with legs held tightly 
together. 
The example from Agia Triadha (RM 2312, Fig. 103) of Type DD4. TZI 
is similar in-form to the above but has cruder and less well defined 
features all round: the head is oval and displays no facial features, 
the arms and legs are thickly moulded and without definition, the 
latter merged together into one block. The torso inclines back- 
wardsslightly and the codpiece protrudes below the belt in front, 
though no attempt was made to draw in the waist which retains a 
thick belt. It is noteworthy, perhaps, that this type is, to date, 
restricted to settlement sites, and does not appear in sanctu ary 
contexts of areas of known religious activity. 
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Type DD4. III, with one example from Agia Triadhalike DD4. II, 
is rather crude with featureless limbs. The figure stands upright 
with a slightly incurved back and legs set tightly together. The 
waist is apparently not drawn in but continues straight down into 
slightly flaring hips. A belt and codpiece attachment only are 
visible and a curious, conical, cup-shaped hat stands high above the 
head (Fig. 103) 
, The example of Type EE4 
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shows a greater similarity to the CC4 
type group with the longer, thinner torso and limbs and drawn in 
waist, but is*nevertheless different: it has a much flatter and 
cruder profile with side and accentuated, angular shoulders. The 
legs are-better moulded than the arms, and set apart with the left 
leg slightly forward and the knees slightly flexed. Thus the whole 
posture-is more relaxed and, in addition, the gesture is quite differ- 
ent. The right arm is bent at the elbow with forearm held to below 
the chest, and left arm held down the side and slightly bent, and 
held away from the body. The head is oval, and the facial features 
distinctly moulded depicting eyes and eye-brows, nose, mouth and 
ears, and the hair is apparently short and surmounted by a small, 
rounded cap. The figure wears a loincloth only, and is 23.5cm. in 
height, ý larger than the majority of other bronze figurines. Its ap- 
parent provenance from Juktas and its uncertain date are perhaps 
instructive in its departure from more standard type forms (Fig. 104). 
Type FF4, characterized by its short torso and elongated legs, 
is represented by an example from Katsambas, the port of Knossos. 
The waist is tightly drawn in with the hips flaring out below and 
the buttocks well rounded. The long legs are carefully moulded 
with indications of knees, calves and narrow ankles. Both arms 
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are curved round to the front of the body with hands touching In 
the centre but held away from the chest. He wears the characteris- 
tic belt with codpiece attachment and has an added flap falling 
behind and covering the buttocks. Most unusual is his tall, peaked 
hat which inclines backwards away from his head. His tresses fall 
in curls over his shoulders and down his chest in front. He wears 
bracelets on his wrists and a double, twisted band round his neck, 
and pointed calf-boots already witnessed on a few example of clay 
figurines of the Proto-palatial period, but added In paint (see 
p. 382, Fig. 104). 
The best represented and characteristic type of the Neo-palatial 
period is undoubtedly Type CC4 and its varieties I-III. Within this 
type group variations occur mainly in dress and hair and the degree 
of anatomical realism achieved, as indicated above. All retain 
a very standard posture and gesture, however - upright with the 
so-called 'saluting gesture' (Type 6 here) from which there is little 
deviation. A unique variation can be seen in the figurines of Type 
CC4. I of Uncertain Location 
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(Inv. no 1.1904-2.1, Leyde). Here a well 
modelled and muscular male youth is depicted with incurved back and 
apparently upright stance (missing below the knees), wearing a 
short double kilt and thick belt with a flattened, circular hat on 
his head. His arms, instead of being held in the characteristic 
saluting attitude, are held close against the chest with elbows 
down and forearms bent upwards towards the face. Although the hands 
are now missing, they undoubtedly one covered the face 
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(Type 9 here). 
Type DD4, represented by only a few examples, providesus with an 
interesting variation to an otherwise limited range of male forms. 
That difference is represented by the fact the waists are not drawn 
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in tightly but instead the figures are large and rounded, thus 
retaining their 'natural' outlines. Types EE4 and FF4 reveal a 
closer affinity to Type CC4, but present us with slight variations 
in their overall forms, as described above. 
In terms of location the two main deposits of bronze figurines, 
found to date, came from Hagia Triadha and Psychro with additional, 
but noticably fewer examples from Archanes, Juktas, Palalkastro, 
Tylissos and Katsambas. The shift in emphasis both in the location 
and the material in which the figurines were moulded apparently 
coincided with the Neo-palatial period in which the majority, if not 
all, are dated. 
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With regard to location, it is noteworthy that 
this period saw a renewed interest in caves (Psychro in particular) 
as places of worship with only a few located on the peak sanctuaries 
which, in turn, showed a dramatic decline in popularity. This is 
suggestive of a more inward lookiiýg aspect associated with the people 
of the New Palaces (the peak sanctuaries representing the complete 
antithesis of this notion as they could be viewed from a far distance 
and provided a wide view around them for worshippers to see). This 
is strengthened by an increase in the number of figurines found in 
settlements - notably at Hagia Triadha. 
The figurines themselves revealed two major differences from 
those of the preceding period: firstly the concentration on a new 
material from which the craftsmen cast the various types (bronze), 
and secondly a new level of naturalism which was achieved in the 
portrayal of the individual worshippers in bronze. Great inconsis- 
tencies were apparent in the degrees of naturalism attained, just as 
clay figurines of the previous periods revealed variations in 
technical competance and resultant form, within and between various 
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sites. That this is indicative of the products of different 
workshops and/or craftsmen or the difference between a rural 
and palace workship is certainly a possibility, though difficult 
to determine with any certainty. What is far more certain is that 
figurines during the Neo-palatial period were far less popular 
in their use as'votive objects reflected by the much smaller 
numbers found. 
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In form, the male figurine types show a development rather than 
a change. from the preceding period -a development enhanced by the 
new material which provided new possibilities for the craftsmen. 
They continue to constitute those elements which characterise the 
art of Crete during this period as 'Minoanl, portraying as they did, 
a particular type of 'male' individual. Within the new range 
there was a wide spectrum, however, which extended from the portray- 
al of figures with the most elementary detail, to a new sophistication 
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The female figurines made of clay from the Neo-palatial period 
fall into nine different types, all represented by one example 
except for Type QQ4 which has three, but all from the same deposit 
at Hagia Triadha. They are restricted to settlement sites, except 
for No. 164 of Type PP4 which is from the peak sanctuary of Traostalos. 
The dating of this figurine is questionable however: it is normally 
associated with figurines from MMI and II but its finely modelled 
facial features are more closely paralleled with an example from 
Mochlos dated to MMIII. 
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The two torsos of Type GG4, No. 234 from Zakros and HM22.170 
from Mallia, are surprisingly crude in their forms. They both have 
flattened profiles and sides that curve in and narrow at the 
waist. Onto the torsos small pellets of clay are applied irregular- 
ly for breasts, and the arms in the former example are narrow and 
tubular. They both retain their tenons which would have once been 
inserted into their bell-shaped lower halves. 
Type HH4, the first of three types from Phaistos has been preserved 
intact. The torso Is long and cylindrical with the sides narrowing 
slightly at the waist. The large, conical breasts are set high on- 
to the torso and the arms meet in the centre of the chest below 
the breasts. The lower half of the figure, the bell-shaped, hollow 
skirt, is undoubtedly wheel-made though slightly pulled in at front 
and back. Its method of construction is emphasised by the form of 
the belt at the top of the skirt which forms a neat incurving rim 
on the outer edge of the skirt. This stands in marked contrast 
to the majority of female figurines of the Proto-palatial period 
where skirts weremoulded by hand and the juncture of torso and 
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skirt secured and disguised by a variety of belts. This figure 
from Phaistos Is representative of a far more stylized form which 
is more readily seen in the bell-shaped and larger figures of 
LMII and III, particularly from Karphi and Gazi. 
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Also notable 
in this figure is the absence of hair or a head-dress: the head 
would appear to be bald. 
The torso of Type 114 from Phaistos is cruder and more thickly 
moulded although the head is very similar to the preceding type. 
The head is well tilted back, a common feature of the Proto-palatial 
period, and the breasts are small and rounded pellets of clay that 
have been applied irregularly onto the torso. The arms are thick 
and rounded and curved round to the front and inclined downwards 
where they meet in the centre: the ends are pressed together and 
flattened without any hands indicated. Type M from Phaistos 
has similar thick and rounded arms that are curved round to the 
front and crossed over the thest with the right arm higher. The 
bell-shapedlower half of this figure extends high up, to just below 
the arms, leaving a short but wide, featureless torso. The skirt is 
crudely moulded and hollow. It resembles the figurines of Type NN21 
of the Proto-palatial period and characteristic of peak sanctuaries 
except that the torso is shorter and the skirt higher and it is 
clearly cruder with few additional attributes visible. 
Type KK4, represented by one example from Agia Triadha, is curious 
in that the torso is well moulded with large, rounded breasts, the 
waist still retains a thick and wavy belt, and yet the long, oblong 
head is almost featureless. This is partly due to its worn state 
of preservation though it could have had detailed features. 
Type LL4, represented by one example from the Royal Road Excava- 
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tions, has a long and rather flattened body with incurving sides 
and the remains of one small pellet of clay applied for a breast. 
The extant arm is thin and long and tightly bent round to the side 
of the chest. Below the waist the body flares outwards and 
may have been levelled off shortly below this point, but is 
otherwise completely featureless. 
Of greater interest is type NN4 from the Villa of Agia Triadha 
represented by a large seated female figure. She isýapparently 
naked and has accentuated features, with large and rounded breasts 
applied onto the torso, a small drawn in waist and large, rounded 
hips and buttocks. The legs curve round to the front, meeting at 
the knees, and the arms are portrayed in a, lively manner, with the 
right brought forwardsand inclined upwardsand the left curved round 
to the front of the body and held horizontally. The whole of the 
upper half leans forwards. Her head, however, is inclined backwards 
and on it is a small, conical hat. 
This figure shows great contrast to those of Type QQ4 from Agia 
Triadha with their altogether cruder forms, although their gestures 
are equally animated. They have oval and featureless heads, 
not disimilar to type KK4 from Phaistos: the second, however, wears 
the same. type of conical hat as the example in KK4. Their torsos and 
lower halves comprise irregular bell-shapes which apart from small, 
applied pellet breasts are featureless, and their arms are held 
forwardsand upwardsin a variety of directions, with crude flattened 
ends to denote hands. 
The torso and head from Traostalos providesus with a unique 
exception to an otherwise crude group of clay figurines from this 
period, and could well be explained by the fact that it does-not 
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belong to this period, as already indicated. It, is noticable 
for its uncharacteristic facial features with finely modelled nose, 
eyes. - eyebrows, mouth and ears,. surpassing even that of the head 
from Mochlo. s of more certain MMIII date; -and combined with 
its 
almost 'archaic' smile, it is not impossible that. it belongs to a 
later period. 
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Its torso, however, remains fairly characteristic 
of examples from the Proto-palatial period, although the breasts, 
carefully moulded, are evidently covered. The gesture is not 
unknown from other examples from peak sanctuaries. 
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What is apparent about the female terracotta-figurines of the 
Neo-Palatial period is that although they show a variety of types, 
they appear to be all isolated examples from domestic contexts. 
Furthermore, they demonstrate a return to a cruder form but one 
which, nevertheless, reveals a certain new stylization. - This 
stylization led to, a more static-aspect to these figurines which once 
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embodied the essence of life and individuality. , The example from 
Traostalos must remain an exception and be treated with.. reservation as 
its date is uncertain. 
The female bronze figurines of this periodý like their male counter- 
parts, stand in marked contrast to the terracotta examplesof the 
same period emphasising that the new skills, in three-dimensional_art 
had shifted to this new medium. Here we see well. moulded and 
naturalistic exampleq, constituting five basic types, RR4 -, VV4.. 
As with the male bronze figurines there are two main deposits from 
which the females came, the villa at Hagia. -Triadha and the cave-of 
Psychro, with additional examples from-the peak sanctuary site of 
Kophinas and the settlement of Palaikastro. 
Type RR4, represented by one example from Psychro, two from Hagia 
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Triadha and one of an unknown location, constitute the most 
characteristic type of female bronze figurine of this period, 
and are the best known. 
93 Like the male bronzes they are charac- 
terised firstly by their upright stance and in some cases a saluting 
gesture. However, whilst their right arms may be raised to their 
foreheads their left arms are characteristically bent at the elbow 
with the hand' resting on their hips, and not held rigidly by 
their sides. Their stance is altogether more relaxed and agile. 
Example No. 184 from Agia Triadha once had her face largely 
covered by her forearm and hand (now missing) with her head tilted 
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forwardsinto it. Of the two remaining examples, that of an un- 
certain location (Berlin Museum No. 8092) has one arm raised to 
her head with her left arm crossed over her chest to the opposite 
shoulder. 
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The figurine from Agia Triadha (Herakleion Museum No. 
761) has both her ; arms raised with her two hands resting on her 
forehead and covering her face. The females of this type have 
drawn in and narrow waists with large, rounded and protruding 
breasts that give the torso the effect of inclining forwards. By way 
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of contrast their posteriors protrude outwards in the opposite 
direction giving a sinuous and rounded profile to the whole body. 
This is particularly noticable in Example No. 173 from Psychro which 
has an added smooth finish. They continue to wear the characteristic 
bell-shaped skirts, with additonal, deep V-shaped flounces and thick 
belts round their waist. No. 184 from Agia Triadha reveals the 
lower section of the V-shape opening of the bodice and slight traces 
of the top and side edges around the left shoulder. A thick, double 
belt is held loosely around the waist. The V-shape of the flounces 
and the incurving down the front centre of the skirt, once again give 
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the effect of 'movement' contrasting markedly with the rigidity 
of the male bronzes. 
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No. 174 of Type SS4 from Psychro differs in form and style, 
although many of the same characteristics are maintained. The torso 
is shorter and squarer, with rounded but far less protruding breasts. 
The latter are now largely concealed by the right arm which is held 
horizontally in front of them across the chest. The waist is not as 
sharply drawn in, although the posterior continues to protrude and a 
thin double belt with hangings on the right side is worn. Below 
this the skirt gives a much flatter profile and the V-shaped flounces 
are shallow incisions with horizontal pleats at the back. The left 
arm is held in front of the body but inclines upwardstowards the 
chin. The small head reveals a tapering chin and indications of 
facial features by careful incision for the eyes and mouth. The 
hair is gathered on top of the head in a small bun with a lock of hair 
hanging down from it. It is altogether more finely modelled with 
less accentuated features. 
Type TT4, represented here by two examples from Kophinas and one 
from Psychro in best characterised by their more thickly moulded 
and cruder forms. Their torsos have short, rounded shoulders and 
smaller, less pronounced and rounded breasts. Their waists are 
thickly set and their arms rounded and featureless tapering towards 
the hands. Their gestures are more comparable to those of the male 
bronzes with the right arm held to the forehead in a saluting 
attitude, and the left held down by the side, close to the body. 
The skirts-flare slightly below the waist to form the characteristic 
bell-shape and apart from slightly protruding posteriors the figures 
have a flattened profile. The skirts are not flounced and give the 
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appearance of being altogether 'unfinished' with irregular bases. 
The heads are rounded with indistinct features and much corroded. 
Type VV4, represented by one example from Palaikastro and one 
from Psychro, is best characterised by their small and compact 
appearance. Their torsos are short and square with well rounded 
breasts. The example fromPalaikastro has narrow arms and an attempt 
has been made to delineate the elbows and hands, the latter of 
which are placed on the hips. The example from Psychro is more 
corroded and worn and retains the more characteristic saluting 
gesture. In both cases the waist is slightly drawn in and the short, 
rounded, bell-shaped skirt extends to the ground and has quite dis- 
tinct, horizontal pleats. The example from Palaikastro still retains 
evidence of the V-shaped opening at the base of the bodice and wears 
a curious collar round her neck. This descends down the back in a 
long strip as far as the ground and joins with the crown of the head 
in a strip down its back. 
The example of Type VV4 from Hagia Triadha is not only crude 
but may well represent an example of poor craftsmanship. The head 
is a large disproportiomte projection that has been quite flattened. 
The torso and lower half merge with only the most meagre delineation 
and evidence of a wide waist-band which is still apparent. The 
posterior protrudes slightly In an otherwise flattened profile and the 
back remains slightly incurved. The gesture is far more representa- 
tive of those seen on clay figurines of the Pre-palatial period, per- 
haps revealing a return to a much earlier fashion. The arms are 
held close to the body with elbows held down and the forearms bent 
up towards the chin and lying on the chest. The shoulders of this 
figurine are long and slanting, extending out as far as the bottom 
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edge of the bell-shaped skirt, which in turn is crude and featureless. 
The example from Psychro of this type (HM 1833) is equally crude - 
the similarity most apparent in profile. This figurine, however, has 
a smaller head with a rounded crown and the arms are curved round 
to the front of the body horizontally. It is, however, almost identical 
in height to the former example. 
The examples of Type WW4 are not only made of a different material, 
but are entirely restricted the Palace of Knossos in location, and 
their uniqueness can be attributed to this fact. They areýrarely 
omitted from any discussion on Minoan Crete, whether reflecting the 
high level of technical competance achieved in this field, or more 
commonly, as the centre of a discussion on Minoan religion when No. 
97 KWAs regularly cited as the Minoan Snake Goddess herself. The 
use of faience for the moulding of figurines is entirely restricted 
to these exampleq which,, combined with the high degree of detail and 
the ornamental attributes, make them unique. These attributes 
are used at the expense of naturalism which despite the unusual 
gestures give aimore rigid appearance to these figurines., No. KN1 
painted with white for the exposed flesh and background, with de- 
tails added in, orange, shades of purple, purplish-brown and black, 
has a thin and narrow-, torso with the waist sharply drawn in but with 
broad, near horizontal shoulders. The breasts are large and rounded and 
left exposed from the sleeved bodice. The long arms extend forwards 
and incline downwardswith the hands clearly indicated, revealing 
98 the palms facing upwar&j. as if in the act of 'offering'. , Below 
the. waist the skirt flares slightly over the hips and extends to the 
ground in an even but distinctly long and narrow bell-shape, giving 
a certain elegance to these ornate figures. Traces of paint on - 
earlier clay figurines indicate that these figurines too may once 
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have been brightly decorated, though it is doubtful that they were 
painted with the same degree of detail. It is perhaps their orna- 
mental attributes that standout most and in particular the presence 
of snakes. No. KN1 holds a snake with the head in her right hand, 
tail in her left and its body coiled around her shoulders and torso. 
On her head she wears a high tiara with another snake coiled 
around it. No. KN2 wears a low, round hat encircled with discs 
and surmounted by a spotted cat. She clutches a snake in each 
hand. The third figurine lacks the degree of preservation necessary 
to establish whether she was adorned with snakes or other attributes. 
The very location of these figurines in the repositories on the 
west side of the Palace of Knossos and belonging to a group of 
objects now attributed to the contents of a wealthy shrine must help 
to explain their unusual qualities and attributes, though their 
exact significance-and use is much harder to ascertain and a question 
that will be more fully discussed in the next section. 
Female clay figurines of the Neo-palatial period are conspicuous 
by their absence at present. Those female types that have been uncovered 
appear to represent isolated examples within domestic contexts and 
reflect a variety of standards and techniques - largely cruder and 
yet revealing a new stylization and staticness within this. Thus 
many lack the animated appearance of many of the clay figurines of 
the preceding period, whilst others are crude and careless. By way 
of contrast the bronze figurines are characterized by a new wave of 
naturalism unattained in clay in this period or the preceding one. 
Like their male counterparts they reflect a change in interest from 
clay to the use of bronze for three-dimentional art. There is less 
variation in terms of number of types than amongst the clay examples 
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of this period but greater variation in attributes. These include 
the type of bell-shaped skirts and the gestures in particular. 
The degree of naturalism attained from one type to another is 
indicative, perhaps, of the differing technical abilities from one 
craftsman to another, or from one workshop to another. 
If the Palace workshops reflected the highest levels of technical 
competence and originality, then the faience figurines must stand 
out as the best representations of the differences in achievement 
that existed between urban and rural workshops. From the Palace 
centres the various forms and fashions must have been laid down and 
spread to other communities, but within them the best materials 
and abilities were exploited. 
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While the majority of the figurines in this group are, complete, 
none displays sexual characteristics. They comprise five types, 
all represented by one example indicating their Isolated nature and 
come from four sites. The two figurines from Juktas are bronze, and 
those from the three settlement sites, Agia Triadha Villa, Mallia 
and Zakros are made of clay. 
The example from Zakros, No. 233 of Type AA5, being unpublished, 
is of uncertain date and context but has been attributed to the LMIB 
destruction level at Zakros: it may well belong to earlier levels 
however. It is small and crude with an oval and featureless head 
save for the top which has been pinched in. The body is narrow 
and featureless with the one extant arm pulled out to the side 
and tapering to its end. Its torso appears to be rather twisted, 
but its lower half is broken off. No. 213 of Type BB5 from Mallia 
Quartler E resembles figurines of Type GGI and Il from the Pre- 
palatial periodbut is more crudely modelled. The torso and 
lower half extend downwar& in an irregular fashion and flare at 
the base where it is levelled off. The arms are crude cylindrical 
projections applied to the body, and the head, inclining backwardq, 
is slightly pinched out at the nose forming a fine ridge with the eyes 
formed by piercing two small holes. Its miniature size and crude 
form are more akin to Pre-palatial figurines. 
Type CC5, represented by one example from Agia Triadha Villa, No. 
181, is as unusual as No. 183 of the female Type NN4 group with which 
it was found. It has an oval and featureless head except for the 
pinched out eyes and resembles the head of No. 182 of the female. 
type KK4 from Agia Triadha. The upper half of the torso is just 
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visible with two long and thin arms curved round to the front 
and meeting in the centre. The rest of the figure is concealed 
within a crudecylindrical container with a thickened rim and once 
decorated with reddish-brown spirals on a white background. Traces 
of red paint on top of the head and behind the shoulder indicate that 
the figure may be intended to represent a male, but this is diffi- 
cult to ascertain with certainty. 
Of the two bronze figurines from Juktas, that of Type DD5 is 
the most featureless with its long, thin and cylindrical body with slight 
incurving at the waist. Its Aort arms are bent at the elbow and 
held to the side of the chest. Only the head contains any detail, 
with the eyes and nose apparently moulded. 
99 
The whole figure 
culminates in a long, thin tenon whose use is uncertain. 
Type EE5 depicts a characteristic gesture of bronze figurines 
of this period with the right arm held up to and resting on the 
forehead (Type 6 here, or more commonly known as the 'saluting ges- 
ture') and the left held tautly down the side of the body. The 
figure shows no distinguishing sexual characteristics however, but 
wears a short tunic drawn in at the waist by a thin belt, with two 
shapely legs set apart below this. 
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The head is moulded with 
facial features, including ears, but is apparently bald, and like 
the former figurine has a tenon, but here emerging below a thin 
base which the figurine stands upon. 
The figurines of unknown sex of this period are few, and each 
type represented by only one example; three of which are from 
domestic contexts and one from the peak sanctuary of Juktas. 
Thus they are all unique in themselves and reflect, perhaps, 












The three heads discussed, representing three different types 
made of clay and from three different settlements, may all belong 
to male figurines. No. 237 from Zakros retained traces of brown 
paint on the eyes and head indicating that it may have been male, 
and II and III from Mochlos and Zou respectively have both been 
claimed as representing male heads , particularly the example from 
Mochlos which is regarded as portraying male features. This is 
certainly possible though by no means certain. We have seen in 
the Proto-palatial period that male and female heads often over- 
lapped in their forms, and the closest comparison to this head 
is the one from Traostalos whichI regard as being female. ' The 
example from Zou, Siteias, may be equally well be male or female: 
it is often compared to the head of the figurine from Chamaizi 
which I have 'identified as hermaphrodite depicting breasts aI nd 
yet a male form. 
Of the heads that still retain their torsos and lower halves 
from this group, two, Nos. 233 of Type AA5 and 181 of Type CC5, 
reveal oval forms with slight pinching for the eyes. They merge 
straight into thick, cylindrical necks and are totally featureless. 
No. 213 of Type BB5, from Mallia, has a slightly moulded nose 
and two pierced holes for the eyes set into a more rounded head, 
though remains crudely modelled. Its miniature scale may have 
limited its detail, being only 3.5cm. in total height. 
The two bronze figurines from Juktas, Types DD5 and EE5, reveal 
an attempt at modelling of the eyes and nose with the latter de- 
picting additional small moulded ears. They both have rounded and 
apparently bare heads but have suffered from corrosion. 
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CHAPTER 10: Footnotes 
1. This is the publication number In Pelon, 0., Et. Cret. XVI, 
Mallia Maisons III: Le Quartler E 1963-1966 (1970) No. 91, E63/ 
23, Fig. 3(b). This figure, was studied with kind permission of 
Professor Poursat at the French School, Mallia. 
2. ibid. 47,, pl. xiv, E64/51, Fig. 3(a). This figure was not 
seen or personally studied, and no measurements are given 
in the publication. 
3. ibid.,, No., 270, E63/25, Fig. 3(c). 
4. This, is, similar to figurine No. 209 from Quartier Mu of the 
Schematic Type E2. I group of the Proto-palatial period, particular- 
ly the body, although there the shoulders were moulded horizontal- 
ly. The head of No. 209 is much larger and inclines backwards. 
It was parlleled to the Schematic Type D group of the Pre- 
palatial period. 
5. This figurine was not studied or seen by the author, but has been 
published by Professor N. Platon in Ergon 1969 (1970) No. 17,183, 
pl. 228. There is no publication number and no record of where the 
figurine is situated now. 
6. Pelon, 0., 1963-6 op. cit., No. 90, E63/19, Fig. 2 
7. Its overall form may be paralleled with the Schematic Type B 
group of the Pre-palatial period. It is unfortunate that the head 
is much, worn and the shoulders chipped off. 
8. This figurine is unpublished, but studied with kind permission of 
Professor N. Platon. It had no inventory number. It may be 
paralleled with the Schematic Type C group of the Pre-palatial 
period, although it has no shoulders and is smaller all round. 
9. This represents the publication number in P. Demargue and H. Gallet 
de Santerre, Et. Cret IX, Mallia Maison 1,1921-1948 (1953), 57, 
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pl. xvi. It was not studied by the author. I 
10. Unpublished, and studied with kind permission of S. Hood. It 
has been grouped with the Royal Road figurines but in actuality 
comes from the House of the Sacrificed Oxen excavated by Evans. 
11. Unpublished, but studied with kind permission of S. Hood. 
12. Unpublished,, but studied with kind permission of Professor N. 
Platon. It had no museum inventory number. 
13. Boardman, J., CCO 1960, pl. 11, No. 6; Verlinden, C., Les 
Statuettes, Anthropomorphes CAtoises en bronze et en Plomb du 
Jjje Millbnaire au Vjje siecle Av. J-C, 1983,199, No. 87, pl. 40. 
14. ibid. pl. 1, No. 2; Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 187, No. 25, pl. 11. 
15. Although the lower half is missing the gender of this figurine 
has, been estimated by comparison with other male figures of this 
period. ý 
16. Boardman, J., 1960, op. cit., pl. 1; Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 
191, No. 39, pl. 20. 
17. Probably from Psychro - purchased in 1884. See Verlinden, C., 
186-7, No. 20, pl. 7; Davaras, K., BCH 1969,630, No. 21, fig. 6, 
pl. xiv; Majewski, K., Archaeologia, 25,28, fig. 7; Boardman, 
CCO, 6, n. 2,7. 
18. See Verlinden, C. , 1983, op. cit., 115,192, No. 40, pl. 20; 
Borda, Pigorini, 80, pl. lix, 1; Davaras, BCH 1969,631, No. 35; ý 
Boardman, J., op. cit., ý 6, n. 2; Halbherr, Stefani and Banti, 
Annuario 1977,125, fig. 86. 
19. From the Temenos Area dated to MMIII. 
See Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 30-31,192, No. 41, pl. 21; 
Alexiou, Deltion 1963,312; Davaras, BCH 1969,632, No. 46, and 
AE 1977,115. 
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20. See Davaras, C., 'Trois Bronzes Minoens de Skoteinol AE 1977 
(1979), 109ff., pl. xia-c, No. 1 for detailed description. 
Verlinden, 1983, op. cit., 192, No. 44, pl. 22. 
21. ibid., pl. xiiia-c, No. 3 for detailed description. 
22. Apparently genuine despite uncertain context. See Verlinden, 
1983, op. cit., 187, No. 24, pl. 10. 
23. The sex of this figurine is estimated by comparison with other 
similar torsos of this type and material. See Verlinden, 1983, 
op. cit., 192, No. 43, pl. 22. 
24. Despite the uncertain location of this figurine it is apparently 
genuine. See Verlinden, 1983, op. cit.,, 187, No. 22, pl. 9. 
25. See Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 80,188, No. 26,, pl. il; Hazzi- 
dakis 'Villas', 71-2,95, pl. xxvia; Davaras, AEý1977,116, 
No. 5; Zervos, C., L' Art de La CAte, Neolithique et Minoennel 
1956,4ig. 502-3. 
26. Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 118,194, No. 54, pl. 27. 
Probably from Tylissos but exact location unknown. 
27. Davaras, - C., AE 1977 (1979), 109ff., pl. xiia-c, No. 2. Dated to 
Lmi. II 
28. More reminiscent of that worn by male figurines from Piskokephalo 
made of clay in the preceding period. (See P-256PI-71-72) 
29. Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 122,198, No. 80, pl. 37. Davaras, 
AE 1977,116, No. 90; Halbherr, Stefani and Banti Annuario 1977, 
125, fig. 86. 
30. Marighiannis, Antiquit6s, X, pl. xxvi, I. Also see Verlinden, 
1983 op. cit., 193, No. 48, pl. 24. 
31. Karetsou, -A. -, Ergon 1975 (1976), 176, pl. 175(a). No publication 
or inventory number was given. 
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32. Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 193, No. 49, pl. 25; Hogarth, BSA 
1899-1900,107, pl. x, 8; Davaras, BCH, 1969,630, No. 30, and 
AE 1977,117, No. 30. 
33. See Verlinden, 1983, op. cit., 195, No. 58, pl. 29. 
34. Despite the unknown location of this figurine it is apparently 
genuine. See Verlinden, 1983, op. cit., 193, No. 46, pl. 23. 
35. This figurine was from House A at Tylissos, of Hatzidakis I, 
Tylissos_a 114poque Minoenne, 1921,58-60, pl. via-c, and 
Les Villas Minoennas de Tylissos, 1934,95, pl. xxvi; Verlinden, 
C. t 1983, op. cit., 
76-78,189, No. 30, pl. 14; Davaras, AE 
1977,116, No. 4; Evans, PMII, 47; 111,449-50,461,, fig. 313a-b. 
36. Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 78-79,90,189, No. 31, pl. 15; 
Davaras, AE 1977,117, No. 9; Muller, Plastik, 48, pl. xivi No. 
242;, Evans, PMIII, 449-50, pl. xxxix, cl-3. 
37. Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 118,194, No. 55, pl. 27; Davaras, 
AE 1977,116, No. 93. 
38. Halbherr, Stefani, Banti, Annuario 1977,125, fig. 26. See 
also Verlinden, 1983, oR. cit., 197, No. 77, P1.35. 
39. Acquired from Crete in 1907. Probably from Juktas. Verlinden, 
C., 1983, op. cit., 184, No. 11, pl. 2; Davaras, AE 1977,120; 
Lamb, Bronzes, 24-5,28, No. 12, pl. lxc; Muller, Plastik, 47, 
51, pl. xiv, No. 237. 
40. Evans, A., PMII, 234-5, Fig. 132; and Hatzidaki$, I., Deltion 2 
1916 (1917), 168, Fig. 3. 
41. Unpublished and studied with kind permission of Professor N. 
Platon. Of unknown context and therefore possibly belonging 
to earlier Proto-palatial deposits. 
42. H. Van Effenterre - Y. Tzedakis. Deltion 32,1977 (1982) A, 
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181, pl. 75(a), 'Mat4rial In4dit des premiýres fouilles au 
Palals de Mallial. Also see Mallia Maison I Et. Cret. IX, 
pl. xvi, 280 (Herakleion Museum No. 22.170). 
43. Unpublished, and studied with kind permission of Professor di 
Vita of the Italian School of Archaeology, Athens. 
44. See'n. 36 above. 
45. No breasts are indicated on this figurine but the form and bell- 
shaped skirt have been taken to be indicative of a female 
f igure. ' 
46. See n. 36 and n. 37 above. 
47. Unpublished, and studied with kind permission of S. Hood. 
Although placed with the Royal Road figurines in the Strati- 
graphical Museum this figure appeared to come from Hogarth's 
Houses excavated by Evans. 
48. This is not certain as the figurine is incomplete. 
49. This figurine has been published by Davaras, C., in Guide to 
Cretan Antiquities, 1976. The date of this figure is very 
uncertain: Davaras includes it within the context of other MMI 
figures from peak sanctuaries, but I would rather see it as 
MMIII or later. 
50. Alternatively the tassles may represent short locks of hair emit- 
ted from the top of the head with a thick band worn round the 
forehead and behind. 
51. Banti, L., Annuario, Vol. 3-5 N. S. 1941-1943 (1948), 20-21, Figs. 
8(a), (b), (c). Few details are provided for these figurines 
other than the publication photograph and a mention that they 
are crude but still retain their bell-shape. A figurine of simi- 
lar form, but made of bronze, can be seen from Psychro. It' is 
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much corroded but displays many similar features, in its crude 
and irregular shape particularly to AT2. The oval head wears 
a rounded cap and the breasts are small, rounded discs placed 
highon the chest, both features more reminiscent of clay 
figurines. See Verlinden, 1983, op. cit. ý 199, No. 92, pl. 42. 
52. Boardman, J., 1961, op. cit., No. 23; Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 
199, No. 37, pl. 18. 
53. Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 190, No. 34, pl. 17; Banti, L., 1941- 
3 ASAtene Vol. III-V N. S. 18-19; Maraghionnis, Antiquit; s Crkoises 
I. 
54. Maraghlannis, Antiquites, X, pl. xxvi, 3. Banti, Annuario, 1941- 
3,19, n. l. Verlinden, 1983p op. cit., 191, No. 35, pl. 17. 
55. Possibly from the Troad but apparently genuine. See Verlinden, 
1983, op. cit., 190, No. 31, pl. 16. I- 11 TI 
56. Boardman, J., - 1961, op. cit., No. 24; Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 
186, pl. 6, Fig. 19. 
57. In particular Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., and Davaras, C., 
BCH 1969, op. cit., 630ff., and AE 1977,109ff. 
58. Alexiou, S., Deltion 19 1964 (1967), Vol B3 'EUXXoyn MeTaEa' 
437, pl. 514(d). .a 
Verlinden, C., -1983, op. cit., 196-197, No. 71, pl. 34. 
59. See Verlinden,, C., 1983, op. cit., 185-186, No. 17, pl. 6. 
60. Very probably genuine. See Comstock, M., and Vermeule, C., 
'Greek, Etruscan and Roman Bronzes in the Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston"1971,4, ' No. l. Also Davaras, AE 1977,115,124, No. 81. 
Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 186, No. 18, pl. 6. 
61. Bosanquet, R. C., and Dawkins, R. M., "The Unpublished Objects from 
the Palaikastro'Excavations", BSA Supplementary Paper No. 1 1902- 
1906,122, Fig. 103. 
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. -Verlinden, 
C., 1983, op. cit., 196, No. 68, pl. 32. 
62. Boardman, 1961i op. cit., 6, n. 2; Davaras, BCH 1969,634, No. 51; 
Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 196, No. 69, pl. 33. 
63. Halbherr, Stefani and Banti, Annuario 1977,125, fig. 86; 
Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 123,199, No. 89, pl. 41. 
64. Boardman, CCO 1960,9, n. 2; Verlinden, ý1983 02-cit-, 199, No. 
91, pl. 42. 
65. From the Temple Repositories at Knossos and the faience figurines. 
See Evans, A., PM (1921-1935) Vols. I, 469,486,495,500-12; 
IV, 159,176-7. 
66. Unpublished, but studied with kind permission of Professor N. 
Platon. The figurine had no inventory number or excavation number 
though it was recorded to have been recovered on 13.8.69. 
It was found in, the south-east area of the palace but its exact 
context and date are unknown to the author. It has been attributed 
to the destruction-level of LM1B although it may belong to an 
earlier period. 
67. Published by J. Deshayes and A. Dessenes. Et. Cret. XI, Mallia 
Maison 11 1948-54, pl. LIII, Fig. 3 (centre). 
68. Banti, L. -, Annuario I-V N. S., 1939-41,20, Fig. 7. 
69. The evidence of the reddish-brown paint on the head and shoulders 
would suggest that this figure is male, though it is not certain. 
70. Karetsou, A., W 1974 (1976), 229,236, pl. 175 (a)(d). 
Verlinden, C., 1983,, op. cit., 184, No. 9, pl. 2. 
71. Karetsou, A., Ergon 1980 (1981), 46, Fig. 102. Verlinden, 1983, 
op. cit., 185, No. 11 bis, pl. 3. 
72. The exact location of this figurine Is uncertain and is now in the 
Benaki Museum in Athens. Verlinden classes it as a male figurine, 
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1983, op. cit., 185, No. 12, pl. 3. 
73. Unpublished, but studied with kind permission of Professor N. 
Platon. It is recorded as having been recovered on 24.8.71 
from 'XTTIOLov BA -rou B &AlUrLov NA 6noftTou &abpoUou El. 
74. This would suggest that it belongs to a male figure although this 
cannot be ascertained with any certainty. 
75. Platon, N., Ergon 1956 (1957), 110. Apparently came from 
Room Z which may have been designated as a shrine area. 
76. In particular and most recently Colette Verlinden, 1983, op. cit., 
(see n. 13) has published an extensive survey. This apart, Davaras 
has provided us with a useful catalogue of male and female 
figurines depicted with the 'saluting' gesture, initiated by 
his publication of the three bronze males from Skoteino. (cf. 
BCH 1969,630, and AE 1977 (1979), 109. ) 
77. Because of the extent of published information on these figurines 
it seemed unnecessary to give full details of each in this thesis. 
Of greater importance was the establishment of the various types 
with examples to illustrate each one. 
78. This gesture represents the so-called 'saluting' gesture. lot 
? A"rPE: LQ C6TOL TTOO XC4. LLdL (POPOL CNM YVUXTrOL XaL (Ir. "CYCýC[Ovmr_" 
Eli= TfiV TtLb xaPoDtTnPL0TLXh CrUC01 AaTPU)LCLQ TUN MLXULT@V, 
JIL& CYT6Zn da)6AOYTI Ut Tb OTIUCPLV6 CTTP(XrLWTLX6 XCLLPETLOU6* 
Davaras, C., AE 1977 (1979), 109, Colette Verlinden, 1983, op. cit., 
90,176,267, stresses the variety of gesture, but in particular 
the saluting gesture. I 
79. See Chapter 11, part 2(d) for a discussion on dress and adorn- 
ments throughout the periods. This type of male dress is well 
represented on bronze figurines of the Neo-palatial period. 
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80. Collette Verlinden, 1983, op. cit., 86,112, refers to the cruder 
human forms as 'Le Style Classiquel as distinct from 'Le Style 
de Princes'. For the former she says, Ilelles ne possýdent cepen- 
dant-ni la qualitb dlexbcution, ni la touche de genie artistique 
que des statuettes du "style des Princes" . Pourtant, elles 
se d6finissent par le m-eme style dynamique et spontaný, aux formes 
naturelles et "impressionnistes", r; sultant cependant d1un 
modelage moins soign4" (p. 112). Of the latter forms she says 
"Jes formes du corps humain sont rendues avec naturel, prýcision 
et spontankt6" (p. 86). 
81. Collette Verlinden would see them, for this reason, as represent- 
ative of the "Style de Prince" 1983, op. cit., 86, except 
for the figurines of Type DD4. II-III which are distinctly cruder. 
82.1 am not entirely convinced that this example is male. Although 
it wears a loincloth there appear to be two small breasts on the 
torso that protrude quite distinctly in profile. Given the over- 
all crudity of the torso it is unlikely that they represent pec- 
'toral muscles. However, because the figurine has not been seen or 
studied here, I cannot conclude with any certainty whether it is 
male or hermaphrodite. 
83. P. 377 n. 24 above. Also Davaras, C., BCH 1969,644, fig. 14 
(Adorant de Crgte, Leyde). 
84. This is more reminiscent of certain female bronze figurines from 
Hagia Triadha cf. Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., No. 35,82-86,191, 
pl. 17, (HM 761); Davaras, AE 1977,124, n. 9; Majewski, Archeologia 
1954,25, pl. lx; Marighiannis, Antiquit4s, 10, pl. xxvi, 3. 
85. Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., would rather date those from the peak 
sanctuary sites as belonging to the Proto-palatial period. As 
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these sanctuaries continued to be visited into the succeeding 
period I would rather see them as being dated to this latter 
period. 
86. The possibility that bronze figurines were looted from sanctuary 
areas'at a later date and the metal re-used in different forms 
must be taken into consideration. Looting occured throughout 
antiquity, to the present day and thus may account for the dis- 
tinctly smaller number of bronze figurines found from this period. 
87. What Colette Verlinden would term as the 'Style de Princes, ... 
'Iles formes du corps'humain sont rendue avec naturel, pr4cision 
et'spontanktZ. " 
88. Seager, R. , 'Explorations in the Island of Mochlos' 1912,49, 
IV, 16. Figs 20'& 21. 
89. See Alexiou, S. , IH MLWLXTI OCCL jICO'"64L31CV. A3V XCLPU)V', Xr. Chr. 
I BI , 1958,179-299, for a full survey of the figurines. 'Also' 
Laviosa, C., Annuario XLI-XLII (1963-4), 23, for the development 
of. these later figurines in the preceding periods. 
90. Some peak sanctuaries continued to be used'after ihe Proto- 
palatial, period, though the'exact context of this figurine is 
unknown. 
91. In particular one from Prinias (see P293 , pl. 81 ) and one from ý 
Chamaizi (see p. 268, pl. 85 
92. In particular one might recall those figurines of'the' preceding 
peri-od that attempted to denote a sense of 'movement I in'the 
sinuous outline of their lower halves: e-9- Types'QQ2 and SS2 
93. They have been used in the identification of similar female types 
within-the Aegean and most particularly those clay figurines from 
the Island of Kea. The latter showed many s'imilarities in form 
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and attributes with the bronzes from Crete and have consequent- 
ly led to discussion on Minoan contact and Influence within 
the rest of the Aegean world during this period. Cf. Caskey, 
J. L., HesReria (1962) Vol. XXXI, 278-80; XXXIII (1964) 328- 
31; XXXV (1966) 369-71. 
94. This has been interpreted as a possible 'lamenting' gesture, 
rather than one of adoration or worship, and there is little 
evidence to support or contradict this. 
95. The position of the left arm crossed over the chest to the opposite 
shoulder has been seen within the clay female type groups in 
the preceding period. Here, however, the right arm was not held 
to the forehead, but crossed over the chest to meet the left arm 
(see p. 280, Fig. 56 ). This gesture has also been noted in 
glyptic where it appears to be implemented during a ritual action 
or dance. This will be further discussed in Section IV, Chapter 
11,2(c). 
96. This was first recognised in clay examples from the preceding 
period as in Type QQ2, Nos. 85,102-104, and is undoubtedly an 
important aspect in the representation of female figurines. It is 
further discussed in Section IV, Chapter 11,2(c) 
97. A discussion on Minoan religion can be found in Section IV. I do 
not refer to these figurines as the 'Minoan Snake Goddess' and/or 
her attendants as I do not hold to this particular opinion. See 
Evans, A., PM 1,500; Marinatos and Hirmer, Crete and Mycenae, 
1960, plate 70, and colour plate xxiv. Nilsson, MMR 1950,311, 
discusses them in their capacity as goddesses. Matz, F., "Go"t- 
tererscheinung und Kultbild in Minoischen Kretal Mainz Akad. d. Wiss. 
u. d. Lit. Abhandl. d. Geistes u. Sozialwiss. Kl. (1958) No. 7,412, 
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and Crete and Early Greece, 1962,127,152, stands in opposition 
to this view, supporting their interpretation as 'votive objects'. 
98. The presence of faience robes in the same deposit may well 
strengthen the case that these were amongst the offered ob- 
jects denoted by the gesture itself. The offering of robes is 
known from Classical Greek times. See Rouse, W. H. D., Greek 
Votive Offerings: an essay in Greek Religion, 1902, esp. 348-363. 
99. This has been ascertained from the published photographs, but it 
was not seen and studied here. 
100. Verlinden, C., 1983, ' op. cit., 184, No. 11 bis, pl. 3, acknowledges 
I-I at'least one of these figurines as being male. - 
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PART IV: INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Chapter 11: 
l(a) Introduction 
The evidence has now been provided and the figurines have been iden- 
tified as belonging to various types within their particular groups 
and periods. The hardest task of all now remains, that of inter- 
pretation.. 
In Part Chapter 1, we examined the various contributions that have 
been made over the years to the study of particular aspects or groups of 
Minoan figurines. There is no need to repeat our summary. of these works. 
What can be added, however, is the fact that in many cases the tendancy 
towards,. religious interpretation superseded the actual evidence. 
1 
The result of this is that one becomes convinced that 'religion' Is 
the banner under which groups of objects whose meaning is not easily 
determinable are always placed. This is not to discount religious 
significance where there is good evidence to support it, however: 
it is where there is no additional or supporting evidence that caution 
must be exercised. 
The figurines presented us with many complications in a. number of 
ways: 
2 
evidence for context was often lacking in archaeological re- 
ports; many figurines were unpublished and/or unavailable for study; 
sites have suffered from continuous looting from antiquity, to the 
present day; the figurines themselves contained a number of different 
attributes in varying combinations, even if the form remained the same, 
and a great majority were incomplete or isolated fragments. It was 
3 for all these reasons that a typological procedure was established, 
based firstly on the typological methods laid down in the past and 
secondly, the experience of failure in these works to accommodate the 
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various problems when tackling a complicated body of material. 
There are two aspects involved in reaching a successful inter- 
pretation of the figurines, born out by the evidence and in the typologi- 
cal procedure laid down. There is no hierarchical order in the two 
points, both are intimately connected and run parallel with one 
another. I 
1) The interpretation of the contextual evidence of the figurines 
including the sites' geographical location, the nature of the site, 
the context of the figurines, the deposits and the associated assem- 
blage throughout the Pre-, Proto-, and Neo-palatial periods. 
2) The interpretation of, the figurines as they present themselves to 
us: that is, what do the different types within-the various groups 
that have been identified mean? Equally important are their attributes: 
that is, what is the significance of gesture, posture, the different 
forms of the body, their dress and adornments? 
The former point provides us with the possibility of knowledge of their 
'meaning' and where contextual evidence is lacking one may compare the 
figurines with those-for which contextual evidence is available. The 
second point, whilst extending our knowledge of 'meaning' provides us 
with a greater understanding of the 'significance' of the figurines 
as presented in their'forms and attributes. Combined, we may obtain 
a fuller picture of 'what they are all about'. Let us return to the 
first point and the question of distribution. 
(b) Distribution (Map 1. Table 29) 
Figurines from forty sites were studied of which sixteen were tombs 
and burials, eight peak sanctuaries, three caves, and thirteen settle- 
ments (including the four palaces of Knossos, Mallia, Phaistos and 
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Zakros). These-sites are all located in the northern, central, southern 
and eastern sections of the island and many were concentrated around 
the large palace centres from the Proto-palatial period onwards. In 
the north-east section of Crete, for example, between the palace of 
Zakros and the modern town of Siteia, the peak sanctuary sites of 
Piskokephalo, Prinias, Petsopha, Traostalos and Zou are located. To 
the south of Knossos lies the peak sanctuary of Juktas and not too 
far distant, Archanes and Tylissos. In the central southern section 
of the island where the palace of Phaistos and the Villa of Agia 
Triadha stand dominant, the peak sanctuary of Kophinas is located. 
This same southern section of the island sees a major concentration 
of figurine-producing sites during the Pre-palatial period (see Table 
30). These are mainly tomb sites situated in the Messrs, valley. Evidence 
for settlements in this period is scanty, thought Myrtos and Vasiliki 
have provided us with a wealth of information for Early Minoan towns. 
Both are located in the south-eastern part of the island. For the north 
of, the island, tomb deposits have yielded figurines, namely Archanes, 
Tekes and Samba, 
4 
with the cave of Trapeza standing isolated in the 
central area of Crete. 
The Proto-palatial period witnesses a predominance of figurines found 
on peak sanctuary sites. Many of these are located in eastern Crete 
with the exception of Juktas in northern central Crete and Kophinas in 
the south. The number of peak sanctuaries listed here (see Table 29) 
is by no means representative of the actual number known to exist: more 
than fifty sites have been identified as such to date,, though most are 
still confined to the eastern half of the island. 
5 The mountainous 
and pastoral nature of the eastern regions of Crete can be no coinci- 
dence in the location of most peak sanctuaries in this area. 
6 
The 
settlement pattern in Minoan Crete is also indicative: the major palaces 
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and villas are all located in the central, northern and southern 
areas and the eastern section of Crete, and peak sanctuaries would 
,7 have served the needs of all the communities, large and small. 
The Ayiopharango'Valley survey carried out in south Crete 
8 
helps 
demonstrate many of the above topographic points, even if on a smaller 
scale. Here, each identified 'peak sanctuary', MA, E12, E18, Wll, MoWl, 
appearsto 'overlook' a small farmstead/community and associated tholos 
tomb. The conclusions drawn from this suggested that each of 
these 'hills' provided a shrine for the particular family or clan, and 
the tholos provided a burial place. Furthermore, site E12, situated in 
the centre of the-valley, may have served as the focus for the whole 
valley populace and not'just an individual farmstead. From the survey 





suggested a'hierarchy of'peak sanctuary sites. Peatfield has taken 
this one step further in identifying Juktas at the head of this 
hierarchy, confirmed by the nature and quality of both the architecture 
and the finds. 
11 
Such a hierarchy would certainly help explain the 
variation in their size and assemblages, the richness of the finds 
from one peak sanctuary to another, and their relative proximity 
12 
and distance from the palaces and smaller communities. The growing 
central organization of the palaces, and particularly Knossos, must 
at least be responsible for the appearance of built structures on 
certain peak sanctuaries in MMIII, 
13 
though this would not have dimini- 
shed the importance of the smaller peak sanctuaries to outlying, rural 
communities. The latter may have converged on the major sanctuaries 
for bigger festivals, which would in turn help explain the variation 
in types and quality of execution of figurines from the larger peak 
sanctuaries. 
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The location of figurine-producing sites of the Neo-palatial 
period reveals an interesting change from the predominance of peak 
sanctuaries in the formerperiod to settlements and caves in the 
latter period. Only a few of the peak sanctuaries are still repre- 
sented, namely Juktas in the north, Kopbinas in the south and 
Traostalos in the east, if the dating of these figurines can be 
attributed to this latter period. 
14 
Many more figurines have been 
found in settlements and caves, particularly Agia Triadha and Psychro, 
which yielded the largest numbers. 
In conclusion, it may beargued that the distribution of figurine- 
producing sites tended to follow the pattern of population concentra- 
tions and related religious activity areas throughout the periods. 
Hence during the Pre-palatial period the fertile Mesara valley of 
southemCrete, together with Myrtos and Vasiliki further east, 
and the small area around Knossos, produced most figurines, even if of 
a localized nature. These areas undoubtedly reflect the major centres 
of population growth at that time. With the establishment of the 
palaces and the flowering of peak sanctuaries (the concept of which 
was already known and demonstrated in theAyiopharango Valley survey) 
the distribution of figurines changed accordinglyand particulary to 
peak sanctuaries where the major religious activities outside settle- 
ments tockplace. The Neo-palatial period saw a final return to the 
population centres but also caves, the latter bearing witness to a 
new area of religious activity outside the settlements. 0 
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DISTRIBUTION OF SITES WITH FIGURINES THROUGH THE PERIODS 
TABLE 29 
NORTH SOUTH EAST WEST CENTRAL 
Coastal & 'Coastal North, 
Central Central Central, 
Southern 
& Coastal 
PRE-PALATIAL Archanes Ag. Triadha Siteia 
PERIOD Tekes Ag. Kyrillos Palaikastro Trapeza 












PROTO-PALATIAL Juktas Ag. Triadha Arvi 
PERIOD Knossos (villa) Chamaizi 
Mallia Kophinas Petsopha 




NEO-PALATIAL Juktas Ag. Triadha Palaikastro Psychro 
PERIOD Knossos Kophinas Zakros Skoteino 
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(c) The evidence for religious and/or secular activities. 
Introduction 
The contextual evidence provided in Part II, Chapter 6, has 
given us the basis for our discussion on the religious and/or secular 
activities associated with the figurines. It would seem reasonable, 
furthermore, to begin with that evidence which gives us the strongest 
indications of the meaning of the figurines and the motives behind 
their deposition in particular locations, even if that is not done 
in a chronological order., In Chapter 6 the contextual evidence relating 
to the figurines was discussed in relation, to the type of location 
in which they were found, and in the following order: tombs, peak 
sanctuaries, caves and settlements. That same grouping will be applied 
here but beginning with those locations and contexts which provide us 
with most evidence. 
The peak sanctuary sites suggest that figurines were deposited 
without exception as votive offerings, whether this was done at the time 
of a ritual or as an isolated event. The ash layers that have been 
identified in these locations combined with the evidence for temenos 
areas, built sanctuaries and the great quantity of pottery in the 
form of cups, jugs and bowls certainly point to some kind of ritual 
activity. At some point before, during or after, figurines and other 
associated objects were deposited as 'votive' offerings. Immediately, 
therefore, our discussion has focused on religious activities. A 
brief discussion on the meaning of votive offerings is both instructive 
and essential to any further progress in this area. 
Votive Offerings 
An artefact which is labelled 'votive' is done so because it is 
believed to have been dedicated, consecrated or erected in consequence 
1-1 
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of, or in fulfilment of a vow, and is given of freewill to a being 
conceived as somehow superhuman. It thus becomes expressive of that 
vow and usually reflects the desire or wish of the person(s) by whom 
it was offered. The votive object thus becomes important for two 
reasons: firstly it may tell us about the nature of the concerns or 
problems confronted by individuals and by society as a whole during 
the period from which the object came; and secondly, it may give us 
indications of the nature of the god/goddess(es)/diety(ies) to whom 
it was offered; that is, what his/her role signified to the people 
in that society. Votive objects, however, may take different forms 
and be deposited in different ways and for different reasons. The 
character of the different assemblages from one type of site to 
another, as described in Chapter 6, indicate that as many similarities 
exist as do discrepancies. Rouse in 'Greek Votive Offerings' 
15 
correctly 
points out that although votive objects may be 'prompted by the same 
feeling, fear, hope or gratitude' there is also a clear division 
that exists between those that 'are given for their own value' (material) 
and those 'which are given for what they imply' (idea). 'Similarly a 
distinction may be drawn between 'public and private' offerings, even 
if prompted by the same feeling, and intended to have the same effect. 
All these points must be taken into consideration if we accept from 
the evidence that certain figurines are intended as votive objects. 
Let us return now to the peak sanctuary sites and the first step in 
our discussion. 
(i) Peak Sanctuaries 
It has already been stated that the character of the peak sanctuaries 
and their assemblages provide us with the most obvious evidence for the 
motives behind the deposition of objects, and most particularly the 
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figurines. Firstly one may consider the location of these sites: from 
the summits an enormous area may be surveyed and in many cases this 
would have included a palace and other settlements. At the same 
time the peaks may be seen themselves from a far distance. 
16 
A 
divinity worshipped in such a location is very likely to have affinities 
with the 'heavens' and the 'earth' and to be a protector f-tress) of the 
surrounding land. 
17 
This is emphasised by the associated finds: men 
and women in supplicating attitudes, animals of all kinds, especially 
sheep and oxen, and insects and crop pests, and not least numerous 
human limbs and torsos, some with disease and illness highlighted in 
some form. Miniature figurines of animals often outnumbered those of 
humans, which, combined with the fact that these summits were in 
'permanent reach of shepheidsland cattle breeders, 
18 
may account 
for their abundance. -The nature of the deity to which these finds 
point is surely one to whom these people turned for 'protection' -a 
protection that would ensure the welfare of themselves and the animals 
belonging to them, that would ensure fertility and cure the sick. 
19 
Whilst many peak sanctuaries contained an enclosed temenos area 
from the time they were set up to the end of the Pre-palatial period or 
the beginning of the Proto-palatial period, sanctuary buildings do 
not appear to have been built until the beginning of the Neo-palatial 
period, 
20 
when the religion may have taken on a more institutionalized 
nature. The iconographic evidence on a rhyton vase from Zakros 
2.1 
and 
another fragment of a rhyton from Gypsades, 
22 
for such sanctuaries 
confirms the direct evidence for such a date. 
The use of peak sanctuaries appears to have preceded the establish- 
ment of the first palaces, though the former flowered with the latters, 
existence. The first palaces undoubtedly testified to an increase in 
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wealth and as is logical, was accompanied by an increase in popula- 
tion. 'The palaces became the focal point from which all other im- 
pulses of its growth emerged, and influenced all spheres of life, 
not least a more efficient exploitation of agricultural resources 
23 
and an increase in stock raising. Their need for assurance in 
maintaining such increases is a natural consequence, and their use 
24 
of religion in this aspect is a method used to the present day, 
combined with their more basic needs of health and'fertility to ensure 
the poPulation. ''Equa: lly natural is their desire'to'worship the god(s) 
or goddess(es) embodying the fUlfilment of such needs, out in the open 
on the peaks of mountains 
'where 
a close .r affiliation would have been 
felt to nature, in both its constructive and destructive elements. 
That these sanctuaries were visited by large numbers of people is 
testified by the presence of the'figurines'themselves, depicting the 
individuals in their various forms and fashions, reminding the deity 
of their needs. Who or what was worshipped, whether one god/goddess 
or many, is a more difficult question to answer: certainly no cult 
idols have'been uncovered from these'sanctuaries. From , iconographic 
evidence, the seal impression of a gold signet ring from Knossos may be 
' 25 instructive. The scene reveals a mountain surmounted by a female 
figure in a bell-shaped dress, with breasts exposed and her left hand 
outstretched, clasping a thin rod. She is flankeýd'on either side'by 
a lion, In front of her is a male standing erect wi'th''incurved back 
and left hand raised with elbow bent and hand'resti'ng on the forehead, 
and behind her is the facade of a building surmounted by horns of 
consecration and thus of religious intent. ' Although the seal impres- 
sion dates to LMI1 and thus succeeding the LMIB destructio In of the 
palace and possibly influenced by the religion of a different society, 
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it may well attest the existence of a single goddess who was wor- 
shipped on these mountain tops; and representative of the earlier 
Minoan religion. If we accept that this is the goddess of the 
mountains and nature worshipped on the peak sanctuaries, her similarity 
to the female form of votive figurine suggests that this impression 
represents the anthropomorphic realization of a goddess appearing 
on the mountain top in an 'epiphany'. This is strengthened by the 
absence of cultAdols and would indicate an aniconic form of, religion. 
Rutkowski has suggested that the male figure standing and facing the 
female figure at the foot of the mountain in this same sealing is 
the Minoan king being bestowed with special powers., Similarly 
Forsdyke 
26 
has suggested that the I'Sacra Conversazione" ring depicts 
king "Minos" 'in converse' with the Goddess. The notion of one, 
goddess in Minoan religion who presided over every aspect of life 
and one who bestowed power on a male ruler, is an attractive hypothesis 
and certainly one possible interpretation. From iconographic sources 
perhaps one of the most fascinating recent discoveries is the 'master 
impression' sealing froiu Khania in western Crete. This sealing 
depicts a male figure standing upright with the right arm outstretched 
and clasping a down-pointing spear or rod and the figure standing on a build- 
ing complex adorned with horns of consecration. Whatever the interpreta- 
tion of this scene the sealing offers us the possibilities of new 
evidence for Minoan kingship and/or the identification of a major male 
god. The actual figure is certainly not unknown in form and type 
to other representations of male figures, including those in three- 
dimensional form. The setting of this figure, however, may be inter- 
preted as either representing the epiphany of a male god or as an 
important human being, and one can argue for both interpretations effect- 
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ively. In the context of our discussion it highlights the difficulty 
of ascertaining the true and fundamental nature of Minoan religion 
and its place in that society. The peak sanctuaries and their fig- 
urines provide evidence for the fact that such objects were deposited 
as votive offerings in those locations and that rituals took place. 
In addition, the assemblages may suggest the nature of the divinity 
worshipped, just as the iconographic sources may point to other 
possible interpretations or fortify what we may understand from 
existing evidence. Without any evidence for cult images, howevert 
or written sources for the precise nature of the cult, our speculations 
must-end here. Peak sanctuaries, although providing us with an import- 
ant starting point and basis for our discussion, are not the only 
sites in which valuable evidence exists, in this case, for religious 
activities surrounding the figurines. Settlement sites must now be 
considered,, in the light they may shed on the place of the figurines 
in both religious and secular spheres. 
(ii) Settlements 
Peak sanctuary sites are not alone in the absence of cult idols from 
the period preceding the destruction of LMIB. For the figurines found 
in settlements, as described in Chapter 6, their location and associated 
finds, only in a few instances indicate any ritual activity, and within 
these none can be regarded as cult idols. In fact they reaffirm the 
idea that they had a votive and/or domestic intent only. The'figurines 
and associated finds from Quartier Mu, Mallia, for instance, attest 
a similar form of worship to that on peak sanctuaries by the presence of 
various limbs and anatomical representations and more significantly, that 
of animals. Their location in a store-room adjacent to, and connected 
with, a lustral basin and sanctuary and their apparent clearance and 
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deposition into the small room reaffirm their votive function, in 
this purely domestic location. 
The faience figurines from Knossos 
The figurines from the Temple Repositories at Knossos have been 
the centre of many discussions on the nature of Minoan religion in 
their capacity as possible cult images, 
27 
and hence require indivi- 
dual discussion. Their uniqueness in terms of technical ability, 
their elaborateness of decoration and the presence of snakes on them 
has led to their identification as the 'snake-goddess' and her 
votaries. Their contexts and associated finds argue against such 
an interpretation: 
28 
they were found buried in cists with many 
other votive objects clearly associated with the contents of shrine 
and are possibly votive offerings themselves, just as at Mallia, 
Quartier Mu, where the contents of the shrine were deposited in a small 
room. The uniqueness of the faience figurines may be attributed to the 
fact that they were the product of the central point of Minoan society 
the palace - at the height of 'its artistic achievements, and come from 
a palace shrine. In addition, they may have represented women of very 
high status who performed rituals within the palace shrine and even 
served a goddess. The addition of snakes attached to the figurines 
and regarded as an attribute of 'the goddess' would emphasise their 
role in this capacity. 
Let us not minimize the problem of the interpretation of the status 
of these figurines however, as there exist a number of possibilities 
which must at least be considered. 
29 
These in turn have wider impli- 
cations for the interpretation of the figurines as a whole. 
(1) That they are representations of the divinity as conceived in 
human form. 
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(2) That they are permanent or 'temporary cult images imbued with 
divine power and worshipped in this capacity. 
(3) That they are images of persons of high status who carry special 
powers of the divinity, e. g. priestesses, and are worshipped in 
this capacity. 
(4) That they are plain votive objects dedicated to a divinity by 
persons of high status and represent those persons. 
The arguments again st points (1) and (2) above are numerous. Firstly, 
we have no ývidence for the existence of representations of the divinity 
in human form, or cult images in three-dimensional form anywhere else 
in Crete for the period preceeding LMIB. The larger figures with 
'upraised arms', the shrines in which they were found, and additional 
iconographic evidence post date LMIB and thus cannot be included in 
this argument. It is possible that wooden cult images existed that 
have not survived today: the discovery of life-size clay feet at 
30 31 
Archanes in addition to other smaller clay feet found at Mallia 
for instance, has certainly contributed to this hypothesis, though it 
has not confirmed it. Secondly, if they were regarded as images of 
the divinity or cult images, why were they deposited'in the repositor- 
ies together with a host 
of 
other objects which can be more clearly 
termed as 'votive', without any differentiation of status between 
the figurines themselves, or between them and the other goods? 
Thirdly, if one is to use scale as a criterion for the identification 
of a cult image, the size of any one of the faience figurines is not 
exceptionally large or out of character with some of the larger clay 
figurines, of more definite votive intent. One may cite, for example, 
some of the figurines from Piskokephalo peak sanctuary whose upper 
halves alone measure over 10cm in height: the maximum reconstitutýd 
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height of the so-called 'Snake-goddess' Is 32cms. Furthermore, if 
the life-size clay feet are to be used in an argument for the 
presence of cult images, why are the falence figurines, or at least 
one of them, not life size and hence in keeping with the supposed 
wooden images? 
Gesture is often used as a method for the identification of cult 
figures or representations of the divinity. In the case of the faience 
figurines, Noý KN1 with her arms outstretched in front and inclined 
downwards, resembles more closely someone in the act of 'offering'. 
No. KN2, with her arms outstretched sideways and bent obliquely can 
be used in an argument in favour of a representation of a goddes. s 
with upraised arms and hence an 'epiphany'. Equally the gesture could 
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be argued as being a representation of 'adoration', in the figure. 
,, Attributes are undoubtedly an important aspect in the identification 
of particular figures as cult images or representations of the divinity. 
In the case of the faience figurines this has certainly proved an 
important part of the argument. Snakes have been confirmed in other 
sources as an attribute of the Minoan goddess and hence the fact they 
are seen to coil round No. KN1 (normally identified as the Snake God- 
dess herself) and held in the hands of No. KN2 (normally identified 
as her votary) have provided a strong case for the status of each. 
However, such attributes could equally well be used in the representa- 
tion of persons of high status who are intended to be seen as carrying 
special powers of the divinity. Such persons may be priestesses or others 
of high status in that particular community. Whether they are then wor- 
shipped in this capacity or merely represent such persons and are dedi- 
cated as votive objects, is more difficult to determine. The evidence, 
as its stands today, would suggests to me that the figurines are part of 
a votive assemblage and one that belongs to a central palace shrine. 
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The exact status of the figurines weighs more in favour of them 
representing individuals of high status who also possibly carried 
special powers of the goddess, and who dedicated images of themselves 
to a particular goddess. 
Let us return now to the evidence for the remaining figurines, 
located in settlement contexts. 
In a small store-room in the west wing of the villa at Agia 
Triadha, a number of clay figurines was found. We have no details of 
their exact location within this room, or whether they came from an 
upper storey,, though their crudeness and their location in one of a 
group of storerooms do not attest to their use as cult-images or 
idois. They were found with medium-sized pithos and other pottery 
fragments, as so many other storerooms, but no other objects that 
suggested cult activity were evident here or in the neighbouring 
rooms. 
At Phaistos the location of a figurine and two torsos within a 
well, in Room LXXIII south of palace, may be indicative of their 
function. The well was, built-to collect rain-water which ran along 
a pipe into it and the figurines were evidently thrown into it with 
other pottery. This Is more likely to indicate that they were dis- 
carded as rubbish, rather than thrown as a deliberate act, as they 
were into the deep chasm at Juktas or into the pool of water at the 
base of the cave at Psychro. 
Of the few possible sanctuaries that existedýbefore the destruction 
of LMIB and located in settlements none have ever been found to contain 
figurines. At Chamaizi, for example, the three figurines were found against 
a wall adjacent to a room thought to have been a sanctuary; the MMII shrine 
at Mallia contained no figurines nor did the shrine, room at Quartier Mu 
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But the small adjoining room where they were., found might have been part 
of a shrine complex. The MMII shrine, of the Dove Goddess thought to have 
been located below the MMIII Loom Weight Basement, north of the East-West 
Corridor at Knossos, contained no figurines. The possible presence of 
domestic sanctuaries would indicate that rituals may have taken place in and 
around the house or palace. In all probability these were of a very small 
and localized nature, and intended only for those who lived in the 
immediate vicinity. The presence of Isolated or small groups of 
figurines scattered about sites in a random way suggests that figurines 
were also kepLby Individuals or households in their homes: these 
would perhaps have had more of an lamuletic' function. Most of 
the discussions that have taken place on the domestic cult have 
centred around the later shrines of houses, towns and palaces for 
which there is considerably more evidence, for instance the shrine 
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These shrines are different in character, 
and more important, yielded a new concept of figurines which may 
well be representative of idols, or the cult image: 
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but they are not 
under discussion here. For the period leading up to LMIB the principle 
cults are more likely to have been carried out away from the settle- 
ments, notably, on the peaks of mountains and most particularly during 
the Proto-palatial period. 
(iii) Caves 
The evidence from caves suggests that ritual activity was carried 
out in these locations. Their position high up in the sides of 
mountains, and the deposition of figurines in the crevices of rocks 
and stalagmites, providesus with a possible connection to the peak 
sanctuaries in their more chthonic aspects. The very nature of 
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caves and the darkness and fear they Inspire, in addition to their 
size, lend themselves to use as places of worship. The 
popularity of caves in antiquity in their capacity as habitation 
areas, burials and places of worship is emphasised at Psychro where 
pottery begins in the sub-neolithic or Early Minoan period and 
continues right down into the Geometric period. Trapeza is itself 
a burial cave reflected in the finding of numerous bones and skulls 
together with the method of deposition and other associated finds: 
here the figurines date to the Early Minoan period although some of 
the pottery belongs to MMI. In the process of their evolution 
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caves provided people with a natural form of 'protection' and 'safe- 
guarding' whether during times of life (habitation area), death (burial) 
or worship (sanctuary). The pottery vessels, ritual offering receptacles, 
human and animal figurines and evidence for animal sacrifice suggest a 
continued interest and concern for agriculture and stock breeding 
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in the 
same form as that on peak sanctuaries. But there are differences inherent: 
the slight predominance of male figurines and more particularly 
the presenceof metal objects, including weapons and tools. The 
figurines themselves are all made of bronze or lead. Psychro presents 
us with a further point of interest: the two chambers are strictly 
divided between 'animal' and 'human' assemblages, whereas on peak 
sanctuaries and in settlements the two types of figurines were found 
in the same deposit. 
It has already been demonstrated elsewhere that caves were used as 
tombs only in the Early Minoan period (here attested by the cave at 
Trapeza in particular) and as cult places from the Proto-palatial period 
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onwards.. This situation increases dramatically during the Neo-palatial 
periods from which time all the figurines presented here are dated. 
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The popularity of caves during this later period coincides with the 
decrease in popularity of the use of peak sanctuaries as places 
of worship and ceremony. The latter, continued in use certainly in 
MMIII and LMI (and perhaps later), as attested by the evidence for' 
sanctuary buildings and figurines (as at'Juktas; Petsopha, Kophinas 
and Traostalos) including those of bronze. They were clearly not 
as frequented as in the preceding period, however, when much larger 
numbers of figurines were found. This fact, combined with the marked 
presence of metal objects, especially weapons, and the abundance of 
a new, mor'e upright male figure, has been used to argue that the Neo- 
palatial period saw the introduction of a war deity, or that the 
older god/goddess acquired a greater variety of functions. This can 
be disputed however: the relatively peaceful disposition of the Minoans 
has been considered by other scholars and is readily evident from the 
very structure of the palaces and their art. Furthermore many of 
the swords and other supposed weapons were too small or fragile 
to have ever been used in this capacity. It is much more probable 
that they are representative of hunting practices. This is strengthen- 
ed by the presence of male figures, the evidence for animal sacrifices 
in the caves (as at Psychro), and the seasonal nature of the caves 
themselves. There is less doubt concerning this last point, since 
most of the caves, particularly Psychro, would have been inaccessible 
during the winter months. The degree of sophistication and wealth 
in the Minoan palaces by the period of the second palaces had reached 
its peak, as is demonstrated by the'numerous crafts of the period (for 
instance the faience figurines from the Temple Repositories at Knossos), 
and the sheer size and complexity of the palaces. That this'should 
inspire renewed interest in the natural spots for worship, and which 
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were already known to exist, is quite plausible amongst a growing 
urban society. Indeedi most of the sacred caves are to be found in 
Cqntral Crete in easy reach of the palace centres. 
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The diversity of votive objects found in the caves, which ranged 
from domestic pottery of everyday use to decorated ware and metal 
objects, would indicate that similar beliefs were in existence here 
as were seen to exist on peak sanctuaries (and suggested in terms of 
agriculture, stock breeding and perhaps fertility) during the Neo- 
Palatial period. However the evidence also suggests that changes 
were taking place in Minoan society reflected in the renewed use 
of caves, the abundance of metal, and the introduction of, a new 
type of male figure 
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made of bronze. 
The time of the caves' maximum use would have been spring, summer 
and autumn which would encompass annual celebrations related to 
hunting and/or the seasonal rebirth of nature. The actual cult 
rituals Involved in such celebrations are difficult to determine, 
except for the possible sacrifice of animals in the presence of 
women and particularly, men. This latter point is quite acceptable 
if one acknowledges a ritual partly or wholly relating to hunting 
and hunters, but nevertheless one still concerned with the welfare 
of man and his place in the vegetation cycle. 
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(iv) Tombs 
The 'votive' purpose of the-figurines from peak sanctuaries, caves 
and settlements in the period preceding the destruction of LMIB has 
now been strongly indicated; and pertaining to a religion centred 
around the protection and welfare of man, his animals and crops and 
thus the maintenance of the society in which he lived. That this 
developed and became more complex in its various aspects with the 
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growing urban society is quite likely. The major rituals appear to 
have taken place away from the urban centres, in the natural sites 
of, peaks and caves where greater affinity to all aspects of nature 
and the goddess who protected-them could be felt. The secular 
associations of the figurines could only be estimated from the few 
figurines that have been found in settlements, and these themselves, in 
at least some cases, had. religious associations. 
What occurred before the establishment of the palaces has not 
yet been touched'upon, except that peak sanctuaries started'to be 
visited in early EMIII just before the first palaces were erected. 
The reason for the earliest period being examined last was that the 
evidence for the interpretation of the figurines from that period 
(notably from tombs), was regarded as being the weakest. This is 
both as a result of the disturbed nature of the finds from tombs 
and the lack of evidence from Early Minoan settlements with which 
the tombs must once have been associated. Indeedwe now rely to some 
extent on our knowledge of the tomb complexes to provide us with what 
we can glean about the nature of that society. The figurines form 
an important element in that discussion. It is commonly accepted 
now that tomb assemblages represent the personal possessions of those 
that are buried therein. In this capacity figurines may have fulfilled 
two functions. Firstly, in order to represent the status or identity 
of an individual and secondly, as some kind of symbol in terms of 
securing protection or ensuring the welfare of the related individuals. 
In this way they may be regarded as votive objects, of value in them- 
selves and as reflecting a supplicating individual (worshipper). 
The votive intent of these figurines is strengthened by various 
factors: their scarcity, particularly with regard to the number of 
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burials; they show no uniformity even within the same context; 
they are brushed aside together with other artefacts to accommodate 
new burials; their size is, for the majority, small; it is quite 
clear that some have been repaired, indicating long standing use, 
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and most are of poor quality. As representations of status or 
identity, this may have been a natural consequence of communal burials, 
which these tombs clearly were. Their use in everyday life indicates 
that they were not made for the time of burial, but nevertheless it 
was the moment of death and burial that was important and when the 
figurines were deposited,, as reflected in the fact that the burials 
were later brushed aside to accommodate new ones. 
In their more amuletic roles their scarcity is harder to understand, 
but important and perhaps related to this is the fact that the majority 
are female or of an unknown sex. Furthermore, not all the figurines 
were found inside the tombs (see Table 11) but seven were found 
outside the entrances and eight in burial buildings near or adjacent 
to them, denoting some kind of activity in these areas. The assem- 
blages in and outside of the tombs were composed of artefacts 
predominantly used in everyday life and others that are thought to 
have had religious or funerary connotations: let us examine these. 
Branigan, 
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in his analysis of tomb assemblages and his attempt 
to show evidence for ritual activity (whether funerary or otherwise) 
taking place in and around the tholoi, considers various points: 
firstly, the absence of public sanctuaries during the period of 
greatest activity of the tholoi (though peak sanctuaries were clearly 
visited in EMIII); thus raising the possibility of their use as the 
religious centres for the related communities. Secondly, the close 
proximity of the tholoi to these settlements. Thirdly, the presence 
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of antechambers, outer rooms and paved areas on which important objects 
were located. 'Fourthly, the discovery of altars at two tomb areas, 
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and fifthlythe distribution of anthropomorphic and zoomorphic 
vessels in and around various tholoi. 
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Finally one may add those 
objects whose religious or symbolic significance is known and con- 
firmed by parallels elsewhere, notably the 'double-axe' and snakes'. 
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The outer chambers and antechambers of the tholoi provide good 
evidence to suggest that they were used for ritual purpose, whether 
funerary, non-funerary or both. 
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Very many cups have been found 
in some of these rooms: for instance Agia Triadha A, Kamilari I, 
Lebena II, Vo, rou A and Apesokari II. In all cases the cups seem to have 
been ý concentrated in one room, 
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though the location of the room 
varied from tomb to tomb, and that room was deliberately kept clear 
of burials, whereas the others were filled with them and their 
accompanying burial goods. The nature of the ritual in these rooms 
with cups appears to have involved some sort of ltoastinglý 
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which 
may also have taken place within the tombs themselves where additional 
cups and jugs have been located. This ritual may have been carried 
out for two reasons: firstly in honour of the deceased and'secondly 
to a god or goddess to ensure the protection of the former and the 
welfare of the living. In a society where there was little room 
for distinguishing the leaders or other. wealthy or important indivi- 
duals from the community it is not impossible to suggest that their 
position was emphasised at burial by an increase in the number of 
grave goods and the degree of ritual carried out. 
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And in communi- 
ties where survival was still a basic principle of life, any occasion of 
death would have prompted them into ensuring their own well-being. 
Pavements and enclosures have been found at Kamilari, Koumasa, 
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Platanos and Aglos Kyrillos: 
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at Koumasa a total of twenty-one 
anthropomorphic and zoomorphic vessels were found on the, paved 
area between the tombs and among them a number of clay phalli (six 
complete ones). At Platanos many other clay phalli were located 
on the paved area, 
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indicating some sort of fertility ritual centred 
around these tombs. One of the anthropomorphic vessels found at 
Koumasa was in the form of a woman with what appears to be a snake 
draped round her : snake vessels and snakes have been found in 
household shrines of later Minoan periods, as at Gournia 
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and the 
faience figurines'from, the Repositories at Knossos have been seen 
to be bearing snakes (above). Two small snakes were found on the peak 
sanctuary of Juktas, though they are now regarded as being as- 
sociated with a more domestic cult, 
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but more important as symbols 
of fertility. At Platanos A two sheet bronze double axes were found 
outside the tomb, and at Kamilari-II, half a double axe was found. 
It has already been noted that many double axes, mostly miniature, 
were found at the cave of-Psychro, and on Mount Juktas, which in turn 
have been closely associated and linked to the Late Minoan III 'Shrine 
of the Double Axes"at Knossos, 
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where they were'seen in the context 
of a cult room. 
'The evidence presented indicates that ritual activity was of great 
importance incemetery areas during the Pre-palatial period, and not 
of'a funerary nature only. 
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Instead it has been possible to detect 
the beginnings of a religion more clearly developed and defined 
on peak sanctuaries, and to some extent in caves, in the succeeding 
periods. A religion centred around the welfare of the living and the 
needs of the small communities concerned, whose people were constantly 
threatened by the dangers inherent in human life and existence. 
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The predominance of the female figure (or lack of any males) 
is noteworthy: the dominanceofthe female in the cycle of human 
reproduction is obvious and the danger this imposes on her at 
childbirth. Thus, that she should seek protection and that this 
should take the form of votive offerings, Including figurines, 
is quite natural. 
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Whether two gods or goddesses were worshipped in and around the 
tombs, one concerned with death and funerary rites and one with 
life and the cycle of vegetation and human existence has been much 
discussed. 
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To this end, - the three models from Kamilari dating 
to the Proto-palatial period and the Agia Triadha Sarcophagus dating 
to LMI I IA have been the centre of attention. 
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The first, No. 12 of 
Type CC3 depicts a low table on a circular base at one end of which 
is a human figure bending over a table. Another figure stands in 
the doorway structure and the legs of a third are at the other end 
of the table. There are two noteworthy factors: around the perimeter 
are two horns of consecration, and the figure bending over the table 
is clearly a hermaphrodite whilst the figure in the doorway has no 
sexual characteristics depicted. Levi's interpretation of this as 
a domestic scene with religious undertones is probably correct, 
though there is not adequate justification for, his suggestion that in 
the context of the tomb it may represent a Ifunerary preparation': 
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we have already noted that rituals other than. funerary took place 
in these locations. 
The. second model, No. 11 of Type BB3, sets four figures apparently 
dancing on a circular base, while around its perimeter are set four 
horns of consecration., As in the last model the figures are 
clearly hermaphrodite and are nude. Three suggestions may be put 
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forward for the model's interpretation: firstly it may represent 
the nature of the activities that took place on the paved areas/ 
enclosures outside the tombs, and indeed on the peak sanctuaries that 
are contemporary with these models - that is ritual dancing. Secondly, 
its location within a tomb may indicate that it was the personal posse- 
ssion of an individual, one perhaps who partook in such rituals; and 
thirdly the fact that the figures are all hermaphrodite may indicate 
that the rituals were for men and women alike and emphasisethe 
reproductive role that both are equally involved in. 
The third model has been the centre of far more controversy - No. 
13 of Type RR3. It depicts a rectangular structure with one wall 
against which there are, four large seated figures, revealing no 
sexual characteristics but apparently wearing long dresses/gowns. In 
front of them and facing them are two standing male figures clearly 
smaller in size and with jugs in their hands as if making an offering. 
It has been suggested 
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that this model represents a shrine'and that 
the two standing figures are pouring libations either to a chthonic 
deity or to the deified dead. There is much evidence to the contrary: 
if the figures represent deities one would'have to conceive of a 
religion which incorporated four; the model has no divine attributes 
at all (unless one chooses to use the difference in size between 
seated and standing figures and the fact the former have no sexual 
characteristics); 
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there is little evidence to suggest a cult of 
the dead, emphasised by the disturbance and/or complete removal of 
figurines in addition to frequent looting and destruction of personal 
possessions. 
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The model is more likely to indicate a ceremony 
carried out in life which, at the time of some person(s) death assumed 
the role of an offering and/or personal possession which was then 
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placed in the tomb. The deceased person(s) may have been a part- 
icipant of the ceremony depicted in the model. 
The Agia Triadha Sarcophagus is the most frequently used pict- 
graphic evidence to prove the existence of elaborate funerary rituals 
and a possible death divinity associated with those rituals. 
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The 
sarcophagus dates to the Late Minoan IIIA period, however, that is 
during the period of Mycenaean occupation and the tombs under dis- 
cussion belong to the Pre-palatial period in which society was based 
on small agricultural communities and whose people knew nothing . 
of palace organisational systems. That an elaborate funerary ceremony 
existed in LMIIIA, as depicted on the sarcophagus, is quite likely. 
By this time Crete had witnessed two palace periods in which a large 
social and economic structure must have existed and with numerous 
distinctions in status and wealth. Within such a system religious 
concepts must have altered and possibly acquired a structure of their 
own: one that was far removed from those beliefs practised around 
the Early Minoan tholoi. The concept of a funerary ceremony with an 
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associated death divinity separate from the normal sphere of 
religious practices is certainly a possibility therefore. This can- 
not be superimposed upon the society centred around the Mesara tombs, 
where it is far more probable that we have testimony of the foundations 
of the religion carried through and developed into the succeeding 
periods and represented by a goddess whose concern lay with the cycle 
of human life and existence, thus incorporating into her sphere the 
growth and decay of vegetation; the well-being of livestock; protection 
of the sick and the healthy and concern for fertility. 
The figurines from tombs are part of this religion in their capacity 
as votive offerings, the latter of which I have endeavoured to demon- 
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strate. In addition they are indicative of a persons' social status, 
selected, perhaps, in accordance with criteria that remain unknown 
today, and hence constitute only a very small part of the total 
assemblage. It is unfortunate that we have no details of the 
exact location and context of the recently discovered figurine 
from Sambas. This figurine , although similar in form to other 
figurines of this period (Schematic Type C), measures an incredible 
67.5cm. total in height: the largest figurine ever to have been 
found in Crete from this period. There is no evidence to suggest, 
either in the iconography or in three-dimensional forms, that a 
divinity in this shape was ever worshipped. Certainly, its similarity 
to other figurines of more definite votive intent arguagagainst 
such an interpretation. Its size, however, is quite outstanding 
and is without explanation. One possibility is that it belonged to, 
or was buried with, an individual of great wealth and status, - 
offered to a goddess for its own value and for what it implies, 
in the broader religious sense already indicated. 
I have endeavoured to demonstrate in this section that figurines 
from the period EMI-LMIB represented 'votive' offerings. I did 
this by first examining those contexts for which the evidence for 
the interpretation of figurines was most obvious, namely the peak, 
sanctuary sites. From here the argument was carried through to 
settlements, 'caves and finally tombs, each in turn producing their 
individual problems and queries. The latter emphasised the fact that 
votive offerings may be made in a variety of ways, and for differing 
reasons from one period to the next, even if they are prompted by 
the same feelings and fears etc., and dedicated to the same goddess 
throughout. 
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The evidence also indicated that figurines were offered for their 
own value (as personal possessions) and more importantly for what they 
implied (as representations of worshippers in their various needs 
and to fulfil various wishes). 
We have seen in previous chapters that there is great range in 
the quality of the figurines within and between sites and that some 
peak sanctuaries, in particular, revealed mass production of certain 
types (though this was rare). From this I would suggest that 
offerings were made both in public ceremonies (mass production) and 
in private, by individuals visiting particular sites on isolated 
occasions. The larger peak sanctuaries evidently provided the locations 
for the larger public ceremonies and hence attest to a hierarchy of 
sanctuaries in existence. 
With regard to the question of whether we are dealing, at any point, 
with a cult image our only real problem arose over the question of 
the status of the faience figurines from Knossos and possibly the large 
schematic figurine from Sambas. For the latter we have no further 
contextual information that might illuminate any case in favour of 
it representing a divinity: its size is the only ambiguous factor. 
For the former, I attempted to demonstrate that these figurines 
were votive offerings too, but associated with the contents of a 
central palace shrine and representative of persons of high status, 
perhaps even imbued with divine powers, as a priestess may be. 
Similarly figurines from other sites must have represented the 
individuals by whom they were dedicated. But even if their function 
was votive, the figurines were also personal possessions, further 
testified by their random location in settlement sites (other than 
the temple repositories) and in some cases they were even discarded 
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in rubbish pits and wells. If one regards such figurines as 
more 'secular' in their association with living areas, then 
these are the few figurines which remain apart from a group of 
objects thatýhave obvious religious connotations. 
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2(a) Schematism and Naturalism 
In the setting down of the typological procedure in Part I, 
Chapter 3, it was established that the figurines included in the 
period EMI-LMIB constituted two independent categories: (a) schematic 
and (b) naturalistic. The reason for their separation was that they 
were regarded as reflecting such different methods of representation 
that it was impossible in the course of the research to regard them 
as varieties from within the same type groups. In both categories 
'degrees' of schematism and naturalism were achieved though few of 
the latter conformed to nature exactly, as the term was defined. 
Some, at least, were far more naturalistic'than others 
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culminating 
in the bronze figurines of the Neo-palatial period. Schematic types, 
likewise, revealed greater or lesser extremes of schematism, some 
barely conforming to the minimum requirements laid down in their 
identification as anthropomorphic forms (Types B and C from Pyrgos) 
and othersalmost merging intothe naturalistic field (Type JI-VII). 
The various degrees of schematism and naturalism in the spectrum 
of both groups are not being discussed here however: 
; 
nstead, the 
possibility that two separate artistic traditions existed at the' 
same time, and ran parallel with one another, and the implication 
this had on their interpretation is being reviewed. 
During the Pre-palatial periodschematic figurines were seen to 
constitute 77% of the total number found. 
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They were located ' 
predominantly in tombs (particularly in the Mesara) and other burial 
places (including the cave of Trapeza andcemetery of Fourni, Archanes) 
with only one settlement site, Myrtos, yielding'any examples. 
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Within this group there appeared to be a clear division in popularity 
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between Type A, B andC and Types JI-JVII. 
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Types A, B and C 
together produced 38% of schematic types and were found predominantly 
in the tombs of the Mesara, and Types JI-JVII. T produced an equal 
38% of schematic types but were located in the north and south of 
the island. Between these groups were a variety of other types 
(D-H)-some exemplified by only one figurine (e. g. Type E from 
Myrtos). Type FI, however, was represented by six examples, 
five of which were found in the same location, the cave of Trapeza, 
with another from Agia Triadha and one variety (FII) from Myrtos. 
Type GI had three, two from Agios Onouphrios and one from Lebena, 
with a further example from its variety GII and two from GIII. 
By comparison, the naturalistic group of this period comprise a 
far smaller number of figurines 
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from a total of one hundred and 
two Pre-palatial figurines, only twenty-four are. what can be termed 
as 'naturalistic' and. of these five, may be from the succeeding Proto- 
palatial period. 
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This suggests that the schematic types represented 
the accepted forms of figurines during this period in their capacity 
as votive objects: the fewer naturalistic types are more likely to 
represent the beginning of another tradition which began right at 
the end of this period and flourished in the next. 
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Schematic figurines of the Proto-palatial period show a dramatic 
decline in numbers even though the total production of figurines shows 
a great increase. Only nine were identified from a total of one 
hundred and thirty-three figurines studied and many more, including 
some of known types, knownto exist. 
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Their very presence during 
this period, however, is important in itself, combined with the 
fact that they have parallels in the preceding period. Type A2, 
for instance, represented by two examples from Petsopha, may be 
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paralleled with the Schematic Type B group of the Pre-palatial 
period (Plate 5 ). There are minor differences in form and in 
the material used: the example from Petsopha is made of'clay 
and more crudely moulded than its parallels carved from stone. 
Type B2, represented by one example from Petsopha, may be paralleled with 
an example of the Schematic Type I group, with one example from 
Mallia. The main difference here is that the example from Petsopha 
has two small, circular pellets of clay applied to its torso whereas 
that from Mallia of the preceding period does not: instead It 
reveals painted lines across the body. The remaining six schematic 
types, represented by a single example each, are all from the same 
deposit at Quartier Mu, Mallia, and are of more certain Proto-n 
palatial date. Of these example three have parallels with the 
preceding period: Type C2 ( Fig. 3J. ), a very worn head, clearly 
belongs to Type JI more commonly associated with the Folded Arm 
Figurine Variety. 
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More particularly it resembles an example from 
Myrtos that is made of clay but clearly belongs to this group, Type 
E21 shows great similarity to Type D ('Fig. 2) represented by 
two examples'from'Trapeza: the head of the former, however, inclines 
further back leaving apromunced chin. Finally Type F2 is well 
paralleled by Type GII ( Fig. 4) of the preceding period al- 
though the former has a lower, thicker neck and more of's lozenge- 
shaped body. 
The evidence from this period suggests that although the overall 
number of schematic figurines had greatly diminished, and certain 
types had disappeared altogether, there was an attempt to hold on 
to the forms of the older tradition that they represented. This is 




in the preceding period, even if the former repre- 
sented cruder imitations of the latter. Their location in the 
proto-palatial period is noteworthy and perhaps instructive in 
their interpretation: three were from the peak sanctuary site of 
Petsopha 
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(Types A2 and B2), and the remaining six (C2-G2) from 
a small room in Quartier Mu, Mallia, now recognised as connecting to 
a larger complex associated with religious activities. The paral- 
lels from the preceding period, however, were located both in and 
around tombs and burials (Types B, GII and JI), and in settlements 
(Types D and I). Type D from Myrtos and its parallel Type E21 
from Mallia appear to be associated with settlements only, whereas 
Type I from Mallia is found in the Proto-Palatial period on the 
peak sanctuary site of Petsopha as is Type B, normally associated 
with burial places but now also found on Petsopha (Type A2). The 
inter-relationship in the location of these types between tombs and 
settlements in one period, and peak sanctuary and settlement in the 
next, is indicative of both their religious and/or amuletic functions 
in both periods. They also show the survival of the earlier form 
of worship that they represented into the succeeding period of 
a more urban society governed by the palace and a more institutiona- 
lized form of religion. The worship and ritual of the Pre-palatial 
period (for which we have already examined the evidence) 
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was centred 
around the tombs 
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and served the needs of the smaller agricultural 
communities: it nevertheless pertained to a religion that was develop- 
ed and more clearly defined in the next, Proto-Palatial period by 
proven rituals, possible priestesses, sanctuaries and cult implements 
and involving a more sophisticated people concerned with individuality, 
fashion and status and expressed in the figurines by a new wave of 
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naturalism that superseded the schematic forms. 
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The very presence 
of the latter with the newer forms atteststo such a development, 
but, more important, also shows that they represented a similar 
form of religion, even if the schematic types pertain to an earlier 
and more primitive rendition of the developing religious concepts. 
During the Neo-palatial period eleven figurines have been 
attributed to the schematic group (two of which are heads), and 
are all from domestic contexts. 
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Four were located at Quartier 
E at Mallia-and one from Quartier A, three from Zakros and three 
from Knossos (including one from the House of the Sacrificed Oxen 
and two from the Royal Road Excavations). Nine types (Fig . s. 96-99) 
have been identified, most represented by one example with the 
exception of Types A3 and H3 which had two examples each, and 
of these four could be paralleled with types of the preceding 
period: Type B3 with Type E21, both from Mallia but different 
contexts and in turn paralleled with Type D; Type C3 from Zakros with 
Type GII from Mallia; Type D3 from Mallia with Type A2 from Petsopha 
which was in-turn paralleled with Type B of the Pre-palatial period 
and Type E3 with Type C of the Pre-palatial period. Thus Types B3 
and D3 reveal parallels with both the preceding 'periods and Type 
E3 with the earliest of these. The figurines'location in the Neo- 
palatial period within entirely domestic contexts and their random 
distribution within these and in areas of no particular religious 
significance, 
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suggests that their role had become more amuletic. 
In this capacity they may still have served a 'protective' role, 
but more as charms in the home, than any votive, function for the 
use in sanctuaries. At Mallia, Quartier Mu, in the preceding period 
the schematic figurines were found adjacent to a sanctuary, but in this 
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succeeding period their locations in Quartier A and E do not suggest 
any, similar religious associations, nor their locations at Zakros 
and Knossos. Peak sanctuary sites during the Neo-palatial period 
ceased to hold the popularity as places of'worship seen in the 
previous period: 
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meanwhile there was an increased use of 
caves 
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as sanctuaries, but they have not revealed any schematic 
figurines; the cult needs of this period evidently did, not require 
their presence. By way of contrast the male and female bronze 
figurines commonly found and associated with caves 
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revealed a 
high level of naturalism in their moulding, unattained in the previous 
period in clay. For this reason the presence of such crude and 
schematic figurines in the settlements is of great importance in 
their representation of the earliest form of the religion and society 
that later created these self same bronzes. 
The naturalistic figurines, did not emerge from the schematic types 
in any logical progression with the passage of time, but were created 
separately by and for a people who were witnessing major transforma- 
tions in-their society. By this, I refer to the changes that led 
from the small agricultural communities of the Early Minoan period 
into the palaces and urban centres at the end of that period and into 
the next. Just as it is impossible to say exactly 'why' those ' 
changes in that society occurred, so it is difficult to say precisely 
Owhyl naturalistic figurines emerged and suddenly flourished from 
a tradition that had been so different in its mode of expression - 
namely schematism in stone. What we do know is that the new figurines 
that were expressed in terms of 'naturalism in clay' first appeared 
in small numbers accompanying schematic types in the traditional 
centres of worship around the tholoi, and later flourished on the 
peak sanctuary sites, eventually superseding the schematic forms. 
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The schematic types of the Pre-palatial period reflected a combin- 
ation of religious needs that included the well-being of the living 
and the dead and the earth that fed and buried them. This represented 
the expression of only some Individuals from the more primitive 
communities trying to ensure the basic needs of their existence. 
With the establishment of the palaces these basic elements were 
transformed into a much more formal concept of religion, a coherent 
part oUthe palace structure, with much larger, ceremonies and 
rituals in which men and women alike partook and were represented 
by the figurines. The older concepts of this, religion were evidently 
remembered by some, however, and it is not impossible that the communi- 
ties and their ancestors who produced the early schematic forms found 
in tombs, now visited the peak sanctuaries at the beginning of their 
use, depositing figurines of older forms but ones which nevertheless 
served the same purpose : that is, as votive objects to the same 
goddess, in order to ensure their welfare. This would certainly 
explain their scarcity, though not their presence in the settlements, 
particularly Mallia where in Quartier Mu they were found in the same 
deposit and next to a sanctuary and their sole location in settle- 
ments in the Neo-palatial period. For this one must understand 
that the superior and developing naturalistic forms more than adequately 
served their votive purpose : schematic figurines were no longer re- 
quired in this capacity and did not fulfil the needs of the populace 
in terms of fashion and status, the growing sense of individuality 
that the naturalistic types so carefully reflected and not least the 
role of the different sexes. The schematic figurines, instead, became 
separated from their naturalistic counterparts in their more amuletic 
function and thus found greater use within the settlements where day 
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to day needs and fears could be well protected; thus they may have 
been kept as charms by some individuals and actually used in a 
sanctuary by others, as in Quartier Mu. Their safe-keeping in 
the home may be attributed to one final possibility: this is that 
they represented heirlooms passed down from one generation to the next 
from the time before the palaces were built, and thus belonged to 
only a few individuals. But whatever their actual meaning it is 
more certain that the schematic types did represent a different 
tradition from the naturalistic forms, both the products of different 
types of societies, but which nevertheless conformed to the basic 
elements of a particular and similar religion. 
I 















2(b) The Sexes 
During the course of this research the division of the sexes 
formed a primary part In the typological procedure, 
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once the 
chronological groupings were established and the material separa- 
ted Into Schematic and Naturalistic Type groups. This gender divi- 
sion was implemented both as an organisational tool and because 
the sex of the figurines was seen to be of primary importance for 
interpretation. Various observations have been made between and 
within each period, and are discussed here. 
The Pre-palatial Period 
During the Pre-palatial period figurines of both the schematic 
and naturalistic groups were either of an unknown sex or female. 
Within'the schematic group their indistinguishable sexual character- 
istics were a function of their highly schematised'forms, as in 
Types A,, B, C, D, E and F (Plates I- 23 ). Where sexual 
characteristics were depicted they were normally in the form of 
small applied or carved breasts (No. A01 of Type GI from Agios 
Onouphrios). Types JI-JVII revealed In addition to this an incised 
pubic triangle, and in one case a swollen abdomen denoting pregnancy 
(Plate 24). Within Type JI one male was-identified: 
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In form he 
did not differ from his female counterparts except for the presence 
of a carved penis. 
Within the naturalistic group of this period those figurines that 
were not female'were seen to be of an unknown sex because of the, 
omission of sexual characteristics. This is in contrast to the 
schematic types where the schematised forms did not require their 
definition. The omission in the naturalistic types may have result- 
ed from one of two factors: a preconceived and therefore deliberate 
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method of portrayal or as a result of crude modelling. It 
deliberate, one is faced with'the difficult question of ! why' 
this method was adopted. One possibility is that during the 
Pre-palatial period the anthropomorphic presence symbolized in 
figurines was more important than the definition of their sex, 
thus combining the needs, andýfears of men and women alike, as 
represented in these votive objects. This would suggest more of 
an lamuletic' function which, combined with their location in 
places of burial and habitation, would seem quite plausible. 
It does not account for the remaining figurines being of a distinct 
female character however (unless we accept the crude genderless 
figurines as intended to be female). For this is has already been 
suggested 
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that one must accept that in her dominant role in the 
reproductive cycle and the'danger this imposes on her at child- 
birth the female would have sought more frequent protection. 
That this should take the form of a figurine representing herself 
and offered to a goddess who in turn represented, the needs and 
cares of human life is-a natural consequence. In turn, it is'also 
possible that those figurines of the naturalistic group which re- 
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veal no sexual characteristics are representations of children. 
Of the schematic types this is harder to accept, since many anthro- 
pomorphic forms will be schematized to degrees where sexual -' 
organs have no part. Given the separate artistic traditions that 
they represent it would seem more probable that definition of sex 
was not of prime importance within the schematic group. Where female 
sexual characteristics were depicted is testimony to the technical 
possibility of their portrayal. The female forms represented, in 
Types JI-VII are well attested in the Cyclades preceding and 
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contemporary with the period of their appearance in Crete. 
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Their adoption into the repertoire of Early Minoan figurines 
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is clear indication that they represented a similar reaction to 
similar needs and fears. Together with this their distinct female 
character was a reflection of the special position women held 
in the growth and maintenance of that society: a concept undoubtedly 
held before their introduction. 
The Proto-palatial Period 
During the Proto-palatial period only nine schematic figurines 
came to light, of which only one depicted any sexual characteristics 
and in the form of small applied pellet breasts (Type B2 from 
Petsopha). The highly schematised forms of the remainder did not 
retain any, such characteristics. 
Within the naturalistic group, the division of the sexesý 
becomes quite distinct, evidently assumingýa newly acquired importance. 
Each group, despite a small degree of overlap, had its own forms - 
and attribute combinations. 
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Apart from the introducti . on of a new 
male type a much smaller group of figurines appeared to depict 
both sexual organs and were therefore regarded as 'hermaphrodites'. 
This still left a fourth class, already encountered in the preceding 
period, who revealed no evidence of sexual characteristics. In some 
cases this was due to lack of preservation (Types 113-PP3), whereas 
in other examples there appears to have been a deliberate omission. 
This development in the representation of the different sexes 
from the preceding period undoubtedly has implications for inter- 
pretation: why for instance are male figurines shown in as great 
abundance as females and what significance do the, hermaphrodites 
and sexless figurines hold? What proportion of male, to females 
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existed, or indeed hermaphrodites and sexless figurines, is impos- 
sible to say with so much material unpublished and unseen. What 
is possible to establish, however, is that such sex groups did exist 
within the naturalistic group as a whole, and that males and females 
constituted the largest groups. In total fifty-two males and forty 
females were studied constituting nine and thirteen types respectively. 
Only nine hermaphrodites were identified, of which there were five 
types, and twenty-nine sexless figurines of thirteen major types. 
Males and Females 
The female figurines displayed a greater range of types in a 
smaller given number, than the males, 
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and within each type greater 
variation of attributes. Attribute (3) - 'dress', manifesting it- 
self in the variety of bell-shaped skirts, in the head-dresses and 
decorative attachments contributed to the great variation in females, 
and provided greater scope in demonstrating the new artistic 
achievements in small sculpture. The introduction of the male type 
also provided new possibilities in the moulding of different forms 
and fashions, but its scope was more limited. The inspiration 
that lay behind the development of this artistic tradition'(and 
which identified the figurines as being Minoan) together with the 
new wave of naturalism that was clearly superseding the schematism 
of earlier periods is hard to explain, and beyond the limits of dis- 
cussion here. Figurines testify to its existence and occurance 
in their representation of 'live' 
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human beings conscious of the 
division of the sexes, status and fashion, even if in their more 
votive role they still served the same function as in the preceding 
period. Thus whilst the basic elements'of the religion remained 
unaltered the people who believed in it and partook of the ceremonies 
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were clearly of a more developed and sophisticated society. 
Hermaphrodites 
The 'hermaphrodite' figurines present us with greater problems 
in terms of interpretation. Of the nine hermaphrodites, five 
belong to models: Type BB3, for example, from Kamilari, represents 
four figures standing with linked arms on a circular platform sur- 
mounted by horns of consecration. They are naked and reveal both 
breasts and penis. No. 26 of Type CC3 from Kamilari is also 
part of a model set on a circular platform. Here a crudely modelled 
hermaphrodite with large, modelled breasts and penis bends naked 
over a table apparently doing something. The two examples from 
Chamaizi, No. 159 and 160 of Type AA3, indicate breasts only, but 
their forms clearly imitate males and for this reason they have 
been identified as 'hermaphrodite'. The remaining two examples 
of types DD3 and EE3 from Traostalos and Piskokephalo respectively 
reveal both codpieces and breasts. This evidence, particularly 
concerning the models, suggests that persons representing hermaphro- 
dites commonly partook of rituals or activities either of-a reli- 
gious or secular nature or both, and that whatever their meaning 
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their representation in three-dimensional form reflects that their 
recording was of value and thus something worth burying with those 
to whom they belonged. 
The two examples from Chamaizi were not found within the room 
thought to have been allocated as a sanctuary in this house, but 
against an outside wall adjacent to it. Their gestures (Type 12) 
and postures (Type 2) strongly suggest a sense of movement and more 
specifically 'dancers'. If we accept this interpretation we may 
then assume that they too represent participants of a noteworthy 
activity whether religious or secular. 
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The remaining two, and rather isolated examples from Traostalos 
and Piskokephalo are more ambiguous in their meaning and indeed 
more static in their depiction. But if we are to acknowledge 
the representation of figurines as individuals, we must also accept 
that these examples represent hermaphrodites, just as we might 
accept others as distinctly male or female. Undoubtedly No. 156 
from Traostalos is more unusual in form than the males or females 
contemporary with it, representing a large and thickly moulded 
individual with a straight-sided torso wrapped in a wide sash or 
belt around its middle. No. 108 of Type EE3 is more reminiscent 
of female Type UU2-with its long and well mouldedrectangular torso 
slightly incurving at the waist-except for the inclusion of breasts 
and a codpiece. One might speculate that whatever their role in 
society, they were not a usual occurrence. 
Unknown Sex 
In the figurines of unknown sex, those that are most noteworthy 
and more numerous are represented by Types FF3, GG31 and II, HH3, 
QQ3I-II and RR3 (Figs. Ri, 96d Pis. 140,141,, 151-3-55), Iiere it 
appears that no attempt was made to indicate their sex. Nos. Jlei and 
i. ý-of Type FF3 from Juktas are characterized by their rather Isus- 
pended' attitude with legs apart and arms 'hanging' at the sides: 
these seem crude and unfinished with totally featureless bodies. ' 
Type GG3I and II from Prinias and Kophinas respectively have equally 
featureless torsos. No. 155 from Prinias with its flat arms bent 
round to the chest has an incision down the centre of the torso 
possibly indicating an injury or illness. No. 76 of Type HH3 from 
Maza is reminiscent of the male type AA2= with its more sinuous 
outline and rounded, protruding buttocks, except that its torso is 
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featureless and it Is miniature in size (5.4cm. ht. ). 
For all these examples there appear two possible interpretations, 
Firstly, they are the product of a more rural workshop where modelling 
techniques were cruder but the end product nevertheless served 
the same function. It should be remembered that not all the visitors 
to peak sanctuaries (from which these were found) would have inhabited 
the palace centres but may have lived some distance from them where 
artistic influence may not have penetrated as effectively. Secondly, 
their crude and featureless bodies may be indicative of their repre- 
sentation of children 
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who would have been subjected to the same 
destructive forces of nature that required their elders to seek pro- 
tection from a goddess. A society whose adult population alone par- 
took of the religious ceremonies and were thus represented in the fig- 
urines would seem unusual, especially when one speculates that 
child mortality and sickness would have been high. 
Types QQ31 and II represent the most numerous examples of the 
sexless group of figurines with six examples from Knossos and three 
from Juktas. They are characterized by their short, thick and feature- 
less, cylindrical bodies with incurving backs that run down from 
the back of the head in a continuous line. Their arms are pulled 
out in front and below the neck into short, stumpy projections and 
the nose and chin pinched out leaving two large eye projections. 
They appear to wear a widebrimmed hat flattened at its top and inclin- 
ing backwardsand a long dress or gown flaring at the base. The 
proximity of Juktas to the palace of Knossos, the uniqueness and 
the number (9) of this type strongly suggest that they were the 
product of a particular workshop in this area: who or what they re- 
presented is more difficult to determine. An argument in favour of 
their representation as children is far less certain. Perhaps 
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the definition of their sex was not an essential criterion in their 
making. 
The figurines represented in Type RR3, four consitituting a 
model from Kamilari and one example from Petsopha, are all seated, 
wear long gowns and reveal no evidence of sexual characteristics. 
On the model, the four seated figures with their right hands held 
forwardsare faced by two smaller male figures wearing codpieces: 
the fact that the latter clearly represent males emphasises the 
neutrality of the seated figures. Conversely, the fact that they 
wear gowns may have precluded the depiction of breasts. No. 95 
from Petsopha of this same type reveals a white painted torso 
suggestive of a female despite the absence of any determining sexual. 
characteristics. That these figures represent females is a possibil- 
ity, but that they all hold the same meaning is questionable. Although 
the model depicts no divine attributes and thus of dubious ritual 
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significance it was nevertheless located in a tomb. Seated 
figurines from peak sanctuaries are not unknown however, depicting 
both males and females alike, some indicating a disability or ill- 
ness. 
99 Thus No. 95 from Petsopha may hold a different meaning from 
that of the figurines in the model. The former may reflect a young 
female who has not attained full sexual maturity, and the reason 
for her seated posture may be a point ofpreference. Whatever the 
significance of this group of figurines however, the fact remains 
that in such cases there was no obvious attempt at sex definition. 
The Neo-Ralatial Period 
During the Neo-palatial period a small group constituting 
five types, represented by one example each, display no sexual charact- 
eristics. There are no examples of hermaphrodites to date, however, 
and male and female types constitute the two main sex groups. 
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Males and Feýales ý4 
The"female figurines of this period display a far greater variety 
of types than the males and are made from different materials, namely 
clay, bronze and faience (Table 28). Of the nine'terracotti types 
most are represented by only one example and have all been located 
in domestic contexts', thus emphasising their more isolated and 
perhaps unique nat 
I ure. They demonstrate a'return to cruder, 
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but more stylized forms which stands in contrast to the bronze and 
faience figurines: here a sophisticated level of artistic achieve- 
ment in three-dimensional art is demonstrated, particularly in 
terms of naturalism. Male figurines are as well represented in this 
period but'show far less variation in detail'than their female counter- 
parts. They are almost exclusively made of bronze and are best 
characterized by their upright stance and saluting gesture (Type 6). 
Like the females they reveal a great degree of naturalism and have 
been found in a variety of contexts'including peak sanctuaries 
(Kophinas, Juktas, Traostalos), settlements (Agia Triadha, Palaikastro) 
and caves (Psychro and Skoteino). The greater variety in types and 
materials seen in the female figurines, and not least the faience 
group from Knossos, and the much more standardized and"smaller 
variety of male types, strongly suggests that the roles of the two 
groups were becoming more distinct, each fulfilling a different 
function in the running of their society and the religious rituals 
performed to maintain it. 
The figurines of an 'unknown sex' from the Neo-palatial period 
(Plates 192 and 193 ) emphasise a deliberate neutrality 
in that they have survived largely intact. Two from Juktas 
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are made of bronzetand the three clay examples are from Agia 
Triadha, Mallia and Zakros. The latter, No. 234 of Type AA5, repre- 
sents a crudely modelled miniature figurine with a narrow and 
featureless body which is rather twisted. Its location within a 
settlement and its crude and small form suggest that it was locally 
made and for the use of one individual, maybe as an amulet in the 
house. No. 208 of Type BB5 from Mallia, Quartier E, resembles 
figurines of Type GGI and II from the Pre-palatial period but is more 
irregularlyýmodelled, with its short, cylindrical body extending 
down from the shoulders and flaring at the base. No. 183 of Type 
CC5 from Agia Triadha is more unusual with'its upper torso, and 
head, -including long bandy arms, seen to emerge from the top of 
a cylindrical container which conceals the rest of the body. The 
traces of red paint on top of the head and behind the shoulders indi- 
cate that it may have been male, but this is impossible to ascertain. 
Of the two bronze figurines from Juktas, one (Type DD5) has a long, 
thin and cylindrical body with slight incurving at the waist. The 
carefully moulded head depicting eyes and nose emphasises the absence 
of the details of sexual characteristics on the torso. The- 
example of TypeýEE5 maintains the characteristic gesture and posture 
of'the period and wears a short tunic drawn in at the waist but with 
no sexuil organs indicated. The wearing of a short kilt was often 
depicted on Proto-palatial male figurines but at all times'a, cod- 
piece or penis were indicated below it. There is no such evidence 
here, and consequently what the figurines represent remains unknown. 
Summary 
The distinct division of the 'male' and 'female' sex groups 
appeared to coincide with the emergence of the first Palaces, 
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from which time their roles in that society apparently assumed 
their own character. 
During the preceding period the inhabitants of the small rural 
communities did not regard the definition of gender in anthropomorphic 
figurines as an essential attribute, but when it was implemented the 
female sex. predominated. Two male clay figurines located at the tombs 
of Porti and Agios Kyrillos dated to MMI provide us with the link 
into the succeeding period where sexual definition took on an 
unprecedented importance. Males did not suddenly appear in 
Minoan society, however, but their function in the developing palace 
structures was evidently of great value and hence their depiction as 
a distinct class of figurines. At the same time we also see the 
introduction of a new class of figurines: the 'hermaphrodites' and 
a continuation of a 'sexless' group of which the origins were seen 
in the preceding period. The interpretation of both groups is hard 
to determine: the former attest to the existence of such a group which 
is important in itself, and that most appear to display a more 
'active' role (like dancing), even if an ocassional one. The latter 
may indicate a stylistic preference or the product of a rural work- 
shop (or both) or perhaps eunuchs, or children and those who have 
not attained full sexual maturity. 
The Reo-palatial period witnessed a continuation of the sexless 
figurines (although of new forms), but the disappearance of hermaphro- 
dites. Females continued to display a great deal of variety but 
the clay examples appeared isolated and of a domestic use. The 
wealth of achievement is seen instead in the female and male bronze 
figurines where naturalism is attained with great skill in the 
definition of each sex group and individual worshipper. Although 
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the exact proportion of males to females, hermaphrodites and sexless 
figurines cannot be ascertained, particularly for the Proto-palatial 
period, until all the material is published, it has at least been 
possible, in this survey, to confirm the existence and development 
of such groups within and between each period. For a more detailed 
understanding of their roles, however, a study of their postures 
and gestures is perhaps most instructive. 
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2(c) Posture and Gesture 
Posture and gesture constitute the first attribute of three in 
the hieracrchy laid down in the typological procedure. There are 
two reasons for this: firstly, their obvious and immediate visibility 
and secondly, their being the most informative indication of what 
'action' the figurine is attempting to represent. Hence they are 
a key attribute in terms of interpretation. This method of repre- 
sentation is more apparent amongst the naturalistic group than the 
schematic, the former taking on a new dimension in terms of numbers 
and variety at the beginning of the Proto-palatial period. For the 
schematic types, arms and legs are not always indicated and if they 
are (usually by incision only) the figurines are 6haracterized by 
their 'immobility' or being 'at rest' with their arms folded neatly 
over their waists, left above right. The majority of the discussion, 
therefore, is concerned with the naturalistic figurines, where ges- 
ture in particular is most apparent, not least for its variety. 
1. Posture 
a. Standing/lying figurines 
Five basic types of 'Posture' have been identified in the examina- 
tion of the material (see over). The schematic figurines are all 
included under Type 5 representing those figurines that are 'immobile' 
or 'at rest'. Of these the majority fall under subsection (b) where 
the legs are not discernable. Types JI-IV belong to (a) where 
the legs are incised.. It is difficult to say whether they are repre- 
sented as lying or standing: the 'tiptoe' position noted in Types JI- 
IV and the indisceribility of types A, B, and C would point strongly 
in favour of a 'lying down' posture. For the remainder, however, their 
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'Immobile' or 'at rest' 
Legs incised 
Legs not discernible 
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that perhaps it was their symbolic presence that was important 
and not whether they were represented as lying or standing: it'is 
thus not an aspect of great value. 
The majority of naturalistic figurines stand erect, with their 
legs together, apart, or one foot slightly forward. 
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The import- 
ance of this upright posture seems apparent in some of the later 
male types, notably of bronze, where it is emphasised by an 
incurved back and taut limbs (e. g. Nos. 171 and 172 of Types CC41 
from Psychro and Nos. 2574 and 2575 from Skoteino P. 375-378. 
From the Proto-palatial period a number of males have been seen 
to stand on small, rounded bases as in No. 93 of Type DD21 from 
Petsopha (Pls. 66& 196)s thus ensuring that the figurine'could stand 
independently when deposited as a votive offering, thus emphasising 
the intention of the posture. Of the cruder male types made of 
clay from the Proto-palatial period, some have their legs set apart' 
with no feet indicated and appear 'suspended'. This, is often emphasised 
by the fact that the arms are outstretched sideways, as in No. 43 of Type 
AA2II from Kophinas (P-229Pl-36 ) and an example from Prinias P1 75 
observed in the Agios Nikolaos Museum of this same type. An 
example from Juktas (cT7 of Type AA2I) however, 'whilst revealing the 
legs set apart, has the arms crossed over the chest symmetrically. 
Two more, examples from Juktas of unknown sex, Nos. J5 and J6 of 
Type FF3, revealed this same posture: here the arms 'hang' at the 
side and slightly away from the body. The significance of this 
posture in comparison to the more erect and taut standing figures 
is difficult to determine. The fact they have been noted on three 
different peak sanctuaries is perhaps important in that it indicates 
it is not an isolated type restricted to a single site. One explana- 
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tion is that it is the product of a more rural workshop where 
techniques and artistic achievements more associated with the palace 
centres were unknown to the craftsmen. Hence, a cruder version, 
but a figurine which nevertheless served the same votive purpose 
when deposited in the sanctuaries, appears together with the more 
developed types. Many communities must have been located a long 
distance from the palace centres but they would have been influenced 
to varying degrees by all the aspects of its growth and authority, 
and particularly, the religious beliefs. The peak sanctuaries, encompas- 
sing such large areas and being the focal point of the major religious 
ceremonies away from the palaces, would have included the smaller 
communities as well'as the urban and the palace populations. 
b. Seated figurines 
Pre-palatial: a much smaller group of figurines are seated. From 
the Pre-palatial schematic groul we have only one example: No. TK4 from 
Tekes of Type JV, who sits on a thick, square, four-legged stool, 
and appears to be unique. 
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From the Pre-palatial naturalistic 
group, there are three figurines from Koumasa (No. 27 of Type FF; 
Nos. 23 and'24 of Type CC (P194,197PlR. 32,33,35) which are thought 
to represent seated figurines. 'In all cases their legs are crudely 
bent forwardsbutýmissing below the'thighs and no chairs or stools 
have been found with them. A small and crude figurine from 
Trapeza - No. -TR14 of Type GG. I (p199 Fig. 29a) is seated: the presence 
of a small, four-legged stool found in close proximity to the 
figure and associated with it, emphasises Its seated posture. 
Proto-palatial: during the Proto-palatial period the seated 
figurines appear to be restricted to peak sanctuary sites. Myres 
noted in his excavation report of Petsopha, "a small class of 
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seated human figures of which the sex is not clear". 
103 
He 
identified various types: the fragment of one that apparently 
sits on a 'high-backed chair'; 
104 
one 'who sits with legs wide 
apart on a four-legged chair'; 
105 
, another who wears a long white- 
painted garment from head toanklest' - here the feet are formless 
and project forward in line with the thighs and separated from 
the chair'. 
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No. 105 of Type RR3 belongs to this latter group. 
The fact that it is painted white may indicate the figure was 
thought of as female although no breasts are indicated. Type RR3 
is represented by four other seated figures of unknown sex repre- 
sented on a model from Kamilari (P303 PI-156 ). All four figures 
I are seated on similar four-legged stools and wear long dresses 
or gowns that extend to the ground. Their torsos are similar and 
as featureless as the example from Petsopha although no traces 
of paint remain. The absence of sexual characteristics on the 
figures from Kamilari is emphasised by the clear rendition of the 
two figures standing opposite them as male. Despite the similar- 
ity of the Kamilari figures with No. 105 from Petsopha, however, 
I am In doubt as to whether they reflect similar meanings. 
107. 
The 
example from Petsopha is one of many seated figures that must be 
equated with the other standing types with no added significance. 
This is strengthened by example- No. 92 of Type CC2. I from Petsopha 
which represents a male seated figure as is indicated by'the loin- 
cloth and codpiece which is attached. A seated female figurine 
noted in the Herakleion Museum from Kophinas reveals clear evidence 
of attached breasts and one leg is distinctly fatter than the 
other indicating a deformity or illness. Thus the fact they are 
seated is either to emphasise the disability of a person or a 
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variation in style, or even both. The figures from Kamilari, 
however, are not only to be seen within the whole structure 
of the model but were from a different context - namely a 
tomb. Whilst it has been emphasised that the model is to be 
regarded as 'votive', but may represent an entirely secular scene 
(there are no divine attributes) the significance of the four seated 
figures may be quite different from those found on peak sanctuaries 
and of a more isolated nature. What the difference in that signifi- 
cance is, must remain unknown until further new evidence can shed 
light on a fuller interpretation. 
Neo-palatial: from the Neo-palatial period, we have one notable 
example of a seated female figure from Hagia Triadha - No. 183 of 
Type NN4. She is naked with large, rounded breasts, a small drawn 
in waist and large, rounded hips and buttocks. The legs curve 
in front of her and the whole torso leans forwardsover the legs, 
The arms are portrayed in a lively manner in front of her chest. 
This figurine was found in one of two small storerooms in the 
West wing of the Villa together with other unusual clay figurines. 
There is nothing in the associated assemblage or adjoining rooms 
that suggestsreligious, activity: infact this area has been referred 
to as the 'slaves quarter' because of its crude and small functional 
rooms. 
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Thus this figurine may indicate that it is no more than a 
personal possession though possibly with subsequent votive intent. 
109 
The importance of seated figures has featured prominantly in 
dicussions of Minoan religion and evidence for the cult and repre- 
sentations of the goddess(es) in pictographic sources; most notably 
on seals and rings. 
110 
The seated posture of an often oversized 
female figure facing other smaller figures has led to the inter- 
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pretation of such a figure as a goddess; 
ill 
this then becomes 
a characteristic of her status. On the gold ring from Mycenae 
Evans talks of a '! seated Goddess"; 
112 
on a seal impression from 
Knossos she is said to be "seated upon the wing of a pillar 
shrine"; 
113 
on a gold signet ring from Mochlos Evans identifies 
a "Goddess seated with her face towards ... stern and raises her 
hand as if saluting the sanctuary from which she departs". 
114 
Evans is not alone in this assumption: Brandt in'GrUss und Gebet 
identifies the seated Goddess on seals and rings by her seated 
posture, 
115 
andbelieves it to be characteristic of both the Minoan 
and Mycenaean periods. The evidence on seals and rings whilst 
depicting cult scenes, however, identified by the various attributes, 
reveals no evidence for distinguishing the status of figures 
and even less for identifying any one as a goddess. The enlarged 
size found in some instances may certainly indicate a higher status 
but this is not adequate for her interpretation as a goddess. 
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Likewise, her seated posture may denote, quite simply, an alter- 
native method for portraying a figure. 
117 
It has already been suggested that the figurines represented the 
people whom they were deposited by, as votive offerings. To this 
end the upright posture of the majority must be seen as a consequence 
of the reverence felt, and the worship of the divinity to whom 
supplication was being made. The seated figures, whether seen as 
an alterantive method of portrayal or reflecting the disability of 
an'individual or even the status of one within a community are still 
votive objects to that same goddess. 
c. figurines in action? 
A small group of female figurines remain whose posture indicates 
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that the figure may be representative of one 'in action' and more 
particularly 'in dancing'. During the Proto-palatial period they 
are best seen in examples of Type QQ2 where the motion is rendered 
by giving the bell-shaped skirts a wavy and irregular appearance. 
The sides of the skirt are pulled out and the centre front pressed 
inwarcti, leaving either one or two depressions. The back retains 
a rounded projection denoting protruding buttocks and the waist 
is drawn in to emphasise this whilst the front maintains a wavy 
contour. Three examples of this type come from Petsopha (85,103, 
104) and one from Prinias (154 of Type SS2). 
During the Neo-palatial period this 'motion' is most noticable 
amongst the bronze female figurines and more particularly Types RR4 
and VV4 (nos. 184 and 761,759 from Agia Triadha Villa, p. 
391 &396 
Pl. 189 ). Here too the wavy contour may be observed in the front 
of the skirt, and the buttocks protrude beneath the skirt, whilst 
the torso inclines forwards, and the head is bent downwards. Evi- 
dence for dance rituals come from a number of sources, the model 
from Kamilari being the best example in the round, depicting four 
dancers on a circular base. Pictographic representations in the form 
of seals and gems are numerous: here the figures are depicted as 
being 'in motion' though hardly ever in a linked and formalized 
dance. 
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The kind of motion represented in these apparently religious 
contexts is normally associated with 'ecstatic' rituals which would 
involve vigorous movement of the body (Tables 40 & 41). The 
action reflected in these figurines is better understood, however, 
when correlated to their gestures and it is to this we must now turn. 
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TABLE 31 
TYPES AND POSTURES FOR THE PROTO-PALATIAL PERIOD 
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POSTURE: A SUMMARY 
POSTURE TYPE PERIOD MEANING 
STANDING/ 1,2 (a+b) Pre-palatial Worship 
' LYING 3,5 (a+b) Proto-palatial (adoratiO n/reverence) 
Neo-palatial Death 
(the deceased) 
SEATED Type 4 Pre-palatial Status 
Proto-palatial Age 
Illness (& healing) 
? Divinity 




2. Gesture (Tables 33-37) 
Introduction: towards a framework 
Fifteen major gesture types have been identified in the Minoan 
figurines studied and seen. Most contain a number of varieties; 
Type 2, for example has nine variations, Type 4 has six and Type 
3 has four. The great range of gestures and the fact that many 
are regularly repeated indicates that they are not only technical 
and artistic achievements in the modelling of the figurines but that 
they hold some degree of significance in so much as they reflect a 
deliberate 'action'. For their interpretation figural representations 
in glyptic have proved most instructive in that figures are seen 
to be not only 'in action' but in the context of a complete scene. 
Those scenes in which constructions of known religious attributes 
are depicted -confirmation of the religious significance of the ges- 
tures-are of particular importance, and in these instances some 
paralells have been noted between gestures on figurines and repre- 
sentations of them in glyptic. 
The significance of gesture in figurines has been raised in 
discussion before now: Nilsson in his short survey of Minoan figurines 
concluded that "it is impossible to draw any conclusions as to the 
character of the idols from their attitudes". 
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His primary concern, 
however, was to establish whether the figurines represented divinities 
or worshippers: gesture he considered as a criterion for such an 
analysis and ultimately all he was able to conclude was that the 
"attitudes were various" though most, within a few major groups. 
Brandt 
120 
produced an extensive survey on gesture in Minoan and 
Mycenaean glyptic and demonstrated that the representations on seals 




Type 1: (a) Both arms folded over waist, left over right 
(b) Both arms folded over waist, meeting in centre 
(c) Arms indicated by incision only 
Type 2: Both arms held to chest 
(a) with elbows raised and hands held apart resting on chest 
(b) with elbows raised and hands touching in centre of chest 
(c) with elbows-raised and hand held to side of chest 
(d) with elbows raised and hands below breasts/chest 
(e) with elbows held down touching flanks and hands held 
apart resting on chest 
(f) with elbows held down touching flanks and hands touching 
in centre of chest 
(g) arms looped round to front with hands meeting in centre 
of chest 
(h) arms looped round to front with hands below breasts 
(i) elbows held down with hands held to breasts. 
Type 3: Arms outstretched sideways 
(a) straight 
(b) bent at elbows 
(c) 'hanging' 
(d) projecting arm stumps 
Type 4: Both arms held forward3in front of body 
(a) straight 
(b) bent at elbow with forearms tilting up 
(c) curved round in front 
(d) curved round with hands touching in front at chin level 
(e) curved round with one forearm tilted upward3and the other 
forearm held in front of body horizontally 
(f) curved round and inclined downward3with hands touching at 
navel 
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Type 5: One arm to chest with other held down by side 
(a) right am with left hanging 
(i) loosely (ii) taut (iii) bent 
(b) left arm with right hanging 
(i) loosely (ii) taut (Iii) bent 
Type 6: Right arm held to forehead, elbow raised with left 
held down by side 
(a) right arm resting on forehead with left hand held 
(i) loosely (ii) taut (iii) bent to hip/side 
(b) right arm resting on forehead covering eyes with left 
(i) bent to side of body (ii) held down by side 
(c) right arm resting on forehead with left crossed over 
chest, to opposite shoulder 
Type 7: One arm crossed over chest and shoulder with other arm 
around waist 
Type 8: Both arms crossed over chest 
(a) right over left, left higher 
(b) left over right, right higher 
(c) symmetrically 
Type 9: Arms covering chest with hands to chin 
Type 10: Both arms held down by side 
Type 11: (a) both arms bent at elbow with hands on hips 
(b) both arms held loosely to hips 
Type 12: One arm with elbow raised and held up towards head with 
other arm curved round and inclining downwards 
Type 13: Both arms held out horizontally in front with both forearms 
held to forehead and hands covering face 
Type 14: Left arm inclining downwardswith hand on lap and right 
arm outstretched forwardsin front of body. 
Type 15: Both arms held up with hands on head 
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In the latter they are represented by the lifting of both arms, 
one arm; both or one hand(s) held to the hips/waist/breasts and in 
one case both hands held to the head. In glyptic she identifies 
three types of gesture 
122 
(a) those before the goddess appears 
(invocation gesture); (b) those held during her presence (adoration 
gesture) and (c) those of the goddess herself (the epiphany gesture 
identified by its mirror Image in the gesture of the worhshipper). In 
Brandt's study figurines are only used as a 'complement' to the study 
of gesture in glyptic, and hence lack the range and detailed know- 
ledge of the gestures presented in this thesis. Furthermore, in her 
study of gesture in glyptic, Brandt differentiates the status of figures 
when there is little justification for doing so and consequently her 
identification of one type of gesture as the 'epiphany of the goddess' 
and another as 'invocation' 
123 
may be misleading, combined with the 
fact that most of the figurines used to strengthen her argument 
belong to the period after the destruction of the palaces in LMIB. 
Brandt concedes that the later 'idols' of LMII and III are different 
from the earlier votive figurines, 
124 
but does little to expand on 
this. In addition she realises that the visualization of the goddess 
by the worshipper is in the image of man and with his/her gestures. 
If this is the case the evidence of divine attributes and a seated 
figure in these scenes is not adequate to Identify one figure as 
a goddess and another as not, as she suggests. 
125 
The importance 
of using glyptic parallels in this discussion therefore, is not for 
the identification of the goddess or other deities, but in order to 
establish that the gestures symbolize intended 'actions'. 
There are problems inherent in using such comparative data which 
may in turn affect interpretation and are, therefore, outlined here. 
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(1) Firstly, one is dealing with two completely different media 
of artistic expression: glyptic is a specialized craft where the 
surfaces to be carved or engraved not only vary in quality, shape 
and texture but are only a few mm. in size. Thus the craftsmen 
is confined both by the material and the size of the surface. 
(2) Secondly, where patterns or single symbols were represented 
the task was, relatively straightforward, but in later glyptic 
where. whole scenes were being depicted, an additional constraint 
was imposed by the fact that the artist had to render the scene 
teffectively!. Complete representations of events or ritual acts 
were impossible to reproduce on such small surfaces: thus only 
'highlights' could be given but in such a way that they had to succeed 
both as an art in themselves and as an ef f ective representation 
of what was desired as a subject. 
126 
Consequently, gesture became 
a symbolic rendering of an action or series of actions. The ges- 
tures of figurines modelled in the round preserve such symbolism but 
in a more static manner and in isolation to the viewer when separa- 
ted from their contexts. The glyptic figures are preserved within a 
scene. 
The most difficult problem in comparing figurines with figures in 
glyptic is that of chronology. 
(3) Figural representations appeared on seals as early as EMII/, 
111 
127 
but it was not until the period of the New Palaces that the 
human figure started to assume a more prominant role and more 
realistic appearance. 
128 
Figurines moulded in the round however, had 
long been in existance and with recognisable gestures both in the 
Pre-palatial period and most particularly in the Proto-palatial period. 
The more important and regularly used figural representations found 
on seals and rings are not only later in date thereforebut many were 
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found on the mainland (at Mycenae and Tiryns. ) 
129 
Figurines of 
the period contemporary with the acme of these centres had a very 
different form and style and were indicative of new values and 
ideas. To use such a comparison contructively, therefore, one must 
accept a theoretical framework within which two separate artistic 
traditions are emerging-(figurines on the one hand and glyptic 
on the other), each the product of different material media and 
different needs/functions, but which nevertheless at varying points 
in their Individual developments came close together in compara- 
bility as a result of a common bond. The common factor which draws 
the two media together in terms of expression is religious ritual 
which one must understand as having various basic and constant ele- 
ments, even if these evolved and became more sophisticated with the 
passage of time and the emergence of a more complex form of society. 
The ideas that influenced the motifs and forms of seals and rings 
may, however, occur at a different time from those that influenced 
the form of the figurines, even if that basic idea had the same 
source. That figural representations on Mycenaean rings show com- 
parable forms and gestures to Minoan figurines is evidence of that 
process and of the continuation of various fundamental beliefs 
within two different but overlapping societies. It is within such 
a framework that such chronological discrepancies as exist in such 
a comparison can be both understood and used to the best advantage. 
Let us now return more specifically to the gestures. 
The Pre-palatial Period 
During the Pre-palatial period types 1 and 2 (e) and (f) are the 
most commonly found gestures amongst the figurines; the remainder 
reveal either no evidence for arms, or crude projecting arm stumps. 
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Type 1 is characterised by both the arms folded over the waist, 
either carved or modelled or indicated by incisionsand is a feature 
of schematic types only, particularly Type A (incision) and Type 
JI-V (modelled). Only one male example has been found to date, of 
Type JI, the remainder are exclusively female as in Types JI-V or of 
an 'unknown' sex (Type A). 
For the naturalistic group of this period, where arms are extant 
and/or dis6ernable, figurines are predominantly depicted with gesture 
types 2(e) and (f) characterized by the elbows held down touching 
the flanks and the forearms bent upwardswith hands resting on the 
chest, and all are female. This latter gesture is a far more common 
feature of the Proto-palatial figurines where malesand females alike 
are depicted in a far more realistic manner, their arms moulded onto 
their torsos separately and their elbows raised high and away from 
the body from'where their forearms are bent to the chest. 
For gesture Type 1 and the Pre-palatial variations of Type 2 
(i. e. (e) and (f)) there are no parallels either in contemporary 
of later glyptic. Figural representation on Pre-palatial seals 
130 
are not only crude but display few or no religious attributes or 
associations, and the majority are either male or of an indistinguish- 
able sex (Table 31). They do have distinct gestures but 
their interpretation must remain ambiguous; only one, from Kasteli 
Pedeada 
131 
(Table3l(vi)) may have cult associations and represents 
two women apparently dancing around what could be viewed as a sun 
or sun-symbol. The great abundance of seals and gems found particular- 
ly in tombs during the Pre-palatial period suggests that their function 
at this time did not require them to represent images of a religious 
nature but were more concerned with their symbolic value in repre- 
senting status and/or the identification of individuals at burial. 
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This is further emphasised by the predominance and obvious preference 
for a variety of patterns and symbols engraved on to seal and gem 
surfaces 
132 
and the lack of religious attributes and/or associations 
where figures are depicted. There is little doubt that it would 
have been technically possible to reproduce imitation Images of 
the simple formsof figurines in the round onto sealstones if 
it had_been so desired or required. 
The gestures found on Early Minoan figurines lack the vigour 
and movement seen in later types, and indeed the few figures in 
glyptic, which despite their ambiguous meaning, appear at 
least animated. Instead, the Early Minoan figurines appear 'for- 
mal' and give a sense of 'immobility' or being 'at rest'. This may 
have been partly representative of a particular style - one which 
was adopted because it represented adequately the needs for which 
it was created, both in the life of the individual(s) and at times 
of sickness and death. Thus the figures may be shown with arms ex- 
tending across their chests to the breasts, but their elbows held 
down, or with their arms folded over their waists. In both cases the 
gestures are suitable for erect figures or lying down figures, for 
times of life and for times of death. This is in marked contrast to 
figurines of the succeeding period where their gestures, for the 
majority, are seen to reflect all the life and vitality that the 
figurines of this period lack. This is not to deny however the 
possibility that we have in some of these Early Minoan figurines the 
beginnings of a tradition of gestures that are given popularity later. 
One might cite, for example, gesture type 2(e) and (f) which suggest 
adoration and reverence and even those figurines with short pro- 
jecting arm stumps held slightly forwards, which may indicate an 
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'offering' gesture (No. 220 of Type GGII from Myrtos). In both 
cases technical considerations on the part of the craftsmen may 
have prevented the appearance of more developed gestures, rather 
than any difference in attitude of function between this and the 
succeeding period. 
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TYPES AND GESTURE FOR THE PRE-PALATIAL PERIOD 
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The Proto-f! alatial Period 
During the Proto-palatial period gestures assumed a new importance 
and significance indicated by their variety of types and their 
execution. This may have been due either to an increase of technical 
competance and/or a shift in attitude and function of the figurines. 
Type 1, most common in the Pre-palatial period disappears altogether 
and Type 2(f) appears only once on a male figurine from the tomb of 
Porti (No. 35 of Type BB2). Male and female figurines studied and 
presented here revealed an equal range of gesture types with some 
more typical of one sex than another and others showing great over- 
lap. Type 2 for instance, although more commonly associated with 
male types is well represented amongst the female group but with 
variations. The male figurines revealed that the hands rested pre- 
dominantly on the chest (a), met in the centre (b) or rested at the 
side of the chest, (c), whereas female figurines tended to hold their 
hands below their breasts (d, h) or to the side of them. (c). A far 
greater proportion of female figurines, however, held their arms for- 
wardsin front of their bodies, either straight (4a), bent at the 
elbow with forearms tilting up (4b) or curved round in front of the 
breasts horizontally or inclining upwardsand touching at chin level 
(4b, c respectively): this contrasts markedly with the male types 
where only one example of one Type (AA211) revealed the arms curved 
round to the front. Female types revealed three further gestures not 
accounted for in any male figurines to date: Type 7 characterized by 
one arm crossed over the chest and shoulder with the other arm 
round the waist; Type 9 with both arms covering the chest and the 
hands held to the chin and Type 11 which is characterized by both 
arms being bent at the elbow and hands held on the hips. The male 
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figurines produced two gesture types not witnessed amongst female 
types: Type 5 with one arm held to'the chest and the other held 
down by the side of the body (No. 95 DD2. II from Petsophas) and 
Type 12 characterized by one arm with the elbow raised and held up 
towards the head, and the other curved round and inclining downwards 
'(No. 38 of Type DD2. I from Juktas; No. 185 of Type AA3 from 
Chamaizi - this latter example is thought to be an hermaphrodite 
however). 
The most commonly found gestures during the Proto-palatial 
period however, are types 2 and 3 and their variations and were ' 
found on a large number of sites and covering all the sexes. They 
are characteristicof figurines found on peak sanctuaries with no 
examples found in settlements or caves to date. Gesture Type 7 
although represented by a number of examples was restricted largely 
to one site - Piskokephalo, and characteristic of female figurines; 
Type 4 although found on a number of different sites was again re- 
stricted almost entirely to female types. The distribution of ges- 
tures from site to site, but more particularly from one genderýto 
another may be indicative of their symbolic roles. Alternatively 
the site variation may denote local preference or even references to 
local rituals. 
For gesture Type 2 (c) and (d), more common amongst female figurines 
(as in No. '101 of Type NN2. I and Nos. 116,117,120 of Type TT2. I and 
IV) a parallel may be found on a gold-plated silver ring from 
Mycenae 
133 
which depicts three worshippers'approaching an altar- 
surmounted by horns of consecration. Oneof these figures standing 
erect and wearing a bell-shaped skirt and with large apparently 
exposed breasts, has her right arm (at least) placed just below her 
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breasts (Table 34, (xxvi)). A sealing from the Zakros 
134 
hoard 
depicts a female figurine dressed in the same type of bell-shaped 
skirt and has both her arms bent at the elbow and extended to her 
breast at different angles, with the left slightly higher (Table 
33, (xxiii)). She stands next to a figure wearing a cap and what 
could be a, long mantle from neck to feet. The former example is our 
best evidence to suggest that this gesture signifies worship of, 
or reference-to a divinity-at the time of prayer before an altar; 
whereas the second example is not so explicit. On peak sanctuaries 
where this type of gesture is most commonly found we haVe already 
seen the evidence for altars, emphasising that such figurines do in- 
deed represent the worshippers attending the ceremony and are left 
as offerings to remind the divinity of their needs. 
Gesture Type 4(b) characterized by the arms held'out in front of' 
the body with-the forearms tilted upwardsis also associated with 
female figurines located on peak 48anctuaries as seen in Types JJ2. I 
and, II and, NN2. II (No. 97 from Petsopha, No. 40 from Juktas and 
No. 153'from Prinias, respectively), though we possibly have one 
more example from the Palace of Zakros. A parallel to this gesture 
is afforded by a figure depicted on a seal impression from Agia 
Triadha. 
135 
on the impression she stands'erect with incurved back 
before a construction resembling a table (altar? ) with a garland 
hanging from, -it and surmounted by what could be horns of consecration. 
She wears the Minoan flounced skirt and her arms are outstretched in 
front of here with the forearms tilted upwardsin front of her face 
(Table 33, (xviii)). On the gold-plated silver ring from Mycenae 
136 
mentioned above another figure stands before the altar with her arm 
similarly placed with forearms tilting upwardsin front of her face 
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(Table 34, (xxviii)). A seal-impression from Phaistos 
137 
depicting 
a similar gesture reveals a figure apparently dancing before an 
altar or table (Table 35, (xxxviii)). Here the back is incurved 
and the head thrown back whilst both legs are bent forwardswith 
the buttocks protruding and the waist is sharply drawn in. This 
is important in that it reveals the gesture was possibly used in 
'dancing' as well as in more formal worship, both possibly repre- 
senting expressions of the same rituals. The fact that figures in 
these examples are seen to be standing before altar-like constructions 
highlights the religious significance of the gesture. 
When discussing 'posture' it was brought to light that a small 
group of figurines appeared to depict a sense of 'movement' suggestive 
of dancing. This was achieved in the modelling of the lower halves 
whilst their torsos remained more 'static' depicting the more formal 
attitudes of worship (e. g. 2(h) and 3(d) and Type 6(a)(iii) and (c) 
for the bronze figurines of the Neo-palatial period). A female 
figurine from Prinias (No. 6063 of Type NN2. I) suggests this same 
sense of movement or dance but this time in the gesture, whilst re- 
taining a more static lower half. A smaller example of a bronze 
female (No. HM. 1417 of-e-Type UU4) from Palaikastro provides us with 
another example. In glyptic parallels have been found: on a seal 
impression from Agia Triadha 
138 
a female figure is depicted with 
her hands about her hips (Table 33, (xvi)): she wears a long 
bell-shaped skirt, her breasts are apparently exposed and her head 
inclined forwards. She is the central and larger figure of a scene 
depicting a group of three dancing women beside a construction consis- 
ting of two pillars joined by a double cornice from which a tree 
rises: this is though to represent a sacred enclosure or temple or 
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shrine. 'Peak 
sanctuaries in particular-revealed evidence of an 
enclosed temenos area and/or paving which may well have, provided 
the space necessary for the kind of dance ritual that is suggested 
both in the figurines and the figural representations in glyptic. 
139 
A similar dancing woman is visible on a gold signet ring from 
Mycenae (Table 34, (xxxiii)): 
140 
she too has her hands about her 
hips, wears the traditional Minoan flounced skirt with her breasts 
remaining exposed. 
, 
It has already been mentioned that Gesture Type 7, characterized 
by one arm crossed over the chest to the opposite shoulder with the 
other. arm placed round the waist is most commonly found on female 
figurines from Piskokephalo of Type TT2. I and II. A similar though 
not exact parallel has been found on a LMIB seal impression now 
in the Ashmolean Museum (Table 33, (xxiv)). 
141 
- Here the figure 
shows one arm crossed over the chest to the opposite shoulder al- 
though the other, arm is. outstretched and is portrayed as being 'in 
movement' suggested by the protruding buttocks and S-line profile 
of the body whilst the head is inclined forwards, 
The majority of figures in glyptic are females and, are seen 
with a variety of postures and gesture. Male figures are far less , 
numerous and when they appear are far more rigid in their presentation. 
This is in contrast to figurines in the round, where in the Proto- 
Palatial, period they reveal as great a variation in gesture types 
as the female group, though it must be conceded that most of., these 
represent the more formal and static attitudes. No. 38 of Type DD2. I 
from Juktas is one exception: here one arm is held up towards the 
head with elbow raised and the other is curved round and inclines 
downwards. Another No. JI from Juktas of Type AA2. II reveals the 
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arms to be curved round to the front. The remainder either have 
both (Type 2) or one (Type 5) arm(s) held to chest or one (Type 
7) or both crossed'over it (Type 8). Parallels in glyptic are 
few: on a seal impression from Knossos, 
142 
a young male is depicted 
standing erect with incurved back and arms bent at the elbow and 
held to the chest with clenched fists (Type 2(a). (Table 32, fig. 
(x)). In his fists however he holds two cords which cross the necks 
of two very large seated hounds. The sacred character of this scene 
if indeed there is any, can only be speculated: the hounds stand in 
the same heraldic position that the so-called 'mistress of animals' 
is seen between her guardian lions on Late Minoan'seals. On a 
>< 
seal impression from Zakros 
143 
a female stands before a seated dog 
with raised front legs. On a gold signet ring from Phaistos 
144 
a 
dog and a female figure stand before a large female figure. *Com- 
bined with the evidence of this gesture in figures in the round 
and the latters'location in sanctuaries it would certainly appear to 
be a sacred one an in addition a gesture representing worship. 
-A more commonly represented gesture of males in glyptic is one 
in which only one arm is held to the chest and the other is outstretch- 
ed in front of the body. A seal impression from Agia Triadfia 
145 
de- 
picts such a figure and is probably male (Table 32, (viii)). ' Here 
the arm that'is held forward holds a funnel-shapedvessel (rhyton) 
and stands before a female seated figure of much larger proportions 
than himself who appears to receive the vessel. On a ring from 
Mycenae 
146 
another male figure stands erect with incurved back in 
front of a larger seated female figure: the right arm is held to 
the chest whilst the left arm is held forward and touches the hand 




stands with one arm (at least) held to the chest, 
though in this case it is the left arm (Table 32, (xiv)). No. 95 
of Type DD2. _TI from Petsophas depicts a male with one arm held to 
the chest and the other held down by the side of the body and is 
perhaps the closest parallel we have, in the round, to this gesture. 
The latter appears to combine the act of worship (arm held to chest) 
with an act of possible 'offering' (arm held in front of body). ý 
Many figurines were found with broken-off arms so the possibility 
that they were once moulded outstretched as in the representations 
should not be disregarded. 
The recently discovered seal impression from Kastelli Khania, 
148 
sheds interesting new light on this particular gesture and is seen 
on a male figure. The figure stands erect with incurved back with his 
left arm bent and held to his chest and his right arm held out in front 
of him holding a staff or spear pointing downwards in his hand (Table 
32, (xii)). He stands on a large-scale building complex on a rocky 
landscape close to the sea, which is surmounted by possible horns of 
consecration. In form, posture, gesture and dress he differs little 
from other representations of the'Minoan male but the religious 
affinities within the scene cannot be ignored, combined with the 
similarity of this scene to that of the seal impression from Knossos 
where a female figure stands on top of a mountain with her left 
arm held outstretched before her (Table 33, (xxii)), holding a 
staff and backed by a possible religious building. However, the 
interpretation of both these figures could be argued effectively as 
representing either important persons or divinities. If we regard 
both scenes as depicting particular rituals at the very least, what- 
ever the precise status of the figures themselves, the gestures 
must be important aspects of those rituals. 
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Summary 
The gestures of male figurines during the Proto-palatial period 
are more formal, emphasised by their more rigid and static appear- 
ance and confirmed by analogy with figural representation in glyptic. 
Although exceptions have been noted, they do not appear to be 
the rule and remain unique examples in so far as the evidence allows 
us to say, to date. Female figurines portray a more lively variety 
of gestures but include some of the more static and formal types, 
often superimposed onto lower halves that suggest a 'dancing' 
movement. This strongly indicates that worship and dance were ex- 
pressive of the same rituals and beliefs, and this is largely con- 
firmed by figural representations in glyptic. Here females pre- 
dominate and in the majority of cases they are seen to be dancing 
and/or worshipping before structures of religious significance 
whether these are altars or shrines and sometimes within an enclosed 
area. The difference in the 'attitudes' of the figures from one 
gender group to another suggests that their role was different in 
that society. In the case of females (and perhaps those representing 
hermaphrodites)their more 'active' part as suggested by the gestures 
may indicate that they were the central and key participants of the 
religious rituals. The males, conversely, although devout worshippers, 
performed a more static role beside their female partners. Whether 
this was a secondary role to the female or merely different, is dif- 
ficult to determine. Likewise it is difficult to say whether the 
gestures depicted on females represent actions additional to, or going 
beyond the worship and adoration seen in the male gestures, even if 
both are still within the religious sphere.. 
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The Neo-palatial Period 
The appearance of a new gesture, that becomes characteristic 
of this period is the most notable feature here. This gesture 
is more commonly referred to as the 'saluting' gesture because 
of its position"with the right arm'held to the forehead and the 
elbow raised, and the left arm held down by the side, and is common 
to both males and females. 
Of the six male figurine types, five types included examples 
with bronze figurines carrying this gesture. Only one figurine from 
Zakros of Type AA4 made of clay showed the more common Type 2 
gesture with both arms held to the breasts:, this figurine, however, 
is of uncertain context and date and may belong to the preceding 
period. What is noteworthy is that few other types of gesture have 
been identified from this period within the male group. 
The female figurines, conversely, revealed the same number of 
different gesture types to the preceding period, although new 
ones are included, within this. -ýGesture Typegontinues to remain 
the most popular gesture, whilst Types 7 and 9 disappear. New 
gestures include Type 6, as in the male group above, and Type 13 
where both arms are held out horizontally in front with'forearms 
held to the forehead and'hands covering the face. Of the unknown 
sex group Types 2,3 and 6 are represented. 
Representations of males on seals and rings are few in any period, 
as already demonstrated. There is however one striking parallel for 
the male figure with Gesture Type 6, the saluting gesturepon a seal 
impression from Knossos. 
149 
He stands erect with incurved back 
before a small female figure who stands on an apparent mountain top 
guarded by lions on either side. Behind her is an altar like construc- 
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I 
tion or sanctuary with two tiers of horns of consecration. The 
female figure has one arm stretched out in front towards-the male 
and one arm to her waist. Whoever the female figure is supposed 
to represent, it Is clear that the-male figure is meant to be seen 
as, paying his respect to her, standing in reverence of her, or 
perhaps worshipping her (Table 38, *(xi)). Because this ges- 
ture is so well represented on bronze figurines of the Neo- 
palatial period, in caves (Psychro), settlements-(Agia Triadha) 
and even peak sanctuaries (Kophinas and Juktas) it is highly likely 
that it is symbolic of the same kind of ritual worship represented 
by Gesture Types 2 or 5 in the preceding period. Elements and 
traditions in a religion are bound to change and evolve with the 
passage of, time, just as fashion does, which this gesture must also 
symbolize, in its position in the art of Minoan small sculpture. 
Of the female figural representations depicting this same ges- 
ture there are possible-parallels: on the gold-plated silver ring 
from Mycenae 
150 
the middle figure of three has her left arm raised 
to her forehead as if saluting, and stands before an altar (Table 
40, (xxvii)). A seal impression of unknown provenance 
151 
depicts 
two female figures of which one appears to have her right arm 
raised to her forehead (Table 41, (Xxxvii)). The former example 
at least, suggeststhat this gesture was a traditional symbol of 
worship and/or adoration. 
The most notable female figurines of the Neo-palatial period in 
terms of technical competance and decoration are undoubtedly the 
faience figures of Type WW4 found in the Temple Repositories at 
Knossos. In KN1, the larger figure, both arms are held forwards 
straight in front of the body and inclined downwards (4(a)) and in 
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KN2, the arms are outstretched sideways with forearms tilted up 
(3(b)). Figural representations comparable with these are hard to 
find. A seal impression from Agia Triadha 
152 
depicts two women 
apparently dancing around a tree: both have their upper arms out- 
stretched with their forearms bent upwardsat the elbow in a similar 
manner to KN2, though not identical (Table 39, (xvii) and Table 
40, (xxxv), from Isopata). Although the sense of movement in the 
figures on the seal impression is much greater there is no reason 
to exclude the possibility that the gesture of the figurine from 
Knossos is symbolic of a similar dance ritual. 
153 
The gesture of 
KN1, with outstretched arms and palms facing upwardsseems more 
representative of one in the act of 'offering' or 'receiving'. 
This has parallels in glyptic though usually only one hand is 
154 
seen to be held forwards. On a gold signet ring from Mycenae, 
for example, a female figure with a flounced skirt and exposed 
breasts depicts such a gesture: she appears to be offering gifts to 
a seated figure. On a seal impression from Agia Triadha 
155 
a seated 
female figure holds her right hand forwards(Table 39, (xx)) to 
receive a rhyton vessel offered by a standing male figure. Ritual 
acts involving a process whereby gifts are offered and received 
are common features of many religions. 
156 
That a votive figurine, 
a gift offered in itself, should be depicted with a gesture suggest- 
ive of offering or receiving therefore is a natural consequence. 
This is particularly evident if one accepts the view that the figurines 
represented the individuals who took part in the ritual acts, and 
further confirmed by the associated contents of the repositories: 
these included faience robes, fish and shells as well as cups and 
vases. The uniqueness of the figurines from Knossos may be attributed 
to the fact that they belonged to a central Palace shrine and repre- 
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sented the height of the Minoan artistic achievement in small 
sculpture. 
157,. 
The status held, if any, by the individuals who 
took part in the religious rituals more generally, is more 
difficult to determine: what is more certain is that they were 
predominantly; if not all, female.. 
From Agia Triadha the clay figurines found in the West Wing 
ofthe Villa are noteworthy for their gestures, if nothing else. 
Three, Nos. AT1, AT2'and AT3 of Type QQ4, depict crudely modelled, 
bellý-shaped bodies and oval, almost featureless heads. Their arms, 
however, are disproportionately large in comparison to their bodies 
and although crudely formed and flattened, curve round to the 
front (4(c)) or are held out and bent up at the elbow with fore- 
arms tilting upwards(- and hence a cruder version of what we have 
already examined). The obvious emphasis on the arms reflected in 
their size and attitude is surely indicative of the degree of 
significance they were'meant to hold, despite the fact that these 
figurines were found in a storeroom with no religious associations in 
evidence. No. 183 of Type NN4 from Agia Triadha is more unusual: 
here a well-4ormed seated female figure is revealed, with rounded 
hips and large breasts (apparently naked). - Her static posture is 
in marked contrast to her animated gesture: the latter revealing 
both arms-curved round to the front, with the right forearm tilted 
upwardsand the left forearm held in front of the body horizontally. 
A similar, but not exact, parallel can be seen on a gold signet 
158 
ring from Mycenae where a seated female figure is depicted: 
her left arm is apparently held to just below her breasts whilst 
her right arm is extended forwardswith the forearm tilted upwards 
and clasped in her hand are three poppies(? ) (Table 40, (xxxii)). 
The presence of a large double axe on this gold ring, the tree, 
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the sun and moon and the approaching figures evidently bringing 
offerings to the seated figure have led to the belief that 
, the latter is representative of a seated goddess. Although this 
may well beýa ritual scene, given the attributes, and the seated 
figure who may represent a woman of high status (perhaps a 
priestess who has assumed the powers of a divinity or an envisaged 
divinity who is the product of an ecstatic epiphany) I see less 
justification for her interpretation as a goddess. Likewise the 
seated figure from Agia Triadha may be no more than a votive offer- 
ing and personal possession, even if it is symbolic of a well- 
practiced ritual, more than familiar to the person to whom it belong- 
ed and perhaps represented. 
The importance of the evidence for gestures in the Neo-Palatial 
period is that it reveals not only the introduction of a new gesture 
common to both male and female figurines (Type 6) but that the male 
figurines have this gesture and no other. Within this there were 
variations: the left arm could be held down by the side loosely 
((i) as in Type CC41), taut ((ii) BB4, CC4 and DD4) or bent ((iii) 
CC411) to the hip/side. The right arm could be held on the fore- 
head ((a)) or covering the eyes ((b) as seen in No. H14438of Type 
UU4). On one example from Agia Triadha (No. HM761 of Type RR4) a 
female figurine is depicted with both her hands covering her face 
and her head inclined forwardsinto them. Within the male group 
there are exceptions to Gesture Type 6, but also made of bronze: a 
slender bronze male from Katsambas has both arms curved round to the 
front of his chest and away from the body in a loop, and a figure 
from the Phaistos area (No. 1.1904-2 of Type CC4. I) has his muscular 
arms bent at the elbows. but held close to his body covering his 
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chest with the forearms bent upwardstowards his face (Gesture Type 
9). There are no parallels in glyptic to these gestures and even 
within the figurines of this period they remain isolated examples 
of their type groups. 
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Summary 
The variety of gesture within and between the gender groups 
and from one period to another cannot easily be ignored and is 
indicative of their significance. Figural representations in 
glyptic confirm this view and help demonstrate the differences 
between male and female gesture types. During the Pre-palatial 
period figurines were seen to be either female or of an unknown sex 
and the predominant gestures were Type l(a), (b), (c) and Type 2 
(e), (f). What characterized these gestures was their static, 
and formal appearance, giving a sense of 'immobility' or being 'at 
rest'. Whilst this may have been due to technical competance and/ 
or fashion in the development of the artistic tradition of minia- 
ture sculpture, it also represented the purpose for which these 
figures were made: namely votive objects used in life and at times 
of death offered to a divinity who cared for the well being of the 
living and the world that contained them. Hence their arms were 
extended to their chests or folded across their waists: both 
devotional expressions suitable for times of life, sickness and 
death. Why they were selected for certain individuals and not others 
is more difficult to determine except for their possible repre- 
sentation as symbols of status, and in this respect their gestures 
tell us little. 
During the Proto-palatial period gestures assume an importance 
and significance not met with in the previous period where form 
was as, or more important, than gesture. Moreover Gesture Type 1, 
most common in the Pre-palatial period disappears, and Type 2(f) 
appears only once on a male figurine from Porti. Both male and 
female figurines revealed a range of seven different gesture types, 
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some common to one or other of the sex groups and some common to 
both. With's few exceptions noted, the gestures of male figurines 
during the Proto-palatial period were more formal and static and 
this was confirmed by'-analogy with figural representations: here 
their appearance was not only more rigid than the females but they 
were seldom represented at all. When represented their gestures 
more commonly signified worship and/or adoration. 
The female figurines of this period showed a more lively variety 
of gestures, even if the total range was the same. These included 
attitudes of more formal worship similar to male figurines, at- 
titudes of more formal worship superimposed onto lower halves 
where a sense of movement was suggested and, finally, animated 
gestures representing some kind of dancing movement superimposed 
onto more, static lower halves. This evidence strongly indicated 
that dance and worship were expressive of the same ritual acts and 
beliefs. 
Figural representations in glyptic were predominantly female and 
in most cases, particualrly those contemporary with the later part 
159 
of Minoan Society (MMIII-LMI), were seen to be dancing and/or 
worshipping with or infront of other female figures and beside 
altar- and/or temple-like structures or enclosures. Attributes, 
where evident, contributed to their interpretation as cult scenes, 
and where parallels were found in gesture their religious nature 
was better confirmed. What each gesture signified other than wor- 
ship and/or dance of one kind or another is more difficult to deter- 
mine. The possible interpretation of one gesture as 'invocation', 
another as 'adoration' and another as the 'epiphany' 
160 
necessitate 
various assumptions as to the nature of the religion and the identi- 
fication of a goddess in the glyptic scenes and amongst figurines 
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(even if we allow for some progress in that direction). For the 
figurines their votive intent has already been stressed. What 
is evident, is that females predominated in the religious rituals 
in a more 'active' capacity than the males, though whether these 
represented actions additional to or beyond the worship and 
adoration seen in male gestures, is not possible to say. 
Figurines of the Neo-palatial period emphasise these divided 
roles more coherently in that the male figurines became not only 
more rigid in appearance but are characterized by the predominance 
of one gesture - Type 6- or the 'saluting' gesture, whereas the 
female figurines continue to display a more active variety of 
gestures, even if those include Gesture Type 6; and where this 
appears the lower half of the figurine is often suggestive of a 
continued sense of movement. It should not be assumed, however, 
from this evidence that. the role of the male as reflected in the 
figurines was inferior to that performed by females in religious 
rituals or in'the society that produced them. What it may signify is 
that they took part in religious rituals in a different capacity 
even if of a more static nature, but that, whatever their differences 
the aims of the two groups were ultimately the same: namely to ensure 
their well-being and that of the world of nature that contained, fed 
and in the end, destroyed them. 
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TABLE 41 
GESTURE: A SUMMARY 
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2(d) Dress and Adornments 
Dress and Adornments constitute the third of three attributes In 
their hierarchy of importance. - They provide, however, the means of 
creating individuality In the figurines which might otherwise be 
absent in the modelling of their more basic forms. Thus they 
constitute an important addition In the identificationýand differ- 
entiation of individual worshippers. 
This aspect of the figurines has not gone unnoticed in the paýt. 
Evans, in The Palace of Minosý 
61 
made continued references to 
Minoan costume from one period to the next as it presented itself 
on figurines, frescoes, seals, gems and relief vases. Myres in- 
cluded a detailed description of male and female dress as it was 
seen on the figurines from Petsopha 
162 
with an additional section on 
AegeanWomen's Dress and its affinities' 
163 
to supply the evidence 
164 
for its history. Platon, in his report on Piskokephalo, refers to 
the standard type of male and female dress in his description of 
the figurines. Glotz, 
165 
in-'The Aegean Civilization' includes a 
short section on 'dress and adornment' with particular attention 
to Minoan dress as seen in a variety of representations. He sees 
little diversity in men's costume but instead an 'extraordinary' 
variety in female dress. This opinion is also held by Davaras in 
'Guide to Cretan Antiquities' where he distinguishes, in his brief 
account of 'Minoan Dress' between the more 'basic' garment of the 
Minoan male and the 'highly sophisticated and gorgeous dress of 
the Minoan woman'. 
166 
This is certainly seen in the evidence, where 
it is readily apparent that the female in Minoan art'became the focus 
of the artists, attention. On her were lavished all the efforts 
and techniques in miniature sculpture and contemporary iconography 
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167 best exemplified by the faience figurines from Knossos and the 
'Sacred Grove and Dance' 
168ý 
fresco from Knossos. 
An excellent and extensive survey of male and female dress on 
bronze figurines Is presented by Colette Verlinden, 
169 
who discusses 
in detail each aspect of the fuller costume in individual sections. 
Davaras has paid much attention to male dress in all its forms on 
bronze figurines, seeing its importance as part of the Minoan 
culture, and now characteristic of that culture. 
170 
The best 
and most extensive study on the male Minoan kilt and codpiece , 
however is Efi Sakellorakis' MLWL'KaV Zw=. Here she discusses 






and finally seals and sealings. 
174 
She identifies ten 
separate types of male costume ranging from the most commonly, ý, 
represented belt and codpiece attachment (Type A1) 
175 
to the girdle 
made from animal hide (Type 11). 
176 
In addition she traces the 
development of each type through the Pre-, Proto-, Neo- and post- 
palatial periods in all their various manifestations, each one amply 
illustrated both in its method of construction and in its, finished 
appearance. ý Male figurines in the round,, (or 'whole figures') 
revealed less variation in dress than the total sample which included 
relief figures, figures on frescoes and seals. This may be due, in 
part, to the fact that many details were apparently painted on and 
little has survived on the figurines to provide us with a large 
repetoire today. Nevertheless it is still possible to Identify 
a number of different methods of dress on the male forms, as we shall 
see. Dress and adornments are a superficial attribute but do, - 
finally, contribute to his or her identification as an individual 
in that society and help characterize him or her as fundamentally 
Minoan. 
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The Pre-palatial Period r 
The first attempt at defining dress is realized in the female 
naturalistic figurines of the Pre-palatial period. 
177 
Here their 
crudely carved bell-shaped lower halves, seen to represent skirts 
or dresses, help identify their female character, where it is not 
otherwise apparent. No. 8 of Type AA from Agia Triadha (Pl. 26) 
for example, carved from striated 'alabaster', consists of a rec- 
tangular block with slight-incurving on either side at the waist 
before descending almost vertically onto a flat base. No. 10, 
(Pl. 28) of ivory, depicts more clearly a bell-shaped dress extending 
to the ground and surmounted by a cape or cloak on her upper half; 
No. 9 (Pl. 27) has a band carved round the bottom edge of the 
ivory skirt and No. 32 from Platanos (Pl. 29) retains a V-shaped 
opening round the neck and a double band round the base of the ý 
dress. Of Type BB, No. 20 from Koumasa (Pl. 30) of ivory, depicts 
a bell-shaped skirt or dress extending to the ground with a short 
jacket (? ) on top rising to a peaked collar at the back of the 
neck. This-example undoubtedly represents the beginning of a, 
tradition that was developed and became one of the most characteristic 
female costumes in the succeeding period. 
178 
The example from 
Gournes of this type (Fig. 27c) carries this tradition a stepýfurther 
in its retention of painted decoration: around the waist and 
neck is a thin white band and on the open bowl, -shaped hat, 
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extending up from the head are white painted diagonal bands, all on 
a dark background. No. 25 of Type DD from Houmasa (Fig. 24) displays 
a fragment of an open bowl -shaped hat and wears a garment with a 
high, thick collar extending round the back of the neck and open in 
front. No. 26 of Type EE (Pl. 34) whilst revealing the same type 
of dress rising at the back of the neck into a thick collar, retains 
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a more'rounded hat on the back of the head with a rib down its centre 
and a thick band round the edge. The importance of these examples 
is not only in their representation of the first forms of Minoan dress 
but the link it provides with the succeeding period where more 
developed versions appear in their hundreds on the peak sanctuaries. 
In addition it is noteworthy that it is the female who displays 
the first form of dress whilst the males remain, conspicuous by 
their absence, and the fact that such naturalistic forms as these 
constitute only a small proportion of a larger schematic group of 
figurines where 'dress' plays no part. 
The Proto-palatial Period 
(a) Females: Naturalistic'figurines during the Proto-palatial 
period constitute the majority that have been found. Within these, 
the bell-shaped lower half now characteristic of the Minoan female 
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is found in a variety of forms and made of clay. It may be a hollow 
f wheel-made structure or pulled in at the sides making it wider and 
moulded, n different-ways to form pleats or create a latter o L- d 
wavy contour across its front to denote movement. -ý No. 97 of Type JJ2. I 
(Pl. 79) represents the wheel-made skirt and is normally associated 
with examples from Petsopha though there we have similar representa- 
tions from the peak sanctuary sites oVMaza, Xerokampos and Juktas (Pls. 77. 
78; -Fig, 45 ). This type of skirt'stands in marked contrast 
to that represented on example No. 187 from Chamaizi of Type PP2 
where the skirt is hardly flared at all, and the waist not drawn 
in (see Pl. 84): on each side the skirt-has been pulled in producing 
a long thin pleat down its length and has a flattened front and con- 
vex back. In examples Nos. 85,102,103 of Type QQ2 although the 
sides of the skirt are similarly pulled out to form thick pleats the 
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front is gently pushed in leaving either one depression in'the centre 
of the skirt or two with the middle drawn outwards(see plo. 85-88). 
The back of the skirt is very rounded emphasising the protrusion 
by pulling in the'waist: the overall 'effect is one of"movement'. 
isolated fragments and whole representationsof skirts and/or 
dresses have been found in the Proto-palatial period: they have 
been broken-off from their upper halves or separated in some other 
way. These'have been allocated to TypeYY and discussed in Part III 
f 
chapter 9. No. ' 168 of'Type YY2. Ilif rom Traostalos (rig 60) repre- 
sents a wide and hollow bell-shaped skirt which, like the examples 
above, has been pulled in at the sides. Here, however, a triple 
pleat'has been formed and the front and back are symmetrically 
rounded. No. 123 of Type'YY2. J 'from Piskokephalo (Pl. 102. ) also 
depicts a triple pleat but here'the back of the skirt is flat whilst 
the front retains a rounded profile. The latter is represented by' 
many examples which"together with its regularity in form and solid 
nature may suggest that it was mould-made, although no such moulds 
have been found to date. A greater majority of skirts; 'however, are 
moulded by hand some more crudely than others, as seen in No. 155 
'from Prinias of Type YY2. II. (Pl. 10.3a)vhich represents a long 
almost oblong and solid skirt, slightly flaring at the base with a 
long diagonal fold across its front and carrying light incisions 
down its length. Pleats appear to constitute an important and 
variable aspect of skirts. We have already seen single and'triple 
pleats carried at the sides: from Prinias one skirt is seen to have 
four vertical pleats running down the length of the skirt in front 
and rendered by applying narrow strips of clay. Another example 
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from the same site depicts three pleats formed by pulling out the 
clay into long fine ridges vertically down the skirt (pls. 103'and 
f igs. 59 
The majority of female figurines from the Proto-Palatial period 
reveal exposed breasts: this feature may be rendered by means of 
an open-fronted, 'short-sleeved jacket or bodice or by-indicating 
no form of, dress on theýupper half of the body. (Pls. 701-100 )I 
The examples of Type JJ2. I and'II depict the former, which is char- 
acterized by, its high peaked collar at the back of the neck 
181 (Pls. 77-79) 
curving upwardsor projecting outwardsand backwar(Li, and seen in an early 
stage-ol development in the preceding period (Pl. 31-32). The example 
of Type LL2 reveals a cruder and more faint'attempt at a small (Pl. 82) 
peaked collar creeping up the back of the neck vertically, whereas 
Nos. 103 and 104 of Type QQ2 (Pls., 88 - 89 ) display an exagger- 
ated collar that projects out horizontally from the back, of the 
neck. Three examples of Type TT21V, Nos. 120,121 and'122 from 
Piskokephalo wear long-sleeved jackets with wide and deep V-shaped 
openings in front only, exposing the edges of the breasts (Pls.. 
93 & 95-97)., Types NN2. I and-II, however, constituting one of the 
major type groups show no evidence of bodices and/or jackets with or 
without peaked collars, as indeed PP2, RR2 and the largest type 
group represented by TT2. I-III (Pls. 83--85 ar4 90-94) No. 225 
of Type XX2 from Phaistos is not only unique for its painted 
decoration but is instructive in terms of dress (Pl. 101. Fig-57 
Onto the torso has been painted a short-sleeved red jacket open at 
the front and leaving the breastsexposed. The exposed area of the 
body is painted white with red straps painted across and round the 
breasts and a red necklace with bluish-grey pendants hanging from it 
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in front, whilst at the base of the torso are traces of black paint. 
No. 97 from Petsopha of Type JJ2. I (Pl. 78) revealed on the skirt 
a black-painted background with white diagonal lines In sets of 
three set in alternate directions across it, and a white horizontal 
band around the bottom edge. The torso of the latter was also black, 
with a white band just below the breasts. The face, although painted 
white, retains traces of black paint for the eyes and eyebrows., 
Unfortunately the majority of figurines have not retained their 
painted decoration but one might imagine that they were once brightly 
decorated. 
Where this part survJve4 female figurines wear a variety 
of thick, and double belts round their waists tied 
at the side or in the centre serving a decorative and a functional 
purpose. Whilst we must imagine that they constituted an important 
accessory to the overall appearance, 
182 
belts also helped disguise the 
juncture of the torso and lower half in the figurines construction. 
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It has already been pointed out that these figurines were made in 
two parts at the end of which the torso was inserted into. the lower 
half, and the clay sometimes smoothed over the latter part: belts 
then helped to hide these junctures as did the peaked collar for 
the join of head and torso. No. 162 of Type NN2.1 from Traostalos 
(Fig 48 ) wears a thick belt that hangs down the left side of the 
body in a loop without being tied; No. 100 from Petsopha Q1.83) 
wears a thick double belt that ties in front and hangs down the 
centre of the skirt. The example from Chamaizi, however, of Type 
PP2 reveals a wide band round the waist carefully modelled at the 
top of the skirt (Pl. 85 ). Around the top of skirt No. 168 of 
Type YY2. I from Traostalos is wrapped a wide sash- or belt which 
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descends down in front with an additional longer piece that hangs 
down the centre front in a longer narrower loop, whilst at the 
top is an elaborate and centrally placed knot. Belts were formed 
by applying long strips of clay round the waist and for this reason 
one'may imagine that many have fallen off, and hence are seen to 
be absent on many of the figurines. 
A second important accessory to the female figurines was undoubt- 
edly her head-gear (Fig. 61-62 and this Myres certainly recog- 
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nised in his examination of the figurines from Petsopha. 
Amongst the Pre-palatial figurines indications of one type of 
hat were first seen in the example from Gournes of Type BB 
(Fig- 27C ) and No. 25 from Koumasa (Fig. 24) of Type DD repre- 
sented by an open bowl -shaped projection rising up from the top 
of the head. No. 26 of Type EE from Koumasa (Pl. 34 ) by way of 
contrast revealed a more rounded hat on the back of the head. During 
the Proto-palatial period hats show a far greater level of sophis- 
tication and variety in style. No. 97 from Petsopha (Pl. 7 9 
for example, wears a tall, tongue-shaped hat attached to the top 
and back of the head and sweeping forwardsin a high curve and with 
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recurved edges leaving a shallow bowl on the interior. No. 40 
from Juktas (Fig. 73 ) shows remnants of the self same wide open 
bowl-shaped hat seen in the preceding period but projects out further 
and tilts slightly forward$. In Type LL2 this type of hat is revealed 
but pulled in at the sides giving a rounded 'peaked' effect in 
front and behind. No. 187 of Type PP2 from Chamaizi (Pl. 8 5) 
wore a flat beret type hat with a thick rounded edge in front. 
The heads from Piskokephalo 
186 
(pis. 105-131) reveal 
a new sophistication in their modelling, and a new style character- 
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ized by their hair being tied up in a high bunrand gathered in 
by a thick wide band (Type ZZ2. II) - they do not appear to 
ever wear 'hats', and-their hair Is-depicted In long strands, 
parted in the front and falling down either side framing the, 
face. I 
A small group of figurines of-which the sex is unknown and 
are characteristically-seated (e. g. , the f our f igurines of Type 
RR3 set on model from Kamilari and No. 105 from Petsopha) wearlong 
gowns that are not drawn in at the waistýand extend to the-ground, 
though what their significance holds in relation to the more common 
bell-shaped skirt, or dress is unknown. 
(b) Males: The male figurines of the Proto-palatial period reveal 
a smaller, range of types than, the females-and a distinctly smaller 
range of attribute variations within these. This is mainly due to 
the'fact'that the male is-depicted with a minimal amount of, clothing 
represented by a codpiece and/or loincloth; or a covering short 
kilt. 
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It-will be remembered that, figurines of Type AA211-IV 
(Pis. 36 - 47 were all naked save for a codpiece attached 
to the groin-and extending upwards. Type CC2. I, II, III (Pls. 50-64) wore a 
thick-belt round the waist with a codpiece attachment or loincloth 
and Types DD2. I and II, most commonly associated with Petsopha. re- 
vealed the same type of belt, and codpieceýattachment but superimposed 
by a1arge triangular-bladed dagger, placed almost horizontally across 
the belt (Pla. 66-67) 
I. 88 
Examples Nos. 93 and 94 revealed two 
vertical hangings coming down from underneath the dagger (perhaps 
'from the belt) and No. 93 an additional short kilt painted in 
white and white ankle boots. The 'kilt' was not always painted on 
but in some cases was shown in relief: this-, is the case in example 
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J4 from Juktas which displays no dagger but, instead an elaborate 
knotýwith hangings superimposed onto the kilt. lný-Type DD2. II 
the belt ties on, the right hand side and the codpiece protrudes 
beneath the kilt at its base. No. '160 of Type EE2 from Traostalos 
appears-to wear a short kilt which only covers-the buttocks 
leaving-the codplece exposed in front -(-'ig- 71 ). Evidently, over 
the loincloth or codpiece a white wrapper or kiltýwas worn with 
an added knotted belt'or girdle that secured the whole:, alterna- 
tively a. single codpiece, or loincloth was worn. ' That, this repre- 
sented the standard form of male dress is born out by-the icono- 
graphic evidence where figurines are characteristically seen wearing 
a kilt-and/or, codpiece or loincloth. 
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The male figurines-from Piskokephalo stand-apart In their, dress 
from other, contemporary male examples from other sites (Ple. 41-46,69,71 
-72). -They wear two long and narrow rectangular flaps, in front, 
and behind and extending to just above the knees (Pls., 71 - 72) 
The thighs, are left exposed and, there is no-obvious, belt or girdle 
worn below or on top, of the long flaps. 
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On, their, heads the male figurines tend to wear a small rounded 
cap, or three of these rounded discs set along the median from the 
forehead to the back of the neck. The lack of attribute variation 
in male figurines, therefore, can be directly attributed to the lack 
of clothing they wore and decorative attachments: clearly this 
was reserved for the female group on which so much more attention 
to detail was paid. 
The Neo-jpalatial Period' 
The Neo-palatial period witnesses a drop in the production of 
figurines of all sexes, particularly those made of clay. These 
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are now superseded, In smaller numbers, by bronzes. 
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With the 
new materials, including faience, 
192 
came slight changes In 
fashion particularly amongst the female figurines. Terracotta 
figurines were still in evidence, but largely represented by 
isolated examples from domestic contexts: No. 222 of Type HH4 from 
Phaistos (Pl. 179) reveals a hollow wheel-made and bell-shaped 
skirt with a neat incurving rim on its top outer edge - its 
stylized and regular form are more reminiscent of the bell-shaped- 
and larger figures of IXII and III particularly from Karphi and 
Gazi. The figures of Type QQ4 from Agia Triadha stand in marked 
contrast to the above in their altogether cruder, and hand-moulded 
bell-shaped bodies (Figs. 109 a&b These reveal a close 
affinity to forms of the Pre-palatial period except that their 
gestures are clearly exaggerated. 
(a) Females: For the greatest achievement in small sculpture one 
must undoubtedly turn to the bronze and faience figurines of this 
period to which the craftsmen had undoubtedly focussed his attention. 
In terms of ýress, the female of this period is characterized by 
a deeply f lounced skirt -f ormed by a succession of horizontal or 
V-shaped tiers down the length of the skirt (Pls. 188). - 
In the bronze figurines they are largely V-shaped, 
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though some- 
reveal horizontal flounces, 
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and others have a smooth, finish and/ 
or a vertical pleat at either side in clear imitation of clay types 
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(Pls. 188 and 190 ). In the case of the faience figurines the 
flounces are horizontal superimposed by a double apron. Double and 
single belts held loosely or drawn in tightly and tight bands draw- 
ing in the waist are worn. On the torso the characteristic open- 
fronted bodice or-jacket exposing the breasts and with short sleeves 
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is still in evidence. On the faience figurines the bodices are 
highly decorated with spirals and the falence robes found together 
with them reveal the same degree of decoration. On one, the 
skirt depicts a spray of flowers at the front. 
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The bodices of the bronze figurines reveal a slight difference, 
in their shape, "from the faience group; in the former-'the upper 
border is still visible In a straight line beneath the neck from 
where it descends on either side of the breasts into a deep V-shape 
below the navel. The bodices"of the latter have a squarer outline 
In front. 
Head-dress is conspicuous by its absence in this period, particul- 
arly with regard to the terracotta figurines: here female figurines 
are largely bald as in No. 222-of Type HH4 from Phaistos. No. 223 
of Type 114 from this'same site"does reveal a thick double lock 
of hair attached to the crown and falling down to the nape of the 
neck and'No. 183 of Type NN4 from Agia Triadha, depicting a seated 
and naked female figure wears a small conical cap on her, crown. 
They do not represent however the style and character of the previous 
period. ' With regard to the bronze figurines their hair is shown 
in one of two basic types: either with part of It tied up in a bun 
and the ends hanging down the back, or, falling freely down the back 
and often round the shoulders in front. This is shown on the 
examples from Agia Triadha and Psychro (Pls. 188-189). 
On a figurine from Palaikastro of Type UU4 a small bun appears to 
sit on the crown of the head from which a long strip runs right down 
to the edge of the skirt at the back, crossing at the top with some 
sort of collar round the neck (Fig. 111 . ). No. KNI of the 
faience group from Knossos (Type WW4) wears a high 'tiara' on her 
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head with a snake coiled around it and No. KN2 wears a low round 
hat encircled with discs and surmounted with a spotted cat, 
(Figs. 113 and 114 Similar versions of these hats have been 
seen on examples from peak sanctuaries cited above. What makes 
these figurines and their hats more unusual is the attributes 
attached to them, the material from which they were made, and 
their highly decorated nature. Their quality and uniqueness is 
best attributed to the fact that they belong to the contents of 
a wealthy shrine in the palace of Knossos at a time when artistic 
achievements had reached their height. 
(b) Males: Male figurines of the Neo-palatial period are predom- 
inantly bronze and reveal a small variety of forms. In dress they 
continue to wear belts and codpiece attachments or loincloths. 
These may be plainly exposed, or covered by a short flap in front 
and behind, or a single flap behind exposing the codpiece In front, 
or a double flap in front (or apron) one part of which sometimes , 
extends to the knees with a short flap still covering the buttocks 
at the back Rls. 178-479, Figs- 1W-101 ). 
198 In some cases 
the codpiece is not indicated at all beneath a short kilt or tunic 
and for this reason they have become of an indistinguishable sexý 
199 
Many reveal ankle boots 
200 
similar to those noted on clay examples 
from the preceding period painted on in white, and bracelets and, 
neck bands (Pl. 17 1ý Figs - 100 - 101 The main additions 
to the male repertoire of dress therefore are the short and/or longer 
flaps in front and behind and over the codpiece or loincloth, but 
particularly the longer and tapering flap or apron hanging down 
in front. These may well represent or be adaptations-ofthe short 
kilt seen in the previous period, either painted onto the clay 
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figurines or seen in relief and more commonly seen in frescoes of 
the Neo-palatial period. 
201 
The tunics, too, appear to be a new 
addition, but are, not as commonly found, -as indeed the wider sash 
and kilt seen on the figures from Tylissos. 
202 
The latter have 
attracted attention because of the fact that their waists are not 
drawn In tightly as the-majority of the other-male figurines: this 
may-denote the obesity of, the particular individual or be repre- 
sentative of an older man. 
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The importance of 'dress'-and 'adornments' is evident from their 
varying representations, and development throughout the Minoan 
periods, from the earliest rendition of a simple bell-shaped. lower 
half, to the deep flounced skirt of the bronze females, and from a 
simple codpiece or loincloth to the tapering aprons or flaps cover- 
ing the codpieces on the bronze males. It provided the craftsmen and 
artist with the possibility of creativity. within the scope of 
contemporary fashion, and a demonstration of his artistic abilities. 
It gave a sense of individuality to the many figurines in their 
identification as worshippers amidst a growing urban population, and 
where fashion and status were becoming of increasing importance. It 
may have distinguished between the different areas of Crete and 
within this the different workshops, though this is harder to prove 
without the availability of all the material for study. Butýabove 
all is the fact that is helped characterize the figurines as being 
'Minoan'. 
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3. General Conclusions 
The Interpretation of the figurines presented in this thesis has 
led us ultimately to some discussion of the nature of Minoan society. 
This is no surprise: all objects were created and produced by people 
and consequently reflect them, at their different stages of histori- 
cal development. In the case of anthropomorphic figurines this fact 
V, particularly apparent as they are seen to represent the Individuals 
X 
themselves that make up the society in question. More specifically 
however, in their capacity as votive objects the figurines may give 
us an insight into the nature of the religion in which they were 
offered. These are lengthy and involved discussions in themselves 
and in order not to lose sight of the object around which the questions 
arose many other types of evidence were naturally omitted. It is 
hoped that this does not invalidate the conclusions drawn in this 
thesis however. Instead it is to be seen as a supplement to a fuller 
examination of Minoan society seen from a variety of aspects. 
As art objects in themselves we have seen in the figurines a develop- 
ment in techniques, use of different materials, evidence for two tra- 
ditions and a suggestion of different workshops within these. As re- 
presentations of individuals we have been able to examine the differ- 
ent sexes, the evidence for ritual and secular activities reflected 
in their postures and gestures and not least the fashion of the day 
and its implications in the interpretation of the structure of Minoan 
society. The extent and usefulness of any of these points, however, is 
dependent on a sufficient methodological framework from which to work, 
and in this case, the forming of a typology that is valid both today and, 
it may be hoped, for the future, when all-the unpublished material and 
new acquisitions may be added without undue disruption to the system. 
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This was the primary aim of this thesis and to this end some new 
patterns and details have emerged in the develoment of Minoan 
anthropomorphic figurines and their subsequent interpretation. 
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1. In particular referencels being made to those cases where 
figurines were interpreted as goddesses or cult images, as 
for example in Arthur Evans' Palace of Minos and Martin Nilsson's 
Minoan and Mycenaean Religion ... (see chapter 1 above). 
2. See Part II, Chapter 5, 'The Data Base'. 
3. See Part I, Chapter 3, 'Methodology and Definitions' and 
especially Table 5. 
4. See Sakellorakis, E., AE 1983,44, Fig. 1, P1.23. This wasin fact 
an isolated find brought to the museum in 1982 by its finder. 
It -is thought to have come from a tomb. 
5. These sites have been identified by Alan Peatfield in a pre- 
limenary article: ref. BSA 78,1983,273-281, Fig. l. His re- 
search is still in progress. In Rutkowski's revised edition, The 
Cult Places of the Aegean, 1986, Ch. V, 96-98,, he gives a cata- 
logue of thirty-seven peak sanctuaries with full bibliographies 
accompanying each one. Peatfields' own list is based on Rutkow- 
ski's survey (Cult Palaces in the Aegean World, 1972,152-88) 
and Faure's identifications (BCH 80,1956,95-103; 82,1958, 
485-515; 84,1960,189-220; 86,1962,36-56; 87,1963,493-508; 
89,1965,27-63; 91,1967,114-150; 93,1969,174-213; 96,1972, 
389-426; 102,1978,629-40). 
6. See Peatf ield, 1983, op. cit. , 273. Also Faure BCH 93,1969, 
174-213; 96,1972,389-426 and Rutkowski, 1972, op. cit., 184-5. 
7. Both Faure and Rutkowski have examined the evidence for Minoan 
remains in near proximity to peak sanctuaries and indeed walking 
times from modern day villages up to the peak sanctuaries. Peat- 
field, 1983, op. cit., 275-276, stresses that it appears 'important 
that the sanctuary should be seen from the region it served and 
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and also that it should 'see' that region'. This area would 
have encompassed a variety of communities. 
S. Blackman and Branigan, BSA 72,1977,13-84. 
9. Bintliff, J., Natural Environment and Human Settlement in Pre- 
historic Greece (British Archaeological Reports, Supplementary 
Series 28,1977) 145-70. 
10. Peatfield, 1983, op. cit., 276-7. 
11. Ibid. 277 
12. In particular one may be able to correlate the cruder figurine 
types with the smaller outlying communities and the more elaborate 
with the palaces and their central workshops. In section l(b) below 
the distinction between 'private' and 'public' offerings is dis- 
cussed. It is testified, perhaps, by the presence of multiple 
examples of one type ('public' offerings at a large ceremony) on 
some sanctuaries (Traostalos in particular, see Table 9) and types 
represented by only one crude example, obvioulsy of an isolated 
nature Cprivate' offerings) on the same or other peak sanctuaries. 
On this basis, if all the evidence from peak sanctuaries were 
available it may be possible to demonstrate on which sites major 
ceremonies occurred and consequently which were the central and 
major peak sanctuaries of such a hierarchy, as suggested. 
13. See Peatfield, 1983, op. cit., 277, n. 23. He cites as examples 
Petsopha, Traostalos, Modhi, Pyrgos, Gonies, Kophinas, Vrysinas 
and Juktas. Also see Rutkowski, 1986, op. cit., (see n. 5 above) 95. 
14. In particular, reference is being made to the bronze figurines 
from these sites. Pottery from these sites certainly indicates 
that they were in use well into the Neo-palatial period and be- 
yond, in some cases to LMIIIB. See Rutkowski, 1986, op. cit., 
79-87. 
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15. Rouse, WHD. Greek Votive Offerings: an essay In the history 
of Greek religion, 1902,351-2. 
16. Peatfield, 1983, op. cit., 275. 
17. Rutkowski, 1986, op. cit., 87-88. 
18. ibid., 88. 
19. Ibid. This is born out in the figurines by those examples de- 
picting pregnant woman (see Myres, BSA IX, 1902-3,370, pl. 'XI, 
22, In. No. 4871. With regard to sickness, disease, is often high- 
lighted in the depiction of particular figures and particularly 
seen in the numerous isolated limbs and dissected torsos (see 
Myres, ibid., pl. XI). 
20. See n. 13 above. 
21. See Rutkowski, 1986, op. cit. , 82-83, Fig. 94. Also Platon, Ergon 
1963 (1964), 172. 
22. See Rutkowski, 1986, op. cit., 82-83, Fig. 95. Alexiou, Xr. Chr. 
13,1959,346; 17,1963,339. 
23. A surplus of food, and thus a more productive way of producing It 
goes hand in hand with an increase in population'and economic 
resources. 
24. As represented iri the annual harvest festival in the Church of 
England today and similar annual ceremonies in Greece in the Spring 
and Autumn. 
25. Evans, A., BSA VII, -1900-1901,28; BSA IX, 1902-3,37; Nilsson, 
Minoan and Mycenaean Religion and its survival in Later Greek 
Religion, 1950 (2nd ed. ) 352; Matz, F., Gottererscheinung und 
Kultbild im Minoischen Kreta, 1958,394. Rutkowski, 1986,02-cit-, 
87, Fig. 114. 
26. Forsdyke, J., Minos of Crete, JWCI XV, 1952,13-19. 
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27. Nilsson, 1950, op. cit., 311. Nilsson describes the falence 
figure as 'an actual cult idol'. In addition he distinguishes 
the status of Goddess and votary where there Is inadequate 
evidence (see esp. 84-85). 
28. Matz also argues against their interpretation as cult images 
favouring their interpretation as votive offerings. See Matz, 
1958, op. cit., 32. Also Schweitzer, B, Zur kunst der Antike 
Ausgew; hlte Schriften 1,1963,258-283 and Furumark, A, Gods 
of Ancient Crete, UpusAth. 1965,85-92. 
29. Renfew in the Archaeology of Cult: Ihe Sanctuary at Phylakopi, 1985, 
22-24,372-373, discusses the complex question of 'cult image or 
votive' with reference to the figurines from this sanctuary. 
This discussion has provided the basis of the arguments pre- 
sented here. 
30. ibid., 372. 
31. Rutkowski, 1986, op. cit., 131, ig. 187a-c. Et. Cret. 12, Fig. 3. 
32. This ambiguity In the gesture Is emphasised by Renfrew, 1985, 
op. cit., 23. 'Gesture' as a whole is discussed in section 
2(b) of this chapter. 
33. Evans PMI, 221, Fig. 166; BSA VIII, 28; Nilsson, 1950, op. cit., 
87-88, Fig. 17. 
34. Dated to LMIIIA2. See Evans BSA VIII, 1901-2,95; PM 1,576; PM 
111,335. Also Nilsson, 1950, op. cit., 78; Popham Me Last 
Days of the Palace of Knossos', 1964,14. 
35. Dated to LMIIIA. Platon, Kr. Chr. 11,1957,332; Ergon, 1957, 
92; Alexiou, 1958,195. 
36. Cult objects from the sub-Minoan period were found here. J. 
Pendlebury et al. BSA XXXVIII, 1937-1938,84. Also see 
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Rutkowski, 1986, op. cit., 167, Figs. 242-243. 
37. See James, E. O., From Cave to Cathedral, 1964,15. Rutkowski, 
1986, op. cit., 65. 
38. Figurines of animals, and in particular bulls and made-of bronze, 
have'been found in caves. 
39. See n. 37 above. 
40. See Map 1. 
41. That this was the result of the rise of a young male god of 
secondary status but accompanying the Great Goddess was first 
considered by Evans (cf. PM III). Here he discusses the death 
and return to life of a youthful god. Willetts, R. F., in 
Cretan Cults and Festivals, 1962,80, suggests that just as 'the 
element of continuity in this vegetation cycle is represented by 
the goddess, who also maintains the continuity of human life, the 
element of discontinuity, of growth, decay and renewal, is a god. 
He Is made because he personifies the seed and because he 
shares in its mortality, he is a dying god". Thus the abundance 
of male figurines in caves could be related to the death and 
rebirth of a male god which was in itself an annual celebration 
connected to the rebirth of nature. The evidence from caves, 
however, is not sufficient to Prove the existence of a male god' 
or such a cult of the caves. 
42. E. Neumann in The Great Mother: An Analysis of the Archetype, 
1963, emphasises that the vital bond between man and nature is the 
'earth' and the method of'deposition in caves is indicative 
of such a chthonic cult. In addition, the cave, seen as the sym- 
bolic 'womb' of the mountain and hence by association, of the 
earth also, must logically have been treated as a female prin- 
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ciple, representative of the all-pervading mother-goddess. 
Having been used as human habitation, burial and then sanctuary 
it was 'the natural form of such symbols as temple and temenos, 
hut and house', signifying what 'protects' and 'closes off'. 
At the same time its seasonal use and seasonal celebrations 
are indicative of a, vegetation cycle dominated by the afore- 
said mother-goddess. 
43. This is indicated by small holes sometimes found at the base of 
the neck and the top of the adjoining torso where the two parts 
have been rejoined after breakage. See Schematic Type JI, Nos. 
11 andý14 from Koumasa. 
44. Branigan, K., 'The Tombs of Mesaral, 1970, Chapter 7, The 
Cemetery and Society, 121. 
45. Branigan, K., 1970, op. cit., 101 and 132, n. - namely Apesokari 
1, where an altar was found in the centre of the largest chamber, 
though the tomb is late in date and, different in'its method of 
construction; and Kamilari I where a block of stone was found 
within an enclosure and termed by Levi as an altar (cf. La Tomba 
a Tholos di Kamilari Presso a Festos. Annuario 39-40,1962). 
For Apesokori see Matz, F., 'Forschungen auf Kretal (ed. ), 1951. 
46. See Branigan, K., 1970, op. cit., 132, Fig. 27, with reference to 
Koumasa. 
47. See Nilsson, M., 1950 (2nd Edition), op. cit., Chapter VI, 194, 
Ch. IX, 311 on the significance of the double axe and the snakes 
and locations for finds of both. 
48. K. Branigan, 1970, op. cit., 97, and I. Pini in Beitrage zur 
Minoischen Graberkunde, 1968, have pointed out that the-use 
of the inter and antechambers of tholoi has become obscure with 
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time as a result of their secondary use as 'dumping' space for 
(a) material taken fromAhe tomb of (b) additional burial 
chambers after the tomb became full. However the evidence 
still suggests that rituals took place in these rooms., 
49. As at Apesokari II, Agia Triadha A, Kamilari I, Lebena Il and 
Vorou A. K. Branigan, 1970, op. cit., 98. Tens and hundreds 
of conical cups were found in these locations. 
50. Branigan, K., 1970, op. cit., 93. 
51. And here I refer to-the Early Minoan Period; 
52. ibid., 134. Alsoýsee Levi, D., 1962, op. cit., 122-148, and 
Xanthoudides, S., 'The Vaulted Tombs of Mesaral, 1924 and Sak- 
ellarakis, I., 'A Tholos Tomb at Agios Kyrillos in the Mesara, 
AAA 1,1968. 
53. Xanthoudides, S., 1924, op. cit., p. 41 & 97, p1s. XXIXa, Lib. 
54. Nilsson, M., 1950,2nd Edition, oR. cit., 80. 
55. ibid., 32,325,335: Rutkowski agrees that the 'household 
goddess revealed herself in the sanctuaries in the form of a 
snake... ' Rutkowski, B., 1972, op. cit., 256. 
56. Evans, A., BSA VIII, 1901-1902,95-105, 'Fig. 55. Also see 
Nilsson, M., 1950, op-dit-p- 194, on the significance ofAhe 
Double Axe. 
57. Many finds from tomb areas are of a Proto-palatial date and 
certainly ritual activity must have continued into this period 
as well. There is no doubt, however, that peak sanctuaries began 
to assume much greater importance during the Proto-palatial 
period as centres of worship, thus detracting attentionfrom 
activities formerly centred around tombs and/or cemetries. The 
nature of the burials also began to show a gradual change 
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testified by the appearance of sarcophagi end single burials 
in place of the communal burials of the Early Minoan period. 
58. Further strengthened by the evidence for figurines depicting 
pregnant women. e. g. No. 12 ( P1.23) of Schematic Type JII., 
59. Branigan, K., 1970, op. cit., 118-120, 'Pl'. 16. Branigan sees' 
the Minoans of the Early Bronze Age as adopting the Snake Goddess 
(because of her chthonic associations) as one of the divinities 
they worshipped in and around tholoi, 'but that she was not 
involved in funerary rituals: thus her adoption in later 
domestic shrines and peak sanctuaries was more easily carried 
out (cf. 'The Genesis of the Household Goddess', SMEA 8,1969 
(a)'). In addition he stresses that there must have been a 
death deity who is recognised, perhaps, by her embodiment as a 
bird and the adoption of the double axe as her symbol. He 
supports this by the presence of bird-vessels, and double axes 
in tomb contexts and the appearance of birds (which suggest 
e piphanies of a deity) double axes (symbol of deity), bull 
acrifices (as offerings to the deity) and two female figurines 
iding in a chariot - all on the Agia Triadha Sarcophagus. 
60. 'ibid., 116-118, also see Levi, D., 1962, 'op. cit., - 122-148, Figs. 
170a-f, 177a-b, 177a-c, for Kamilari models. 
61. ibid. 
62. ibid. 
63. Size is often used as an Indicator of status, especially when 
the identification of a god(s) or goddess(es) is in question (see 
n. 29 above and discussion of faience figurines from Knossos). 
When associated with attention focusing elements, size is part- 
icularly important. In this model the four seated figures are 
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evidently the centre of attention and larger than the standing 
figures opposite them and 'offering' goods to them. In the ab- 
ence of any divine attributes however, one can only conclude 
hat they are individuals of a high status, but not necessarily 
divinities. Furthermore we have no evidence anywhere else in 
Crete for the concept of four divinities. The seated position 
is commonly used to identify the Minoan Goddess in iconographic 
evidence: this shall be more fully discussed in section 2b of this 
chapter. 
64. Branigan, K., 1970, op. cit., 117, P1.15, stresses these views 
with regard to the model representing a shrine and denoting a 
concept of 'physical afterlife'. I strongly agree with these 
views. 
65. Branigan, K., 1970,, op. cit., 119,134-5, in particular. 
Nilsson, M., op. cit., Ch. XIII, 426. 
66. Normally identified by the two female figures in the griffin 
chariot and the bird. (representing the epiphany of a god/ 
goddess) on the end panel. 
67. Compare for instance the examples of Type QQ4 from Agia-Triadha 
made of clay, with the bronze figurines of the same period and 
from the same sight. 
68. See Part III, Chapter 8 and, tables 17 and 18. 
69. ibid., Table 17. One must remember the scarcity of excavated 
settlements from this period which consequently limits our 
knowledge of the precise numbers from these sites. 
70. ibid. 
71. See Table 18. 
72. These are the figurines from Koumasa, -and represent types more 
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commonly associated with peak sanctuary sites of the succeeding 
period. Koumasa was still in use well into the Proto-palatial 
period, so the possibility of their dating to this later period 
should not be discounted altogether. See Branigan 1970, op. cit., 
167. 
73. Figurines from Petsopha with a light on dark painted decoration 
suggests a similarity with EMIII pottery and thus dateýto this 
period. Even if we accept such a dating for these figurines the 
schematic types would still appear to predominate in the Pre- 
palatial period. 
74. See Table nos. 6-9. This information was collected from the 
Museum Catalogue at Herakleion, but does not include additional 
examples located from other museums in Crete but from the same 
sites (AgiosýNikoloas and Siteia). 
75. See Plates 18 21 For the origins of these 
types and their derivatives In Crete see Renfrew, AJA 73,1969, 
and Branigan, BSA 66,1971. 
76. See Table 31 on interrelationship of types and periods. 
77. It must be conceded that the exact dating of these figurines is 
unknown. We know from the pottery, in particular, -that Petsopha 
was in use in EMIII, so the possibility that these figurines are 
Pre-palatial in date should not be discounted altogether. I 
have assumed here that they were found with figurines of more 
certain Proto-palatial date. In addition they are made of clay 
and no schematic type figurine of the Pre-palatial period is made 
of this material: all are made of stone. 
78. See 1(c) of this chapter. 
79. Room 92 at Myrtos has been identified as a shrine (cf. Warren, 
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Myrtos: An Early Bronze Age Settlement in Crete, 1972,85-87, 
Fig. 28, P1.28) and dated to EMII. The main identifying feature 
of this room as a shrine Is the so-called 11ýyrtos goddess' (ibid., 
Figs. 91-2, Pls. 69-70) beside a stone structure thought to be 
an altar. The figure holds a small jug with a hole in it which 
gives access to the interior of the large bell-form. I would 
consider this more of an anthropomorphic vessel. Furthermore no 
other objects of known religious significance were located in 
this room, 'nor of any contemporary figurines. If it is to be 
regarded as an example of an Early Minoan shrine, however, Its 
small size and location in the settlement would indicate domestic 
use only. I would therefore still maintain that the main centres 
of ritual activity for the whole community were centred around 
tomb areas, outside the settlements. 
80. See Majewski, K., 'Plastyka Antropomorficzna na Krecie WIII; II 
Tysiacler,, io Przed N. E. I. Archaeologia VI, 1954 (1956), 7-8. 
Majewski stresses that at the turning point of EMIII-MMII the 
'tribal hierarchy' on Crete was without doubt economically and 
politically developed enough to break away from tribal masses and 
create for itself, together with the artisans, artists, and mer- 
chants, new needs and a new outlook. It was an artistic need 
which could express their new social role and'serve their 
economic interests. This new ideology cut itself away from the 
'magic' of the previous period by 'proven rituals, professional 
priestesses, places of worship and cult practises, and cult 
implements'. Rather than being a 'new' ideology I would see it 
as a development of the older and more basic elements of a 
religion that represented the needs of more primitive'peoples, and 
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not-just a magic'. 
81. See Chapter 8(c) and Tables 17 and 18. 
82. See Part II, Chapters 5 and 6 and section 1(c) of this chapter. 
83. As seen in the quantity of figurines and pottery from the Proto- 
palatial period and lack of it in the succeeding period. 
84. The earliest bronze figurines from a cave date to MMIII - see C. 
Verlinden, 'Les Statuettes Anthropomorphes Cretoises en bronze et 
en Plomb du 111 
e Millenaire au VII 
2 
Slecle Av. J-C, 1983. The 
one exception is Trapeza, but this was a burial cave and not used 
as a sanctuary, and schematic figurines from here date to the Pre- 
palatial period. 
85. The largest deposit from this period comes from Psychro, with three 
others from Skoteino. The villa of Agia Triadha yielded a deposit 
of bronze figurines, however, of great value as did the peak 
anctuaries of Kophinas, Juktas and Traostalos. I would dispute 
hat any of the figurines from the latter sites belong to the 
Proto-palatial period however but the beginning of the Neo- 
Palatial period in MMIII (see Verlinden. C. -, 1983, op. cit. ). 
86. Part I, Chapter 3 and Table S. 
87. See Part III, Chapter 8. 
88. No. AR15 from Archanes of Type JI. See Fig. 
Sakellarakis, I &ýE., rffl, 1978 (1980), 320, Pl. 195a-b. 
89. See I(c) above, of this chapter. There have been many inter- 
pretations of the female Cycladic Figurines located in the 
Cyclades, some of which are presented below. For instance, 
that they correspond to Egyptian 'Ushabtis' which were designed 
to serve the dead and satisfy their sexual appetites in the after- 
world (Hogarth, D. G., 'Aegean Sepulchral Figures' in Essays in 
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Aegean Archaeology presented to Sir A. Evans, 1927,57-60); 
or that they were substitutes for human sacrifice, Nilsson, M., 
in MMR, 1950,2nd. Ed., 194); or images of venerated ancestors 
(Zervos, C., Wart de la Cr; te N4olithique et Minoennel, 1956, 
44) or toys to amuse the deceased (ibid. ); or that they repre- 
sent heroes and nymphs of Cycladic mythology in which the backward 
tilt of the head found on many represents an attempt to show the 
figure at the very moment of ecstacy and inspriation (Schofield, 
K., 'Heroen und Nymphen in Kykladengrýbernl Antike kunst 8, 
1965,87); or most commonly, that they are representative of 
the Great Mother Goddess of fertility or a divine protectress 
who will guide the dead into the 'other' world (Evans, A., PMI 
1921,51; Glotz, The Aegean Civilization, 1925,378, Nilsson, 
1950, op. cit., 290; Thimme, J., 'Die religiose Bedeutung der 
Kykladenidole' AK8,1965,79-86; Zervos, - C., 1956, op. cit., 43 
and 46). Doumas, C. (in Early Bronze Age Burial Habits in the 
Cyclades, from Studies in Mediterranean Archaeology Vol. 48) 
regards them more as individual possessions, and methods of 
identification in the communal burials. G. Thomson (in Studies 
in Ancient Greek Society 1: The Prehistoric Aegean 1954,2nd. 
Ed. ) concludesýthat as representations of particular worshippers 
the figurines were dedicated in order to place them under the 
goddesses' protection - not to the afterworld - 'but-in times of 
actual danger, sickness or childbirth and in times of imaginary 
danger such as initiation, marriage or bereavement'. It possessed 
special powers and at the time of burial the figurine was 
buried with the person concerned in order that it could be 
neutralized with 'her': women played an essential part as a 
means through which life could be continued. 
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90. Ucko, P., In 'Interpretation of Prehistoric Anthropomorphic 
Figurines', Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute 
92 (Vol; 65-66 N. S. ), 1962,38-55, discusses the reasons 
'underlying the manufacture and use of anthropomorphic figurines 
in pre-dynastic Egypt, neolithic Crete, the prehistoricýNear 
East and prehistoric mainland Greece'. Although these fig- 
urines belong to a different period and from different, areas 
his conclusions are instructive in the comparative data they 
provide for the sexless figurines. He sees them in, their use 
for 'sympathetic magic' reaffirmed by their 'size and porta- 
bility' and location in 'habitation debris and rubbish areas 
as well as occasionally from within houses'. In addition they 
may have had additional or other functions including their use 
as dolls by'children (here more readily determined by use of 
clay, ýarm-stumps, lack of ritual context, size and portability 
and non-conformist figurines and animals') or as 'initiation 
figures' (here confirmed by 'costly material other than clay, 
difference in technical achievement, location in habitation de- 
bris and-rubbish-areas as well as from within houses, non- 
conformist figurines and animals and lack of any divine attri- 
butes'). I see no reason to exclude these possibilities in their 
interpretation but likewise would also like to see the inclusion 
of the possibility of their interpretation as children. 
91. Cf. Renfrew, C., 1969, op. cit. 
92. These figurines are better represented by Types A-I. Although a 
few may be imports (e. g. No. 12 of Type JII from Houmasa, depicting 
a pregnant woman) the majority represent -imitations of Cycladic 
forms made from local marble, ivory, bone and steatite. Whether 
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they were produced by a local Cycladic, colony or by Minoans 
who had brought back copies with them and adapted them, is a 
question much in dispute: but whatever the answer the import- 
ant fact Is, is that they became part of the Early Minoan , 
tradition in miniature sculpture and were found together with 
the more common Cretan types, evidently serving the same pur- 
pose. For the discussions on the Cretan derivatives and Cycladic 
colonies see Sakellarakis, I. in Kunst und Kulture der 
Xykladeninseln im 3. Jahrtausend v. Chr: 'Die Kykladen und 
Kretal Ed. J. Thimme, 1976,149ff.; Branigan, K., 1971, op. cit.; 
Doumas, C., AAA 9,1976,69-80.. 
93. See Part III, Chapter 9. 
94. See Tables 20 and 21. 
95. Majewski, 1954 (1956), 22. cit., 7, pointed this out in reference 
to women as 'snake-charmers', 'dancers and worshippers' and 
'acrobats'; and men in their capacity as 'warriors and sports- 
men'. I would disagree only in the latter and more particularly 
the men 'as warriors': the relatively peaceful disposition of 
the Minoans in the Neo-palatial period emphasised, not least, 
by the absence of fortification walls and lack of weaponry. 
Such weapons as existed could have been equally used for hunting 
and therefore Minoan men as 'hunters' is much more plausible as 
their active role. 
96. This has been raised in I(c) above. Levi (in ILa tomba a tholos 
di Kamilari Presso a Festýsl. Annuario 39-40 (23 N. S. ), 1962, 
122-148, Figs. 170a-f, 174a-b, 177a-c). sees both models as 
religious: NO. 26 of Type CC3 as a funerary preparation and Type 
BB3 as a religious ceremony involving dancing. The latter may 
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certainly Indicate ritual dancing, though the former inter- 
pretation is more dubious. 
97. This has already been raised above (see n. 90). 
98. Levi, D. (1962, OR-cit-P 122-148, figs. 170a-f, 174a-b, 179 
a-c) put forward the notion that this model represented a shrine 
and that the two standing figures are pouring libations either 
to a chthenic deity or to the deified dead. Branigan, K. 
(1970 op. cit., 116-117) argues, correctly, that there is'ioo 
much evidence against any cult of the dead like disturbance of 
burial goods, complete removal of them and frequent looting and 
destruction of personal possessions. 
99. See Pl. depicting a seated female from Kophinas (on display 
in the Herakleion Museum) with one leg apparently swollen. 
100. Even if they were regarded as Proto-palatial survivals (which 
I doubt) their forms are still crude and styl ized. 
101. This position of the foot slightly Iorward would undoubtedly 
have contributed to the balance of the upright figures, and should 
be taken into consideration as a point of 'technique', in the mak- 
ing of figurines. 
102. Unique in Crete, ' and one of the best Cycladic examples: cf. 
Marinatos, S., Funde und Forschungen auf Kreta, Jarbuch Deutschen 
Archaeologischen Instituts., 48,1933,300-303, esp. 301, figs. 
10 and 11. Marinatos points out that the stool corresponds to 
the stool of the 'Harp-player' of Thera (cf. Bossert, Alt Kreta, 
P1.16) and that she is obviously a goddess despite the object- 
Ions of'others (301), reflected in her seated posture. Also 
see Sakellarakis, 1., 1976, op. cit., 156, pl. 46, - he notes the 
parallels found on Naxos. 
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103. Myres, J. L., BSA 9,1902-3,373-4. 
104. ibid. '+ Pl. Xl, No. 26 
105. ibid. but not represented. 
106. ibid. + Pl. XI, No. 25', and Pl. Xlll, No. 77-9 for the detached 
chairs and stools. 
107. See Note 98 above. It does appear to detect a ceremony of sorts 
but of what kind, remains unknown. 
108. It is still possible, however, that this group of figurines 
represent storage for or from a shrine on an upper floor or in 
another part of the villa. 
109. L. Banti in Annuario, Vol. 3-5 N. S. , 1941-43 (1948), 18-21, 
Figs. 6a, b, stresses that only the presence of the female 
figurines attest to a domestic cult of sorts'(20): the store- 
rooms in which they were found were small and'squalid and showed 
a marked contrast to the living quarters of the south-east. She 
warns against the interpretation of such a nude, seated female 
figure as having religious significance or representing a cult 
idol-or goddess (21) - as Nilsson, 1950, op. cit., 296, Fig. 114. 
110. Nilsson, op. cit., 1950, Ch. XI, 341; Evans, PMI-IV, 1921-35; 
Brandt, E., 'Gruss und Gebet: Eine studie zu Gebýrden in der 
Minoisch - Mykenischen und FrÜhgriechischen kunst?, 1965. 
ill. ibid. Particularly Brandt who sees the identification of a 
goddess in glyptic, amongst other attributes, in a 'seated' 
position (op. cit., 6 and 17-18). 
112. PM Vol. II, Part I, Ch. 47,340, Fig. 194(e). 
113. Signet type, found on clay matrix. PMII, Vol. II, 767. Also 
Nilsson, 1950, op. cit., 347, fig. 158, and Persson, 1942, RGPT, 
178, fig. 22. 
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114. PM IV, Vol. II, 952, Fig. 919. 
115.. See Note 111 above. 
116. As seen in the impression of an electron ring from Mycenae 
depicting a large seated woman holding out her hand with one 
pointed finger, to a smaller male standing figure. Evans, 
PMIII, 464, fig. 324 + TPC, 175, fig. 51. Such higher status 
may be'held by a priestess if the scene is thought to be of a 
religious nature. This may be determined by the presence of 
divine attributes (as in gold signet ring from Mycenae, 1950, 
op. dit., 347, fig. 158). 
117. This would not be the case where the seated figure is being 
approached by figures bearing offerings, thus denoting a cere- 
mony of sorts (e. g. gold ring from Mycenae, n. 116). This provides 
a stronger case for her identification as a divinity, or a 
priestess imbued with divine powers. - 
118. A few examples include: a seal impression from Agia Triadha de- 
picting, two women apparently dancing around a table (Levi, D., 
ASAtene 8-9,1925-26,139, fig. 153 + Evans, T. P. C., JHS 21,1901, 
182; -seal impression from Agia Triadha; Levi, 1925-26, op. cit., 
141, fig. 156 and Evans, JHS 45,1925,12, fig. 13; gold ring from 
MYcenae, FUtwangler Antike Gemmen, pl. VI. 3, Evans, 1901, op. cit., 
177, fig. 53; seal impression now in Paris, Matz and Pini, CMS, 
Vol. 9,1972,189, No. 164; gold ring from Isopata depicting four 
dancing women, Evans, 1925, op. cit., 58, fig. 51 and Matz, F., 
'Gottererscheinung und Kultbild in Minoischen Kretal, 1958, P1.3. 
119. Nilsson, 1950,02-cit-, Ch. IX, 299. 
120. Brandt, 1965, op. cit. 
121. ibid., 20. 
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122. Ibid., 1-2 
123. See her discussion on the Isopata gold ring, ibid., 5-6. 
124. ibid., 23-24. 
125. ibid., 24. Except, perhaps, in those cases where a combination 
of the attributes and gesture of one central figure is distinctly 
different to the other figures. 
126. These points have been well covered and documented by Kenna, 
V. E. G., 'Cretan Seals', 1960, with a catalogue of the Minoan. 
Gems in the Ashmolean Museum (50). 
127. E. g. seal impression from Koumasa dated to EMII/III showing a 
man(? ), Matz and Pini, CMS Vol. II, 1,1969,165, No. 145; seal 
impression, J. M. Dawkins, Private collection dated to EMIII, 
Matz and-Pini, CMS, Vol. III, 1966,9, No. 5; seal impression from 
Porti dated to EMII/III, Matz and Pini, CMS, Vol. II, 1,1969, 
422, No. 365; seal impressions from Kasteli Pedeada, particularly 
that of two women dancing around a sun symbol, Evans, A., POI, 
123, fig. 93A, and Matz, F., Die Fiýhketischen Siegel, 4928, 
Pl. XIX' fig. 5-8. 
128. As seen in Neo-palatial seals from Agia Triadha (Levi, 1925-26, 
op. cit., 139) and Zakros (D. G. Hogarth, JHS, Vol. 21,1902, 
77, Pl. VI-IX). 
129. See n. 116 and n. 117 above for references. Also included are a 
gold plated silver ring from Mycenae (Evans, TPC, 1901, op. cit., 
184, fig. 58 and Nilsson, 1950, op. cit., 181, fig. 86); a gold 
ring from Mycenae (Evans, 1901, op. cit., 189, fig. 63 and Nilsson 
1950, op. cit., 181, fig. 86); gold signet ring from Mycenae (Evans, 
1901, op. cit., 177, fig. 53 and Persson, 1942, op. cit., fig. 4 and 
Nilsson, 1950, op. cit., 256, fig. 124); gold ring from Mycenae 
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(Evans, 1901, op. cit., 183, fig. 57, and PMIII, 137, fig. 89). 
130. See n. 127 above. 
131. See n. 127 above. 
132. Matz, F. , 'Die FrUkretischen Siegel; Eine untersuchung u"ber das 
werden des Minoischen stiles' 1928. Contained in this volume are 
hundreds of illustrations of various designs on early Cretan 
seals. 
133. Evans, 1901, op. cit., 184, fig. 58; Persson, 1942, op. cit., 175, 
fig. 14; Nilsson, 1950, op. cit., 181, fig. 86. 
134. Hogarth, D. G., 1902, op. cit., 77, No. 10, Pl. VI. 
135. Halberr, F., Mont. Ant. 13,42, fig. 36; Levi, D., ASAtene 8-9, 
1925-26,139, fig. 152; Nilsson, 1950, op. cit., 180, fig. 84. 
136. See n. 133 above. 
137. Savignoni, Mont. Ant. 14,577, fig. 50, and Pl. XL; Nilsson, MMR, 
268, fig. 133. 
138. Mont. Ant. 13,43, fig. 37; Levi, ASAthene 819,141, fig. 156; 
YEvans, 1925, op. cit., 12, fig. 13; Nilsson, 1950, op. cit., 268, - 
f ig. 134. 
139. See Part II, Chapter 6 on "The Contextual Evidence' . 
140. Evans, 1901, op. cit., 177, fig. 53;, Nilsson, " 1950, op. cit., 256, 
fig. 124; Persson, 1942, op. cit., fig. 4. 
141. Nilsson, 1950, op. cit., 296; Persson, 1942, op. cit., 32, fig. l. 
142. Evans, A., PM 11,765, fig. 495. 
143. Hogarth, D. G., JHS 22,1902,77, fig. 4, No. 5, Pl. VI. 
144. Savignoni, op. cit., 585, fig. 51. 
145. Levi, 1925-6, op. cit., 142, fig. 158; Evans, PMII, 769, 'fig. 500; 
Nilsson, 1950, op. cit., 346, fig. 157. 
146. Evans, PMIII, 464, fig. 324 + TPC, 1901,175, fig. 51; Nilsson, 1950, 
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op. cit., 351, fig. 161; Persson, 1942, op. cit., 178, fig. 21. 
147. Evans PM Il 19289 766, Fig 496 
148. Hallager, E., 'The Master Impression', 1985. The impression was 
from a clay sealing from the Greek - Swedish Excavation at Kastelli, 
Khania. 
149. Evans, BSA 7,28, fig. 29; Matz, 1958, op. cit., P1.5; Nilsson, 1950, 
op. cit., 252, fig. 162. 
150. Evans, 1901, op. cit., 184, fig. 58; Nilsson, 1950, op. cit., 181, 
fig. 86; Persson, 1942, op. cit., 175, fig. 14. 
151. Now in New York Metropolitan Museum; Matz and Pini, CMS, Vol. 12, 
1972,256, No. 168. 
152. Levi, 1925-6, op. cit., 139, fig. 153; Evans, 1901, op. cit., 182. 
153. The fact that this figurine is clasping a snake, in each hand is 
important as the latter have been identified as attributes of the 
Minoan goddess herself. However the possibility that the figure 
represents a priestess imbued with divine power (represented by 
the snakes) and in the midst of an ecstatic dance or ritual,, (re- 
presented by the attitude of her arms) is a strong one. - 
154. Tsountas, Revue Archaýologique, 1900, pl. VIII, I; Nilsson, 1950, 
op. cit., 347, fig. 158; Persson, 1942, op. cit., 178, fig. 22. 
155. See n. 145 above. 
156. Not least that of the Classical Greek religion. 
157. This has already been discussed in Part 1 of this chapter, p. 447 
158. See n. 153 above. 
159. Notably from Hagia, Triadha, Zakros, and Phaistos as we have 
seen. 
160. As Brandt, 1965, op. cit., 1-3. 
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161. PM, Vols. I-IV, 1921-35: e. g. PMI, 125,153,197,276,500-506, 
503,547,697-681; PMII, 33,723,725; PMIII, 70-71,450; PMIV, 
25. 
162. BSA 9,1902-3,363-364, for male dress and 367-370 for female 
dress, and 371 for female headdress. 
163. ibid., 382-387, figs. 3&4. 
164. Xr. Chr., Vol. 5,1951,129, for male dress and 130-131 for female 
dress. 
165.1925,67-83. See also Abrahams, H., Greek Dress, 1908, ch. 1,1- 
15 (Prehellenic dress). 
166. Davaras, C., 1976,77-79. 
167. See Figure Nos. KN1-3, p. 397-4 fig. 113-114 
168. Evans, PMIII, 49-52, figs. 29-31, pl. XVII. 
169. 'Les Statuettes Anthropomorphes Crbtoises en bronze et en Plomb 
du III e Millenaire au. VII e Siecle Av. J-Cl, 1983,94, Les Coiffures 
des figurines masculines; 96, Les coiffures des figurines 
feminines; 98, Les vZtements et les accessoires, vetement d1hommes 
(La suspensoire, les pagnes, les robes (99-100); Les Manteaux (100); 
La ceinture et les chaussures (100-101), et VZtements de femme 
(Les Jupes (104-6), Les robes (107), et les corsages, les voiles, 
les chales et les cordes (109-110). 
170. In Trois Bronzes Minoens de Skoteino, BCH, 1969,620-650, pl. 
XI-XIII ... he says lun trait frbquent du costume Minoen est le 
aidoiothylakos' (645) and that Icette piýce, dont la pr4sence 
est souvent trýs prononc'; el (645). This is followed by a discussion 
on the types of male Minoan dress, as presented on the bronze fig- 
urines. 
In Xa%xLvoL MLwLxoL AaTpcLC TTIQ EUXkOYTIC MeTCLEal, AE, 1977 (1979), 
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109-127, pl. 24-28, Davaras discusses (125) "0 ULWLXC>C CýL60LO- 
ch og', the use of the word and its derivation. % AcD4 
171. MLWL)tCV Z(4=, 1971,30-45. 
172. ibid., 46-52. 
173. ibid., 53-63. 
174. ibid., 64-78. 
175. ibid., 88, figs. 16-20, pl. 2,12,13a, 14a, 15a-g, 16,17, 
p UÄM UETCL CLLÖOLO5UXCLKOC-. 
176. ibid., 122, pl. 426, nCPLCGIJa tX 8CMJXC0Q [60U. In between types 
A1 and II above are the following types: Type B1, IICPL[4n 
(DXrjUaTor. ý=clag <<cpoLOTCC>> (92, figs. 24-29), i. e. a girdle 
with covering skirt; Type r1a thick girdle coveriýg front and 
back but leaving the thighs exposed (98, figs. 30-32); Type A, 
T&MQ rILCKOxcQ3. kou, i. e. Piskokephalo type (101, fig. 33, pl. 17B); 
Type E 
1, ErELTpcQcrtXLOV 'H tnLCTrjaLOV i. e. a girdle with'shoulder 
straps (101-104, figs. 33-36); Type ET 
1 XAaLNCL i. e. cloak (104- 
llo, ' figs. 38-40); Type ZI IICPLC(4n TccTa; koEL6kQ XaL XMOeLbEr. 
i. e. girdle with petal-shaped and/or spear-shaped flaps at front 
and back (110-115, figs. 41-55); Type H1, a girdle with flaps ex- 
tending to just above the knees (115-120, figs. 56-59, pla.. 21,22, 
23,24); Type 81 ITCPLC(41a T&EO'U TEePLC3XCV6Cr. i. e. girdle with 
short trousers (120-122, fig. 62). 
177. Evans in PMII, 33, discusses Early Minoan costume and its deri- 
vation ... 'It is even possible that the mantled attire of women 
such as is seen among the pre-dynastic ivories of Hierakonpolis 
had a lasting influence on the Cretan women's dress. The natural 
effect of such a thick wrap (fig. 14 al, a2, b, c, d) is that it 
rests in a cape-like fashion behind the neck, and this feature is 
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very clearly brought out in the Minoan female costume ... In the 
case of the Hierakonpolis figure there was clearly some kind of 
skirt beneath it, which in the figure from a tholos tomb at 
Koumasa (14c) bulges out considerably ... I ... For convenience 
the Minoan women fastened the cloak round. the waist with a cord, 
sometimes ending in tassles and seems to have made slits or even 
short sleeves for the arms ... The Middle Minoan type of women's 
costume as seen at Petsopha is an offshoot of the same stock 
The parallels with the pre-dynastic figurines for female and 
male figurines of the Pre-palatial period that Evans used can 
be disputed on chronological grounds, if nothing else. However, 
Evans' observations of Early Minoan dress and its development 
in the succeeding period are valid, and important to note. 
178. ibid. As indeed Evans noted. 
179. So named after its resemblance to a large bowl, base on top of 
the head and thus open, above. 
180. Myres, J. L., in BSA 9,1902, p. 367, noted after his examination 
of the material that 'The normal type of the female figurines, 
which are much fewer than the males, is bell-shaped or conical 
from the waist downward, to represent the full skirts of the Aegean 
costume'. 
181. Evans, A., in PMI, 1921,153, says of the female figurines found 
on Petsopha that they wore 'a skirt and girdle and a bodice open 
at the breast. tand rising into a 'Medici' collar behind'. The latter 
term is commonly used today to refer to this high peaked collar 
behind the neck. 
182. Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 110, discusses 'Les Cordes' (belts) 
on the bronze female figurines. 
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183. As noted by Myres from his examination of the figurines from 
Petsopha, BSA 9,1902,367. 
184. ibid., 370-372. Myres reported the following information: 'The 
most noteworthy feature of the female figurines, however, is 
their head-gear, which is very peculiar and I think quite un- 
paralleled ... I 'Three distinct variants are represented by 
single examples: one lady (pl. XI, No. 16) has crimped the brim of 
her hat, and added three large rosettes, represented by pellets, 
in the recess thus formed beneath the brim ... The second (pl. 
XI, No. 17 and 20) shows a less fanciful type worn much further 
forward on the head and suggestive of a funnel-shaped 1polos' 
like the late Mycenaean head-gear. The third variant (371, pl. 
XI, No. 15) is equally instructive. The hat is worn fairly well 
forward ... but the brim is turned up all round so as to form 
a deep bowl' (this is the open-bowl -shaped hat referred to in 
this thesis). 
185. ibid. This type was also noted by Myres and seen in his recon- 
struction drawing of complete female figurines in pl. IX. 
186. See Table 25. for details of all the heads from Piskokephalo. 
187. Evans, A., PMI, 1921,153, noted that 'the male figurines are-nude 
except for their girdle and foot-gear ... Sometimes they wear a 
small disc-like cap ... 
Myres, 1902, 'op. cit., 363-4, noted that the male costume was 
'almost always limited to the Aegean loin-cloth and a pair of 
boots' ... 'The loin-cloth appears to have consisted of three 
distinct parts: - the loin-cloth itself; a white wrapper or kilt 
(like that of the Keftio in Egyptian representations) worn over 
it; and a knotted girdle which secured the whole. The loin-cloth 
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itself is represented uniformly by a pronounced roll of clay 
which runs vertically downwards in front from the middle point of 
the belt and disappears from view between the thighs',... 'The 
girdle ... often shows clear traces of knot with dependent ends 
which is usually placed in the median line but occasionally on the 
right hip ... In other examples the girdle is represented only in 
paint, and then shows a double strand, through the loop of which 
the free ends pass to form a slip-knot'. 
E. Sakellorakis' more detailed survey (see n. 171-n. 176 above) 
identified the belt and codpiece as one type (Type A1) and the 
girdle and short kilt as another type (Type B1). The latter 
is undoubtedly the best represented in the evidence and is executed 
both in relief and in paint (see her plate nos. 4-11 and figs. 
21-29 for the method of construction). 
188. E. Sakellarakis, 1971, op. cit., 96, pl. 9. He wears a Type B girdle 
and short kilt beneath the large dagger. 
189. As in the Vapheio Cups and as seen in frescoes e. g. the Cup-bearer 
from Knossos (Evans, A., PMII, 725, pl. XII, fig. 452) and the 
Procession Fresco (Evans, op. cit., 723, fig. 450), seal impressions 
from Hagia Triadha (e. g. Nilsson, MMR, 1950,346, fig. 157, Evans, 
PMII, 769, fig. 500) and Zakro (e. g. JHS, Vol. 22,1902,77, Fig. 1, 
No. 1, pl. VI) depict males with a short kilt (the former) and belt 
and codpiece(? ) (the latter). 
190. E. Sakellarakis, 1971, op. cit., 101, pl. 17B. Type 
Sakellarakis recognises that the examples from Piskokephalo are 
the only representations of this type. She sees similarities 
here with Egyptianclothing, as Forster did before here (Praesos, 
the Terra-cottas, BSA 8,1901-2,274). 
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191. See Part III, Chapter 10 and Table 27. 
192. KN1-3 from Knossos only, figs. 113 and 114 
193. As for example No. 184 of Type RR4 from Agia Triadha or No. 173 
of Type SS4 from Psychro (pls. 187) 
194. As-in No. PK1 of Type UU4 from Palaikastro. 
195. As in the example from Kophinas of Type TT4. Verlinden, C., 
1983, op. cit., 104-107, discusses the four types of skirts 
(Jupes); Type 1: Les Jupes portefeuille ý volants (33-35); Type 
2: Les jupes h lignes ou volants horizontaux: (37); Type 3: Les 
jupes entfourrure et en peau; Type 4: Les jupes 
h plis tateraux 
(67,71,72). Type 3 is the only one not represented in this 
thesis. 
196. Schachermeyr, 'Die Minoische Kultur des Alten Kretal, 1964,143, 
fig. 68. In the fresco of the 'Ladies in Blue' from Knossos (Evans, 
PMI, 1921, ' 547, fig. 397)lwe see the women wearing the same type 
of richly embroidered bodices and skirts, but here, painted in 
in blue. 
197. See note 197 above. Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 96-7, identifies 
these two types. Type 1, Ichevelures nouees dans le dos' (Nos. 
33-36) and Type 2, Ichevelures tombants limbrement dans les dos' 
(No. 37). 
198. Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 98-99 for 'Les v; tements d1hommes' 
(21-31). She identifies in the bronze figurines two types of 
codpiece (suspensoire): Type 1: Irigidel and Type 2 Isouple' 
and two types of loincloth (pagnes) with varieties e. g. Type 1 
a, b, c and Type 2. No. 172 of Type CC4. I from Psychro presented 
in this thesis provides us with a good example of the longer apron 
in front with only a short flap at the back covering the buttocks. 
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The dress of these figurines correspond to Sakellarakis' (1971, 
op. cit., 110-120) Types Z1, a girdle with petal-shaped and/or 
lance-shaped flaps at front and back and extending to just above 
the knees (pls. 26,27) and type HI, a girdle with flaps 
extending to the knees, covering the thighs and with the waists 
left loosely tied (pls. 21-24). 
199. As in type EE5 represented by an example from Juktas (cf. 
Karetsou, A., Ergon, 1980 (1981), 46f., fig. 102). 
200. See Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., 102, 'Les chaussures' Nos. 
24,30 and 31, pl. 10,14,15 respectively. 
201. See Note 189 above. Interestingly enough this longer apron noted 
on bronze figurines'has no iconographic parallels in any period. 
202. Verlinden, C., 1983, op. cit., pl. 14 and 15, Nos. 30 and 31, and 
Sakellarakis, E., 1971, op. cit., p1s. 21 and 22. 
203. Evans related the loosely held girdle to children and older 




SITE TYPE FIG. NO. PAGE REF. NO MUSA NO. PUDL. NO 
Fig. 19PI59 




2 HM 118 124 
p160 
A 3 Pl. 3 M 116 128 
p160 
A 4 Pl. 4 tfm 120 129 
p162 
A 125 Fig. llb 125 
p162 
A 126 Fig. lla Hm 117 126 
Fig. 1 p164 ' B 5 Pl. 7 HM 115 127 
F. I 6 
Fig. 3 P173 HM 126 134a 
Pl. 15 
Fig. 10 pi88 
1 
J. VII 7 Pl. 25 
HM 124 130 
J. vii 131 Fig. 22089 HM 125 131 
Fig. 23pl9o 
AA 8 Pl. 26 H. M 114 132 
P190 
AA 9 Pl. 27 HM 127 134 
P191 
AA 10 Pl. 28 RM 123 133 




Archanes B ARI Fig. 14a HM 1101 
p168 1 
B AR2 - HM 1102 -, 
p 168 
B AR3 Hm 1103 
P 178 




J. I AR6 Fig. 19a HM 
p 179 
J. I AR7 Fig. 18c HM 
p 179 
J. I AR8 Fig. 19b HM 
P 179 
J. I AR9 HM 
p 17 
J. II AR1 0 Fig. 8 HM 
p1 86 
J. III AR1 1 Fig. 7 HM 
p 196 
EE AR1 2 Fig. 28 HM 
P376 
CC4. I AR1 3 HM 2508 
P376 
CC4. I AR14 IN - - 
SITE TYPE FIG. NO. PAGE REF. NO MUSA NO. PUBL. NO. 
P193 
Gournes BB GOU2 Fig. 27c RM 
P192 
Kalathiana AA 282 Fig. 27a RM - 182 
Fig. 78, p2H 
Kamllari BB3 11 Pl. 137 HM 10574 F. 2634 
P289 
CC3 12 Pl. 138 RM 10572 F. 2633 
003 
RR3 13 Pl. 156 HM 15073 F. 2632 
P161 
Koumasa A 14 Pl. 5 HM 130 130 
pJ68 
B 132 Fig. 14b - HM 131 
Fig. 6, pl8O 
15 Pl. 18 HM 125 125 
P180 
J. I 16 Pl. 19 HM 127 127 
p0l 
J. 1 17 Pl. 20 HM 126 126 
P181 
J. I 18 Pl. 21 RM 123 123 
P183 
J. I. 124 - HM 124 
p18l, 
J. II 19 Pl. 24 HM 122 122 
Fig. 239092 
BB 20 Pl. 30 HM 135 135 
19, P. 1 BB 21 Pl. 31 ILM 128 128 
BB 525 
p192 HM 525 
P193 
BB 129 Fig. 27b HM 129 
P194 
cc 22 Fig. 23 Hm 4308 4308 
P194 
cc 23 P1,32 Hm 4307 4307 
P195 
cc 24 Pl. 33 HM 4306 4306 
P195 
DD 25 Fig. 24 HMI '5050 5050 
Fig. 249096 
EE 26 Pl. 34 HM 5655 rl 5 5 
Fig. 25,09', 
FF 27 Pl. 35 HM 4998 4998 
p163 




G. I LEB2 Fig. 17 HM - 
P176 
G. III LEB3 Fig. 5 HM - 
P176 G. III LEB4 HM - 
pl8li 
J. I LEB5 l Fig. 2(),, HM - 
I 3: ' 
SITE TYPE FIG. NO. PAGE REV. NO MUS. L NO. PUBL. NO. 
PIFIll I Lebena (cont. ) Jj LEB6 Hm 
P184 
ij LEB7 HM 
PIP', ) 
Lendas x LEN1 Fig. 6 HM 
Fig. jjqýpl 04 
Mochlos 225.11 28 Pl. 195 HM 5584 
P161 
Platanos A 29 Pl. 6 HM 223 223 
P163 
A 222 Fig. Ild HM - 222 
p164 
B 30 Pl. 8 HM 229 229 
p182 
J. I 31 Pl. '22 HM 224 224 
BI91 
AA 32 Pl. 2 HM 230 230 
P165 
Porti B' 33 Pl. 9 HM 173 173 
Fig. 24PI6 3 
c 34 Pl. 12 HM 172 172 
Fig. 37 
BB2 35 Pl. 4Q, p23 3 HM 171 171 
163 P 1 
Pyrgos A PYR1 Fig. 2 HM - - 
166 M 
B PYR2 Fig.. HM - - 
p167 
B PYR3 Fig. 13b HM 25.5 - 
p167 
B PYR4 Fig. 13c HM 254 - 
c PYR5 
P170 
Fig. 15d HM 52 - 
c PYR6 
P170 
Fig. 15c HM 25B - 
P171 
c PYR7 Fig. 15b HM 
p183 
J. I PYR8 - RM - - 
Siva J. VII SIV. 1 
Agios P176 
Onouphrios G. I AO. 1 Fig. 4 
P176 
G. I AO. 2 
P176 G. II AO. 3 Fig. 4 - 
P177 
H AO. 4 Fig. 5 - 
pi84 
Tekes J. I TK1 Fig. 20a - 
P184 
J. I TK2 Fig. 20b 
P184 
J. I TK3 Fig. 20c 
( 3; 
SITE TYPE FIG. NO. PAGE REF. NO )WS. L NO. PUBL. NO. 
pV16 
Tekes (cont. ) J. IV TK4 
' 
Fig. 9 
---- - P P$7 
J. V TK5 Fig. 9 
P 1117 J. VI TK6 Fig. 10 
p263 
Arvi NN2.1 36 P1.83 AM 425 
P228 
Juktas AA2. I C71 Fig. 35 HM 
P228 
AA2. II 37 Fig. 66b RM 21912 
P230 
AA2. II C72 Fig. 66a HM 
p248 
DD2. I 38 Fig*. 69 HM 
p251 
DD2. I J3 Fig. 69 HM - - 
p')52 
EE2 39 Fig. 41 HM 21273 - 
p257 
JJ2. I 40 Fig. 73 HM 22108 - 
p261 
JJ2. II 41 Fig. 56 HM 21325 - 
p"C)2 
FF3 J4 Fig. 81 HM - - 
P292 
FF3 J5 Fig.. 96a HM - - 
P302 
QQ3. I J6 Fig. 96c RM - - 
P302 
QQ3. I J? Fig. 96d HM - - 
P303 
QQ3.17I 42 Fig. 86 HN 21933 - 
P379 
CC4. III J8 Fig. 101 HM - - 
P382 
EE4 J9 Fig. 104 HM - - 
P403 
DD5 J10 Fig. 118 RM - - 
P403 
EE5 Fig. 118 RM 
Fig. 35 
Kophinas AA2.17I 43 P1.369pl-2v RH 14171 
Fig. 38 
CC2. I 44 P1.50. P23C HM 14158 
p 239 
CC2. I 45 P1.51 HM 14169 
P239 
CC2. I 46 P1.52 HM 14170 
P"40 
CC2. I 47 PI. 53 HM 14205 
240 
CC2. I 48 P1.4 RM 14241 
P241 CC2. I 49 P1.55 11M 14247 
7. 
SITE TYPE FIG. NO. PAGE REF . NO MS. & NO. PUBL. NO. 
j 
, I -- 
Kophinas (cont. ) CC2.11 50 HM 14249 
CC2. II 51 Pl. 57 HM 14157 
p343 
CC2. II 52 Pi. 58 HM 14174 - 
p243 
CC2. II 53 Pl. 59 HM 14204 - 
CC2. II 54 Fig. 54 HM 14243 - Pl. 60, P-')' j li 
Fig. 38 
CC2. II 55 Pl. 61P244 HM 14245 - 
P21it; 
CC2. II 56 Pl. 62 HM 14251 - 
P240 
CC2. II 57 Pl. 63 HM 14253 - 
p248 
DD2. I 58 Pl. 65 Ml 14140 - 
Fig. 41 
FF2 59 pl. 709P25 3 HM 14261 - 
p25" 
GG2 60 Fig. 42 HM 14264 - 
Fig. 81, pz )3 
GG3. II 61 Pl. 1409 HM 14222 - 
Fig. 83, p2 )4 
113 62 Pl. 142 HM 14160 - 
Fig. 83$p2 )6 
KK3 63 Pl. 144 HM 14192 - 
Fig. 84, P2 )7 
NN3 64 Pl. 146 HM 14147 - 
p298 
NN3 65 Pl. 147 HM 14155 - 
Fig. 859p2 )8 
PP3 66 Pl. 148 HM 14148 - 
p299 
PP3 67 Pl. 149 HM 14252 - 
Fig. 54 
UU2. I 68 Pl. 98, P27 3 HM 14203 - 
Fig. 889P3 )7 
ZZ3. III 69 Pl. 164 HM 14129 - 
Fig. 8900 7 
ZZ3. IV 70 Pl. 165 HM*14127 - 
Fig. 89, p3) 7 
ZZ3. V 71 Pl. 166 HM 14181 - 
Fig. 89, P3) 8 
ZZ3. VI 72 Pl. 167 Ml 14186 - 
P30,5 
ZZ3. VI 73 Pl. 168 HM lil9l - 
P308 
ZZ3. VI 74 Pl. 169 HM 14150 - 
Fig. qo, p3., 9 
ZZ3. VIII 75 Pl. 170 M 14218 
Fig. 37 
Maza AA2. V 76 Pl. 47023" HM 9849 
p"46 
CC2. II 77 Pl. 64 RM 9857 
SITE TYPE FIG. NO. PAGE REF. NO ýVJSA NO. PUBL. NC 
Fig. 82, r:! )'& 
Maza (cont. ) HH3 78 Pl. 141 HM 9856 - 
P257 
JJ2.1 79 Pl. 77 HM 9863 - 
PZ50 
JJ2. I 80 Pl. 78 HM 9864 - 
P269 
QQ2 81 Pl. 86 RM 9864 - 
1)306 
ZZ3. I 8ý Pl. 158 lim 9855 - 
P306 
ZZ3. I 83 Pl. 159 HM 9855 - 
P300 
ZZ3. I 84 Pl. 160 HM 9855 - 
P306 
ZZ3. I 85 Pl. ' 161 HM 9865 - 
P219 
Petsopha A2 86 Fig. 31oý, ANM - - 
p219 
A2 87 Fig. 316 ANM - - 
A. A"19 
B2 88 Fig. ANM 10554 - 
p231 
AA2. III 89 Pl. 38 AM 1010 - 
p231 
AA2. III 90 Pl. 39 AM 999 - 
P232 
AA2. III 91 Pl. 40 HM 3413 - 
I p242 
CC2. I 92 Pl. 56 HM 9854 - 
Fig. 40 
DD2. I 93 Pl. 66. nn-4 
HM 3407 ) - 
P249 
. DD2. I 94 Pl. 67 HM 3405 - 
Fig. 40 
DD2. II 95 Pl. 649P25 111M 3494 - 
Fig. 44 
112 96 Pl. 76oP25 SIM 4873 - 
Fig. 45 
JJ2. I 97 Pl. 79lp25 3431 1HM - 
Fig. 46 
KK2 98 pl. 8I, p26 1ANW 99601D - 
Fig. 47 
LL2 99 Pl. 82, p26 :! HM 3439 - 
PZ64 
NN2. I 100 Pl. 84 HM 2437 - 
p265 
NN2. I 101 Fig. 75 HM* 10161 - 
p269 
QQ2 102 Pl. 87 HM 9860 - 
1 P270 
QQ2 103 Pl. 88 HM 9861 - 
Fig. 50 
QQ2 104 PI - 89 4 n:! 7 IHM 
9859 
Fig. 87, *P30' , 
SS 105 1 Pl. 157 HM 3426 
SITE TYPE FIG. NO. PAGE REF. NO MUS. L NO. PUBL. NO. 
P280 
Petsopha (cont. ) WW2 106 Fig. 57 HM 7718 - 
P233 
Piskokephalo AA2. IV 107 Pl. 41 HM 9753 - 
Fig. 36, P2 53 AA2. IV 108 P1.42 HM 9756 - 
P2314 
AA2. IV 109 Pl. 43 HM 9757 - 
P234 
AA2. IV 110 P1.44 HM 9758 - 
P: 135 
AA2. IV ill Pl. 45 HM 9759 - 
p-" 35 
AA2. IV 112 Pl. 46 HM 9842 - 
Fig. 80,1)2 1)1 
EE3 113 Pl. 139 IN 9752 - 
Fig. 43, p2 5 
HH2 114 Pl. 71 HM 9825 1- 
Fig. 83, P2 95 
JJ3 115 Pl. 143 HM 9754 - 
Fig. 52, pl, 3 
TT2. I 116 Pi. 91 UM 9764 !- 
p273 
TT2. I 117 Pl. 92 HM 9777 - 
Fig. 521p2' 74 
TT2. II 118 P1.93 HM 9751 - 
Fig. 539p2, 76 
TT2. III 119 Pl. 94 HM 9778 - 
Fig. 53, p2 "6 
TT2.1V 120 Pl. 95 HM 9768 
P277 
TT2. IV 121 Pl. 96 HM 9767 
p277 
TT2. IV 122 Pl. 97 HM 9768 
Fig. 5ý, p2S 2 
YY2. I 123 Pl. 102 HM 9773 
Fig. 61, p2f a 
ZZ2. I 124 Pl. 105 M 9732 
ZZ2. II 125 
Fig. 61. p2ý aM 9736 P1.106 
P310 
ZZ2. II 126 Pl. 107 HM 9737 
P310 
ZZ2. II 127 Pl. 112 HM 9838 
All 
ZZ2. II 128 Pi. HM 9739 
P311 
ZZ2. II 129 Pi. 109 Hm 9740. - 
P311 
ZZ2. I-T 130 Pi. 110 HM 9741 - 
p311 
ZZ2. II 131 Pi. ill HM 9742 - 
P312 
ZZ2. II 132 Pl. 114 HM 9743 - 
P312 - 
ZZ2. II 133 Pl. 115 HM 9734 - 
SITE TYPE FIG. NO. PAGE REF. NO MUS. L NO. PUBL. NO. 
Piskokephalo p ! 83 Fig. 62 
(cont. ) ZZ2. III 134 Pl. 116 HM 9731 
, )n, 94Fig. 
63 
ZZ2. IV 135 Pl. 117 HM 9744 
, 28"Fig. 63 
ZZ2. V 136 Pl. 118 HM 9730 
')"81'Fig. 64 
ZZ2. Vj 137 pl. 119 HM 9746 
1313Fig. 91 
ZZ3. IX 138 Pl. 120 HM 9713 
)313Fig. 91 
ZZ3. X 139 Pl. 121 HM 9719 
)314Fig. 91 
ZZ3. XI 140 Pl. 122 HM 9721 
)314Fig. 92 
ZZ3. XII 141 Pl. 123 HN 9723 
, )31piFig. 92 
ZZ3. = 142 Pl. 124 HM 9748 
-, 314Fig. 93 ZZ3. XIV 143 Pl. 125 HM 9714 
"'315Fig. 93 
ZZ3. XV 144 Pl. 126 HM 9717 - 
')315Fig. 94 
ZZ3. XVI 145 Pl. 127 HM 9722 - 
)315Fig. 94 
ZZ3. XVII 146 Pl. 128 HM 9747 - 
315 - ZZ3. XVIII 147 . 
HM 9724 - 
P316Fig. 
94 
ZZ3. XIX 148 Pl. 129 HM 9726 - 
Fig. 95 
ZZ3. XX 149 Pl. 130 HM 9718 
P316Fig. 95 
ZZ3. XXI 150 Pl. 131 HM 
9715 
P24 h 
prinias CC2. III 151 g. 39 ANM 5972 
p293 
GG3. I 152 Fig. 81 ANM - 
p267 ' 
NN2. II 153 Fig. 49 ANM 5897 
P272 
SS2 154 Fig. 51 ANM* 5934 
P ! 82 Fig. 
59 
YY2. Il 155 Pl. 103a ANM 5933 
p229 
Traostalos AA2. jj 156 Fig. 66c ANM 
p236 
AA2. IV 157 Fig. 67b ANM 
p236 
AA2. IV 158 Fig. 67a 
" -- 
ANM 
p7 9§ 0 
DD3 159 Fig. 79 HM 16439 
P253 
EE2 160 Fig . 71 ANM 
-- 
p254 
GG2 161 Fig. 72 HM 16475 
SITE TYPE FIG. NO. PAGE REF. NO MUS. L NO. PUBL. NO. 
Traostalos p26 l 
(cont. ) NN2. I ig. 48 162 HM 16444 - 
p266 
NN2. I 163 HM 16474 - 
P 389 Fig. loa 
PP4 164 Pl. 18'+ HM 16575 - 
P274 
TT2. I 165 Fig. 76 ANM - - 
p27S 
TT2. jj 166 Fig. 76 ANM 6994 - 
p280 
VV2 167 Fig. 56 JIM 16465 - 
p2l 82 
YY2.17, r 168 Fig. 60 HM 16446 - 
P307 
ZZ3. II 169 Fig. 88 ANM - - 
P 574 Fig. 100 
Psychro BB4 170 Pl. 176 AM 621 AE621 
CC4. I 171 
P375 Pl. 177 AM 605 AE605 
., ')375 Fig - 
100 
CC4. I 172 Pl. 178 AM 23 AE 23 
: )391 
RR4 173 Pl. 188 AM 596 AE 596 
P393 Fig. 110 
SS4 174 Pl. 190 AM 597 AE 597 
: )165 
Trapeza B 175 p l.. 1 HM 310 No. 3 
: )166 
B 176 Pl. 11 JIM 311 No. 4 
p169 
c 177 Pl. 13 JIM 308 No. 2 
p169 Pl 14 c 178 . JIM 309 No. 5 
)171 
c TR1 Fig. l5d No. 1 
: )172 




- No. 7 
: )173 
F. I 179 Pl. 16 HM' 230 No. 13 
3174 
F. I 180 Pl. 17 JIM 273 No. 9 
)175 
F. I TR8 No. 8 
ý 3175 
F. I TR11 No. 11 
: )175 
F. I TR12 No. 12 
P199 
GG. I TR14 Fig. 29. , No. 14 
Agia Triadha )402 Fig. 117 
Villa CC5 181 Pi. 193 JIM 1809 
3,97 Fig. 107 
KK4 182 Pl. 12ý1 JIM 19064 1 
SITE TYPE FIG. NO. PAGE REF. NO O(US-. & NO. PUBL. NO. 
Agia Triadha 
Villa (cdnt. ) NN4 183 Pl. 186 11M 1804 
P39, Fig. 110 
RR4 184 Pl. 189 HM 760 
WM19 
QQ4 AT1 Fig. 109b HM - 8a 
W9 
QQ4 AT2 Fig. 109a HM - 8b 
389 
QQ4 AN _ HM Sc 
p287Fig. 77 
Chamaizi AA3 185 Pl. 135 HM 3488 - 
r-, 287 
AA3 183 Pl. 136 HM 3484 - 
p268Fig. 49 
PP2 187 Pl. 85 HM 3489 - 
369Fig. 99 
Knossos G3 188 Pl. 172 3MK RV61585 - 
P369 
H3 189 Pl. 173 3MK RR/61/3Z 
P370 
Fig. 99 
H3 190 Pl. 174 
- 
RIK RR/61/12E 
P-0917ýTr Fig. 84 
LL3 191 Pl. 145 3MK RR/59/15i 
: )337Fig. 107 
LL4 192 Pl. 18. q 3MK HH/57/92 
3299Fig. 86 
QQ3. I 193 P11.150 3MK RR/59/12C 
QQ3. I 194 Pl. 151 3MK HH/58/19.: 
P301 
QQ3.1 195 Pl. 152 3MK RR/59/15E 
r)301 
QQ3. I 196 Pl. 153 3MK RR/59/184 
P301 
QQ3. j 197 Pl. 154 3MK RR/58,701 
P302 
QQ3. I 198 Pl. 155 3MK RV6 1585 
p271PI. 50 
RR2 199 pl. go AM 991 AE991 
3279Fig. 55 
UU2. I 200 Pl. 99 33-MK IIH/58/15( 
3279Fig. 55 
UU2. II 201 Pi. 100 3MK LG1/57/1E 
)397 
WW4 KNI Fig. ll.: HM 
P398 
WW4 KN2 Fig. 114 HM 
p285Fig. 64 
ZZ2.4TX 202 Pl. 134 HM 9248 
P306pl. 162 
ZZ3.. T 203 HM 14281 
1309 ZZ3. VII KN3 Fig. 90 HM ,- -I 
-)366 
Mallia Aý 204 Fig. 97b FSM E63/22 E63/23-91 
SITE TYPE FIG. NO. PAGE REF. NO MS. & NO. PUBL. NO. 1 
P366 
Mallia (cont. ) B3 205 Fig. 97 FSM E63/28 E63/25: 27( 
PI-120 
C2 206 Fig. 31 FSM M67/F7 %167/F7: 13i 
n p=10 
D2 207 Fig. 32 FSM M67/F5 M67/F5: 13", 
P367 I 
D3 208 Fig-98 FSM E63/26 E63/19: 90 
p"21 
E2. I 209 Fig. 32 FSM M67/F4 M67/F4: 13( 
p221 
E2. rI 210 Fig. 32 FSM M67/F2 M67/F2: 134 
p222 
F2 211 Fig. 33 FSM M67/F3 467/F3: 13. ý 
P368 
F3 280 Fig*98 FSM - 280 
P= 
G2 212 Fig. 34 FSM M67/Fl 967/Fl: 13.: 
P177 
MA L1 Fig. 6 - P. 56,14 
p4oi 
BB5 213 Fig. 116 M 3358 No. 2: 3b 
P250 
DD2. j MA L2 Fig. 69 - P57 
P384 . GG4 22.170 Fig. 120 HM 22.1 70 22.170 
TT3 22.134 P305 Fig. 87 HM 22.134 22.134 
p286 
ZZ2. X 214 Fig. 65 FSM M68/F18 468/Fl8: 14 
P173 1 
Myrtos E 215 Fig. 3 AN? d 7081 No. 6 
P175 
F. II 216 Fig. 3 ANM 7080 No. 69 
p18o 
J. I 217 Fig. 18b ANM - No. 5 
p198 
GG. I 218 Fig. 30 ANM 7083 No. 2 
P198 
GG. I 219 Fig . 30 ANM 7084 No. 1 
P199 
GG. II 220 Fig . 26 ANM* 7086 No. 3 
P200 
GG. II MYR1 Fig. 29 No. 4 
p201 
HH 221 Fig. 26 ANM 7082 No. 70 
p3MFig. 105 
Phaistos HH4 222 P1.18 HM '1773 
P'585Fig. 106 
114 223 pl. 182. HM 1779 
riý. 'W 
JJ2. I PHI. 1 Fig. 74 HM - F. 2682 
P386Fig. 106 JJ4 224 P1.18t HM 11221 
p281Fig. 57 
XX2 225 P1.101 HM 2680 F. 2679 
SITE TYPE FIG. NO. PAGE REF. NO HUS. L NO. PUBL. NO. 
Phaistos (cont. ) ZZ4 226 
P, 5c)9 Fi g. I 15 
Pl. 19 1 11M 1786 
Palaikastro GG. I PKI 
P197 
Fig. 25 





Fig-111 JIM 1417 
Siteia J. I 227 
P182 P1.23 AM 172 
Vasiliki J. I VAS. I 
P184 
Fig. 21 
GG. II VAS2 
p200 
Fig. 29c 
QQ3. I VAS3 P303Fig. 964 





P1.171 SM - - 
13 229 
P370Fig. 99 SM - - 
AA2. = 230 P230 
Fig. 35 
P1.37 SP-1 - - 
AA2. V 231 
p237Fig. 68 
P1.48 SM 2927 - 
AA4 232 
P374 Pi. loo 
P1.175 SM 341 - 
AA5 233 P'*OlFig 
116 
Pi. 
i92 sm - - 
GG4 234 
Wi, 14 Ti 180 Fig-105 SM 2615 - 
JJ2. I 235 
p260Fig. 73 
P1.80 SM 2818 - 
ZZ3. I 236 
P306 Fig. 88 
P1.162 SM 2821 - 
ZZ5-I 237 
P1+04Fig. 119 
pi. 19 4 SM 2616 - 
Zou (Siteias) ZZ5. III zoui 
p4o4 Fig. 119 
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LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS 
FIGURES 
VOIAM ii 
Fig. l. Type A: Agia Triadha 
Type B: Agia Triadha 
Fig. 2. Type C: Porti 
Type D: Trapeza 
Fig. 3. Type E: Myrtos 
Type F. I : Agia Triadha 
Type F. II : Myrtos 
rig. 4. Type G. I : Agios Onouphrios 
Type G. II : Agios Onouphrios 
Fig. 5. Type G. = : Lebena 
Type H: Agios Onouphrios 
Fig. 6. Type I: Mallia 
Type K: Lendas 
Fig. 7. Type J. I Koumasa 
Type J. III Archanes 
Fig. 8. Type J. II Archanes 
Fig. 9. Type J. IV Tekes 
Type J. V Tekes 
Fig. 10. Type J. VI Tekes 
Type J. VIII Agia Triadha 
Fig. 11. Type A: a. Agia Triadha; b. Agia Triadha; 
C. Lebena; d. Platanos 
Fig. 12. Type A: Pyrgos 
Fig. 13. Type B: a. Pyrgos; b. Pyrgos; c. Pyrgos 
Fig. 14. Type B: a. Archanes; b. Koumasa 
Fig. 15. Type C: a. Trapeza; b. -d. Pyrgos 
Fig. 16. Type C: Samba 
Fig. 17. Type G. I : Lebena 
Fig. 18. Type J. I : a. Archanes; b. Myrtos; c. Archanes 
Fig. 19. Type J. I : a. Archanes; b. Archanes 
Fig. 20. Type J. I : a. Tekef; b. -d. Lebena 
Fig. 21. Type J. I : Vasiliki 
Fig. 22. Type J. VII : Agia Triadha 
Fig. 23. Type AA : Agia Triadha 
Type BB : Koumasa 
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Fig. 23. Type CC : Koumasa 
Fig. 24. Type DD : Koumasa 
Type EE : Koumasa 
Fig. 25. Type FF : Koumasa 
Type GG. I : Palaikastro 
Fig. 26. Type GG. II : Myrtos 
Type HH : Myrtos 
Fig. 27. Type AA : a. Kalathiana; b. Koumasa 
Type BB : Gournes 
Fig. 28. Type EE : Archanes 
Fig. 29. Type GG. 1 : a. Trapeza 
Type GG. II : b. Myrtos; c. Vasiliki 
Fig. 30. Type GG. I : a. Myrtos; b. Myrtos 
Fig. 31. Type A2 : a. Petsopha; b. Petsopha 
Type B2 : Petsopha 
Type C2 : Mallia 
Fig. 32. Type D2 : Mallia 
Type E2. I : Mallia 
Type E2. II : Mallia 
Fig. 33. Type F2 : Mallia 
Fig. 34. Type G2 : Mallia 
Fig. 35. Type AA2. I : Juktas 
Type AA2. II Kophinas 
Type AA2. III Zakros 
Fig. 36. Type AA2. IV Piskokephalo 
Fig. 37. Type AA2. V : Maza 
Type BB2 : Porti 
Fig. 38 Type CC2. I : Kophinas 
Type CC2. II Kophinas 
Fig. 39. Type CC2. III Prinias 
Fig. 40. Type DD2. I : Petsopha 
Type DD2. II Petsopha 
Fig. 41. Type EE2 : Juktas 
Type FF2 : Kophinas 
Fig. 42. Type GG2 : Kophinas 
Fig. 43. Type HH2 : Piskokephalo 
Fig. 44. Type 112 : Petsopha 
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Fig. 45. Type JJ2. I : Petsopha 
Fig. 46. Type JJ2. II : Juktas 
Type KK2 : Petsopha 
Fig. 47. Type LL2 : Petsopha 
Fig. 48. Type NN2. I : Traostalos 
Fig. 49. Type NN2. II : Prinias 
Type PP2 : Chamaizi 
Fig. 50. Type QQ2 : ''Petsopha 
Type RR2 : Knossos 
Fig. 51. Type SS2 : Prinias 
Fig. 52. Type TT2. I : Piskokephalo 
Type TT2. II : Piskokephalo 
Fig. 53. Type TT2. III : Piskokephalo 
Type TT2. IV : Piskokephalo 
Fig. 54. Type UU2. I : Kophinas 
Fig. 55. Type UU2. II : Knossos 
Fig. 56. Type VV2 : Traostalos 
Fig. 57. Type WW2 : Petsopha 
Type XX2 : Phaistos 
Fig. 58. Type YY2. I : Piskokephalo 
Fig. 59. Type YY2. II : Prinias 
Type YY2. IV : Prinias 
Fig. 60. Type YY2. III : Traostalos 
Fig. 61. Type ZZ2. I : Piskokephalo 
Type ZZ2. II : Piskokephalo 
Fig. 62. Type ZZ2. III : Piskokephalo 
Fig. 63. Type ZZ2. IV : Piskokephalo 
Type ZZ2. V : Piskokephalo 
Type ZZ2. VI : Piskokephalo 
Fig. 64. Type ZZ2. IX : Knossos 
Fig. 65. Type ZZ2. X : Mallia 
Fig. 66. Type AA2. II : a. Juktas; b. Juktas; c. Traostalos 
Fig. 67. Type AA2. IV : a. Traostalos; b. Traostalos 
Fig. 68. Type AA2. V : Zakros 
Fig. 69. Type DD2. I : a. Juktas; b. Juktas; c. Mallia 
Fig. 70. Type DD2. II : Agios Kyrillos 
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Fig. 71. Type EE2 : Traostalbs 
Fig. 72. Type GG2 : Traostalos 
Fig. 73. Type JJ2. I : 
--. 
a. Juktas; b. Zakros 
Fig. 74. Type JJ2. I : Phaistos 
Fig. 75., Type NN2. I : Petsopha 
Fig. 76. Type TT2. I : a-. Traostalos 
Type TT2 II : b. Traostalos 
Fig. 77. Type AA3 : Chamaizi 
Fig. 78. Type BB3 : Kamilari 
Fig. 79. Type DD3 : Traostalos 
Fig. 80. Type EE3 : Piskokephalo 
Fig. 81. Type FF3 : Juktas 
Type GG3. I Priniis 
Type GG3. II Kophinas 
Fig. 82. Type HH3 : Maza- 
Fig. 83. Type 113 : Kophinas 
Type M: Piskokephalo 
Type KK3 : Kophinas 
Fig. 84. Type LL3 : Knossos 
Type NN3 : Kophinas 
Fig. 85. Type PP3 : Kophinas 
Fig. 86. Type QQ3. I : Knossos 
Type QQ3. II : Juktas 
Fig. 87. Type SS3 : Petsopha 
Type TT3 : Mallia 
Fig. 88. Type ZZ3. I : Zakros 
Type ZZ3. II : Traostalos 
Type ZZ3. = : Kophinas 
Fig. 89. Type ZZ3. IV : Kophinas 
Type ZZ3. V : Kophinas 
Type ZZ3. VI : Kophinas 
Fig. 90. Type ZZ3. VII : Knossos 
Type ZZ3. VIII : Kophinas 
Fig. 91. Type ZZ3. IX : Piskokephalo 
Type ZZ3. X : Piskokephalo 
Type ZZ3. XI : Piskokephalo 
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Fig. 92. Type ZZ3. XII Piskokephalo 
Type ZZ3. XIII Piskokephalo 
Fig. 93. Type ZZ3. XIV :1 Piskokephalo 
Type ZZ3. XV : Piskokephalo 
Fig. 94. Type ZZ3. XVI : Piskokephalo 
Type ZZ3. XVII : Piskokephalo 
Fig. 95. Type ZZ3. XIX : Piskokephalo 
Type ZZ3. XX : Piskokephalo 
Type ZZ3. XXI : Piskokephalo 
Fig. 96. Type FF3 a. Juktas 
Type QQ3. I : b., Vasiliki 
Type QQ3. I : c. -d. Juktas 
Fig. 97. Type A3 : a. Mallia; b. Mallia 
Type B3 : Mallia 
Type C3 : Zakros 
Fig. 98. Type D3 : Mallia 
Type E3 : Zakros 
Type F3 : Mallia 
Fig. 99. Type G3 : Knossos 
Type H3 : Knossos 
Type 13 : Zakros 
Fig. 100. Type AA4 : Zakros 
Type BB4 : Psychro 
Type CC4. I : Psychro 
Fig. 101. Type CC4. 'II : Agia Triadha 
Type CC4. III : Psychro 
Fig. 102. Type DD4. I : Tylissos 
Fig. 103. Type DD4. II : ? Tylissos 
Type DD4. III : Agia Triadha 
Fig. 104. Type EE4 : ? Juktas 
Type FF4 : Katsambas 
Fig. 105. Type GG4 : Zakros 
Type HH4 : Phaistos 
Fig. 106. Type 114 : Phaistos 
Type JJ4 : Phaistos 
Fig. 107. Type KK4 : Agia Triadha 
Type LL4 : Knossos 
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Fig. 108. Type NN4 : Agia Triadha 
Type PP4 : Traostalos 
Fig. 109. Type QQ4 : a&b: Agia Triadha 
Fig. 110. Type RR4 : Agia Triadha 
Type SS4 : Psychro 
Fig. 111. Type TT4 : Kophinas 
Type UU4 : Palaikastro 
Fig. 112. Type VV4 : Agia Triadha 
Fig. 113. Type WW4 : Knossos 
Fig. 114. Type WW4 : Knossos 
Fig. 115. Type ZZ4 : Phaistos 
Fig. 116. Type AA5 : Zakros 
Type BB5 : Mallia 
Fig. 117. 
- 
Type CC5 : Agia Triadha 
Fig. 118. Type. DD5 : Juktas 
Type EE5 : Juktas 
Fig. 119. Type ZZ5. I : Zakros 
Type ZZ5. II Mochlos 
Type ZZ5. III 2ou, Siteias 
Fig. 120. Type GG4 : Mallia 
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MONOCHMIE PLATM 
P1.1 Agia Triadha No. 1 
P1.2 Agia Triadha No. 2 
P1.3 Agia Triadha No. 3 
PIA Agia Triadha No. 4 
P1.5 Koumasa No. 14 
PI. 6 Platanos No. 29 
PI. 7 Agia Triadha No. 5 
P1.8 Platanos No. 30 
P1.9 Porti No. 33 
P1.10 Trapeza No. 175 
P1.11 Trapeza No. 176 
P1.12 Porti No. 34 
P1.13 Trapeza No. 177 
P1.14 Trapeza No. 178 
P1.15 Agia Triadha No. 6 
P1.16 Trapeza No. 179 
PI. 17 Trapeza No. 180 
P1.18 Koumasa No. 15 
P1.19 Koumasa No. 16 
P1.20 Koumasa No. 17 
P1.21 Koumasa No. 18 
P1.22 Platanos No. 31 
P1.23 Siteia No. 227 
P1.24 Koumasa No. 19 
P1.25 Agia Triadha No. 7 
P1.26 Agia Triadha No. 8 
P1.27 Agia Triadha No. 9 
P1.28 Agia Triadha No. 10 
P1.29 Platanos No. 32 
P1.30 Koumasa No. 20 
P1.31 Koumasa No. 21 
P1.32 Koumasa No. 23 
PI. 33 Koumasa No. 24 
P1.34 Koumasa No. 26 
VOILM ii 
P1.35 Koumasa No. 27 
PI. 36 Kophinas No. 43 
P1.37 Zakros No. 230 
P1.38 Petsopha No. 89 
P1.39 Petsopha No. 90 
P1.40 Petsopha No. 91 
P1.41 Piskokephalo No. 107 
P1.42 Piskokephalo No. 108 
P1.43 Piskokephalo No. 109 
P1.44 Piskokephalo No. 110 
P1.45 Piskokephalo No. 111 
P1.46 Piskokephalo No. 112 
P1.47 Maza No. 76 
P1.48 Zakros No. 231 
P1.49 Porti No. 35 
P1.50 Kophinas No. 44 
P1.51 Kophinas No. 45 
P1.52 Kophinas No. 46 
P1.53 Kophinas No. 47 
P1.54 Kophinas No. 48 
P1.55 Kophinas No. 49 
P1.56 Petsopha No. 92 
P1.57 Kophinas No. 51 
P1.58 Kophinas No. 52 
P1.59 Kophinas No. 53 
P1.60 Kophinas No. 54 
P1.61 Kophinas No.. 5.5 
P1.62 Kophinas No. 56 
P1.63 Kophinas No-57 
P1.64 Maza No. 77 
P1.65 Kophinas No. 58 
P1.66 Petsopha No. 93 
P1.67 Petsopha No. 94 
P1.68 Petsopha No. 95 
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P1.69 Piskokephalo - P1.102 Piskokephalo No. 123 
P1.70 Kophinas No. 59 P1.103 Prinias No. 155 
P1.71 Piskokephalo No. 114 P1.104 Petsopha - (Agios 
Nikolaos Mu seum exhibit) 
P1.72 Piskokephalo - 
(Herakleion Museum exhibit) Pl-105 Piskokephalo No. 124 
PI. 73 Kophinas - P1.106 Piskokephalo No. 
125 
(Herakleion Museum exhibit) P1.107 Piskokephalo No. 126 
P1.74 Kophinas - P1.108 Piskokephalo No. 128 
(Herakleion Museum exhibit) 
P1.109 Piskokephalo No. 129 
P1.75 ' Petsopha - 
(Agios Nikolaos Museum P1.110 Piskokephalo No. 130 
exhibit) P1.111 Piskokephalo No. 131 
PI. 76 Petsopha No. 96 P1.112 Piskokephalo No. 127 
PI. 77 Maza No. 79 P1.113 Piskokephalo - HM9837 
P1.78 Maza No. 80 P1.114 Piskokephalo No. 132 
P1.79 Petsopha No. 97 P1.115 Piskokephalo No. 133 
P1.80 Zakros 
- 
No. 235 P1.116 Piskokephalo No. 134 
P1.81 Petsopha No. 98 P1.117 Piskokephalo No. 135 
P1.82 Petsopha No. 99 P1.118 Piskokephalo No. 136 
P1.83 Arv 
,i 
No. 36 P1.119 Piskokephalo No. 137 
PI. 84 Petsopha No. 100 P1.120 Piskokephalo No. 138 
P1.85 Chamaiza No. 187 P1.121 Piskokephalo No. 139 
P1.86 Maza No. 85 P1.122 Piskokephalo No. 140 
PI. 87 Petsopha No. 102 P1.123 Piskokephalo No. 141 
P1.88 Petsopha No. 103 P1.124 Piskokephalo No. 142 
P1.89 Petsopha No. 104 P1.125 Piskokephalo No. 143 
P1.90 Knossos No. 199 P1.126 Piskokephalo No. 144 
P1.91 Piskokephalo No. 116 P1.127 Piskokephalo No. 145 
P1.92- Piskokephalo No. 117 P1.128 Piskokephalo No. 146 
P1.93 Piskokephalo No. 118 P1.129 Piskokephalo No. 148 
P1.94 Piskokephalo No. 119 P1.130 Piskokephalo No. 149 
P1.95 Piskokephalo No. 120 P1.131 Piskokephalo No. 150 
P1.96 Piskokephalo No. 121 P1.132 Kophinas - (Herakleion 
PI. 97 Piskokephalo No. 122 Museum exhibit) 
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